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Welcome to Connect First

Welcome to Connect First, your call center in the cloud. With Connect First, you can run a full-featured, state-of-the-art
call center with just a web browser and internet connection.
There are two components to our system – the Call Center Administration Software and the Agent System.


Use the Call Center Administration Software to configure and manage your Connect First call center.



The Agent System is for your call center agents.

These instructions pertain to the Connect First Call Center Administration Software.

What You Need
To run the Connect First Administration Software, you will need a:


Web enabled computer,



Reliable internet connection,



Internet Explorer® V6 or higher. To download the latest version of Internet Explorer, go to
www.microsoft.com.



Adobe® Flash® Player. To download the latest version of this free software, go to
http://get.adobe.com/flashplayer/.



Telephone line or IP phone and headset if you want to listen in on agent calls or test agent functions using the
agent system. A telephone is not required if you only need to configure the Administration Software.



Login user name and password to the Connect First Administration Software login page,
http://atl.virtualacd.biz/manage/.

Intended Audience
This document is for call center analysts, managers, and anyone else needing a reference to our Call Center
Administration Software.

How to Use This Document
This document is a comprehensive resource to the Connect First Call Center Administration Software. It is not meant to
be read from beginning to end, but rather, to be used as a reference document.
If you are new to the system, read Getting Started first. It explains how to log in and get started using the system.
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Continue with Understanding the User Interface. This chapter describes the system and provides instructions for
functions, such as adding, editing, deleting, and cloning, that always work the same way, regardless of where you are in
the system. After reading this chapter, you will understand how the system is organized and what you are seeing on the
screens.
Navigation will be intuitive once when you understand the user interface.
After gaining experience, use the Table of Contents and Index to find the information you need.
Note: This document is not a tutorial on running a call center. It assumes the reader is an experienced call center
manager who already knows the call center business. This document is a comprehensive reference to the Connect First
Call Center Administration Software.

Typographical Conventions
This table describes the typographical conventions used.
Element

Convention

Example

button name

bold

Click Save to save your work.

field name

bold

In the Single Play Audio field, select an audio file.

menu name, menu option

bold, capitalized

On the Configure menu, select Inbound.

panel name

capitalized

The Track Number panel appears.

tab name

capitalized

Select the Routing Rules tab.

user input

bold

Type 12345 in the field.
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Getting Started

This chapter answers the question, “How do I get started with the Connect First Call Center Administration Software?” It
guides you through the initial process of logging in and getting started.
Our system provides a complete contact center solution, with administrative, configuration, monitoring, and reporting
capabilities. Your user type determines the parts of the system you can access.


Telemetry users have access to the system telemetry functions. They can view and monitor call center
operations, monitor and barge in on call center agents, and use the TFN/DID Manager.



Reporting users have all the capabilities of a telemetry users, and can also generate and view reports.



Account users can do everything in the system except view administrator level user accounts. They have all of
the capabilities of reporting users. They also have complete access to the configuration functions.



Account administrators have all the capabilities of an account user. They can also add, edit, and delete other
administrator level users within their account.



Multi-account administrators are like account administrators, but have access to more than one account.

Log In to Your Account
This section pertains to all user types. It explains how to log in to your account and get started with the system. After
finishing this section, continue with the instructions for your user type. If you do not know your user type, ask your
supervisor.
1.

Log in to your account.


Point your browser to www.virtualacd.biz/manage. The Connect First Administration Software “desktop”
appears with the Login panel on top.



In the Login area, enter your Username and Password, and then click Login.
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The Accounts panel appears. On the Accounts panel, double-click the row of your account.

Note: Most users will see one account in their Accounts panel. Multi-account Administrators may see multiple
accounts.


2.

The associated configuration panels appear. Confirm you are in the correct account. Click x in the upper
right corner of the Accounts panel to close it.

After logging in, optionally adjust the size of the font on your screen. The font size adjustment only affects
your computer, not other system users. To adjust the screen font:


From the Tools menu, select Font Options, and then select Smaller or Larger to adjust your font size.



Repeat to make your font even larger or smaller. Continue repeating until you are satisfied.

4  Getting Started
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3.

4.

Next read or skim “Understanding the UI”. This section explains the Connect First screens and gives
instructions for things that work the same way across the system, such as adding, editing, deleting, and cloning.
After reading this chapter you’ll understand what you see on the Connect First screens and know how to
navigate the system.
Continue as follows:
If you are a

Continue with this section

Telemetry User

“Telemetry Users” on page 5

Reporting User

“Reporting Users” on page 6

Account User,
Account Administrator, or
Multi-Account
Administrator

“Account Users” on page 6

Telemetry Users
Telemetry users monitor system operations. Most of your work will be in the System Telemetry menu. Click a System
Telemetry menu option to monitor that part of the system.
When viewing the telemetry information, click on items of interest to drill down to greater detail. Continue drilling down
for greater granularity. For many elements, you can drill all the way down to an active call in process.
For details about the telemetry functions, see Using Telemetry to Monitor the Call Center.
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Reporting Users
Reporting Users have the capabilities of Telemetry Users, and can also generate, view, store, or send reports. Our system
comes with more than 70 configurable, built-in reports.
For information about the Reporting functions, see Generating Reports.

Account Users
As an Account User, you may be responsible for configuring or reconfiguring your call center campaigns. You have
access to almost all of the system, including all of the configuration options. The only things you cannot do are to


Add, edit, or delete other Connect First Call Center Administration Software user accounts; and



View system administrator level user accounts.

Getting started instructions follow:
1.

If you will be configuring call center campaigns, be they inbound, outbound, chat, cloud routing, or tracking
numbers, start by viewing this checklist to decide which components you want to configure before or while
building your campaigns.
Note: None of these items are required to build a campaign. The purpose of this checklist is to pull together the
component pieces you may wish to configure now or later.

6  Getting Started
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Item
Upload your audio
files

Notes
When building your call center, you will select your desired audio files from our
Audio Library. Our Audio Library contains a wide selection of basic call center
audio files, such as:






ring back,
beep tones,
on-hold music,
agent whisper messages such as, “Get ready to take calls”, and
in-queue messages like “Please hold for the next available agent.”

To use your own custom audio files, upload them to the Audio Library so they are
available when you are configuring your campaigns. You can upload audio in
.wav, .mp3, or .pcm format.
For learn more, see the Audio Library section of the Utilities chapter.



Create agent scripts
and surveys

If your agents will be following scripts, or capturing survey data, then you may
wish to create it with our survey editor so it is ready for your inbound, outbound, or
chat campaign.
Use the survey editor to create everything from single-page scripts to multi-page
surveys, complete with form fields, embedded variables, conditional branching,
behind-the-scenes data exchange and more.
Note: You can also use existing scripts or surveys, or ones created using other
editors, as long as they can be accessed via a URL.



Create templates for
follow-up emails

Create email templates to automatically send prewritten, preaddressed, follow-up
email messages when agents submit particular dispositions.
When an agent submits a triggering disposition, the prewritten, preaddressed email
appears on the agent’s screen, ready to go. Depending how you build the template,
the agent has more or less ability to update and personalize the email before
sending.
Email templates assure consistent, high quality follow-up, help you control the
message, and help agents finish post call work quickly.





Configure your
prepay minute pools

If you plan to bill a third party for call center services, configure your minute
pools.

Register external
IVR applications
(inbound, tracking,
cloud routing)

If our programmers built a front end IVR for your system, use the IVR
Applications utility to make it available for use with your account.

Set up your data
transfer services
(web services)

Our programmers can build web services that send and receive data throughout a
call’s life cycle. Almost every action within a call life cycle can trigger a web
service. Contact us if you are interested in using web services with your system.
For a list of the events that can trigger a web service, see the “Summary of
streamable data elements and event triggers” in the SOAP/HTTP Services section
of this document. For details about making a preconfigured web service available
for use with your account, see Add a SOAP/HTTP service.
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When you are ready, click the Configure menu and select the item you want to configure. For instructions, see the
associated chapter in this guide.

For details about configuring this

See this section

Agent users

Configure Agents

Inbound Chat queues

Chat Configuration

Cloud Routing

Configure Cloud Routing

Inbound campaigns

Inbound Configuration

Outbound campaigns

Outbound Configuration

Tracking numbers

Track Numbers

Account Administrators
As an Account Administrator, you have access to a single Connect First account. The only thing you cannot do, if your
company has multiple Connect First hosted call center accounts, is see the other accounts.
You have all the capabilities of an Account User but can also add, edit, clone, and delete other Connect First
Administration Software users. For details see the “Manage Administration Software User Accounts” section of this
guide.
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Multi-Account Administrators
Multi-account administrators have complete access to the Connect First Administration Software. If your company has
multiple Connect First hosted call center accounts, you can see all of the accounts.
When you first log in, your Accounts panel will show multiple accounts, as in this example. Click the account you want
to work in.

To switch between accounts
From the Configure menu select Accounts. The Accounts panel appears. Click the account you want to switch to.
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Understanding the User Interface

Many system functions and graphical elements work the same across the system, regardless of whether you are
configuring an ACD queue, tweaking an outbound campaign, monitoring an agent, or creating a report.
This section describes the user interface, and the graphical elements and system functions that are common across the
interface.
You will navigate the system with ease and confidence after reading this section.

Screen Overview
This section describes Connect First’s administration software screens. All of the Connect First administration software
screens have this structure.
There is a menu bar at the top, white “desktop” area in the middle, a Show Report Selector button along the right side,
and a status bar along the bottom.
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The parts of the screen are as follows:
Menu bar – provides “menus of what you can do.
Select:








File to log off
Configure to configure the system
System Telemetry to monitor operations and agents
Reporting to create, generate, and view reports
System Users to add or delete system users
Tools to change the system font size
Help for support

Desktop – The large white area is the desktop, where you interact with the system. Panels appear there when you select
menu options. The report selector rolls in from the right when you click Show Report Selector.
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Show Report Selector –Click Show Report Selector to generate and then view, send, and/or save reports. Create
standard or on-the-fly reports according to your needs. The Show Report Selector button provides a subset of the
options in the Reporting menu. There is nothing here you cannot do there, but more things there than here.
Status Bar – The status bar shows the logged in user, usually yourself, and other real time status information.
Panels – Each menu item has an associated panel. When you select a menu item, the associated panel appears on the
desktop. The panel contains all controls and functions associated with the menu item. Display as many panels as desired.

Panel Overview
A panel appears on the desktop when you select a menu item. The panel contents depend on the menu item selected.
Display as many panels as needed. Click and drag to move them around the desktop. Use the Minimize, Maximize, and
Close buttons to minimize, maximize, and close the panel from your desktop.
Use panels to add new information and to edit, find, view, send, or delete existing information. The panel is where you
interact with the system.

Panels have the following parts.




Panel Name – Identifies the panel and is always located in the upper left corner.
Gray panel background Click and drag to move the panel around the desktop.
Minimize, Maximize, and Close buttons – Use to minimize, maximize, and close the panel.
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Panel Components
This section describes some of the major components of Connect First panels. These components are the “building
blocks” of the Connect First system. All panels contain combinations of these components. When you understand how
these components work, you will navigate the system with ease and confidence.
Panels use list tables or navigation trees for navigation. The list table or navigation tree sorts files already created so you
can pick one to view or edit. For example, the:


Inbound Configuration panel contains a navigation tree listing already configured gates and queues.



Surveys and Scripts panel contains a list table listing already created scripts and surveys.

Panels always open to the page displayed when last closed. If, after opening a panel, you don’t see a navigation tree or
list table, click the <<List button to return to the list table.
Use the list table or navigation tree to select the file you want to work with. The associated configuration forms appear.
View or update the information as desired. Click tabs to navigate between configuration forms
The Save button undims when the system detects unsaved keystrokes. Click Save to save your work.
Panels contain the following kinds of components.
Component

How Used

List Table

For panel navigation. Provides a spreadsheet view of configured files, so you can select one to
view, edit, clone, or delete. Also provides the option to add a new file.

Navigation Tree

For panel navigation. Provides a classic tree view of configured files and folders, so you can
select one to view, edit, clone, or delete. Also provides options for adding new files.

Configuration
Forms

For data entry. When you select a file to edit or view, you will often see a tabbed set of forms
ready for data entry or for viewing. Click Save often to save your work.

Schedule
Controllers

To set your open and closed schedule, and configure exception days.

List tables
List tables let you manage large data sets. Connect First uses list tables to manage agent records, DNIS lists, your various
agent surveys, and more. Many panels use list tables for navigation. For example, the Survey and Script Configuration
panel uses a list table to list the agent surveys and scripts already created.
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To find a row
1.

In the text box, type the alphanumeric characters that must appear in the field you are using for a filter.

2.

In the drop down field, select the field you are using for a filter.

3.

Click the Filter button. The system filters records from the display that do not have the alphanumeric characters
in the selected field.

To change the order of the columns
Click and drag a column to move it right or left.

To add a row
On the appropriate list table, click Add over the upper right corner of the list table. Configuration forms appear. Fill out
the forms and then click Save.

To change the order of the rows
Click a column heading to re-sort the listed records in ascending or descending order based on the contents of the
selected column. Click again to reverse the sort order. The  indicates the column the table is currently sorting by, and
whether the table is sorting alphanumerically () or in reverse alphanumeric order (.)

To view or edit the configuration information associated with a row
Double click anywhere on a row to see the associated content. This will usually be a tabbed set of configuration forms.
On some list tables you can edit right on the list table by double clicking in the cell.
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Navigation trees
Some panels provide a navigation tree to help you find a file or folder to work on. The navigation tree uses the Windows
metaphor of files and folders to help you navigate the existing records. Folders represent groups of similar records. Files
are individual records. The Inbound, Outbound, and Chat configuration panels use navigation trees for navigation.

To open / close folders
Click  to open a folder and see a drop down list of files inside.
Click  to close a folder.

To select a file or folder
Double-click the file or folder name.

To find a file
Use the filter controls on top of the navigation tree. To do so, in the text box, type all or part of the name of the file you
are looking for. Then click Filter. To redisplay all records, clear the text box and click Filter again.

To add a folder
1.

Click the + above the navigation tree. A blank folder form appears.
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2.

Fill out the form and click Save. The folder appears on the navigation tree.

To add a file
1.

On the navigation tree, click on the folder where you want to put the file. The folder configuration form
appears.

2.

On the folder configuration form, click the “Add” button. The file configuration forms appear.

3.

Fill out the forms and click Save. The file appears in the navigation tree.
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To view, edit, clone, or delete a file or folder
1.

In the navigation tree, click the file or folder name. The configuration form (s) appear.

2.

To edit, update the form(s) and click Save. To delete, click Delete. To clone, click Clone.

Configuration forms
Most call center components are configured on tabbed configuration forms similar to the following. The configuration
forms appear when you select an item from a list table or navigation tree.
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The configuration forms simplify call center configuration. Configure most of the system as follows:
1.

From the menu bar Configure menu, select what you want to configure. The associated panel appears.

2.

From the panel navigation tree or list table, select the item to view or edit, or select the option to add a new
item. The configuration panels forms appear.

3.

Edit or fill out the forms and click Save.

Configuration Form Buttons
Configuration form buttons apply to the entire set of forms, not just the current page. This section describes the most
common configuration buttons.
The <<List, Save, Delete, and Clone buttons appear under the lower left side of the configuration form sets.
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Click

To
Return to the panel’s navigation list table. Only appears on panels that use list table
navigation.
Save entered data. Un-dims when the system detects unsaved keystrokes. To avoid
losing your work, click Save often.
Deletes the entire dataset represented by a list table row or navigation tree file.
Creates a new dataset (row) that is an exact duplicate, or clone, of the displayed
dataset.

On some panels, the following buttons appear under the lower right side of the configuration forms.

Click

To
Display this configuration form for the dataset represented on the first row of the list
table.
Display for the previous row of the list table.
Display the next row of the list table.
Display for the last row of the list table.

Schedule controller
The schedule controller determines when a queue is open or closed.
There are two parts, the Daily Schedule section and the Override section.


Use the Daily Schedule section to set the regular schedule.



Use the Override section to schedule exceptions days when you do not follow the normal schedule.
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To configure the daily schedule:
1.

2.

In the Daily Schedule section, for each day of the week:


Move the sliders to indicate the hours you are open.



If you are open for two or more time periods, for example, if you are open in the morning and afternoon but
closed for lunch, click the green + for another set of sliders.



Click the red x to close the inbound queue on a particular day of the week.

Click Save. The daily schedule is saved.

To display the Schedule Overrides part of the screen
To display the Schedule Override area, click the Schedule Overrides bar. The Schedule Override area rolls up.
The Schedule Overrides bar is at the bottom of the screen, under the Daily Schedule section. You may need to scroll
down to see it. Use the Schedule Override area to configure override days when the schedule varies from the regular
daily schedule.

To add a schedule override day
1.

On the Schedule tab, click the Schedule Overrides bar, located under the Daily Schedule section. You may
need to scroll down to see the bar.
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2.

When you click the Schedule Overrides bar, the Schedule Overrides are rolls up. (If you cannot see anything
on the screen after clicking the Schedule Overrides bar, it is because the fields are at the top of the screen.
Scroll up to see them.

3.

In the Schedule Overrides area, click [Add Override]. The schedule override controls appear.

4.

If you are open on the override day, in the gray Override Schedule box, move the sliders right and left to set
hours when you are open. Use your keyboard arrow keys to fine tune.


If you have two or more discrete open time periods, click the green + for another set of sliders.



If the sliders seem to be stuck on top of each other, move them to the left, then try again to slide the top
slider to the right.

5.

If you are closed on the override day, click the red x.

6.

Click the calendar and select the override day you are configuring.
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7.

Optionally type a description of the schedule override day in the Description field. The description appears
next to the date in the Current Schedule Overrides area. The description helps you find a particular day if you
want to view or edit it later.

8.

Click the black edit to the right of the yellow Closed Event bar. A queue event configuration form appears so
you can configure closed queue events.

9.

Click OK. The schedule day appears in the Current Schedule Overrides area.

To edit a schedule override day
Click [edit] next to the override day you want to edit.

To delete a schedule override day
Click [x] next to the override day you want to delete.
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Common Functions
These functions are performed the same way throughout the system.

Adding
You can add files from navigation trees and most list tables.

List Table Method

The list table Add function is like the Add function on most spreadsheet programs. Click once to add one row. Click
several times to add several rows. If desired, click in a table cell to update that cell. If there is an edit icon at the end of a
row, click the icon to display a more detailed configuration form.
Some items, such as Agent accounts, have too much information to capture in a single row. In that case, configuration
forms automatically appear when you click the Add button. If there is an edit icon at the end of a row
configuration form of advanced editing options.
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Navigation Tree Method
Chat, Inbound, and Outbound use navigation trees. To add files, add or select the folder where the file belongs. Then add
the file to the folder.
1.

Navigate to the navigation tree.

2.

Open the folder where the file will go. If you are adding a new folder, click the + next to the filter controls. To
open an existing folder, double click the folder’s name. The folder configuration form appears in the right pane.
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3.

On the folder configuration form, click the Add button. The file configuration forms appear.

4.

Fill out the configuration forms and click Save.

5.

The file appears in the navigation tree.
Note: If you don’t see a file, it might be inside a folder. To open a folder, click . To close a folder, click .
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Editing
This section explains basic editing methods using list tables and navigation trees.

List Table Method
1.

Choose from the following methods.
On many tables, you can click in a table cell to make it editable and then edit directly on the list table.

If there is an edit icon
at the end of a list table row, click it for advanced editing options. Configuration
forms appear. Fill out the forms and click OK. The form disappears. Click the panel Save button.
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On most list tables, double click on a row to display a form with more configuration options.

Navigation Tree Method
1.

On the navigation tree, click the file you want to edit. The configuration forms appear.

Tip: If you don’t see a file, click  to open its folder. The arrow points down, the folder opens, and the files
drop down.
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2.

Edit the configuration forms and then click Save.

Deleting
This section explains how to delete files using the list table method or navigation tree method.

Warning: Deletions are permanent. Use extreme caution when deleting. Consider inactivating files instead. There is
usually an inactivation option on the associated Settings form.

Setting an Administration System user’s delete permissions
Set a user’s delete permissions on the Granular Security Settings tab of the System Users panel. To navigate there:
1.

On the menu bar select System Users. The System Users panel appears.

2.

On the panel list table, double click the row of the user whose delete permissions you want to edit. The
configuration forms appear.

3.

Click the Granular Security Settings tab.

Deleting from a list table
Choose from the following methods.
If there is a delete icon

at the end of the row:

at the end of the row you want to delete. An “Are you sure?” message appears.

1.

Click

2.

In the message box, click Yes to delete the file.
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If there is no delete icon:

1.

Double-click anywhere on the row you want to delete. The associated configuration forms appear.

2.

Under the forms, click Delete. An “Are you sure? Message appears.

3.

In the message box, click Yes to delete the row.

4.

Optionally, click <<List to return to the list table. The row is gone.
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Deleting from a navigation tree
1.

On the navigation tree, click the file you want to delete. The configuration forms appear.

Tip: If you don’t see the file, click  to open its folder. The arrow points down , the folder opens, and the
files drop down.

2.

Under the forms, click Delete. An “Are you sure message appears.

3.

In the message box, click Yes to delete the file.

Cloning
The clone function lets you quickly build out similar file sets. This is helpful when you need to create many similar
accounts, such as when configuring a group of agents. Cloning is also helpful as a way to avoid data entry errors.

To clone:
1.

Select the file you want to clone from its navigation tree or list table. The associated configuration forms
appear.

2.

Under the forms, click Clone. The system clones the file.

3.

Give the file a unique name and make other changes as necessary.
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4.

Under the forms, click Save. An “Are you sure?” message appears.

5.

In the message box, click Yes. The cloned file is saved.
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Configure Agents

This section provides instructions for configuring agent accounts.

Overview
Use the Agent Accounts panel to add agents to the system. Using the Agent Accounts panel, you can:


Configure an agent’s log on information and basic settings



Control what parts of the system an agent can access. This lets you give more control to experienced agents and
provide the specific capabilities that make sense for your call center operation.



Select the queues and dial groups an agent can access when they log on. If you are configuring an inbound or
blended agent, you can also configure one or more skill profiles for the agent. You can assign a default profile
to the agent, or give them the ability to select a profile when they log on.



Select the chat groups an agent may join



Configure an agent’s supervisory status. Select the agents a supervisor can monitor and the supervisors who can
monitor an agent



Provision agents using Voice-over-IP soft phone connection



Load balance large campaigns

Configuring Agent Accounts
The agent configuration controls are on the Agent Accounts panel. To view the Agent Accounts panel, point to
Configure and then select Agents.
The Agent Accounts panel contains a list table listing all configured agents, and a set of tabbed pages for configuring
agents.


The list table is your portal to the agent configuration tabs. Use it to select an agent account to edit, clone, or
delete. You can also select the option to add a new agent.



The tabs let you configure the agent details, as follows:



General Settings – contains the agent’s account information, which includes things like the agent’s first and
last name, user ID, passwords, PIN, agent type, and more. The General Settings form also contains a list of
checkboxes you can toggle on and off to control what agents can do and see within the system.



Inbound Access – lets you control which inbound ACD queues from which agents can take calls.



Outbound Access – lets you control which dialing campaigns for which agents can dial.
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Chat Access – lets you control which chat groups an agent may join



Supervisor Settings – lets you determine who supervises the agent and whom the agent supervises. The only
difference between a supervisor agent and non-supervisory agent is the supervisor agent can monitor agents
they supervise.



Skill Profiles – lets you set up one or more skill profiles for an agent, and designate the agent’s default skill
profile. When skills based routing is used for inbound queues, then agents only get calls that match their active
profiles.



Load Balancing – is for load balancing large campaigns. If your campaigns are large enough to require load
balancing, then Connect First will do it for you, or work with you directly to show you what to do.



Softphone - to provision agents who receive calls via a Voice-over-IP soft phone connection.

 Caution: Contact the Connect First support team before attempting to load balance your account. Do not
attempt to load balance without our help.

Add / edit agent accounts
Use these instructions to add one or two agent accounts.
Tip: If you are just getting started and want to configure your agent pool while your inbound, outbound, or chat
campaign, see “Using Clone to build out an agent pool.”
Do the following before configuring agent accounts.


Decide if you want to adhere to a naming convention for agent usernames. Each agent must have a username
that is unique across the entire platform. Usernames can be edited later if your naming convention changes.



Determine which dial groups and / or inbound queues you want the agent to access, and what skills they need to
take calls for those queues.

To add / edit a few agent accounts
1.

On the Configure menu, select Agents. The Agent Accounts list table appears.


If you are adding, click Add Agent.



If you are editing, double-click the agent account row.

2.

Add or edit the agent’s account information as follows:

3.

Configure the account settings.

4.



See “General Settings tab” on page 41.



“Add / remove agent access to gate groups and queues” on page 36



“Add / remove agent access to outbound dial groups” on page 36.



“Select the chat groups an agent can join” on page 37.



“Add / edit an agent’s skill profile” on page 38.

Click Save to save the account.

Clone an agent account
If you need to add agents similar to ones already in the system, it may be easier to add them by cloning than to enter
them from scratch.
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Tip: If you are just getting started and want to configure your agent pool while your inbound, outbound, or chat
campaign, see “Using Clone to build out an agent pool.”
1.

On the Configure menu, select Agents. The Agent Accounts list table appears.

2.

Double-click the agent you want to clone. The selected agent’s configuration tabs appear.

3.

Click Clone. The system prompts you to confirm you want to clone.

4.

Click Yes.

5.

In the Username field, update the temporary user name.

6.

Click Save to clone the agent account.

7.

Update the fields that are different from the cloned agent.

8.

Click Save to save the agent account.

Using Clone to build out an agent pool
If you want to configure a pool of agents along with a new inbound, outbound, or chat campaign, these steps show how
the Clone function can save time and reduce data entry error.
The Clone function can help you build out your call center by duplicating similar records so you only need to update the fields that
are different. Because the records for agents in the same pool are often nearly the same, except for agent name, user ID, and log in
password, Clone is a great tool for building your agent pool. Here’s how.

1.

Create one agent account.


Select Configure > Agents. The Agents Accounts panel appears.



On the agent accounts panel, click Add Agents. The configuration tabs appear.



Fill out the General Settings tab and click Save. The initial agent account is created.

2.

Configure the inbound, outbound, or chat campaign. When configuring, use the Agent tab (Inbound and Chat)
or Agent Access tab (Outbound Dialing Groups) to assign the first agent to the campaign.

3.

Use Clone to build out the agent pool See “Clone an agent account”, above.

Inactivate an agent account
Inactivate an agent when you want to keep them from logging on to the system, without deleting their account record.
This is useful, as an example, when an agent goes on a leave of absence.
1.

On the Configure menu, select Agent. The Agent Accounts list table appears.

2.

Double-click the row of the agent you want to inactivate. The Agent Accounts configuration tabs appear.

3.

On the General Settings tab, in the Allow Logon field, change the value to No.

4.

Click Save. The agent remains configured in the system, but will not be able to log on until you change the
Allow Logon value back to Yes.

Delete an agent account

 Warning: If you delete an agent, you will permanently lose all data associated with the agent. The data cannot be
recovered. Consider inactivating the account instead.
1.

On the Configure menu, select Agent. The Agent Accounts list table appears.

2.

Double-click the row of the agent you want to delete. The associated agent configuration tabs appear.
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3.

Confirm this agent is the one you want to delete.

4.

If so, click Delete. The system will ask you to confirm you want to delete.

5.

Click Yes. If “Safe Delete” is enabled, the system will prompt you to enter a password showing you have
security clearance to delete.

6.

Enter the password and click OK to delete the agent.

Add / remove agent access to gate groups and queues
1.

On the Configure menu, select Agent. The Agent Accounts list table appears.

2.

Double-click the row of the account you want to work with. The configuration tabs appear.

3.

Select the Inbound Access tab.

4.

In the Group Name section, display the groups you want the agent to be able to access, as follows:

5.



In the Filter box, type the parts of the group name that are unique to the group names you want to see.



Leave the Filter box blank to see all of the available groups.

Check the groups you want to give the agent access to.


To select all of the displayed groups, click Select All



To deselect all of the displayed groups, click None



Click the checkboxes to select / deselect specific groups.

6.

Click Save.

7.

At the bottom of the form , click the Gate Access bar to display the Gate Access section. The queues within the
selected groups appear.

8.

On the Inbound Access tab, Gate Access section, display the gates (queues) you want the agent to have access
to:

9.



In the Filter box, type as much of the gate name, group name, or gate ID that are common to all the gates
you want to display. To see all gates, leave the Filter box blank.



Select Gate Name, Group Name, or Gate ID from the drop down. The indicated gates appear.

Check the specific inbound ACD queues (gates) that you want the agent to be able to take calls for.

10. Click Save.

Add / remove agent access to outbound dial groups
1.

On the Configure menu, select Agent. The Agent Accounts list table appears.

2.

Double-click the row of the account you want to work with. The configuration tabs appear.

3.

Select the Outbound Access tab.

4.

Display the dial groups you want to work with, as follows.

5.



Leave the Filter box blank to display all dial groups.



To limit the displayed dial groups, type as much of the group name, description, or dial mode as is common
to all you want to display, then select Group Name, Description, or Dial Mode from the drop down list.
The dial groups appear on the list.

Check or clear check boxes, to enable or disable the agent’s access to the associated dial groups.
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6.



Click Select All to check all the displayed dial groups. Select All only checks the displayed dial groups, not
the ones that are not displayed.



Click None to uncheck the displayed dial groups. None only unchecks the displayed dial groups, not the
ones that are not displayed.

Click Save. The agent can dial for the checked dial groups.

Select the chat groups an agent can join
You must create chat groups before you can assign an agent to them. Chat groups are created using the Chat Rooms
utility. To find the Chat Rooms utility, go to Configure, point to Utilities, and then select Chat Rooms. See “Chat
Rooms” in the Utilities chapter of this document.
After creating your chat groups, you can select the ones an agent can join on the Chat Access tab of the Agent Accounts
panel. For details, see “Chat Access tab” on page 48.

Select / deselect an agent’s supervisors
The only difference between and agent and a supervisor is that a supervisor can monitor the agents they supervise.
1.

On the Configure menu, select Agent. The Agent Accounts list table appears.

2.

Double-click the row of the account you want to work with. The configuration tabs appear.

3.

Select the Supervisor Settings tab.

4.

Be sure you are viewing the Supervisors who currently supervise… section of the Supervisor Settings tab.

5.

Use the Filter controls to display supervisors you want to select or deselect as the agent’s supervisor.


Leave the Filter box blank to see all supervisor agents.



To narrow the displayed list, type the parts of the last name, first name, or username common to all you
want to see, and then select Last Name, First Name, or Username, from the drop down list.

6.

Check or uncheck supervisors to select or unselect them as the agent’s supervisor.

7.

Click the Agent Accounts panel Save button.

Select / deselect who an agent supervises
On the Configure menu, select Agent. The Agent Accounts list table appears.
2.

Double-click the row of the agent you want to work with. (The Agent Type must be set to Supervisor for the
agent to be able to supervise another.)

3.

Select the Supervisor Settings tab.

4.

On the Supervisor Settings tab, click the ...currently supervises: bar. The …currently supervises: section of
the form appears.

5.

Use the Filter controls to display the agents you want the agent to supervise, or not.


Leave the Filter box blank to see all agents.



To narrow the list, type the parts of the last name, first name, or username common to all you want to list.
Then select Last Name, First Name, or Username from the drop down list.

6.

Check the agents the current agent can supervise.

7.

Click the Agent Accounts panel Save button.
Note: The agent Type must be Supervisor for the agent to be able to supervise another agent. The Agent Type
field is on the General Settings form of the Agent Accounts panel.
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Add / edit an agent’s skill profile
Note: When agents log in, they can log in to one gate, all gates, or selected gates or campaigns. Skill profiles let you set
up different combinations of gates available to an agent to simplify their log in process. If your agents only log in to one
gate or all gates, you may not need to set up skill profiles. This is an optional step to make agent log in easier.
1.

On the Configure menu, select Agent. The Agent Accounts list table appears.

2.

Double-click the row of the account you want to work with. The configuration tabs appear.

3.

Select the Skill Profiles tab.


If you are adding, click [Add Profile].



If you are editing, double-click the row of the profile you are editing.

4.

In the Profile Name field, provide a name for the skill profile.

5.

In the Profile Desc field, provide a profile description.

6.

In the Default drop down list, select Yes to make this the agent’s default profile. The agent automatically has
the default profile when they log on, and will receive calls based on those skills if you use skills based routing.

7.

Do not click OK yet!

8.

Select the checkboxes next to the skills to include in this profile.

9.

Click OK to configure the profile The Skills Profile list table appears.

10. Click Save to add the profile.

Delete a skill profile from an agent account
1.

On the Configure menu, select Agent. The Agent Accounts list table appears.

2.

Double-click the row of the account you want to work with. The configuration tabs appear.

3.

Select the Skill Profiles tab.

4.

Click the [x] associated with the skill profile you want to delete. The system prompts you to confirm you want
to delete.

5.

Click Yes to delete the skill profile.

Agent Accounts Panel
This section describes the Agent Accounts panel. Use the Agent Accounts panel to add an agent to the system, or to
update an existing agent’s configuration.
The Agent Accounts panel contains a list table for finding an agent account to work with, and a set of tabbed
configuration screens.
When viewing the tabbed configuration screens, notice the arrow buttons on the lower right corner. Those buttons let you
page through agent account records one by one to update, instead of returning to the list table and selecting the next. This
can save lots of time when you are making similar adjustments on numerous records.
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Agent Accounts list table
The Agent Accounts list table provides a list of your configured agents. With this table, you can select an agent to edit,
clone, or delete, or select the option to add a new agent. When you do so, a set of tabs appear, ready for data entry.

To find the Agent Accounts list table
On the Configure menu, select Agents. The Agent Accounts panel appears. If the configuration tabs appear first, click
<<List to display the list table.

To add an agent
1.

Click Add Agent, in the upper right corner of the list table (not shown above). The configuration forms appear.

2.

Fill out the forms and then click Save. For form details, start with “General Settings tab” on page 41

To find a particular agent
There are two ways to find a particular agent on the list table, by changing the sort order, and searching based on the
agent’s last name, first name, or user name
To sort
Double click a column heading to re-sort the table contents in alphanumerical order based on the contents of that
column. Click again to reverse the sort order.
To search
1.

Type all or part of the agent’s first name, last name, or user name in the text box above the list table.

2.

In the first drop down field, select Last Name, First Name, or Username to identify your search criteria

3.

In the second drop down field, select Active, Inactive, or All, to only see active agents, inactive agents, or all
agents in the search results. .

4.

Click Filter Results. The system lists the agent accounts that match your search criteria.

To see all agents
1.

Clear the text box.
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2.

In the second drop down, select All.

3.

Click Filter Results. All of the agent accounts appear.

To clone an agent account
1.

Double-click the row of the account you want to clone. The configuration tabs appear.

2.

Click Clone on the bottom left corner of the panel. An “Are you sure” message appears.

3.

Click Yes. The system clones the account, assigning temporary values in the Username and Password fields.

4.

Update the cloned account as required, and then click Save.

To edit an agent account
1.

Double-click the row of the account you want to edit. The configuration tabs appear.

2.

Edit the account

3.

Click Save to save your changes.

To delete an agent account

 Note: Use caution when deleting accounts. When you delete an agent account, the system deletes all of the reporting
data associated with the agent. We cannot recover the information after it is deleted. You may prefer to inactivate the
account instead.
1.

Double-click the row of the agent you want to delete. The configuration tabs appear.

2.

Click Delete. An “Are you sure?” message appears.

3.

Click Yes. If Save Delete is enabled for your account, you are prompted to enter your account password.

4.

Enter your password and click OK. The account is deleted.

To inactivate an agent account
1.

Double-click the row of the agent you want to inactivate. The configuration tabs appear.

2.

On the Settings tab, change the value in the Allow Logon field to No.

3.

Click Save to inactivate the account.
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General Settings tab
This is the first form that appears when you select the option to add, edit, or delete an agent from the Agent Accounts list
table. The General Settings form provides most of the agent configuration settings.

To find the General Settings tab
On the Configure menu, select Agents. The Agent Accounts panel appears. If the configuration tabs appear first, click
<<List to display the list table.


If you are adding, click Add Agent. The General Settings form appears.



If you are editing, cloning, or deleting, click the row of the agent account you want to work with. The General
Settings form appears.
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To fill out the General Settings form
In this field

Do this

First Name

Enter the agent’s first name.

Last Name

Enter the agent’s last name

Email

Enter the agent’s email address. System generated emails are sent to this email address.

Ext. Agent ID

Enter the agent’s external agent ID. This is useful if your agents already have an ID that is
different from their Connect First Username.
If you use our SOAP services, we can pass the external agent ID value to a URL as a token.
This can be useful if you are using our system to extend your existing call center, and want to
monitor the agent’s Connect First activity.

Username
(required)

This is the only required field on the General Settings tab. The username must be unique
across the Connect First system and can be of any length. You may use any alphanumeric
character. Do not use symbols such as the @ character. Symbols can interfere with other
system functions. If you use email addresses for your agent usernames, substitute a character
such as _ for the @.

Password

If you want agents to enter a password when they log in to the agent interface, enter the
password here. If you leave this field blank, the agent will not need a password to log in to the
agent interface.
Note: We strongly suggest you have your agents log on with a password.

Def. Route

Optionally enter the 10-digit number of the phone from which the agent usually works. Use
the format 9545551212.
If entered here, the number prepopulates for the agent when the agent logs in. Otherwise the
agent has to enter the number when they log in.
Leave blank if using our softphones. They system automatically assigns a Def Route value
when the agent’s softphone is configured.

Phone Login PIN

For agents that log on using their telephone’s numeric keypad instead of a computer keyboard,
this is the agent’s log on pin. It can be as long or short as you like, but it must be numeric.

Allow Logon

Leave the default Yes to allow the agent to log on to the Connect First system.
To deactivate an agent without deleting them from the system, change Allow Logon to No.
The agent will not be able to log on until you change the status back to Yes.

Direct Dial Ext.

If the agent has a direct dial extension, enter it here.

Initial State

This is the agent’s initial state after logging on. If the agent’s initial state is AVAILABLE, the
system will start sending or dialing calls as soon as they log on. If you select another initial
state, then agents will have to set their own status to AVAILABLE before making or taking
calls.

Agent Type

Select Agent if the agent does not monitor others,
Select Supervisor if the agent needs to be able to monitor other agents. Supervisors have all
the abilities of agents, but can also listen in and view the computer screens being used by other
logged in agents.
Select Multi-user Agent or Multi-user Supervisor if you have multiple agents logging in
with the same username and password. You will only see the multi-user options if your
account is configured to allow multi-user agents. Multi-user agents are commonly used for
short term campaigns, such as when a team of agents are temporarily hired to make calls for
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In this field

Do this
politicians. Multi-user agents cannot monitor other agents. Multi-user supervisors can.

Ghost RNA
Action

A ghost agent can be a single person or a whole group of agents. To Connect First, a ghost
agent is a destination phone number. Connect First has no call control after de-queue to the
ghost agent number
If the ghost agent is a group of agents, and if any agent in that group fails to promptly answer
an inbound call after de-queue, then the Connect First system flags the ghost agent number
with an RNA (ring no answer), and stops sending calls to the ghost agent number until the
status is reset to available.
Use this field to configure the action Connect First should take if the ghost agent status
changes to RNA.


Select AVAILABLE if you want Connect First to continue sending calls if the ghost
agent status changes to RNA.



Select RNA STATE if you want Connect First to stop sending calls until the ghost agent
changes their status back to AVAILABLE.



Select LOG-OUT if you want Connect First to log the ghost agent off.



Select WAIT 1 MIN. if you want Connect First to stop sending calls for one minute.



Select WAIT 5 MIN. if you want Connect First to stop sending calls for five minutes.



Select WAIT 10 MIN. if you want Connect First to stop sending calls for ten minutes.

Agent Rank

Select a value between 0 (low) and 24 (high). Calls de-queue to higher ranking agents before
lower ranking agents. An available, suitable, higher ranking agent will always get a call before
any suitable lower ranking agent.

Max Chats

Select the maximum number of chat sessions an agent can have open at any given time. To
enable this field, check the Allow Chat Queues check box in the Granular Security
Controls area of this tab.

PO Dial Group

If your agents only use phones to make outbound calls, select the dial group they will be
calling for.
This field is only used for phone only agents. If your agents log in to a computer to make
outbound calls, they will select their dial group when they log on.

Granular
Security Controls

These checkboxes let you give each agent more or less control, depending on the agent’s job
duties and experience level. This table describes the granular security controls.

Allow Agent
Stats

This checkbox is available if the Agent Type is Supervisor. Check to let the supervisor view
agent statistics.

Restricted Agent
Stats

This checkbox is available if the Agent Type is Supervisor.

Allow Gate Stats

Check to let the agent see their own inbound statistics. This can help an agent decide, based on
the current call volume, if they can spend more time on a particular call.

Allow Campaign
Stats

Check to let the agent see their own outbound campaign statistics.

Allow Inbound

Check to let the agent take inbound calls.

If your call center employs agents take calls for multiple clients, check Restricted Agent
Stats to only let supervisors monitor agents when they are taking calls for gates (inbound
queues) that the supervisor takes calls from too. This assures that supervisors only monitor
their own gates (queues), not those of another client.
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In this field

Do this

Calls
Allow Outbound
Calls

Check to let the agent make outbound calls

Allow Chat
Queues

Check to give agent access to chat functionality.

Allow Blended
Calls

Check to let the agent take inbound calls and make outbound calls.

Allow Off-Hook
Calls

Check if the agent can make outbound calls, or if they can make outbound and inbound calls.
Agents cannot make outbound calls unless Allow Off Hook Calls is checked.

Allow Call
Control

Check to let the agent control the call. If checked, the agent can put calls on hold, send them to
another queue, or transfer them to another destination.

Allow Logon
Configuration

Check to let the agent configure their session when they log on. If checked, the agent can
select their skills, the campaigns to work on, and the numbers to use, when they log on. Leave
unchecked to pre-configure these things for the agent.

Allow Logon
Updates

Check to let the agent update their logon password.

Allow Cross Gate
Requeue

Check to let the agent re-queue calls to another gate (inbound ACD queue).

Allow Agent
Reports

Check to let the agent view their own reports. If checked, the agent can go to
http://atl.virtualacd.biz/agent to view their reports. If not checked, then only the agent’s
supervisor can view the agent’s reports.

Allow Manual
Calls

Check to let outbound agents dial outbound calls, instead of only having calls sent from our
auto-dialer.

Allow Lead
Inserts

Check to let outbound agents insert leads to the lead list.

Enable Load
Balancing
(advanced)

For internal use only. This only applies to very large campaigns. We will provide load
balancing services if needed. Contact your Connect First account representative if you have
questions about load balancing.

To temporarily inactivate an agent account without deleting the agent record
Inactivate an agent account to keep the agent from logging on to the system. The system retains the agent’s account
information and any data generated by the agent’s calling activity. This is preferable to deleting an agent if you may
want to reinstate the agent later, or want to keep a record of the agent’s call activity for system reports.
To inactivate an agent, select No in the Allow Logon drop down field. Then click Save.

To select another agent record without returning to the list table
Use the buttons on the lower right side of the panel to select the last, previous, next, or first record, without returning to
the list table.
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The record order depends on how they are currently ordered on the list table. Return to the list table and re-sort the
records if you want to edit them in a different order.
Tip – To page through supervisor records, as an example, return to the list table and click the Type column heading to
sort records so that all supervisor records are together. Then double-click the first supervisor record to update. The
associated configuration tabs appear. From that point on, use the buttons to page through the supervisor records without
returning to the list table.

Inbound Access tab
Use the Inbound Access form to give inbound and blended agents access to ACD queues. There are two parts to this tab,
the Gate Name section, and the Gate Access section.


Use the Group Name section to give the agent access to selected gate groups.



Then use the Gate Access section to select the queues the agent can access within the selected groups.

Note: A gate is an inbound ACD queue. A gate group is an inbound queue group.

Note: You must give an agent access to a gate group before you can give them access to a queue in the gate group. Select
the gate group first. Click Save. Then select the Gate Access bar and to assign a queue in the gate group. The queues will
not appear in the Gate Access part of the form until you select a gate group.
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Inbound Access form – Gate Access section

To find the Inbound Access tab
1.

2.

On the Configure menu, select Agents. The Agent Accounts panel appears. If the configuration forms appear
first, click <<List to display the list table.


If you are adding, click Add Agent. The configuration forms appear.



If you are editing, cloning, or deleting, click the row of the agent account you want to work with. The
configuration forms appear.

Select the Inbound Access tab.
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Outbound Access tab
Use the Outbound Access form to give outbound and blended agents access to specific dial groups.

To find the Outbound Access tab
1.

2.

On the Configure menu, select Agents. The Agent Accounts panel appears. If the configuration forms appear
first, click <<List to display the list table.


If you are adding, click Add Agent. The configuration forms appear.



If you are editing, cloning, or deleting, click the row of the agent account you want to work with. The
configuration forms appear.

Select the Outbound Access tab.
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Chat Access tab
Use the Chat Access tab to give agents access to Chat Groups and Chat Queues. Agents must have access to a queue to
be able to log on to that queue.
Use the Chat Group Access section to give the agent access to selected chat groups.Then use the Chat Queue Access
section to select the chat queues an agent can access within the selected groups.

Chat Group Access section

Chat Queue Access section
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To find the Chat Access tab
1.

2.

From the Configure menu, select Agents. The Agent Accounts panel appears. If the list table does not appear
first, click <<List to return to it.


If you are adding a new agent account, click Add Agent. The Agent Accounts configuration forms appear.



If you are editing an existing agent account, double click the row of the agent account you are editing. The
associated configuration forms appear.

Select the Chat Access tab.

To view the Chat Group Access section
If the Chat Queue Access section is open instead of the Chat Group Access section, click the Chat Group Access bar
to display the Chat Group Access section.

To view the Chat Queue Access section
On the Chat Access tab, click the Chat Queue Access bar along the bottom of the screen. The Chat Queue Access
section rolls up.

To find a particular chat group
Make sure you have the Chat Group Access section displayed.
In the Chat Group Access section, in the Filter box, type as much of the group name as you know. The system
dynamically displays the groups starting with entered characters.

To find a particular chat queue
Use the filter at the top of the Chat Queue Access section to find a particular chat queue, as follows.
1.

If you have not yet done so, click the Chat Queue Access bar at the bottom of the Chat Access screen. The
Chat Queue Access section rolls up.

2.

In the Chat Queue Access section, in the Filter field, type as much of the ID, Group Name, or Chat Queue
Name as is necessary to identify the one(s) you are looking for.
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3.

Select Chat Queue Name, Group Name, or Chat Queue ID from the drop down list. The matching queues
appear.

To give an agent access to a chat queue
Agents are presented with a list of the queues they can access when they log on. They can select as many as is indicated
in the Max Chats field of the General Settings tab.
1.

In the Chat Group Access section, find the chat groups containing queues you want the agent to be able to
access.

2.

Check the checkboxes next to the chat groups with queues you want the agent to access.


To select all, click Select All.



To clear, click None.

3.

Click Save on the bottom left of the panel.

4.

Then click the Chat Queue Access bar at the bottom of the screen. The Chat Queue Access section rolls up,
listing the chat queues in each of the selected chat groups.

5.

Check the queues you want the agent to be able to access.

6.



To select all, click Select All.



To clear, select None.

Click Save to save your work.
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Supervisor Settings tab
Use the Supervisor Settings tab to select who an agent supervises, and who supervises the agent. The only difference
between an agent and a supervisor is the supervisor can monitor the agents they supervise. Non-supervisory agents
cannot monitor anyone.
There are two parts to this tab; the Supervisors who currently supervise… section, and the …currently supervises
section.


Use the Supervisors who currently supervise… section to select who the agent supervises.



Use the …currently supervises section to select the agent’s supervisors.
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To find the Supervisor Settings tab
1.

2.

On the Configure menu, select Agents. The Agent Accounts panel appears. If the configuration forms appear
first, click <<List to display the list table.


If you are adding, click Add Agent. The configuration forms appear.



If you are editing, cloning, or deleting, click the row of the agent account you want to work with. The
configuration forms appear.

Select the Supervisor Settings tab.
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Skill Profiles tab
This table shows the skill profiles configured for the agent. Profiles apply to agents with access to inbound queues. Each
profile contains a specific skill set. When the inbound or blended agent logs on, they are automatically assigned to their
default skill profile. If Allow Logon Configuration is checked on the agent’s General Settings tab, the agent can choose
from their available skill profiles when they log on. If Allow Logon Configuration is not checked, then you can change
their default skill profile here. The Skill Profile list table lets you add, edit, or delete a profile.

When agents log in, they either log in to one gate, all gates, or selected gates or campaigns. Skill profiles let you set up
different combinations of gates available to an agent to simplify their log in process. If your agents only log in to one
gate or all gates, you may not need to set up skill profiles. This is an optional step to make agent log in easier.
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To find the Skill Profiles tab
1.

2.

On the Configure menu, select Agents. The Agent Accounts panel appears. If the configuration forms appear
first, click <<List to display the list table.


If you are adding, click Add Agent. The configuration forms appear.



If you are editing, cloning, or deleting, click the row of the agent account you want to work with. The
configuration forms appear.

Select the Skill Profiles tab.

To add a profile
Click Add Profile

To edit a profile
Double-click the row you want to edit.

To delete a profile
Click x on the row of the profile you want to delete.
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Skill Profile configuration form
This form provides controls for configuring an agent’s skill profile. An agent can have more than one profile. The default
profile is assigned when the agent logs on. The agent can select one or more additional profiles from their configured
profiles.

To find the Skill Profiles tab
1.

On the Configure menu, select Agents. The Agent Accounts panel appears. If the configuration forms appear
first, click <<List to display the list table.

2.

Select the option to add or edit. The configuration forms appear.

3.

Select the Skill Profiles tab.

4.

Double-click the agent configuration you want to see.
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To configure a profile
1.

In the Profile Name field, type the name of the skill profile. This is what the agent selects.

2.

In the Profile Desc field, optionally enter a description.

3.

Do not click OK yet! OK returns you to the skill profile list.

4.

Select the checkboxes next to the Gate Group and Chat Group skills to be associated with this profile.

5.

Click Save.

6.

When you are ready to return to the skill profile list, click OK.

To return to the Skill Profile list


Click the OK button, located above the Skills tables.

To set a profile as the default


In the Default field, select Yes.

Load Balancing tab
Use this form for load balancing tasks. Contact Connect First if your system needs load balancing. We will help you load
balance your system.

 Caution: Do not attempt to load balance without contacting us first.
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Softphone tab
Please contact us if you are interested in using our softphone technology.
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Chat Configuration

This chapter explains how to put a Connect First powered chat window on your web site.

Overview
Use our chat service to add real time chat capability to your company web site. Put a chat icon on one or more pages and
configure each with a targeted set of behaviors, customized to the web page’s content, your business need, and the realtime status of the chat queue for that page.
Our platform gives you the ability to:


Send automatic messages to your client’s chat window while they wait for an agent to connect. Create as
many messages as you like. Each message appears for the length of time you specify.



Create different messages for different situations, such as when the chat queue is long. Your customers are
more likely to wait for an available chat agent if they know what is happening and feel confident you are
handling their chat request.



Configure the system to automatically requeue in certain situations, such as when a chat queue is too long, or
when a particular chat queue is closed.



Let agents manually requeue if they determine a different agent would better serve a customer, or if a client
has another need best served by another agent. When requeueing, the agent can transfer an associated script or
survey as well.



Route each chat request to the most qualified available agent. Identify the skills agents must have in order to
log on to a chat queue. Select the option for order based routing if you also want to prioritize the skills. With
order based routing, the system dequeues each chat request to the available agent with the highest ranking skills.



Provide agents with an online script or survey customized for each chat queue. This helps agents remember
details, and provides an organized way to capture reportable customer contact data. Scripts and surveys help to
standardize your chat client’s experience, agent to agent. We provide a robust scripting tool, or you can upload
an externally created script.



Brand the chat icon with your company name, welcome message, and company logo. We provide the chat
window. You make it yours.



Require customers to enter contact info, such as their name, address, email and/or telephone number when
initiating a chat. This information is then visible to the agent who handles the chat session. If the chat customer
enters their phone number while initiating a chat session, the agent can click the phone number on their screen
to convert the chat to a telephone call.



Configure a unique schedule for each queue. Provide a different schedule for each day of the week and for as
many exception days as you need. Create custom chat queue events for each exception day.
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Configure the possible dispositions chat agents can select to complete a chat session. You can configure the
system to trigger other events when an agent selects a disposition, such as an automatically requeueing to
another agent, sending a message to the customer, sending an email to someone with a “need to know”, even
streaming data to another web-based system.



Get regular disposition reports showing which chats were successful and which are complete.



Create quick text snippets your agents can select instead of entering common phrases keystroke by keystroke.



Use minute pools for reporting and to cap chat costs.

Chat agent features
Chat agents enjoy the following features while responding to your client’s chat requests.


Agents can work anywhere with an internet connection and browser.



The use of online scripts or surveys to minimize training requirements, build confidence, capture reportable
contact data, and standardize your client’s experience.



Preconfigured dispositions - Agents select from a list of preconfigured dispositions when ending a chat
session.



Quick text snippets - Agents select “quick text” to send common phrases, instead of keying them in keystroke
by keystroke.



Click to call – If a chat customer enters their phone number when initiating a chat session, the phone number
appears on the agent screen while the agent is engaged in the chat. Should the agent decide to convert the chat
to a phone call, the agent only has to click the phone number already supplied by the customer. If a chat
customer does not supply a telephone number and the agent wants to convert the chat to a call, the agent can
still do so by invoking the manual dialer, Phone>Make Manual Outbound Call, and keying in the customer’s
telephone number.

Chat client features
The following features enhance your chat client’s experience.


Custom messages tailored to the web page where they initiated the chat request and the current status of the
queue. Clients are not left guessing if an agent does not immediately connect.



Skill based routing, so their chat request routes to the available agent best suited for their need



An attractive and clearly branded chat icon.
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Chat Configuration Overview
It’s easy to install a Connect First chat window on your company web site. A basic knowledge of HTML, FTP access to
your web pages, and a web browser are all you need to get started.
To configure a chat queue, log on to your Connect First account, and select Configure – Chat to navigate to the Chat
Configuration panel. Begin by creating a group for your chat queue. All chat queues must belong to a group. You may
have a group of one. Next, configure the individual chat queue as follows.
1.

Put the chat icon on your web page. We provide HTML code for you to copy to your web page. Upload your
company logo, and enter your company name and welcome message.

2.

If you want to require customers to enter contact info before sending the chat request, select the fields you want
them to enter, and set them as required or optional. Customers must supply a telephone number to enable the
“Click to Call” feature. The “Click to Call” feature lets an agent click the phone number to convert the chat to a
phone call.

3.

Configure the schedule for when the chat queue is open and closed. Set hours for each day of the week, and for
exception days such as holidays or special events.

4.

Configure queue events for exception days.

5.

Configure the queue events to occur in other circumstances, such as when the queue is closed and when no
agent is available. Configure the regular queue events too.

6.

Select the agents who can log on to the queue.

7.

Configure the possible dispositions your chat agents must select from when dispositioning a chat.

8.

Create quick text snippets your agents can select to send common phrases without keying them in repeatedly.

The following sections provide detailed instructions for each of the above tasks.

Configuring Chat Groups
Chat queues are organized into groups. All of the queues in a group have access to the same pool of agent skills. You can
clone queues within a group.
Configure a group first, by giving it a name and selecting the skills agents need to log on to queues in the group. After
the group exists, you may add chat queues to the group.

Add a chat group
1.

On the Configure menu, select Chat. The Chat Configuration panel appears.

2.

Click + (next to the Filter button).

3.

The Chat Group Configuration pane appears. In the Group Name field, type a name.

4.

Optionally select a minute pool from the Minute Pool drop down.

5.

Add skills that, when active, are required or preferred for agents logging on to this chat queue. To add a group
skill:


Click the green + over the top right side of the Skill Configuration list table, and under the Add New
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Chat Queue button.

6.



An editable skill row is added, ready for a name and description.



Click in the Skill Name cell of the new row and enter a skill name.



Optionally, click in the Skill Desc cell and enter a description.



Check the Active checkbox to make this a required skill for agents logging on to this queue.

Click Save. The group appears as a new folder in the navigation tree.

Delete a chat group



Warning: When you delete a chat group, the system permanently deletes the associated reporting data and we have
no way to recover it. As an alternative, you can update the schedules of the queues in the group so they are closed.
1.

On the Configure menu, select Chat. The Chat Configuration panel appears.

2.

Click the folder of the group you want to delete. The Chat Group Configuration form appears.

3.

Click Delete. The system asks you to confirm you want to delete.

4.

Click Yes. If “Save Delete” is enabled, the system prompts you to enter a password showing you have security
clearance to delete.

5.

Enter the password to delete the group.
Tip: Don’t forget to remove (or comment out) the chat icon HTML from your web site.

Deactivate a chat group skill
Deactivated skills are no longer available to queues in the group. Deactivate to temporarily remove access to a skill,
without permanently removing it
1.

On the Configure menu, select Chat. The Chat Configuration panel appears.

2.

Click the folder of the group with skills you want to deactivate. The Chat Group Configuration fields appear.

3.

Uncheck Active associated with the skill you want to deactivate.

4.

Click Save.

Add a skill to a chat group
Add a skill to make it available to all of the chat queues in a group. You will be able to select from this skill list when
configuring individual chat queues within the group.
1.

On the Configure menu, select Chat. The Chat Configuration panel appears.

2.

Click the folder of the group to which you want to add a skill. The Chat Group Configuration form appears.
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3.

Click the green + , located over the Skill Configuration list table and under Add New Chat Queue.

4.

An editable skill row is added, ready for a name and description.

5.

Click in the Skill Name cell of the new row. It becomes editable.

6.

Enter a skill name in the Skill Name cell.

7.

Optionally, click in the Skill Desc cell and enter a description.

8.

Confirm the Active checkbox is checked. A skill is available to queues in this group when active is checked.

9.

Click Save to save the skill.

Tip: It is a good idea to click Save after adding each skill. This will prevent you from losing your work. You
might lose your work if you accidentally click Add New Chat Queue before saving, or if you click the
navigation tree before saving.

Configuring Chat Queues
After defining the chat groups, you can create chat queues inside the group folders.

Add / update chat queues
Note: If you want agents to follow a script when working a customer chat session, configure the script before setting up
the queue. Otherwise, you will have to come back later to add the script to the queue.
1.

On the Configure menu, select Chat. The Chat Configuration panel appears.
If you are adding,


On the navigation tree, click the chat group folder where you want to put the new chat queue file. The chat
group’s configuration form appears.



On the form, click Add New Chat Queue. An empty set of chat queue configuration forms appear, ready
for data entry.

If you are editing,


On the navigation tree, find the chat group folder with the queue file you want to edit. If the folder is
closed, click  to see the queue files inside. Click a queue file to display its configuration forms.

Add or update the configuration forms. Click the tabs to navigate between forms. For details about the forms, start with “
2.

Settings tab” on page 70 .

3.

To save the chat queue configuration, click Save on the bottom left side of the configuration pages.
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Clone a chat queue
If you need to add chat queues similar to one already active, it may be easier to clone an existing one than to enter the
data field by field. You can only clone queues in the same chat group. Here’s how.
1.

On the Configure menu, select Chat. The Chat Configuration panel appears. Chat groups are represented by
folders, chat queues by files.

2.

If necessary, click next to the folder with the queue you want to clone. The queue files drop down.

3.

Click the file of the chat queue you want to clone. The associated queue configuration forms appear.

4.

Confirm this queue is the one you want to clone. If so, click Clone.

5.

The system prompts you to confirm you want to clone.

6.

Click Yes to clone the queue.

Delete a chat queue

 Warning: When you delete a chat queue, the system permanently deletes the associated reporting data, and we
cannot recover it. If you will need the reporting data, consider closing the queue instead. Update the schedule to close the
queue.
1.

On the Configure menu, select Chat. The Chat Configuration panel appears.

2.

If necessary, click next to the folder with the queue you want to delete. The queue files drop down.

3.

Click the file of the queue you want to delete. The associated queue configuration forms appear.

4.

Click Delete.

5.

The system prompts you to confirm you want to delete.

6.

Click Yes. If “Safe Delete” is enabled, the system prompts for your password.

7.

Enter the password and click OK to delete the chat queue.
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Chat Configuration Panel
This section describes the Chat Configuration panel. This panel provides the controls you need to create and manage
your chat queues.

To find this panel
From the Configure menu, select Chat.
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Navigation tree
The navigation tree uses the metaphor of files and folders to represent chat queues (files) and chat groups (folders). All
queues must be associated with a chat group, so you must set up a chat group before setting up the chat queues inside the
group.
Note: A chat group is a group of chat queues that share access to the same pool of agent skills.

To find the Chat Configuration navigation tree
On the Configure menu, select Chat.

To limit the display to selected chat groups
Use the Filter control to limit the display to selected chat groups.
1.

In the adjacent text box, type as much of the group or queue name as is needed to identify the group you are
looking for.

2.

Click Filter. The navigation tree re-appears with only the chat groups having the entered text in the group name
or any of the queue names within the group.

To see all of the groups
To see all of the groups again after limiting the display, clear the text box and click Filter.

To open and close group folders
Click the triangle to open or close the group folder.
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To see an existing chat group’s configuration
In the navigation tree, click the name of the chat group. The configuration appears in the right pane.

To view, edit, or delete a chat queue configuration
1.

Find the group folder where the queue exists.

2.

If necessary, click  to open the folder. The queue files drop down.

3.

Click a queue file to view the queue configuration forms.


For editing details, see the instructions for each form.



To delete, click Delete under the forms.

To add a new chat group
1.

Click + next to the Filter button above the navigation tree.

2.

The Chat Group Configuration form appears, ready for data entry.
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Chat Group Configuration form
Use the Chat Group Configuration form to add, edit, or delete a chat group; and to manage the pool of skills available to
queues in this group.

To find the Chat Group Configuration form
1.

From the Configuration menu, select Chat. The Chat Configuration panel appears.


Above the navigation tree, to add a newOn the Chat Group Configuration form, to add a newiIf you are
adding a new group, click + next to the Filter button in the navigation pane.



If you are editing an existing group, click the group folder in the navigation pane.

To add a new chat group
1.

Click + next to the Filter button above the left pane navigation tree.
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2.

The Chat Group Configuration fields appear in the right pane, ready for data entry.

To update a group’s skills
In the left pane navigation tree, click the group folder. The chat group skills appear in the Skill Configuration table in the
right pane.

To edit an existing skill
1.

In the Skill Configuration table, click the text you want to update. It becomes editable.

2.

Update and click Save.

To add a new skill
1.

Click the green + located under the Add New Chat Queue button.

2.

A skill row is added, ready for editing.

3.

Click in the cell you want to update. It becomes editable.

4.

Update the skill and then click Save.

To delete a skill
1.

In the Skill Configuration table, click the red x at the end of the skill row. The system prompts you to be sure.

2.

Click Yes. The skill is deleted.

To add a new chat queue to a group
1.

In the Chat Group Configuration pane, click Add New Chat Queue. The configuration forms appear, ready for
data entry.

2.

Fill out the forms and then click Save to save the queue.
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Settings tab – Basic Settings
Select the Settings tab to view or update the chat queue settings. There are two parts, the Basic Settings and Advanced
Settings.
 Use the basic settings establish basic settings and to put the chat icon on your web page.
 Use the advanced settings to associate web services with chat events. The advanced settings are optional.

To find the Settings tab of the Chat Configuration panel
1.

2.

From the Configure menu, select Chat. The Chat Configuration panel appears.


If you are adding a new queue, in the left pane navigation tree, click the folder of the chat group where you
want to add it. The Chat Group Configuration appears in the right pane. Click Add New Chat Queue. The
configuration forms appear, ready for data entry.



If you are editing or deleting an existing queue, in the left pane navigation tree, find the folder for the
queues chat group. If the folder is closed, click the adjacent triangle to open it, revealing the chat queues in
the group. Click the chat queue you want to view. The queue configuration forms appear in the right pane.

If necessary, click the Settings tab.

To fill out the Basic Settings
In this field

Do this

Queue Name
(required)

Enter the name of the chat queue. This name labels the queue in the navigation tree.

Queue
Description

Optionally, enter a description to help you remember which queue this is.

Queue Priority

Optionally, update the priority of this queue. When calls to this group stack up, they de-queue
to higher priority queues before lower priority queues.

Associated Script

To associate a survey or script created using our scripting tool, select the script to appear on
the Agent interface when they accept a chat from this queue. This drop down contains scripts
and surveys created with our scripting tool.

Script Format

Leave this field blank if your agents do not use scripts.
If your agents use a script, select a format from the drop down field.
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In this field

Do this


Choose Embedded Flash to embed the script in the agent’s screen. This is easiest format
for agents to use, but if the agent needs to transfer the chat session, the script will not be
editable after transfer. Do not use embedded flash if the agent might need to transfer the
chat session and editable script.



Choose External HTML if agents might need to transfer the chat session along with the
editable script, and it is not important for the transfer to be secure.



Choose Ext HTML (SSL) if agents may need to transfer the chat session long with the
editable script, and it is important for the transfer to be secure.



Choose Suppress if you are using a custom Connect First script that appears outside the
Agent interface.

With both HTML options, the system pops the script to an editable browser window on the
agent’s screen. The HTML options are a little more difficult to use, because the agent will be
working between two windows. However, the HTML options allow the agent to transfer the
chat session and editable script to another agent,
External App
URL

You are not tied to scripts and surveys created using our Survey and Script editor. You can use
external scripts and surveys as well, as long as they are web based and located at a URL.
We can pass information to the script in the form of tokens
To associate an external script with this chat queue:
1. Type the external script’s URL in the External App URL box.
Example: www.scripturl.com
2. Append the string /processSurvey.cfm?
3. To pass information about the current chat session to the external survey, add tokens using
the format illustrated in the example.

Example:

Token definitions follow:
#UII# - Unique Item Identifier, the 30 digit number that uniquely identifies the chat session
#AGENTID# - The Connect First agent ID, as indicated on the Agent Accounts list table.
#EXTERN_AGENT ID# - Another agent ID number. This token is useful if your systems
use a different agent ID than the one assigned by Connect First.
Note: The External App URL and Associated Script fields are mutually exclusive. If you
use scripts, use one or the other, but not both.
Max Queue
Limit

This slider lets you define what a long queue is. If you set the slider to 10, the first 10 chat
enqueued chat requests are handled normally. The 11th and beyond get long queue handling.
If you want to treat all chat requests the same, no matter how long the queue gets, then slide
the slider all the way to the left (No Limit).
To set the Max Queue Limit, drag the slider and then use your keyboard arrow keys to fine
tune.
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In this field

Do this
Note: Configure the events that occur for callers at the end of the long queue in the Max
Queue Limit field of the Queue Events tab.

Chat Session
Branding

This group of fields brand the chat icon with your company name, logo, and welcome
message.

Company Name

Enter the name of your company. Your chat customer sees your company name in the chat
window. Agents also see the company name on the Agent screen. This helps the agent identify
the web site from which the chat request originated.

Welcome
Message

Provide a welcome message for customers using your chat.

Company Logo

Upload your company logo. Click Upload Logo and then browse your computer or shared
drive to select the PNG, GIF, or JPG logo to upload.

Chat Hyper Link

Cut and paste the HTML code from the Chat Hyper Link box to your web page. This creates
the graphic link your customers click to initiate a chat session. It looks like this.

Chat Session
Required Fields

Select the fields a customer must enter to initiate a chat session. The system saves customer
entered information with the chat record. This information also appears on the agent’s screen
while the agent is engaged in the chat.
If a chat customer enters a number in the Phone field, the agent can click the phone number
on the agent screen to turn the chat into an outbound phone call. The other customer-entered
fields are view only on the agent screen.
The possible Chat Session Required Fields statuses are as follows:
Disabled – The field does not appear on your web page and is not used by the system in the
background.
Required – The field appears when your customer initiates a chat request. They must enter
this information to get started.
Optional – The field appears when your customer initiates a chat request but they do not have
to enter this information.
Hidden – Select Hidden to have your system send this information to us programmatically so
we can associate it with the chat session. Your customer will not see the field or be aware of
the data transfer. This is useful in situations where your customer is “signed in” to your
website and you already have the information captured. For implementation details, contact
your Connect First account representative.
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Settings tab - Advanced Settings
Click the Advanced Settings bar, located under the Basic Settings section, to display the Advanced Settings section of
the Settings tab. (You may need to scroll down to see it)

Use the Advanced Settings part of the Settings form to configure the SOAP events and some of the default information
a customer sees during a chat session.
The SOAP services let you send a specific stream of data to a specific endpoint URL when one or more of the following
events occur:
 A customer clicks the chat icon on your website, triggering a chat session request (New Chat SOAP)
 A chat session request dequeues to a chat agent (Dequeue SOAP)
 A chat agent connects to a chat request (Agent Connect SOAP)
 When a chat session ends (Post Chat SOAP)
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Advanced Settings part of Settings tab

To configure the advanced settings
In this field
New Chat SOAP

Do this
Select a data stream (SOAP) to initiate when a customer initiates a new chat session from the
drop down list.
Note: The SOAPs in the drop down are configured using the SOAP/HTTP services utility. For
details, see the “Utilities” chapter of this document.

Dequeue SOAP

Select a data stream to initiate when a chat request dequeues to an agent.

Agent Connect
SOAP

Select a data stream to initiate when an agent accepts a chat request.

Post Chat SOAP

Select a data stream to initiate when a chat session ends.

Agent From

Use this field to configure what clients will see in their From field, while actively chatting
with an agent.
To configure what appears in the client’s From field:
1. Click ? to the right of the Agent From text box to see the available tokens. They appear
under the text box.
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In this field

Do this

2. In the Agent From text box, enter text and/or click tokens to configure what your clients
see in their From field while chatting with an agent.
Example: If the following example, the client’s From field contains the first and last name of
the agent with whom they are chatting.

Client From:

Use this field to configure what agents see in their From field while chatting with clients.
Click the ? to display the available tokens. Enter text and / or click tokens to create the
connect message.

Agent Connect
Msg:

Use this field to configure the first message customers see when a chat dequeues and an agent
connects.
Click the ? to display the available tokens. Enter text and click tokens to create the connect
message.

From Email
Address

Optionally update the default “From” address on system emails generated by this chat queue.

Schedule tab
The Schedule tab contains the schedule controller. Use it to set the daily and override chat queue schedules. The daily
schedule is the regular schedule normally followed. The override schedule is for days when the schedule is different –
such as holidays or training days.
If you need instructions for using the schedule controller, refer to the “Understanding the User Interface” chapter of this
document.
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Queue Events tab
Use this form to configure normal and priority chat queue events. There are two parts.
The Chat Queue Events section lets you select the events to occur when:
 The chat queue is closed
 The chat queue reaches its maximum length, as determined by the value indicated on the Settings tab.
 No agents are logged in
The Chat Queue Events Configuration section lets you set up the normal chat queue events.

To find the Queue Events tab
From the Configure menu, select Chat. The Chat Configuration panel appears.
1.

In the left pane navigation tree, find the folder for the group containing the chat queue with the queue events
you want to view or edit.


To find the group, type as much of the queue’s name as you know in the Filter text box and then click
Filter. The system limits the display to groups having queues with those characters in their name.



To redisplay all groups after limiting the display, clear the text box and click Filter again. All groups
appear.

2.

If the folder is closed, click the adjacent to open the folder. The chat queues drop down.

3.

Click the chat queue you want to view. The configuration forms appear in the right pane.

4.

Select the Queue Events tab.

To fill out the Chat Queue Events section
Use this section to configure the queue events that occur when a chat queue
 is closed,
 has reached its maximum length, and
 when no agents are logged in.
If someone already configured events for a condition, they appear in the yellow bar. If the yellow bar is blank, there are
no configured events for that condition, and the chat request will stall. Be sure to configure events for every condition.
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To configure the queue events for each condition, click edit to the right of the yellow bar. The Chat Queue Event
Configuration pane appears. Continue with

Chat Queue Events Configuration Section
Configure normal chat queue events in the Chat Queue Events Configuration section. The normal queue events occur
when the chat queue is open, has not reached its maximum queue limit, and agents are available.
You can configure as many queue events as you like. They will execute in rank order, depending on the number in the
rank column. Leave space between rank numbers in case you want to insert another event later. For example, rank events
by tens (10, 20, 30) instead of by ones (1, 2, 3).
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To add a queue event
Click [+] at the end of the heading row.

To edit a queue event
Click edit at the end of the queue event row you want to edit.

To reorder the queue events
Click in the Rank box and update it. The events dynamically reorder. Click Save to save the new rank order.

To change the duration of an event,
Click in the Dur box to make it editable. Then update the duration (in seconds).

To delete a queue event
Click [x] at the end of the row you want to delete. An “Are you sure?” message appears. Click Yes to delete the event.
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Chat Queue Event Configuration
This pane appears when you select the option to edit chat queue events on the Queue Events tab. It displays the
available handling and routing options while a chat request is enqueue.

To find the Chat Queue Configuration panel
From the Configure menu, select Chat. The Chat Configuration panel appears.
1.

In the left pane navigation tree, find the folder for the group containing the chat queue with the queue events
you want to view or edit.


To find the group, type as much of the queue’s name as you know in the Filter text box and then click
Filter. The system limits the display to groups having queues with those characters in their name.



To redisplay all groups after limiting the display, clear the text box and click Filter again. All groups
appear.

2.

If the folder is closed, click the adjacent to open the folder. The chat queues drop down.

3.

Click the chat queue you want to view. The configuration forms appear in the right pane.

4.

Select the Queue Events tab.

5.

Click edit next to the event you want to configure. The Chat Queue Event Configuration pane appears.
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To configure queue events
In this field

Do this

Send Message

Type a message to appear on your client’s chat screen when the event occurs.

Re-Queue

Normally used for priority events, because it causes the system to immediately re-queue the
chat request. Useful for sending chat requests to another queue when a call center is closed or
a queue is too long.
The event takes precedence over the other events. If selected, the system transfers chat
requests to another queue and the events associated with the other queue take over.
By default the drop down will display all the other chat queues in the same chat group. To
select from queues in other chat groups, check Show Cross Account Requeue Chat Queues.

Skilled Agent
Routing

Use this field to send a chat request to agents with specific skills. If no skills are selected, the
chat request dequeues to the first available chat agent.
To configure skilled agent routing.
1. Click edit. The Edit Skills Assignment box appears.
2. On the Edit Skills Assignment box, drag skills from the Available Skills area to the
Assigned Skills area.
3. If you want the system to dequeue based on skill order:

End Chat



Drag the skills in the Assigned Skills area so they are in your desired priority
order.



Check the Order-based Routing check box. On dequeue; the system first
looks for an available agent with the highest priority skill. If no agent with
that skill is available, the system looks for an available agent with the next
highest priority skill, and so on.



Click Save in the Edit Skills Assignment box to save the skilled agent
routing configuration.

When End Chat is true, the system populates the client’s chat window with the message
entered in the Send Message field, and then ends the chat. This lets you display a “good-bye”
message before ending the chat.
To end the chat when this event occurs:
1. Type an appropriate “good-bye” message in the Send Message field.
2. Select False in the End Chat drop down.

Web Service
Invocation

To send data to a URL when this event occurs, that is, to invoke a web service, select one from
the Web Service Invocation drop down.
Note: To configure an available service to appear in the drop down, see SOAP/HTTP Services
.

Event Rank

Enter a number to indicate the order in which you want the system to execute this event,
relative to other events configured for this chat queue. The system executes events in
ascending order.

Event Duration

Enter the number of seconds this event should execute. If this is the final event, than it
continues to execute until the chat connects, regardless of the Event Duration value. If it is not
the last event, then the current event executes for this number of seconds and then the system
moves to the next highest ranked event.
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Agents tab
Click the Agents tab to view the Agent Access Configuration table. Use this table to view the available agents and select
the ones to receive chats from this queue.

To find the Agents tab
1.

From the Configure menu, select Chat. The Chat Configuration panel appears.

2.

In the left pane navigation tree, find the folder for the group containing the chat queue with the queue events
you want to view or edit.


To find the group, type as much of the queue’s name as you know in the Filter text box and then click
Filter. The system limits the display to groups having queues with those characters in their name.



To redisplay all groups after limiting the display, clear the text box and click Filter again. All groups
appear.

3.

If the folder is closed, click the adjacent to open the folder. The chat queues drop down.

4.

Click the chat queue you want to view. The configuration forms appear in the right pane.

5.

Select the Agents tab.

To display all available agents
Click Show All Agents. All agents appear.

To find an agent
Use the Filter control and table headings to find a particular agent.


Click a heading to sort the agents in ascending or descending order based on the values in that column. For
example, click Name to list the agents alphabetically by name. Click Name again to display the agents in
reverse alphabetical order.



To find a particular agent by their user name or agent name, type as much of the user name or agent name as
you know in the Filter text box. Then select Username or Agent Name from the adjacent drop down list.
Agents matching the filter criteria appear on the list table.
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To make an agent available for a chat queue
1.

Check the check box next to the agent ID to make that agent available for the chat queue. To quickly check all
agents, click Select All. To quickly deselect all agents, click None.

2.

Click Save to save your work.

Dispositions tab
This table lists the dispositions agents can assign to completed chat sessions.

To find the Dispositions tab
From the Configure menu, select Chat. The Chat Configuration panel appears.
1.

In the left pane navigation tree, find the folder for the group containing the chat queue with the queue events
you want to view or edit.


To find the group, type as much of the queue’s name as you know in the Filter text box and then click
Filter. The system limits the display to groups having queues with those characters in their name.



To redisplay all groups after limiting the display, clear the text box and click Filter again. All groups
appear.

2.

If the folder is closed, click the adjacent to open the folder. The chat queues drop down.

3.

Select the Dispositions tab.

To add a new disposition
1.

Click Add Disposition. A disposition row appears, ready for editing.

2.

Click in the Disposition cell to make it editable. Type the disposition name.

3.

Optionally, click in the Complete and Success cells and change the value from No to Yes.

4.

Optionally, click in the Rank cell and change the value.

5.

For more options, click
83.

6.

Click Save.
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To edit a disposition
To edit a disposition, click in a cell to update it directly. For advanced options, click

.

To delete a disposition
on the disposition row. An “Are you sure” message appears. Click Yes to delete the disposition.

Click

Chat Queue Disposition Configuration
The Chat Queue Disposition Configuration form provides dispositioning options.

To find the Chat Queue Disposition Configuration form
From the Configure menu, select Chat. The Chat Configuration panel appears.
1.

In the left pane navigation tree, find the folder for the group containing the chat queue with the queue events
you want to view or edit.


To find the group, type as much of the queue’s name as you know in the Filter text box and then click
Filter. The system limits the display to groups having queues with those characters in their name.



To redisplay all groups after limiting the display, clear the text box and click Filter again. All groups
appear.
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2.

If the folder is closed, click the adjacent to open the folder. The chat queues drop down.

3.

Select the Dispositions tab.

4.

On the disposition row where you want advanced editing option, click
Configuration form appears.

. The Chat Queue Disposition

To fill out the Chat Queue Disposition Configuration form
In this field

Do this

Rank

This is the order in which the dispositions appear in the agent’s drop down box.

Disposition

The name of the disposition

Complete

Select Yes or No to indicate if no further action is needed with respect to this chat. The Yes or
No value appears on chat session reports.

Success

Select Yes of No to indicate if this disposition indicates success. The Yes or No value appears
on chat session reports.

Email
Destinations

If you want to send a “Disposition Notification” email to members of your organization, enter
their comma separated email addresses. The “Disposition Notification” includes the
disposition, time stamp, chat customer, and agent. If the agent completed survey information
during the chat, the survey results are included too. This is useful for dispositions where you
need immediate follow up, such as a hot lead, or completed sale.
Note: The Email Destinations field and Email Template field are not related. The Email
Destinations field is to identify the people who need a “Disposition Notification” email. The
Email Template is for a pre-written email an agent may send after submitting certain
dispositions.

SOAP

If enabled, select the SOAP service to send when an agent assigns this disposition to a
completed chat session.

Requeue Chat

Configure this section to automatically requeue chats when the chat agent assigns this
disposition

Chat Group

If you do not want to automatically requeue chats with this disposition, leave the default value
–NONE–.
To automatically requeue chats with this disposition, select the chat group from this drop
down.

Chat Queue

If you are configuring an automatic requeue for chats with this disposition, select the chat
queue.

Skill

If you are requeueing and want to send the chat to an agent with a specific skill, select the
skill.
The system will try first to route the call to an agent in the queue with the selected skill. If no
agent is available with that skill in the queue, the system will route the chat to one of the
available agents. It tries to route to an agent with the specified skill, but will dequeue to
another agent in the queue if all agents with the skill are busy.

Email Template

To give the agent the opportunity to send a pre-written email after submitting this disposition,
include the email’s template. Use the Email Template Utility to configure your email
templates.
When an agent submits this disposition, the system displays this prewritten email and asks the
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In this field

Do this
agent if they want to send it. The email can be configured with editable areas so the agent can
personalize it before sending.
For more information about email templates, see Email Templates
Note: The Email Templates and Email Destinations fields are not related. The Email
Destinations field is to identify the people who need a “Disposition Notification” email. The
Email Template is for a pre-written email an agent may send after submitting certain
dispositions.

Quick Text tab
Use this form to create text snippets your chat agents can select to quickly insert common chat phrases without explicitly
typing all the characters.

To find the Chat Queue Quick Text tab
From the Configure menu, select Chat. The Chat Configuration panel appears.
1.

In the left pane navigation tree, find the folder for the group containing the chat queue with the queue events
you want to view or edit.


To find the group, type as much of the queue’s name as you know in the Filter text box and then click
Filter. The system limits the display to groups having queues with those characters in their name.



To redisplay all groups after limiting the display, clear the text box and click Filter again. All groups
appear.

2.

If the folder is closed, click the adjacent to open the folder. The chat queues drop down.

3.

Click the chat queue you want to view. The configuration forms appear in the right pane.

4.

Select the Quick Text tab.
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To create a chat snippet
1.

Click [+] at the end of the heading row. A new text snippet row appears, ready for editing.

2.

In the Text box, type the snippet.


If you want to include tokens, click edit. A Quick Edit Text form appears, with available tokens.



Use the tokens like variables. Click a token to include it in the text snippet. Hover your mouse over a token
to see its definition.
#FIRST_NAME# - Chat agent’s first name
#LAST_NAME# - Chat agent’s last name
#USERNAME# – Chat agent’s user name
#AGENT_ID# - Chat agent’s Connect First user ID
#EXTERN_AGENTID# - Chat agent’s external user ID
#QUEUE_NAME# - The name of the chat queue from which the chat request dequeued.

3.

Optionally adjust the rank order. Give the highest rank to the snippets the agent uses most often.

4.

Click Save to save the snippet.

To edit a snippet


Click in the field you want to edit to make it editable. Then update the snippet and click Save.



If you want to include tokens (variables) in the snippet, click edit to display the Edit Quick Text pop-up. Click
a token to include it in the snippet.

To delete a snippet
1.

Click [X] at the end of the snippet to delete. The system prompts you to be sure.

2.

Click Yes to delete the snippet.
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Configure Cloud Routing

This section provides instructions for configuring cloud routing campaigns.

Overview
Cloud routing lets you use the internet to route your inbound calls between one or more remote call centers. It combines
our proprietary QueueFlow™ routing technology with the open architectures of the internet. With cloud routing, an
internet connection and browser are all you need to create a virtual “queue in the cloud”. Whether used to extend your
existing call center capacity, or to manage all of your inbound call traffic, cloud routing makes it easy to quickly and
flexibly scale up and down as your call volume fluctuates.
Cloud routing is destination agnostic, so it does not matter what kind of equipment your remote contact centers use. You
can monitor agents, generate reports, and view real-time telephony just as you would if you were sending calls to your
own inbound Connect First queues. Although your calls are routing through a virtual internet queue, you maintain full
control so you can manage your customer’s experience.
Cloud routing provides an ideal solution for the spiky traffic generated by direct response advertisers. You do not need to
choose between maintaining large numbers of agents to minimize queue times, or maintaining fewer agents and risking
the loss of customers who will not wait very long in queue. Call routing lets you agilely respond to sudden fluctuations
in call traffic.
Cloud Routing and Direct Response Advertising
Direct response advertisers share a common dilemma. Their advertisements generate huge spikes of traffic during and
immediately after they are aired. Then call volume drops sharply until the advertisement airs again. The traffic spikes
generate too much call volume for a small call center to handle. But there is not enough traffic in the lulls between spikes
to keep the agents at a large call center busy.
One solution is to lease agent time from a large call center that services many other direct response advertisers as well.
By serving many direct response advertisers, the large call center’s traffic spikes even out, and they are able to keep their
agents busy most of the time.
A problem with the mega call center solution is that since the agents have to represent so many products, they don’t have
time to learn very much about yours. They are essentially, just order takers. They can’t answer customer questions, they
can’t up sell, and they cannot promote or communicate your company’s brand.
Our cloud routing service offers a better solution. Instead of leasing agents from a large, one-size-fits-all call center,
cloud routing lets you spread your calls among several smaller boutique-style call centers.
These smaller call centers might not individually have enough agents to handle your call spikes, but by routing your calls
between several smaller call centers, you are still able to capture all of your calls.
A benefit of using a smaller call center is that, since they can only work for a few clients, their agents have the time and
motivation to learn more about your products. They are better able to answer your customer’s questions, to up sell and
cross sell, and to communicate your brand.
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You get the best of both worlds – the high quality customer service offered by small boutique style call center agents,
and the ability to capture the calls generated during your highest call volume peaks.
Although originally developed to meet the unique needs of direct response advertisers, cloud routing has other uses as
well. Among those are:


Business continuity challenges, such as natural disasters, network / facility failures, or to respond to a homeland
security threat



Agile response to unexpected call volume spikes



Load balancing calls across a network

How Cloud Routing Works
When you sign up for Connect First cloud routing, we provide you with access to our cloud routing platform, and with a
set of phone numbers for your direct response campaigns. Use the platform and phone numbers to configure cloud
routing to the call centers you want to work with.
If you do not yet have relationships with call centers to handle your calls, we can help point you to the centers best suited
for your business. We can configure and manage your cloud routing for you, or you can use our call center platform to
manage your cloud routing configuration yourself.
When configured and active, customer calls to your cloud routing phone numbers come to us first. We then route the call
to an available agent at one of the call centers configured to handle your calls. This call routing happens almost
instantaneously, with no discernable lag to your callers. You can rest assured your customers will reach a
knowledgeable, high quality, customer service agent, even during your highest call volume peaks.

Features of Cloud Routing
Our Cloud Routing service includes the following features:


Flexible call routing options - Choose between “round robin” to distribute calls evenly between agents across
multiple centers, “sequential” to fill the first center up and then overflow to the next, “percent allocation” to
indicate the percent of calls going to each call center, or “geo routing” to dynamically send your callers to the
call center nearest them. You will find detailed information about each of these options in this section, so you
can select the routing scheme that best matches your needs.



Sticky Destinations - Enable “sticky destinations” to connect repeat callers to the same call center each time
they call.



Detailed reports - so you can monitor each call center’s performance and the performance of the agents taking
your calls.



Call recording - so you have a record of each transaction, and so you can monitor agent performance and
troubleshoot the reasons for long or short calls, should they occur.



Reverse matching - so agents can see a caller’s name, address, and phone number as their call connects, if that
information is publically available



Whisper messaging – to let agents know what kind of call is connecting so they can be better prepared to talk
with the caller.



Call termination options – so you can send calls to regular phone numbers, soft phones, or your own inbound
queue.



Billing codes – so you can track which calls went with which products in case you want to bill a third party for
your services.



Call tracking – so you can test different marketing strategies without changing the destination phone number.
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Messaging – so you can play recorded messages for callers while they are waiting to connect and before their
call ends.



Long and short call reporting – so you can notice and take action if callers are hanging up before being
connected to an agent, or if agents take too long to handle your calls.



SOAP services – to allow real time data transfer when calls start, connect, and end.



API keys - to sync data transfer to and from call centers with various kinds of call distribution systems.



Voice mail – so callers can leave a voice mail message in the unlikely event that all of the agents at all of your
call centers are busy

Getting Started With Cloud Routing
There are two parts to a cloud routing configuration – the profiles and the destinations.
A profile defines a campaign, or customer you are taking calls for. To the system, a profile is one or more inbound phone
numbers that are routed the same way. You can think of a cloud routing profile as a “unified queue in the cloud”. A
profile configuration names an inbound campaign, and identifies the call handling options and routing rules that apply. It
identifies the phone numbers used and the call center destinations that receive the profile calls.
Destinations are your distributed call centers. Configure a destination for each call center you route calls to. The
destination configuration includes the destination name, schedule, and other specifics, such as the maximum number of
concurrent calls the destination can handle.
You can configure the two parts in whichever order you choose.


Set up your profile(s) first. Then configure the cloud center destinations and select the profiles to send calls to
the destination.
or



Configure the call center destinations. Then set up profiles and pick call center destinations used by the profile.

If you want to set up your profiles first, continue with “Configuring Cloud Profiles”, next. If you want to set up your
destinations first, start with “Configuring Cloud Destinations” on page 104.
Note: You can assign profiles to destinations or assign destinations to profiles. Use whichever method makes the most
sense for your situation.

Configuring Cloud Profiles
This section provides instructions for configuring cloud profiles. A profile is a group of inbound telephone numbers you
want to route and handle in the same way.

Add a profile
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing and then select Cloud Profiles. The Cloud Routing Profile
Config panel appears.

2.

If the panel contains tabbed forms instead of the list table, click <<List. The table appears.

3.

On the list table, click New Cloud Route Profile. The configuration forms appear.

4.

Fill out the forms to configure the profile. For details, start with “Cloud Routing Profile Settings tab” on page
94.

5.

Click Save on the Cloud Routing Profile Config panel to save the cloud profile.
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Edit a profile
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing and then select Cloud Profiles. The Cloud Routing Profile
Config panel appears.

2.

If the panel contains tabbed forms instead of the list table, click <<List to display the list table.

3.

On the list table, click edit on the profile row you are editing. The configuration forms for the selected profile
appear.

4.

Edit the cloud profile information.

5.

Click Save on the Cloud Routing Profile Config panel to save your edits.

Clone a profile
If you need to add a profile that is similar to an existing profile, it may be easier to clone the existing profile and change
it, than to enter a new profile from scratch.
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing and then select Cloud Profiles. The Cloud Routing Profile
Config panel appears.

2.

If the panel contains tabbed forms instead of the list table, click <<List to display the list table.

3.

On the Cloud Routing Profile list table, click edit on the row of the profile you want to clone. The configuration
forms appear.

4.

Click Clone. The system asks to you confirm you want to clone.

5.

Select Yes

6.

In the Profile Name field, give the clone a unique name.

7.

Click the panel Save button to clone the profile.

Inactivate a profile
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing and then select Cloud Profiles. The Cloud Routing Profile
Config panel appears.

2.

If the panel contains tabbed forms instead of the list table, click <<List to display the list table.

3.

On the list table, click edit on the row of the profile you want to inactivate. The configuration forms appear.

4.

On the Settings tab, in the Active field, select No.

5.

Click the panel Save button to inactivate the profile.

Delete a profile

 Warning: If you delete a cloud profile, the system will permanently delete the associated reporting data. This data
cannot be recovered. Consider inactivating a cloud profile instead.
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing and then select Cloud Profiles. The Cloud Routing Profile
Config panel appears.

2.

If the panel contains forms instead of the list table, click <<List to display the list table.

3.

Click the red x on the row of the profile you want to delete. An “Are you sure?” prompt appears.

4.

Click Yes. If “Safe Delete” is enabled, the system will prompt you to enter a password showing you have
security clearance to delete.
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5.

Enter the password and click OK to delete the cloud profile.

Add a call center destination to a cloud routing profile
This procedure explains how to add a remote contact center to a cloud routing profile. The remote call center must
already be in the system before you can add it to a profile. See “Add a call center destination” on page 104.
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing and then select Cloud Profiles. The Cloud Routing Profile
Config panel appears.

2.

If the panel contains forms instead of the list table, click <<List to display the list table.

3.

Click edit on the row of the profile you to which you are adding a call center destination. The configuration
forms appear.

4.

Click the Assigned Destinations tab. The form contains a list table of already configured call center
destinations.

5.

Click Add New Destination Assignment. The Destination Assignment Config form appears.

6.

Fill out the form. For field level instructions, see “Destination Assignment Config Settings tab” on page 99.

7.

Click Done to save the configuration. Calls generated by this profile will route to this destination, when the
destination is open for business.
Note: After you save a destination to a profile, the profile automatically appears on the destination’s Assigned
Profiles list table, located in the Cloud Routing Destination Config panel. You can assign profiles to
destinations or assign destinations to profiles. Use whichever method makes most sense for your situation.

Override a destination configuration in this profile only
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing and then select Cloud Profiles. The Cloud Routing Profile
Config panel appears. If necessary, click <<List to display the list table.

2.

Click edit on the row of the profile with the call center you are updating. The configuration forms appear.

3.

Click the Assigned Destinations tab.

4.

On the list table, click edit on the row of the call center you want to update. The Destination Assignment Config
form appears.

5.

Fill out the form. See “Destination Assignment Config Settings tab” on page 99.

6.

Click Save to save the configuration.

Remove a call center destination
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing and then select Cloud Profiles. The Cloud Routing Profile
Config panel appears. If necessary, click <<List to display the list table.

2.

Click edit on the row of the profile with the call center destination you want to remove. The configuration
forms appear.

3.

Click the Assigned Destinations tab.

4.

On the list table, click x on the row of the destination you want to remove. The system prompts you to confirm
you want to delete.

5.

Click Yes to remove the destination. Calls generated by this profile will no longer route to this destination.
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Assign profile phone numbers
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing and then select Cloud Profiles. The Cloud Routing Profile
Config panel appears. If necessary, click <<List to display the list table.

2.

Click edit on the row of the profile you want to assign phone numbers to. The configuration forms appear.

3.

Click the Inbound DNIS tab.

4.

The drop down list contains the phone numbers available for assignment to a profile. From the drop down,
select the phone number you want to add. It appears, configured with default values, as a new row in the list
table.

5.

Optionally click on a cell to update the default values. For field definitions, see “Inbound DNIS tab” on page
101.

6.

Click Save to activate the phone number.
Note: If the drop down list is empty, you have configured all DNIS assigned to you by Connect First. Contact
your Connect First account representative if you need more phone numbers.

Remove profile phone numbers
Remove a phone number from a profile if you no longer wish to use it for a campaign, or if you want to reassign it to
another profile. When you remove a phone number from a profile, it becomes available for assignment on another
profile.
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing and then select Cloud Profiles. The Cloud Routing Profile
Config panel appears. If necessary, click <<List to display the list table.

2.

Click edit on the row of the profile from which you want to remove a phone number. The configuration forms
appear.

3.

Click the Inbound DNIS tab. The phone numbers already assigned to this campaign appear on the list table.

4.

Click x at the end of the row with the phone number you want to remove. The system prompts you to confirm
you want to delete.

5.

Click Yes. DNIS disappears from the list table

6.

Click Save to save the configuration change.

Assign a phone number to a different profile
You can only assign a phone number to one profile at a time. To assign a number to a different profile:
1.

Remove the number from the profile where you no longer want to use it. It goes back into the pool of numbers
available for assignment.

2.

Assign the newly freed up number to another profile.
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The Cloud Routing Profile Config Panel
This section describes the elements of the Cloud Routing Profile Config panel.
The Cloud Routing Profile Configuration panel contains a list table of existing cloud profiles, and configuration forms
for adding and editing cloud profiles.


The list table is your portal to the cloud profile configuration forms. Use it to select a profile to edit or delete.
You can also select the option to add a new cloud route profile.



The forms let you configure the profile as follows:
Settings – This form provides the basic settings for all the numbers included in the profile, such as the profile
name and description, and how calls to this profile are routed to the various cloud destinations. You can
establish a billing code, define which call services to use, such as whether calls should be recorded, if reverse
match is enabled, and the messages customers hear while waiting to connect to an agent.
Assigned Destinations – Use this table to select which destinations receive calls from this profile.
Inbound DNIS – Use this table to select the phone numbers to be assigned to this profile. The DNIS’s are the
numbers you advertise and that customer’s dial when responding to your advertisements. If you use call
tracking, this table also identifies the track number associated with the DNIS.

Cloud Routing Profile list table
This table lists the already configured cloud routing profiles.

To find the Cloud Routing Profile list table
Click the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing and select Cloud Profiles. If the tabbed forms appear first, click
<<List on the lower left side of the panel.

To add a profile
Click New Cloud Route Profile.
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To edit a profile
Click

on the row of the profile you want to edit.

To delete a profile

 Caution: If you delete a profile, the system will permanently delete all profile information. If you may need the
profile in the future, or if you might need to see profile reporting data, then inactivate the profile instead of deleting. For
instructions, see “Inactivate a profile” on page 90.
Click
on the row of the profile you want to delete. If Safe Delete is enabled, the system will prompt you for a
password before deleting the profile.

Cloud Routing Profile Settings tab
The Settings form lets you configure a profile’s settings.

To find the Cloud Routing Profile Settings tab
On the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing and then select Cloud Profiles. The Cloud Routing Profile Config
panel appears. If the configuration forms do not appear first, select the option to add or edit a profile from the list table.
The configuration forms appear.

To fill out the Settings tab
In this field

Do this

Profile Name
(required)

Enter a name for the profile.

Profile Desc

Optionally enter a description for the profile.
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In this field
Active

Do this
Select Yes if you want the profile to be active. Select No to deactivate the profile without
deleting it.
If you deactivate a profile, it will not be available for campaigns, but you can still generate
reports for the profile. If you delete a profile, the report data is also deleted and cannot be
recovered.

Caller ID

Indicate what value to pass to the destination call center’s caller ID system. The choices are as
follows:
ANI – the calling party’s phone number
DNIS –the profile phone number associated with the phone number the calling party dialed.
This could be the number the customer dialed, or if you use track numbers, the translated
number.
Originating DNIS – the number dialed by the caller. If you are using call tracking, this is the
track number dialed, not a profile phone number. (Recall that with track numbers, the
customer dials the track number. The track number comes to us. We extract your tracking
data, translate the track number to a profile number, and then send it through the “queue in the
cloud” to the destination call center.
Unique ID – builds a unique call identifier based on a number that identifies the profile and a
call counter. This is useful for call centers with caller ID systems that cannot read all 30 digits
of a UII (universal interaction identifier). The unique ID and client number lets us identify a
particular call and tie it back to an agent.

Billing Code

Optionally enter a billing code so you know who to bill for the calls from this profile.

Routing Type
(required)

Select the type of call routing to use for this profile. The options are:
Round Robin – The system distributes calls evenly between the profile’s assigned
destinations. The first goes to the lowest ranked destination, the second to the next lowest
ranked, etc until each destination gets a call. Then the system starts over again with the lowest
ranked destination.
If a destination cannot accept a call for some reason, the system simply skips that destination
and moves on to the next.
Sequential – With sequential routing, the system sends calls to the lowest ranked call center
until all of their agents are busy taking concurrent calls. When all of the agents in the lowest
ranked call center are busy, the system starts sending calls to the second lowest ranked call
center. The second center acts as an overflow center for the first. They only get calls when all
of the first call center’s agents are concurrently busy.
When all of the agents at the second lowest ranked call center are busy, the system starts
sending calls to the third lowest ranked call center. The third lowest ranked call center is an
overflow call center for the second. They only receive calls when all agents at the first two call
centers are concurrently busy.
Percent Allocation – With percent allocation, the system sends a percent of calls to each
assigned destination. (Set the percent for each destination on the Allocation tab.) It takes 40 to
50 calls for the system to get the percent allocation correct. The percent allocation is accurate
to within ½% over time.
Geo Location – With geo location, the system sends each call to the destination closest to the
caller. The system reads the caller’s ANI, or 10 digit phone number. It converts the ANI to a
zip code, and uses the geographic middle of the zip code as the caller’s location. It then looks
to see if there is a destination within the specified distance of the geographic middle of that zip
code. If so, it sends the call to that call center. If not, it sends the call to a default location.
Since the system uses the caller’s phone number to determine the caller’s geographical
location, the system may send some cell phone users to the “wrong” location, if the cell phone
user is calling from a geographical location different from the one where the phone was
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In this field

Do this
programmed.
When you select Geo Location, a Distance field appears directly underneath. In the Distance
field, enter the maximum distance in miles that a call center location can be from the
geographic middle of a caller’s ANI to receive calls from that caller. If there is no call center
within that distance, then the call is routed to the lowest ranked destination. (Set the Rank on
the Assigned Destinations tab.)
Note: If a location is busy or does not accept a call, the system will try the next location. This
is true, no matter what routing type you select.

Sticky
Destinations

Enable Sticky Destinations to route return callers to the same call center they connected to
before. Choose from the following options:
None – Do not use sticky destination routing (default). The system routes returning callers to
the next available cloud destination, as determined by the Routing Type.
Preferred – The cloud routing system tries to route returning customers to their last connected
destination. If unsuccessful, the system then routes the returning caller to the next available
cloud destination, as determined by the Routing Type.
Required – The cloud routing system will only route returning callers to their last connected
destination. If the system cannot connect to the last connected destination, the Route
Exhausted action occurs.

Manage Records

Click to display the Sticky Dest. Manager tab. This shortcut lets you jump to the Sticky Dest.
Manager tab to view repeat customer’s ANIs (telephone numbers) and their sticky cloud
destination within a profile.

Route Exhausted
(required)

Indicate the action the system should take if all of the agents in all of the call center
destinations assigned to this profile are busy.
Select Voicemail to send the call to voicemail. The system will play the End Call Msg and
then send the caller to voice mail.
Select Hangup to end the call if all agents in all call center destinations are busy. The system
will play the End Call Msg and hang up.
Note: It is important to select an appropriate audio file for the End Call Msg so the caller is
not confused when sent to voice mail, or when the system hangs up. The End Call Msg field
is in the Call Services box.

Repeat Count

If all of the agents at all of your assigned call centers are busy taking calls, indicate how many
times you want the system to retry all of your destinations before executing the Route
Exhausted procedure. For example, if the value is:
0 – The system executes your selected Route Exhausted procedure when all of the agents at
all of the call center destinations are busy.
1 – The system retries each call center destination one time before executing the Route
Exhausted procedure.

Repeat Delay

Indicate the time in seconds, that you want the system to wait before retrying your call center
locations, when all agents at all call centers are busy. This field is only relevant when you
enter a value of 1 or more in the Repeat Count field.

Dequeue Delay

Type a number to indicate the number of seconds the system should pause after Connect First
answers a call before connecting it to an agent. The purpose of the delay is to give the caller
time to hear the Intro Msg before an agent picks up. The Intro Msg field is in the Call
Services box.

Record Call

Select Yes if you want to record all calls. There may be an extra fee for this service. Contact
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In this field

Do this
your Connect First account representative for pricing information.

Reverse Match

Select Enabled to enable reverse matching. If you enable reverse match, your agents get a
screen pop with the caller’s ANI, name, and address, as a call dequeues to them, if that
information is publicly available.
There is an extra fee for this service. Contact your Connect First account representative for
pricing information.

Intro Msg



Click the headphone icon
to select audio file(s) callers hear while waiting for an agent. If
you select more than one audio, they will play one after the other in the order selected.
Check Loop to repeat the selected audio until an agent connects. If you do not loop the audio
files, they will play once and stop.
Note: If you do not select an Intro Msg, then callers will hear silence until an agent connects.
At least loop a ring back audio to let callers know they reached a working number.

Take Back Msg



Click
to select an audio file to play if “take back” messaging is enabled, and a
destination center sends a call back after accepting it. The purpose of the message is to assure
the customer that they are connected and in queue waiting for an agent.
Check Loop to repeat the audio until an agent connects.

Whisper Msg

End Call Msg



Click
to select a short audio file to play to agents as they connect. The usual purpose of
this message is to announce what kind of call is connecting. This is useful when agents take
several kinds of calls. The whisper message should be short.



Click
to select an audio file to play if you ever have a situation where the route is
exhausted. For example, select an audio that prompts the caller to leave a voice mail or to call
back later.
If no End Call audio is selected, then the call will end with no warning to the caller.

Short Call

Enter a value in seconds to flag short calls. You can generate reports showing how many short
calls were associated with this profile. This value is for reporting purposes only. It does not
affect call processing.

Long Call

Enter a value in seconds to flag long calls. You can generate reports showing how many long
calls were associated with this profile.

Call Start

If SOAP services are enabled, select the service to invoke when calls start.

Call Connected

If SOAP services are enabled, select the service to invoke when calls connect.

Call End

If SOAP services are enabled, select the service to invoke when calls end.

Assigned Destinations tab
This table lists the destinations (call centers) where you want to route calls associated with this profile.
You must have destinations configured to add them to a profile. If you have not configured the call center destinations,
do that first and then return here to assign them to the profile. For information on configuring destinations, see
“Configuring Cloud Destinations” on page 104.
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Tip: You may find it helpful to keep both the Cloud Routing Destination and the Cloud Routing Profile Config panels
open on your desktop. This lets you check and verify the destination configuration options as you make your destination
assignments.

To find the Assigned Destinations tab
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing and then select Cloud Profiles. The Cloud Routing Profile
Config panel appears. (If the list table does not appear first, click <<List to display the list table.)

2.

On the Cloud Routing Profile Config list table, click
Route Profile button. The configuration forms appear.

3.

Select the Assigned Destinations tab.

to edit an existing profile, or click the New Cloud

To add a destination assignment


Click Add New Destination Assignment.

To edit a destination assignment


Click

on the row of the destination you want to edit.

To remove a destination assignment


Click

on the row of the destination you want to remove.
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Destination Assignment Config Settings tab
Use this panel to select a destination for this profile. You can also use this panel to override some of the selected
destination’s default values, when used with this profile only.
Note: You can access the Destination Assignment Config panel from the Cloud Routing Destination Config panel and
from the Cloud Routing Profile Config panel. It lets you assign destinations to profiles (here) and profiles to destinations
(when viewed from the Cloud Routing Destination Config panel.
This documentation only covers the Settings tab. If you need help with the DNIS Overrides tab, contact your Connect
First account representative.

To find the Settings form of the Destination Assignment Config panel
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing and select Cloud Profiles.

2.

If the tabbed forms appear first, click <<List to return to the list table.


If you are adding, click New Cloud Route Profile. The configuration forms appear. In the Profile Name
field, enter a profile name and click Save. The Assigned Destinations tab enables.
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3.

If you are editing, click

on the profile row. The configuration forms appear.

Select the Assigned Destinations tab.


If you are adding a destination, click Add New Destination Assignment. The Destination Assignment
Config form appears.



If you are editing, click

on the destination row. The Destination Assignment Config form appears.

To fill out the Settings tab
In this field

Do this

Destination

Select a call center destination from the drop down list.

Rank

Select a rank for the destination. With round robin, sequential, and percent allocation routing,
the system sends calls to lower ranked destinations before higher ranked destinations.
With geo routing, the lowest rank is the default destination. Calls go to the default destination
if there is no call center within geo-routing distance of the caller.

Take Back
DTMF

If “take back” DTMF service is enabled, select the touch tone the destination sends to signal a
take back.
Some call center ACD systems use DTMF tones to signal if they need to give a call back to
the queue that sent the call to them. For example, a destination’s ACD might be programmed
to give a call back if it sits in their internal queue for more than 20 seconds.
Our cloud routing platform can interpret take back DTMF signals, and take the call back in
queue, to route to another call center. If you have a destination call center using this type
ACD, select the DTMF the ACD uses to send a take back.

Caller ID

Select a value if you want to override the default caller ID value sent to this destination’s
caller ID system. The default caller ID type is configured on the Cloud Routing Profile Config
Settings tab.
No Override – Use the default caller ID type as indicated on the profile settings.
ANI – Send the caller’s phone number to the destination caller ID system.
DNIS – Use the Connect First number that received the call. If the call comes to us directly
without forwarding, this is the number the customer dialed. If the caller dialed a forwarding
system, this is the Connect First number the forwarding system used to reach us.
Originating DNIS – If the dialed number is forwarded to us by a forwarding party, and if you
want the caller ID to be the dialed number, not the number we receive the call on, select
Originating DNIS. Be sure to indicate the originating DNIS on the Inbound DNIS tab.
Unique ID – Send a unique system generated call ID. The unique ID is useful for caller ID
systems that cannot read the 30 digit UII. The unique ID makes it possible to identify a
particular call and agent in reports.

% Allocation

You will only see this field if you selected Percent Allocation as your Routing Type on the
Cloud Routing Profile Config Settings tab.
Enter the percent of calls to send to this location. The percents do not have to add up to one
hundred. If the percents do not add up, the system will do the algebra to make them work. For
example, if you have 4 destinations and each is assigned the percent of 50, the system will
assume you meant 25% each.
It takes 40 to 50 calls for the system to achieve the indicated percent distributions. The system
is accurate, over time, to ½ percent.
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In this field
Default
Configuration

Do this
The Default Configuration box shows the destination’s default configuration. Use the box to
override the default settings, as configured on the Cloud Routing Destination Config panel
Settings tab. The override values will only apply for calls received at this destination for this
profile.
To override the default for this profile only, check Override. The Default Configuration box
becomes editable. Fill it out as follows:

In this field
Route Dest.
Type

Do this
Select a route destination type as follows:
DID – regular 10-digit phone number
SIP – IP phone
In Network – internally routes to a Connect First inbound queue.
Tells system the destination resides on our platform.

Destination

Identify the corresponding destinations as follows:
DID – a 10-digit phone number
SIP – the URL, using the format sip:user@domain.com
In Network – the URI, using the format local:##########

Ring Duration

The length of time in seconds to wait for a connection to this
destination before going to the next destination.

TT Accept

Select Yes if agents at this destination use a touch tone key to
accept inbound calls.

Inbound DNIS tab
This form lets you assign the telephone numbers you will use for this profile.


The drop down field lists your remaining unassigned phone numbers (DNIS). These are the Connect First phone
numbers, we gave you for your cloud routing campaigns.



The table lists the telephone numbers assigned to this profile.
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To find the Inbound DNIS tab
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing and then select Cloud Profiles. The Cloud Routing Config
panel appears. If the panel contains tabbed forms instead of the list table, click <<List to display the list table.

2.

On the list table, click

3.

Select the Inbound DNIS tab.

on the row of the profile you are working with. The configuration forms appear.

To edit this table
Click in a cell and change the information.


Orig. DNIS - If a forwarding system is translating another phone number into the DNIS for our platform, and if
you want to use the other phone number for the customer ID, then type the other number in the Orig DNIS
field. (Recall the Caller ID value is configured on the Settings tab of this panel.)



Description - Optionally type a description for this DNIS configuration. This value will appear on reports.



Start Date - Click the calendar to select the first day the DNIS is available for dialing. Customers can dial this
number to reach a destination if the schedule indicates it is open.



End Date - Optionally click the calendar to select the last day the phone number is available. If you do not
select an end date, the number will remain available for as long as you have contracted with us to use it.



Front End App – If you use a front end IVR application, put the address here. Contact us for the format.

To assign a phone number
Select a number from the drop down list and click Assign DNIS. The number appears on the list table.

To remove a phone number
1.

In the list table, click x on the phone number row. The number disappears.

2.

Click the panel Save button. The phone number is returned to your pool of available cloud routing numbers.

Sticky Dest. Manager tab
This tab lets you see and manage the sticky destinations assigned to your returning customers. Use the Search on
function to find returning customer ANIs (telephone numbers) with an assigned sticky destination. Click column
headings to change the displayed sort order. Click
at the end of a sticky destination row to delete a sticky destination
assignment. If sticky destinations are enabled, the routing system will assign a new sticky destination the next time the
customer calls from the ANI.
This tab lets you load balance your network if a particular destination has too many repeat callers and make adjustments
as your “in the cloud” network grows and changes.
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To find the Sticky Dest. Manager tab
1.
2.
3.

On the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing and then select Cloud Profiles. The Cloud Routing Config
panel appears. If the panel contains tabbed forms instead of the list table, click <<List to display the list table.
On the list table, click

on the row of the profile you are working with. The configuration forms appear.

Select the Sticky Dest. Manager tab.

Note: You can also display the Sticky Dest. Manager tab from the Settings tab. On the Settings tab, click Manage
Records. The Sticky Dest. Manager tab appears

To find a particular ANI / Sticky destination within a profile
1.

On the Sticky Dest. Manager tab, click Full ANI I(one or more, comma separated) or Partial ANI,
depending on whether you want to see the sticky destination of particular ANIs (customer telephone numbers)
or all the ANIs containing a particular number string, such as all within an area code.

2.

In the text box, type all or part of the returning telephone number(s) you want to view, using the format
########## (no comma, dash, dot, or other punctuation.)

3.

Click Search.


If searching by full ANIs, the matching ANI sticky destination records appear in the list table.



If searching by partial ANI, the ANI records containing the partial number string appear.
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To change the ANI / Sticky destination sort order
Click a column heading to resort the assigned sticky destinations in alphanumeric order by the contents of the column.
Click again to sort in the other direction.

To update a particular ANI / Sticky destination
Delete the sticky destination that should no longer be valid. If sticky destinations are enabled, the routing system assigns
a new sticky destination when the customer next calls. Enable sticky destinations on the Settings tab.

To delete a particular ANI / Sticky destination
Click
at the end of the row to be deleted. If the customer calls again, they are routed using the routing rules defined
on the Settings tab. If sticky destinations are enabled, they get a new sticky destination assignment based on where they
connect.

Configuring Cloud Destinations
A destination is a call center. Use these instructions to configure your destination call centers.

Add a call center destination to the system
This procedure explains how to add a remote call center destination to the system, so you can use it for a cloud routing
profile.
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing and select Cloud Destinations. The Cloud Routing
Destination Config panel appears. (If the Cloud Routing Destination list table does not appear first, click <<List
to display it.)

2.

On the Cloud Routing Destination list table, click New Cloud Route Destination. The configuration forms
appear.

3.

On the Settings tab, in the Destination Name field, enter the destination’s name.

4.

Select the Route Dest Type and then enter the corresponding destination, as follows:
For this type

Supply this destination information

DID

In the Destination field, enter the ten digit phone number using the format ##########

SIP

In the SIP Dest field, type the SIP URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) using the format
sip:user@domain.com

In Network

In the In Network Dest field, type the network URI using the format local:########## where
########## is the DNIS associated with the inbound queue (i.e. gate.) Find the DNIS on the
DNIS form of the associated Inbound Configuration panel (Configure > Inbound)

ACD

In the ACD Dest field, select the ACD destination from the drop down list. For help
registering your external ACD, contact your Connect First account representative.

IVR

If using an IVR, identify the IVR here. For assistance, contact your Connect First account
representative.
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5.

Click Save to save the cloud routing destination. At this point, the destination can be associated with a profile.
However, it will not be operational until the rest of the forms are configured.

6.

To finish configuring the cloud routing destination:

7.



Configure the destination settings on the Settings tab. See “Settings tab” on page 108.



Select the profiles that send calls to the destination on the Assigned Profiles tab. See “Select a profile to
send calls to a destination” on page 106.

Click Save to save the destination.

Edit a destination call center configuration
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing and select Cloud Destinations. The Cloud Routing
Destination Config panel appears. (If the tabbed forms appear first, click <<List to display the list table.)

2.

On the Cloud Routing Destination list table, click

3.

Edit the configuration.

4.

Click Save to save your edits.

in the destination row. The configuration forms appear.

Clone a call center destination configuration
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing and select Cloud Destinations. The Cloud Routing
Destination Config panel appears. (If the tabbed forms appear first, click <<List to display the list table.)

2.

On the Cloud Routing Destination list table, click
configuration forms appear.

3.

Click Clone. The system prompts you to confirm.

4.

Click Yes.

5.

In the Destination Name field, enter a unique name for the destination you are creating.

6.

Click Save to clone the destination.

in the row of the destination you want to clone. The

Delete a destination call center

 Warning: When you delete a destination, the system permanently deletes the associated reporting data.
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing and select Cloud Destinations. The Cloud Routing
Destination Config panel appears. (If the tabbed configuration forms appear first, click <<List to display the list
table.)

2.

On the Cloud Routing Destination list table, click
delete. An “Are you sure” message appears.

3.

Click Yes.

4.

If “Safe Delete” is enabled, the Safe Delete Enabled box appears, prompting for your account password.

5.

Enter your account password and click OK to delete the destination.
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Select a profile to send calls to a destination
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing and select Cloud Destinations. The Cloud Routing
Destination Config panel appears. (If the configuration forms appear first, click <<List to display the list table.)

2.

On the list table, click

3.

On the Assigned Profiles tab, click Add New Profile Assignment. The Destination Assignment Config panel
appears.

4.

Fill out the panel. For details, see “Destination Assignment Config Settings tab” on page 111.

5.

To save the profile, click Save.

on the row of the profile you want to edit. The configuration forms appear.

Note: When you update the Assigned Profiles list table on the Cloud Routing Destinations panel, the system
automatically updates the Assigned Destinations list table on the Cloud Routing Profiles panel. This lets you
assign profiles to destinations or destinations to profiles, whichever way makes the most sense for your
situation.

Change how a profile sends calls to a destination
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing and select Cloud Destinations. The Cloud Routing
Destination Config panel appears. (If the configuration forms appear first, click <<List to display the list table.)

2.

On the list table, click

3.

On the Assigned Profiles tab, click

4.

Fill out the form. For details, see “Destination Assignment Config Settings tab” on page 111.

5.

To save the profile, click Save.

on the row of the profile you want to edit. The configuration forms appear.
on the row of the profile you want to edit.

Stop a profile from sending calls to a destination
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing and select Cloud Destinations. The Cloud Routing
Destination Config panel appears. (If the configuration forms appear first, click <<List to display the list table.)

2.

On the list table, click

3.

On the Assigned Profiles list table, click
“Are you sure?” message appears.

4.

Click Yes to delete the profile assignment. The profile will stop sending calls to the destination.

on the row of the profile you want to edit. The configuration forms appear.
on the profile you want to disassociate from the destination. An

The Cloud Routing Destination Config Panel
Configure cloud routing destinations on the Cloud Routing Destination Config panel. A destination is a call center.


The list table lists the cloud call center destinations already configured. Use this table to add a new destination,
or to edit or delete an existing one.



The Settings form lets you configure the destination name, description, and other settings. It lets you enter an
address, useful for geo routing, and provides schedule controls so you can indicate when the destination is open
and taking calls. This is as far as you can go with destination set up, until you have the settings for one or more
profiles (direct response campaigns) configured.
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The Assigned Profiles form lists the profiles that send calls to this destination. From this table, you select the
option to add a new profile assignment, remove a profile assignment, or edit the destination configuration for a
particular profile.

To find the Cloud Routing Destination Config panel
From the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing and then select Cloud Destinations.

Cloud Routing Destination list table
This table lists the configured cloud routing destinations. Use this table to select a destination to clone, edit, or delete.
You can also select the option to add a new destination from this table.

Cloud Routing Destination list table

To find the Cloud Routing Destination list table
To display this list table, from the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing and then select Cloud Destinations.
Note: If the configuration forms appear first, click <<List to display the list table. If you ended your last Connect First
session with a tab on top, then it will appear first when you next display the panel.

To add a destination
Click New Cloud Route Destination.

To edit a destination
Click

on the row of the destination you want to edit.

To delete a destination
Click

on the row of the destination you want to delete.
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Settings tab
This form lets you configure a cloud routing call center destination.

To find the Settings tab
1.

2.

On the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing, and then select Cloud Destinations. The Cloud Routing
Destination Config panel appears. (If the configuration forms are on top, click <<List to return to the list table. )


If you are adding a destination, click New Cloud Route Destination.



If you are editing a destination, click

on the row of the destination you want to edit.

The configuration forms appear.

To fill out the Settings tab
In this field

Do this

Destination
Name

Enter the name of the call center destination.

Destination Desc

Optionally provide a description of the destination.

Start Date

Click the calendar to select a future start date. The default is the current date.

End Date

Click the calendar to select an end date. The default is no end date.

API Auth Key

Enter the API authorization key the call center can use if they need to change their maximum
concurrent value or schedule. The API authorization key is a password. It can be anything you
like. The key lets them use a SOAP API to change these values, if they are set up to do so.
Contact your Connect First account representative to learn more about this feature.

Max Concurrent

Type a number to limit the maximum number of concurrent calls this call center can be
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In this field

Do this
handle. For example, if a call center has 50 agents, it can handle 50 concurrent calls.
Leave Unlimited checked if the call center can handle an unlimited number of concurrent
calls, or if you do not want to limit the number of concurrent calls.

Route Dest. Type

Select the type of routing destination used by this call center, as follows. Choose:
DID if the routing destination is a regular phone number. If you select DID, we route calls
through the PSTN to a 10 digit telephone number.
SIP to route calls to a SIP destination.
In Network to route calls to an in network destination
ACD if the routing destination is an inbound gate queue.
IVR if the routing destination is an IVR application. All Connect First IVR applications are
custom programmed by Connect First. Contact your account representative if you are
interested in custom IVR development.

Destination

The destination field dynamically adjusts depending on your Route Dest Type.
For this type

Enter this in the Destination field

DID

the ten digit destination phone number

SIP

the SIP URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), using the format
sip:user@domain.com

In Network

the in network URI, using the format local:##########

ACD

Select an inbound gate queue

IVR

the URL where the IVR application is located Contact us for help
configuring this field.

Ring Duration

Enter the number of seconds to wait for this call center to accept a call. If they don’t answer in
this time frame, we pull the call back and send it to the next destination.

TT Accept

Select Yes if this call center’s agents press a touch tone key to accept a call.

Address Section

Fill out the address section if you plan to use geo routing. Geo routing lets you route calls to
the location nearest to the caller, or to a default location, if there is no location near the caller.
(The default is a profile’s lowest ranked call center, configured on the Cloud Routing Profile
Config panel’s Assigned Destinations tab).
To fill out the address section, type the destination’s address in the Address, City, State, and
Zip fields. Then press Verify to confirm the entered address is valid and usable for geo
routing purposes.

Schedule days

Set the destination schedule. The schedule indicates hours and days of the week when the
destination is open and taking calls.
There are no after hours routing rules for cloud routing destinations. If a cloud routing
destination is closed, then we won’t send calls there.
To set the schedule, for each day of the week:


Slide the sliders to indicate the hours the destination is open.



If the destination has two or more discrete open time periods, for example, if they
are open in the morning and afternoon but closed for lunch, click the green + for
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In this field

Do this
another set of slider controls.


Click the red x to close the destination on a particular day of the week.



Click Save to save the schedule.

Assigned Profiles tab
The Assigned Profiles list table lists the profiles that send calls to this destination.
Use this table to add a profile assignment, remove a profile assignment, or edit a profile assignment.

To find the Assigned Profiles tab
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing, and then select Cloud Destinations. The Cloud Routing
Destination Config panel appears. If the configuration forms are on top, click <<List to return to the list table.

2.

Click

3.

Select the Assigned Profiles tab.

on the row of the destination with profiles you want to view. The configuration forms appear.

To add a new profile assignment
Click Add New Profile Assignment.

To edit a profile assignment
Click

on the row of the profile assignment you want to edit.

To delete a profile assignment
Click
on the row of the profile assignment you want to delete. The profile still exists, but it no longer sends calls to
this destination.
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Destination Assignment Config Settings tab
Use this form to select a profile to send calls to the destination. You can also use this panel to override some of the
destination default settings for this profile only.
Note: You can access the Destination Assignment Config panel from the Cloud Routing Destination Config panel and
from the Cloud Routing Profile Config panel. This lets you assign profiles to destinations (here) and destinations to
profiles (when viewed from the Cloud Routing Profile Config panel.
This documentation only covers the Settings tab. If you need help with the DNIS Overrides tab, contact your Connect
First account representative.

To find the Destination Assignment Config Settings tab
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Cloud Routing, and then select Cloud Destinations. The Cloud Routing
Destination Config panel appears. If the configuration forms are on top, click <<List to return to the list table.

2.

Click edit on the row of the destination with profiles you want to view. The configuration forms appear.

3.

Select the Assigned Profiles tab.


If you are adding a profile assignment, click Add New Profile Assignment. The form appears.



If you are editing a profile assignment, click edit on the profile row. The form appears.

To fill out the Settings form
In this field

Do this

Profile

Select a profile to send calls to the destination from the drop down list.

Rank

This field contains the default or assigned rank for this destination at the selected profile. The
rank, along with the profile routing type (round robin, sequential, % allocation, or geo
location) determines the routing algorithm the profile uses to send calls to this destination.
Note: If you want to change the rank, we recommend you do so using the Assigned
Destinations tab of the Cloud Routing Profile Config panel, because there you can see the
relative ranking values of the other destinations for this profile.

Take Back
DTMF

If the destination ACD uses a touch tone signal to send a call back to the “queue in the cloud”
enter the touch tone here.
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In this field
Caller ID

Do this
If you want to override the caller ID agents at this destination see when taking calls for this
profile, select a value. Otherwise, agents will see the caller ID configured on the profile
Settings tab. Values are:
No Override - default
ANI – a caller’s phone number
DNIS – the number the caller dialed, or if the profile is using track numbers, the number for
the inbound campaign, not the track number (which would be the number the caller dialed)
Originating DNIS – if the profile is using track numbers, the track number dialed
Unique ID – a unique ID system assigned ID. This value is useful when the destination’s
ACD system cannot read the UII. It make it possible to correlate a particular call with a
particular agent in reports.

Default
Configuration

This box shows the default configuration for this destination (from the Cloud Routing
Destination Config Settings tab). If you want to override any of these values for calls received
from this profile only, check the Override checkbox and update the values. The override
values only apply to calls received for this profile.
In this field

Do this

Route Dest. Type

Select a route destination type as follows:
DID – regular 10 digit phone number
SIP – soft phone
In Network – a Connect First inbound queue

Destination

Identify the corresponding destination as follows:
DID – a 10 digit phone number
SIP - the URI, using the format sip:user@domain.com
In Network - the URI, using the format local:##########

Ring Duration

For calls from this profile only, the length of time in seconds to
wait for an agent at this destination before taking the call back
and sending it to the next destination.

TT Accept

Select Yes if agents at this destination must touch a key to
accept an inbound call from this profile.

DNIS Overrides tab
Contact your Connect First support team for help configuring cloud routing destination DNIS overrides.
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Inbound Configuration

This chapter provides comprehensive instructions for configuring your inbound call center.

Overview
When you sign up for our service, we provide a set of phone numbers for your inbound call center. They can terminate as
regular DID numbers, toll free numbers, or VOIP numbers, depending on your needs. We will help you determine which
is most cost effective, based on your situation.
Inbound calls route normally through the public switched telephone network to our platform, which is housed in multiple
tier 3 carrier grade facilities. Our proprietary QueueFlow™ routing engine takes all of your configuration selections into
account to dynamically route the call to the agent with skills most suited for the call.
Agents receive a whisper message and/or screen pop to help them prepare as each incoming call de-queues. Then a script
appears on their screen, to guide them through the call.

Management features
Our call center platform gives you tight control of how inbound calls route through your call center. You can:


Establish unique routing rules and / or play targeted in-queue messages to callers based on:
o

The queue or queue group being called

o

If your call center is open or closed

o

The caller’s location

o

The number of calls in queue

o

Whether agents are available

o

The caller’s phone number – useful for example, if you want to provide a different service level to certain
VIP customers. You can also provide special routing rules for people who call too often.



Record every inbound call for logging purposes, and to ensure the highest levels of customer service.



Provide agents with a targeted script, so agents can serve a broader variety of customer needs and to help assure
your agents provide a more uniform customer experience.



Configure touch tone routing so your customers can self select their preferred routing option while waiting in
queue



Analyze reports to help you manage every aspect of your call center. Reports can be configured to include:
o

The number of short calls – useful when you only pay agents for calls that last more than a certain length of
time
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o

The number of short abandon times – useful for determining optimal agent staffing levels

o

The number of calls answered within a defined time frame – useful for monitoring your call center’s
service level



Activate and deactivate the inbound phone numbers associated with queues or queue groups.



Coordinate call backs with your outbound Connect First call center.

Our system can communicate with many HTTP enabled CRM (Customer Relationship Management) systems.
If you need your call center data in real time, our system can stream data synchronously via any standard SOAP
interface, allowing your systems to know about your inbound phone call the minute it happens. You can send this data
when a call de-queues, connects, and ends.

Agent features
Our call center platform provides features that let you tightly control your customer’s experience, while providing a
pleasant, effective, and easy-to-learn working environment for your agents.


Agents can work anywhere with an internet connection and browser.



If an agent needs to work from a different location on a particular day, you can override their usual destination
number, with an alternate destination number



Agents can receive a whisper message when a call de-queues, to help them prepare for the incoming call. They
can also receive a screen pop, with the inbound caller’s name and address.



Agents can view a script online while taking a call. They can enter information on the script, and transfer the
call with the script, if necessary, to another agent. The script can be configured to be editable after transfer, if
desired.



If your agents must complete post call work, you can let them control when they are ready to receive another
call, or configure a specific wait time before sending another call. You can also configure the system to send
another call as soon as the agent hangs up from the previous one.



Agents can put callers on hold.



Agents can transfer callers at any point in the call’s lifecycle.



Agents can initiate call recording at any point in the call’s lifecycle.

Customer features
The following features enhance your customers’ experience when they call your inbound call center.


Customers hear custom and pre-recorded messages while waiting in queue. You can configure the system to
play different messages depending on variables such as how long the customer has been in queue, where the
customer is calling from, the phone number the caller used to reach your call center, and more.



Customers can be prompted to enter touch tones to make their own routing choices while waiting in queue.



Customers can leave voice mail if your call center is closed or the queue gets too long. You can configure the
system to automatically email customer voice mails to one or more email addresses. These features make call
backs easier and help you provide a timely response to your customer’s needs



If an agent does not promptly accept a dequeued call, the system seamlessly routes it to the next available agent.
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Call handling and call routing options
You can configure your inbound call center with the following kinds of call handling and call routing options:


You can route inbound calls to an inbound queue or queue group, a particular phone number, a specific agent
extension, a specific agent, an IVR application, a track number, or to voice mail.



You can have a different set of routing rules for each queue or queue group.



You can provide specific routing rules and call handling instructions for circumstances such as when call
volume is high, no agents are available, the queue is too long, the call center is closed, or an agent takes too
long to answer.



You can employ skills based routing to dynamically route a call to the agent best suited for the call.



Customers hear different messages depending on where they are in queue, and how their call is being routed.



Your agents can be located anywhere, as long as they have an internet connection and a browser. They can
work at home, on campus, or from any other location that makes sense for your business. You can change your
agent’s destination phone number on the fly, so agents can theoretically receive calls from a different location
every day.



You can route inbound callers to the call center that is geographically closest to them.



The ability to play a whisper message to your agents as a call connects. This is useful when you want to let
agents know what kind of call is coming next.



The ability to record calls.



The ability to allow customers to leave voice mail if you miss their call, and the ability to immediately send
those voice mails to one or more email addresses.

Configuring Gate Groups
All Connect First inbound queues must belong to a group, so begin by creating the queue group, called a gate group on
our interface. You can have a group of one queue, or all queues can be in the same group.
All of the queues in a group have access to the same pool of agent skills. You can clone queues within a group, so create
groups for similar queues. You cannot clone queues across groups.

Add a gate group
A gate group is a group of ACD queues that share access to the same agent skills.
1.

On the Configure menu, select Inbound. The Inbound Configuration panel appears.

2.

Click + (next to the Filter button). The Gate Group Configuration fields appear.

3.

In the Group Name field, type a name.
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4.

5.

Add skills, as follows:


Click the green + over the Skill Configuration list table. An editable skill row is added, ready for a name
and description.



Click in the Skill Name column and enter a skill name. This name will appear in a drop down list when
you are configuring skills for the queues in this group.



Optionally, click in the Skill Desc part of the row and enter a description.



Confirm the Active checkbox is checked. Queues in this group can select this skill for skill based routing
when Active is checked.

Click Save. The group appears as a new folder in the navigation tree.

Delete a gate group



Warning: If you delete a queue group, you will permanently lose all associated reporting data. The reporting data
cannot be recovered.
1.

On the Configure menu, select Inbound. The Inbound Configuration panel appears.

2.

Double-click the folder of the group you want to delete. The Gate Group Configuration fields appear.

3.

Click Delete. The system asks you to confirm you want to delete.

4.

Click Yes. If “Save Delete” is enabled, the system will prompt you to enter a password showing you have
security clearance to delete.

5.

Enter the password to delete the group.

Add a skill to a gate group
Add a skill to make it available to queues in a group. The group skills are not automatically associated with queues in the
group. The group skills are the ones available for selection when configuring routing rules.
1.

On the Configure menu, select Inbound. The Inbound Configuration panel appears.

2.

Double-click the folder of the group you want to add skills to. The Gate Group Configuration fields appear.

3.

Click the green + over the Skill Configuration list table. An editable skill row is added, ready for a name and
description.

4.

Click in the Skill Name column and enter a skill name. This name will appear in a drop down list when you are
configuring skills for the queues in this group.

5.

Optionally, click in the Skill Desc part of the row and enter a description.

6.

Confirm the Active checkbox is checked. A skill is available to queues in this group when active is checked.

7.

Click Save to save the skill.

Deactivate a qate group skill
Deactivated skills are no longer available to queues in the group. Deactivate to temporarily remove access to a skill,
without permanently deleting it.
1.

On the Configure menu, select Inbound. The Inbound Configuration panel appears.

2.

Double-click the folder of the group with skills you want to deactivate. The Gate Group Configuration fields
appear.
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3.

Uncheck Active associated with the skill you want to deactivate.

4.

Click Save.

Configuring Inbound Queues
After defining the gate groups, you can create queues inside the group folders.

Add / update inbound queues
If your agents use Connect First scripts, configure the scripts before setting up the queue.
Make sure the necessary audio files are in the audio library. You may need the following audio files:


Agent whisper – to let agents know what kind of call is coming next, or, if you want to prompt agents to “touch
any key to accept the next caller”



Blocked ANI – to let blocked callers know they reached you but you are not accepting their calls.



On hold (looping) – to have callers hear something when an agent puts them on hold.



End call – to let agents know when a caller disconnects.



In queue messages - any single play or looping audio files you want to play for callers in queue. Include audio
files for DTMF prompts, if you will be configuring touch tones so your callers can route themselves out of the
queue.

To add / update:
1.

On the Configure menu, select Inbound. The Inbound Configuration panel appears.
If you are adding, on the navigation tree, double click the folder for the group where you want the new queue
to be. The Group Configuration fields appear. Click Add New Gate.
If you are editing, on the navigation tree, click the folder of the queue to be edited.

2.

Fill out the configuration forms. For details, start with “Settings tab” on page 121.

3.

When you have finished filling out the tabbed forms, click Save to save the gate queue.

Clone an inbound queue
If you need to add inbound queues similar to one already active, it may be easier to activate by cloning than to enter the
data field by field. You can only clone queues in the same qate group. Here’s how.
1.

On the Configure menu, select Inbound. The Inbound Configuration panel appears. Groups are represented by
folders, queues by files.

2.

Double-click the file of the queue you want to clone. The selected queue appears.

3.

Confirm this queue is the one you want to clone. If so, click Clone. The system prompts you to confirm you
want to clone.

4.

Click Yes to clone the queue.
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Delete an inbound queue

 Warning: If you delete an inbound queue, you will permanently lose the associated reporting data. The reporting data
cannot be recovered.
1.

On the Configure menu, select Inbound. The Inbound Configuration panel appears.

2.

Double-click the file of the queue you want to delete. The queue appears.

3.

Click Delete. The system prompts you to confirm you want to delete.

4.

Click Yes. If “Safe Delete” is enabled, the system prompts for your password.

5.

Enter the password and click OK to delete the queue.

Inbound Configuration Panel
This section describes the Inbound Configuration panel.

Navigation tree
The navigation tree uses the metaphor of files and folders to represent queues (files) and gate groups (folders). All
queues must be associated with a gate group, so when you set up queues, you need to set up the gate groups first.
Note: A gate group is a group of queues that share access to the same pool of agent skills.
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To find this navigation tree
On the Configure menu, select Inbound.
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Gate Group Configuration form
Use the Gate Group Configuration form to add, edit, or delete a gate group (queue group); and to manage the pool of
skills available to queues in this group.
Note: In our system, the term “gate” is synonymous with the term “queue”.

To find the Gate Group Configuration form
From the Configuration menu select Inbound. The Inbound Configuration panel appears.


If you are adding, click the + next to Filter.



To see an existing group, click the associated folder.
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Settings tab – Basic Configuration area
Select the Settings tab to view the gate settings. There are two parts – Basic Configuration and Advanced Gate
Configurations.


The Basic Configuration section provides the configuration options needed for most inbound call centers.



The Advanced Gate Configurations section has options to integrate the Connect First inbound platform with
another application, such as a legacy application running behind a firewall or on another platform. Your
Connect First account representative will assist you if you need the Advanced Gate Configuration section.

To fill out the Basic Configuration area
In this field

Do this

Gate Name

Enter the name of the inbound queue. This name labels the queue in the navigation tree and
identifies the queue when the agent logs in.

Gate Desc

Enter a description.

Gate Priority

Select the priority of this queue. When calls to this group stack up, they de-queue from higher
priority queues before lower priority queues.

Outbound Caller
ID

Choices are:
Inbound Callers ANI (default) – the phone number of the person calling
DNIS – the destination number, which is usually but not always the number dialed. When
using tracking numbers, the DNIS is the destination number, not the tracking number dialed.
The acronym, DNIS, stands for Dialed Number Identification System.
Originating DNIS – the number dialed, which is usually but not always the destination
number. When using tracking numbers, the originating DNIS is the tracking number dialed,
not the destination number.
Dynamic Unique ID – This is a system generated ID number for each call session. It is
useful, as an example, if your caller ID system cannot read a call’s 30-digit UII. The Dynamic
Unique ID makes it possible to identify a particular call session in reports.

Transfer
Override Caller
ID

Optionally enter a ten digit phone number in the format ########## to be used as the override
caller ID if an agent selects a disposition that transitions this inbound caller to an outbound
campaign’s lead list.
Note: Use the Dispositions tab to create dispositions that let agents add inbound callers to an
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In this field

Do this
outbound campaign’s lead list.



Agent Whisper

Optionally, click
to select an audio file to play to agents as a call connects. The agent
whisper should be short. This message can be used to:
Announce what kind of call is connecting. This is useful when your agents take several kinds
of calls.
Prompt the agent to “touch any key to connect”. We recommend this type of audio file
whisper when TT Accept is set to Required. (The TT Accept field is further down on this
screen.)



Blocked ANI

Optionally click
to select an audio file to play to callers you are blocking. This lets
callers know they reached you, but you are not taking their calls. For example, you could
select an audio file that says, “We can no longer take your calls. Please don’t call again”.
On Hold
(looping)

End Call



Optionally click
to select an audio file to loop when an agent puts a customer on hold. If
you do not select an on hold audio, your customers will hear nothing and might think they
were disconnected.



Click
Post Call Agent
State

to select an audio file to let agents know when a caller disconnects.

Select Available to control how long the system pauses before sending another call to an
agent after they disconnect from the previous one. If you select Available, then, in the Agent
Wrap Time field (located further down on this screen) select the number of seconds the
system should pause before sending another call to the agent. Select 0 to make the agent
immediately available.
Change to Post Call Work to let agents control the amount of time spent on post call work.
When Post Call Work is selected, agents must press any computer key to indicate they are
ready for another call.

Max Queued
Calls

This slider lets you specify the maximum queue length before Max Queue events apply.
The Max Queue events are configured on the Queue Events tab. Max Queue events specify
queue events for callers in a long queue.
If you set the slider to 10, the first 10 callers are handled normally. The 11th caller and beyond
experience the Max Queue events.
If you want to treat all callers the same, no matter how long the queue gets, then slide the
slider all the way to the left (No Limit).

Call Recordings

Leave the default No – Don’t Record Call to not record your inbound calls.
Select Yes – Record Full Call to record inbound calls. There is a charge for this service.
Contact your Connect First representative for billing details.
Select Yes – Record Full Call (Stop on Transfer) to stop recording if an agent transfers a
call. There is a charge for this service. Contact your Connect First representative for billing
details.
Select Agent Triggered if you want your agents to control which calls (or call parts) are
recorded. There is a charge for this service.

Reverse Match

If you want agents to see a screen pop with the incoming caller’s name and address while a
call dequeues, then select Enabled. There is a charge for this service. Contact your Connect
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In this field

Do this
First representative for details.
If you do not want your agents to see the incoming caller’s name and address, leave the default
value, Disabled.
Note: We cannot guarantee we can always find the caller’s name and address. The name and
address might not be in the database we access for this service. The information might be
incorrect if the caller is calling from work or a cellular phone.

Associated Script

Select the script agents will use when taking calls from this queue. The drop down lists scripts
created with our internal scripting tool. The drop down will be blank if there are no scripts.
Note: You are not limited to scripts created with our scripting tool. If you want agents to use
an outside script or survey, use the External APP URL field below. The Associated Script and
External APP URL fields are mutually exclusive. Use one or the other, but not both.

Script Format

Leave this field blank if your agents do not use scripts.
If your agents use a script, select a format from the drop down field.
Choose Embedded Flash to embed the script in the users screen. Although this is the easiest
format for agents to use, this format should only be used if scripted calls are never transferred
to or from this queue. If scripted calls may need to be transferred to or from this queue, then
choose an external HTML option, described next.
Choose External HTML if the call may need to be transferred, and the script needs to be
editable after transfer, and it is not important for the transfer to be secure.
Choose Ext HTML (SSL) if the call may need to be transferred, the script needs to be
editable after transfer, and the transfer needs to be secure.
With both HTML options, the script is popped to an editable browser window on top of the
agent’s regular screen display. The HTML options are a little more difficult to use, because
the agent will be working between two windows. However, the HTML options allow the agent
to transfer the call and editable script to another agent,

External APP
URL

This field is useful if you want to use your own script or survey, instead of creating one with
our Scripts and Surveys editor.
The external script must be web based, and must be located at a URL.
Our system can pass information to the external script in the form of tokens.
To associate an external survey with this gate queue:
1.

Type the external survey’s URL in the External App URL box. For example:
www.mysurvey.com

2.

Append the string /processSurvey.cfm?

3.

To pass information to the survey about the current call session, add tokens to the
end of the URL using the format illustrated in this example.


To see the available tokens, click ?. The available tokens appear.



Click desired tokens to add them to the URL string.

Example:
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In this field

Do this

Note: If you do not see the token you need, contact your Connect First account representative
for assistance.

Selected token definitions follow.
#UII# - Unique Item Identifier, the 30 digit number that uniquely identifies the inbound caller
#DNIS# - The phone number Connect First received the call on.
#AGENTID# - The Connect First agent ID, as indicated on the Agent Accounts list table.
#ANI# - The caller’s phone number
#ORIG_DNIS# - If you have an associated number which is then forwarded to Connect First,
use this token to indicate what the associated number is.
#EXTERN_AGENT ID# - A legacy agent ID number. This token is useful if the external
application needs a legacy agent ID number instead of the agent ID number assigned by
Connect First.
the media codes – These are custom codes. If you are unsure whether to use a media code,
contact your Connect First account representative.
Note: The External App URL and Associated Script fields are mutually exclusive. Use one
or the other, but not both.
Backup External
App URL

Optionally use this field to keep another external script as a back-up. Use the toggle to quickly
change between the active and backup script.
A backup script is useful if you have technical difficulties after deploying a newer one. It
helps assure agents always have a script when talking with clients.

TT Accept

Select Required if you want your agents to press a key on their computer keyboard when they
are ready to accept a call.
Note: When TT Accept is Required, select an agent whisper audio file that prompts the agent
to “press any key to accept waiting caller.” The Agent Whisper field is near the top of this
screen.
When TT Accept is set to Required, the agent whisper audio file plays twice. If an agent does
not accept the call, it will be pulled back and the agent status changed to RNA (ring no
answer).

Max Accept
Time

Type a number to indicate the number of seconds within which an agent must answer a
dequeued call before it is routed to the next available agent. This helps to assure calls get
answered in case of an unexpected problem such as a mechanical failure, or if an agent leaves
their workstation without putting themselves on break.
The non-answering agent is flagged with an RNA (ring no answer). The system will not send
another call to the RNA agent until they touch a key to indicate they are ready to start taking
calls again.
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In this field

Do this

Dequeue Delay

Type a number to indicate the number of seconds the system should pause after Connect First
answers a call before connecting it to an agent. The purpose of the delay is to allow time for an
introductory audio file to play for the caller before an agent picks up.

Short Call Time

If you want to track the number of short calls to this queue, type a number to define what a
short call is. For example, if you type 30, the system will keep track of the number of calls that
last 30 seconds or less.
You will find the short call statistics on the Agent Billing report, which is located in the Agent
Reports set.

Short Abandon
Time

If you want the system to count the number of callers who abandon the queue after only
waiting for a short time, type a number in this field to define what a short abandon time is. For
example, if you type 30 in this field, the system will count the number of callers who abandon
the queue before 30 seconds elapse.
The system counts all abandoned calls, but if you enter a value in this field, it will differentiate
between calls abandoned after a short time and calls abandoned after a longer time.
You will find short abandon and long abandon statistics on the Hourly Inbound Statistics
report. Find the total abandon statistics on the Gate Statistics report. Both reports are located
in the Inbound Reports section.

SLA Time

Use this field to monitor your call center’s service level, as measured by the percent of calls
answered within the SLA (Service Level Agreement) time.
Type a number in this field to capture the percent of calls answered within this time frame. For
example, type 30 in this field to monitor the percent of calls answered within 30 seconds. The
call center industry standard is to answer 80% of calls within 30 seconds.
You can find the SLA results on the Gate Statistics report, which is located in the Inbound
Reports set.

Agent Wrap
Time

If Post Call Agent State is set to available, this is the time in seconds, before Connect First
will attempt to send another call to the agent. It can be used to give the agent time to do after
call work.

Billing Code

If you bill for this queue, type a billing code here.

Agent Requeue
Type

Leave the default, Advanced, to have agents manually enter requeue information. Select
Shortcut to have agents select from a list of preconfigured shortcuts. If you select Shortcut,
the Shortcuts tab enables. Use the Shortcuts form to configure the shortcuts.

Settings tab - Advanced Gate Configurations area
Click the Advanced Gate Configurations bar, located under the Basic Configuration section to display the Advanced
Configuration section of the Settings tab. (You may need to scroll down to see the Advanced Gate Configurations
bar.)
The Advanced Configuration section provides options for integrating the Connect First inbound queue with legacy
applications you may be running behind a firewall or on another platform. All of the advanced configuration options
require custom programming. We provide this part of the documentation for your information only. Contact us for help
configuring the advanced options.
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To fill out the Advanced Gate Configurations section
In this field

Do this

Dequeue SOAP

This field lets you send data via the Simple Online Application Protocol (SOAP) to a 3rd party
application when a call de-queues and when an agent is selected.

Agent Connect
SOAP

This field lets you send data to a 3rd party application when the call connects to an agent.

Post Call SOAP

This field lets you send data to a 3rd party application when a call ends.

Post Disposition
SOAP

Select a data element to transmit when agents disposition a call.

Auto Result File

Select the data to include on the Call Detail Report.

Campaign
Callback
Mapping

Use this field to coordinate callbacks with your outbound call center. If this field is mapped to
an outbound campaign, and a call comes into the queue with an ANI that is in the campaign,
the agent who receives the call will have the call presented as if it were an outbound call to
that ANI.

Abandon
Campaign
Mapping
Enable Global
Phonebook

Select Yes – Enabled to enable the global phone book.

Sync (Busy)
Queue Wait

Select a value to change the default number of seconds the system waits for an agent before
returning a network busy signal.

Schedule tab
Use the schedule controller to configure your open and closed queue schedule. For instructions on using the controller,
refer to Understanding the User Interface in this document.
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Queue Events tab
Use this form to configure the routing and in-queue events that occur in this queue under normal and exception
conditions. There are two parts.
The Priority Queue Events section lets you select the events to occur when specific conditions exist, such as when the
queue is closed, or when it has reached its maximum length.
The Gate Queue Events section lets you set up the events that normally occur to callers in this queue.

Priority Queue Events area

The system processes by checking for each condition listed in the Priority Queue Events section. It checks the
conditions in this order:
1.

Velocity ANI – for frequent callers

2.

Special ANI – for a select callers, such as VIP customers

3.

Gate Closed – when the queue is closed

4.

No Agents -- when no agent makes a timely connection after de-queue

5.

Max Queue – when the queue reaches the max queue threshold

6.

Execute regular events (Gate Queue Events Configuration section)

For each condition, the system checks to see if it is true. If so, then the system executes the queue events in the adjacent
box and processing ends. If not, the system checks for the next condition.
This flowchart shows how our system processes queue events.
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Queue event processing flowchart

To configure priority queue events.
In this field

Do this

Gate Closed
Event

Click edit to configure the events to occur when the queue is closed. For example, you might
want to play an audio telling callers that you are closed and providing your hours of operation.
You might want to give them the option to leave a voice mail. Or perhaps, you want to transfer
them to another open queue.

Max Queue
Event

Click edit to configure the events to occur when the queue reaches the max queue threshold,
as determined on the General Settings screen.
Configure this field if you want to provide special queue events for callers waiting in a long
queue. For example, you might want to warn them the wait time will be long, provide
opportunities to leave call back numbers, prompt them to use a web site for self-service, or
transfer them to another queue.

No Agents Event

Click edit to configure the events to occur when no agents are available.

Special ANI
Event

Configure this field if you want to provide special queue events for a special group of
customers. For example, you might want to give VIP customers preferential treatment.
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In this field

Do this
All special ANI customers get the same queue events. Identify the special ANI customers on
the Special ANI & Velocity Exceptions tab.
Click edit to configure the events to occur for special ANI’s.

Velocity ANI
Event

Configure this field if you want to provide special queue events for customers who call
frequently. These customers are called “velocity ANI’s”. You can flag customers as velocity
ANI’s if they call more than x times in y days, as determined by the values in the Velocity
event after __ calls in __ days field.
Click edit to configure the events to occur for velocity ANI’s.

Velocity event
after _ calls in _
days

If you configured queue events for velocity ANI’s, then define what a velocity ANI is by
entering numbers in the fields. If more than x calls are received from the ANI in Y days, the
ANI is flagged as a velocity ANI and the velocity ANI events occur for them.

Gate Queue Events Configuration area
Configure normal queue events in the Gate Queue Evens Configuration part of the Queue Events tab. These are the
normal queue events that occur when you are open and everything is operating normally. The system invokes the gate
queue events when the gate queue is open and none of the priority queue conditions are true.
You can configure as many queue events as you like. They will execute in rank order, depending on the number in the
rank column. It is a good idea to leave space between rank numbers in case you want to insert another event later. For
example, rank events by tens (10, 20, 30) instead of by ones (1, 2, 3).

To add a queue event
Click the [+] at the end of the heading row.

To edit a queue event
Click edit at the end of the queue event row you want to edit.

To reorder the queue events
1.

Change the Rank values to reorder the queue events. The events immediately reorder.

2.

Click Save to save your work.
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To change the duration of an event row
Each queue event row executes in rank order for the length of time specified in the Duration column. To quickly update
the duration for a queue event row:
1.

Click in the Duration field of the applicable queue event row. The Duration field becomes editable.

2.

Enter the number of seconds for the events configured in this row to execute. If you are playing audio files, be
careful to leave enough time for them to play through, if that is important to you. The final event executes
beyond its duration, the call will end.

3.

Click Save to save your work.

To delete a queue event
1.

Click [x] at the end of the row you want to delete. The system asks you to confirm you want to delete the queue
event.

2.

Click Yes to confirm. The event row is deleted.

Event Configuration tab
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To fill out the Event Configuration tab:
In this field
Single Play
Audio

Do this
Use this field to select one or more audio files to play one time each. These audio files play
before any looping audio files play. They play in the order they appear in, that is, the order in
which they were added. If there is more than one, they appear separated by commas.
For each single play audio you want to play:



1.

Click the headphones icon

. The audio library appears.

2.

Click the audio you want to play. The Event Configuration screen reappears with the
audio appended to the end of the Single Play Audio list. Selected audios appear separated
by commas.

3.

If you are finished adding events, click Save. The selected events are saved and you are
returned to the Queue Events screen. If you are not finished, continue adding events.

Note: If you know the name of the audio, you can enter it directly. Enter single play audios in
the order you want them to play, comma separated, with no spaces.
Looping Audio

Use this field to select audio files to loop for the duration of the event.
For each audio, and in your preferred sequence:





Click



Click an audio file. The Event Configuration form appears with audio file selected.



Click Save.

. The audio library appears.

Note: If you know the name of the audio files you want to loop, you can enter them directly
instead of selecting from the audio library. They must be comma separated, without spaces, in
the order you want them played.
Skilled Agent
Routing

Use this field to determine the type of agent to get calls from this queue. For example, if you
are configuring queue events for special ANI’s and your special ANI’s are VIP customers, you
could specify they be routed to agents with the “VIP” skill. If you do not select a specific skill,
then callers in this queue will be dequeued to the next available agent.
To set up skilled agent routing:


Check desired boxes.



Click Save.

Note: You will not see this option if there are no skills configured.
Re-Queue

Normally used for priority events, because it causes the system to immediately re-queue the
call. Useful for sending calls to another queue when a call center is closed, or a queue is too
long.
The event takes precedence over the other events. If selected, a call is immediately transferred
to another queue and the events associated with the other queue take over.
By default the drop down will display all the queues in the same gate. To select queues in
other gates, check Show Cross Account Requeue Gates.

X-Fer

Immediately transfers calls to the specified telephone number while playing audio and sending
the web service, if configured.
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In this field

Do this

To configure a transfer:
1.

In the text box, enter the 10-digit “transfer-to” phone number using the format
########## (no spaces, dashes, parenthesis, or periods.)

2.

Check TT Accept to require the receiving agent to press a touchtone key (any touchtone
key) to accept the transfer. Then from the adjacent drop down, indicate how long the
system should wait for a touch tone accept before ending the call (if a priority event,) or
moving to the next highly ranked event (if a “regular” gate queue event.)
Leave TT Accept unchecked to allow the receiving agent to answer without pressing a
touchtone. The system will attempt the transfer for the amount of time configured in the
Event Duration field, (further down on this screen.)

3.



Click
and select the audio callers hear while being transferred. (If you do not
select audio here, the system plays the Single Play Audio and Looping Audio for this
event, if configured.)

The system attempts the transfer for this long:


Thirty seconds, if the transfer is for a priority queue event



The value configured in the Event Duration field (near the bottom of the Event
Configuration form) for normal gate queue events when TT Accept not checked.



The TT Accept time if TT Accept is checked.

If no one answers, the system:


hangs up (if a priority event,) or



continues with the next event (usually an End Call event,) or



if the transfer is the last event, the system infinitely repeats it until someone answers or
the caller hangs up.

The following table explains how the system processes priority and “regular” X-Fer
events.
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In this field

Do this
If the X-Fer
is a

The system tries to connect
for

If no answer, the system

Priority
event

30 seconds if TT Accept is not
checked

hangs up

or
if TT Accept is checked, the
value in the adjacent drop
down
“Regular”
Gate Queue
event

The Event Duration if TT
Accept is not checked

Advances to the next highest ranked
event.

or

If this is the last event, the system
repeats it until someone answers or
the caller hangs up.

If TT Accept is checked, the
value in the adjacent drop
down, or if blank, the Event
Duration, or if blank, for 30
seconds.

To avoid a scenario where a caller
does not hang up and no agent
answers, configure an additional
End Call gate queue event.

Note: You may notice the Skilled Agent Routing fields do not dim when you enter the
transfer-to number. Although they do not dim, the system pays no attention to any values in
those fields. It simply transfers the caller. There is no skilled agent routing.

X-Fer to Track
Number

To immediately transfer calls to a track number, select a track number from the drop down list.

End Call

When End Call is true, the system plays the single play audio files once, then checks to see if
voice mail is enabled. If so, it records the caller’s voice mail and ends the call. If email
addresses are entered in the associated text box, the system then sends the voice mail audio
files to the email addresses. If you use web services, it also sends that data via Simple Online
Application Protocol (SOAP) to your web service provider when the call ends.

When selected, call control immediately transfers to the track number. No events trigger from
this queue because the system immediately transfers call control. The events associated with
the receiving track number execute instead. Web services cannot be invoked when you
transfer control to a track number.

To end the call:

Web Service
Invocation

1.

Select TRUE from the drop down list.

2.

If you want the caller to leave a voicemail, check the Voicemail box. A text box appears
underneath.

3.

Optionally, enter one or more email addresses in the text box. Separate them with
commas but no spaces. This will cause the system to immediately send voice mail audio
files to the email addresses.

4.

Select appropriate Single Play Audio files. For example, the audio files can prompt
callers to leave a voice mail, if applicable, or simply tell them when to call back.

5.

Optionally, select a web service from the Web Service Invocation drop down box.

If you use third party web services, select the appropriate service from the drop down list.
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In this field

Do this

IVR
Application
Handoff

To hand the call to an IVR application, select the appropriate IVR application from the drop
down. Contact us if you are interested in an IVR application. Our programmers will custom
build one to your specifications. There is a charge for this service.

Event Rank

This field only appears when you are adding or editing a normal queue event (the Gate Queue
Events Configuration section of the Queue Events tab).
Type a number in the text box to indicate the rank order for this event. The system processes
events in ascending order. It is a good idea to leave space between ranking numbers, in case
you want to insert more later. For example, use 10. 20, 30 for the first 3 events instead of 1, 2,
3.

Event Duration

This field only appears when you are adding or editing a normal queue event (the Gate Queue
Events Configuration section of the Queue Events tab).It controls how long the system will
execute the events at this rank level before moving on to the next rank level.
Enter a number in the text box to indicate the number of seconds during which the system
should execute this event. If you are playing audio files, be careful to leave enough time for
the audio files to play through, if that is important to you.
At the end of the final event, the system will hang up on the caller. We thus recommend your
final event be an “end call” event with audio announcing the call will end, rather than an
unceremonious “click” to the caller.

Enable DTMF

This field only appears when you are adding or editing a normal queue event (the Gate Queue
Events Configuration section of the Queue Events tab).
If true, the system will dynamically respond to caller entered touch tones. Configure the
system response to entered touch tones on the Configure DTMF tab.
If you are using DTMF, be sure to select a single play audio to prompt callers to enter the
correct touch tones.
To enable DTMF:
1.

In the Single Play Audio field, select a single play audio that will prompt callers to enter
the appropriate touch tone response.

2.

In the Event Rank field, enter the appropriate event rank.

3.

In the Event Duration field, enter the appropriate event duration.

4.

In the Enable DTMF drop down list, select TRUE. The Configure DTMF tab activates,
so you can configure the caller options, if you have not yet done so.
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This flowchart shows how we process queue events.

Queue Flow Processing Flowchart
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Configure DTMF tab
To activate the Configure DTMF tab, on the Event Configuration tab, in the Enable DTMF field, select TRUE.
Use the Configure DTMF form if you want to route calls based on customer touch tone responses. You can send calls to
another queue, transfer calls to a particular phone number, end the call, send web services, transfer control to an IVR
(interactive voice response system), transfer control to a track number, send the call to a particular agent, send the call to
a particular agent extension, or send the call to voice mail. Details follow.

To add a DTMF option
Click Add DTMF. The DTMF Event Configuration form appears. Fill out the form and click OK. See “DTMF Event
Configuration Form” on page 137

To edit a DTMF option
Double-click the row you want to edit. The DTMF Event Configuration form appears. Edit the form and click OK. See
“DTMF Event Configuration Form” on page 137

To delete a DTMF option
1.

Click the red [x] at the end of the row you want to delete. The system asks you to confirm you want to delete.

2.

Select Yes to delete the DTMF option.
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DTMF Event Configuration Form

1.

In the DTMF field, type the touch tone you are configuring. For example, if you are configuring what happens
when a customer presses 1, type 1 in the box.

2.

In the Event Type drop down list, select the event you want to trigger when the touch tone is invoked.

3.



Requeue – Transfers control to another inbound queue



Transfer – Sends call to a specific telephone number



End-Call – Ends the call



Web-Service – A variation of End Call, except when Web Service is selected, the system sends SOAP data
to 3rd party application before ending the call.



App-Handoff – Transfers control to an IVR application



Trac-Handoff – Transfers control to a track number



Direct Agent Route – Sends call to a particular agent



Agent Extension Route – Sends call to a particular agent extension



Voicemail – Sends call to voicemail

Continue data entry, as follows:
For this type
Requeue

Do this
1.

In the Requeue drop down field, select the queue to receive call control when the
customer chooses this touch tone.

2.

In the Single Play Audio field, clickto select one or more audio files to play while the
call re-queues. For example, select an audio file such as “Please hold while your call is
being transferred”, to reassure the caller that the system is responding to their touch tone
selection.
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For this type

Transfer

End Call

Do this
In the Looping Audio field, optionally click
to select one or more audio files to
continuously loop after the single play audios are through and until the call successfully
transfers to the new queue. For example, select audio files that supply ring back or on-hold
music, to reassure the caller they are still connected. The looping audio files only play
until the call is successfully transferred to the new queue. Once there, the caller will hear
audio files associated with the new queue.

4.

Click OK. The Configure DTMF tab reappears with the configured touch tone listed.

1.

In the Transfer field, enter the 10-digit phone number where the call will be transferred.

2.

In the Single Play Audio field, click
to select one or more audio files to play when a
call is transferred. For example, select an audio file such as, “Please hold while your call is
being transferred”, to reassure the caller that the system is responding to their touch tone
selection.

3.

In the Looping Audio field, optionally click
to select one or more audio files to loop
when a call is transferred. For example, select ring back or on-hold music, to let the caller
know they are still connected.

4.

Click OK. The Configure DTMF tab appears with the configured touch tone listed.





In the End Call field:
1.

Select TRUE to have the system end the call after the customer selects this touch tone.
The system will play any single play audio files once, and then hang up.

2.

Select FALSE to play single and looping audio files until the customer hangs up.

3.

In the Single Play Audio field, optionally click
Library.

4.

Web Service



3.

to select file(s) from the Audio



If you set End Call to TRUE, the audio files play once and then the system hangs
up.



If you set End Call to FALSE, the audios play once. If no looping audio files are
selected, the caller will then hear nothing until they hang up.

In the Looping Audio field, optionally click
Library.

to select looping files from the Audio



If you set End Call to TRUE, any looping audios will not play. The system hangs up
after playing the Single Play audio files.



If you set End Call to FALSE, the looping audios will play after any single play
audios, until the caller hangs up. For example, the looping audio might supply your
address. Set End Call to FALSE to let customers hear it as many times as they need,
to get it written down.

5.

Click OK. The Configure DTMF tab appears with the configured touch tone listed.

1.

In the Web Service drop down list, select a web service.

2.

In the Single Play Audio field, click
to select one or more audio files to play before
the call ends. For example, select an audio file to let the caller know that someone will
call them back later.

3.

In the Looping Audio field, optionally click
to select one or more audio files to
continuously loop after the single play audios are through and until the caller hangs up.
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For this type

App Handoff

Trac Handoff

Direct Agent
Route

Do this
4.

Click OK. The Configure DTMF tab appears with the configured touch tone listed.

1.

In the IVR Application drop down list, select an IVR. Call control passes to the selected
IVR application when the customer invokes this touch tone.

2.

In the Single Play Audio field, click
to select one or more audio files to play while
control is being passed to the IVR application. For example, select an audio file such as
“Please hold while your call is being transferred”, to reassure the caller that the system is
responding to their touch tone selection.

3.

In the Looping Audio field, optionally click
to select one or more audio files to
continuously loop after the single play audios are through and until the call successfully
transfers to the IVR application. For example, select audio files that supply ring back or
on-hold music, to reassure the caller they are still connected. The looping audio files only
play until the call is successfully transferred. Once the IVR application has control, the
caller will hear audio files associated with the IVR application.

4.

Click OK. The Configure DTMF tab appears with the configured touch tone listed.





1.

In the Track Number drop down list, select the track number to transfer to. Call control
immediately transfers to this track number when the customer selects this touch tone.

2.

In the Single Play Audio field, click
to select one or more audio files to play while
the call is being transferred to the track number. For example, select an audio file such
as “Please hold while your call is being transferred”, to reassure the caller that the
system is responding to their touch tone selection.

3.

In the Looping Audio field, optionally click
to select one or more audio files to
continuously loop after the single play audios are through and until the call successfully
transfers to the track number. For example, select audio files that supply ring back or onhold music, to reassure the caller they are still connected. The looping audio files only
play until the call is successfully transferred to the track number. Once there, the caller
will hear audio files associated with the track number.

4.

Click OK. The Configure DTMF tab appears with the configured touch tone listed.

1.

In the Route to Agent drop down list, select the agent to transfer to.

2.

In the Voicemail field, select Yes to send the caller to the agent’s voice mail if the agent
does not accept the call within the allotted wait time.

3.

In the Wait Time field, enter the number of seconds to wait for the agent to connect. If
the agent does not connect before this time elapses, the system will either end the call or
send the caller to the agent’s voice mail. If no wait time is entered, the system will wait
the default time, which is 30 seconds.

4.

Optionally, check the Advanced Options check box to see a list of audio messages to
associate with this call.

5.

In the Hold Msg field, optionally click
to select a hold message from the audio
library. This audio file will play if the agent puts the caller on hold.

6.

In the Looping Audio field, optionally click
to select looping audio files from the
Audio Library. These files will play one after the other in the order selected until the call
connects to the agent.

7.

In the Unavailable Msg field, optionally click
agent is unavailable.
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For this type

Do this



8.

In the Voicemail Option field, optionally click
to select audio files to play if you
want to give the caller the option to leave a voicemail message. For example, the audio
message might say, “If you want to leave a voicemail, please stay on the line.”

9.

In the Voicemail Audio field, optionally click
to select audio files to play if the call
goes to voicemail. The audio might say, “Please leave a message after the beep”



10. Click OK. The Configure DTMF tab appears with the configured touch tone listed.
1.

Agent Extension
Route

2.
Voicemail

In the Accessible Agents drop down list:


Select All Active Agents to send the call to the next available agent in the queue
group.



Select Only Agents Assigned to this Gate to send the call to the next available
agent in the current queue.

Click OK. The Configure DTMF tab appears with the configured touch tone listed.

1.

In the Destination Email field, enter a comma separated list of email addresses you
would like voice mails delivered to.

2.

In the End Call Msg field, click
a message after the tone”.

3.

Click OK. The Configure DTMF screen reappears with the configured touch tone listed.

to select an end call message such as, “Please leave

Agents tab
Click the Agents tab to view the Agent Access Configuration table. Use this table to view the available agents and select
the ones to receive calls from this queue. You can also use this field to enter a destination override for a particular agent,
so that agents can work from home, their laptop, or virtually anywhere with a phone and internet connection.

To display all available agents
Click Show All Agents. All agents, both active and inactive, appear on the list.

To find an agent
Use the Filter control and table headings to find a particular agent.
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Click a heading to sort the agents in ascending or descending order based on the values in that column. For
example, click Name to list the agents alphabetically by name. Click Name again to display the agents in
reverse alphabetical order.



To find a particular agent by their username or agent name, type as much of the username or agent name as you
know, then select Username or Agent Name from the adjacent drop down list. Agents matching the filter
criteria appear on the list table.

To activate / deactivate an agent
1.

Check or uncheck the check box next to the agent ID. To quickly check all agents, click Select All. To quickly
deselect all agents, click None.

2.

Click Save to save your work.

To change an agent’s destination number
1.

Click in the Dest Override column and enter the override number using the format ###.###.####, for example
770.555.1212

2.

Click Save to save your work.

DNIS tab
Use this table to assign a DNIS (phone number) to the queue.

To assign a DNIS
1.

Select a DNIS from the drop down list and click Assign DNIS. The assigned DNIS appears in the list table with
the assigned DNIS in the DNIS cell.

2.

Complete the DNIS configuration by clicking in the row cells and adding information as follows:


Orig. DNIS – if using track numbers in a call tracking campaign, the original; DNIS, not the call tracking
DNIS.



Description – a description of the DNIS, optional



Start Date – the first day the DNIS is active
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3.



End Date – the last day the DNIS is active



Front End App – if we built a custom IVR application for use with this gate queue, the name we provided
for the application. Contact your Connect First account manager for assistance.



Notes – optional additional information about the DNIS

Click Save to save the Gate DNIS configuration.

To delete a DNIS
1.

Click the red x on the right end of the DNIS row. The system prompts you to confirm you want to delete.

2.

Click Yes. The DNIS is deleted.

Dispositions tab
Use the Dispositions tab to configure the possible dispositions for this gate. These are the possible dispositions an agent
can select from when dispositioning.
Agents must disposition every call, so try to create ones that will cover all possible scenarios.
Use dispositioning to capture reportable information about customer contact sessions, and to initiate actions, such as call
transfers and email alerts.

To find the Dispositions tab
1.

From the Configure menu, select Inbound. The Inbound Configuration panel appears.

2.

In the left pane Navigation tree, click the folder of the group that includes the gate with dispositions you want to
view. The gates drop down under the group folder.

3.

Double click the gate you need. The associated configuration forms appear.

4.

Click the Dispositions tab. The Dispositions list table appears.

To add a disposition
1.

Click Add Disposition. A disposition row is added.

2.

In the disposition row, click in a cell to make it editable and then update the field.
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3.

Click

in the disposition row to see additional fields. The Gate Disposition Configuration appears.

4.

Fill out the form and click OK.

To edit a disposition
1.

The list table cells are editable. Click in a cell and change the cell information.. Then click Save.

2.

To edit the disposition details, click
appears.

3.

Edit the form and click OK.

on the disposition row. The Gate Disposition Configuration form

To delete a disposition
at the end of the disposition row. An “Are you sure?” message appears.

1.

Click

2.

Click Yes to delete the disposition.

To create a transfer disposition
When an agent selects a transfer disposition, the system automatically transfers the caller to the configured “transfer-to”
number. Transfer dispositions let you control how agents transfer calls. They also provide a way for agents to transfer
calls if they do not have call control.
To determine if an agent has call control, view the General Settings tab of their agent account (Configure > Agents,
General Settings tab.) If, in the Granular Security Controls area, the Allow Call Control checkbox is checked, the agent
has call control.


If an agent has call control, then on their agent screen, the call control buttons are enabled, as shown next. The
agent clicks Transfer when they want to transfer a call.



If an agent does not have call control, then the call control buttons are dimmed on their agent screen, as
illustrated below. Create transfer dispositions if these agents might need to transfer callers. The system
automatically transfers the call when the agent selects a transfer disposition

Transfer dispositions give agents a way to transfer calls when they do not have call control. Instead of clicking the Agent
screen Transfer button, the agent selects a “transfer” disposition, which automatically transfers the caller. The following
illustrates an agent selecting a transfer disposition named, “Transfer to Accounts Receivable”.
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About Warm and Cold Transfers
A transfer disposition can be for a warm transfer or a cold transfer.


If a warm transfer, the system keeps the transferring agent on the line as it transfers the client and even after the
receiving agent answers. The transferring agent must hang up to drop from the call. If the transferring agent
does not hang up, they will have a three way call with the caller and transfer-to agent after the transfer connects.



With a cold transfer, the system drops the transferring agent as it initiates the transfer. The caller is alone on the
line as his call transfers to its destination.

To configure a transfer disposition:
1.

On the Gate Dispositions form, click Add Disposition. A new disposition row appears on the Gate Dispositions
list table.

2.

At the end of the new disposition row, click

3.

Fill out the Gate Disposition Configuration form, being sure to, in the Transfer field, select Warm or Cold and
enter the ten-digit “transfer-to” number.

The Gate Disposition Configuration form appears.

To create a disposition that puts an inbound caller on an outbound campaign’s lead list
When an agent selects this disposition, the inbound caller is added to an outbound campaign’s lead list. The inbound
caller’s record appears on the Loaded Lists tab of the outbound campaign, and can be found using the Outbound Lead
Manager.
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Tip: To specify a particular caller ID to be used for outbound calls to the customer, fill out the Transfer Override
Caller ID field located in the Basic Configuration area of the Settings tab.
1.

On the Gate Dispositions form, click Add Disposition. A new disposition row appears on the Gate Dispositions
list table.

2.

At the end of the new disposition row, click

3.

Fill out the form as described in the Gate Disposition Configuration form section, keeping these tips in mind.

The Gate Disposition Configuration form appears.



In the Disposition field, type a description to help the agent clearly identify this disposition as one that adds
the inbound caller to an outbound campaign. For example, type “Add to outbound WidgetWorks lead list.”
Or, if it is not important for the agent to know the caller is being transferred to the outbound campaign,
provide any descriptive name that fits the disposition.



In the Add to Campaign field, select the campaign where the caller will be added.



Continue filling out the fields in the Add to Campaign section, following the Gate Disposition
Configuration form instructions, next.



Click OK to save the disposition. The Gate Disposition Configuration form closes and the new disposition
appears on the Gate Dispositions list table.

Gate Disposition Configuration form
The Gate Disposition Configuration form provides detailed options for a disposition. It appears when you click
at
the end of a disposition row on the Dispositions tab. Fill out the Gate Disposition Configuration form and then click OK.
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In this field

Do this

Rank

Optionally update the rank order of this disposition in the agent’s list of possible dispositions.

Disposition

Enter the name as it appears in the agent’s list of possible dispositions.

DTMF Mapping

Enter the touch tone value phone-only agents use to select this disposition.

Complete

Select Yes if this disposition is complete. This value appears in various reports. .

Success

Select Yes to indicate disposition is a success. This value appears in various reports.

Add to DNC

Select Yes to add this ANI to the “Do Not Call” list. The system scrubs these numbers from
your active and future campaigns.

Transfer

To transfer the caller when the agent selects this disposition, select Warm or Cold and then
enter the “transfer-to” number as follows.


Select Warm if you do not want the system to drop the transferring agent while the call
is transferring. With a warm transfer, the dispositioning agent stays on the line until
hanging up. The dispositioning agent waits with the caller as the call transfers and after
the “transfer-to” agent answers. The dispositioning agent must hang up to disconnect
from the call.
Select Cold if you want the system to drop the dispositioning agent from the line as it
initiates the transfer. The caller is alone on the line while the transferring call is in queue
and connecting to the “transfer-to” agent.



Then enter a transfer destination in ########## format.

Require Note

Select Yes to require agents to type a note when selecting this disposition.

Email
Destinations

Enter comma separated email addresses for the people in your organization who want a
Disposition Notification when an agent selects a particular call disposition. The Disposition
Notification email contains the disposition, call session time stamp, Gate Queue name and
queue ID, a caller ID, DNIS, and agent information. If the agent filled out a survey, the survey
results are included too.
Note: The Email Destination is not the same as the Email Template. The Email Destination
is for the Disposition Notification email.

SOAP

Optionally select a SOAP event to run when an agent selects this disposition.

Email Template

Optionally select a template to let the agent send an editable prewritten preaddressed email as
part of this disposition. To learn how to configure an email template, see the Utilities chapter.
Note: The Email Template is not the same as the Email Destination. The Email Template is
a pre-written email an agent may optionally send after dispositioning. The Email Destination
is for a system generated “Disposition Notification” email.

Add to
Campaign

Add this caller to the selected outbound campaign’s lead list. When the agent selects this
disposition, the inbound caller is put on the outbound campaign’s lead list.
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In this field
Requeue

Do this
This field appears when Add to Campaign is populated. Select a requeue value as follows:
Yes – Standard – System puts this lead in the outbound queue any time after the delay time
has been reached
Yes – Priority – System puts this lead in the outbound queue exactly when the delay time
elapses, or at the time and day set by the dispositioning agent.
No – The system adds the inbound caller to the outbound campaign’s lead list, but does not
put the caller in an outbound queue.

Delay

This field appears when Add to Campaign is populated. The amount of time, in minutes, the
system waits before requeueing. The Delay value is ignored if the Requeue value is No.

Complete

This field appears when Add to Campaign is populated. Select Yes if contact with this lead is
complete. The system will not dial this lead again in this campaign.
Select No if contact with this lead is not complete. The system will dial the lead again.

Success

Select Yes to mark this lead as a success within the outbound campaign.

Set Agent Flag

This toggle appears when Add to Campaign is populated.
Select Yes if the system should route the lead to the dispositioning agent when it requeues.
Select No if the system can route the lead to any agent.
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Shortcuts tab
Use the Shortcuts tab to configure agents’ possible requeue shortcuts. When agents select the option to requeue a call
from this gate queue, a drop down list of requeue shortcuts appears on their screen.
This illustration shows how the requeue shortcuts appear to an agent.

To find the Shortcuts tab
1.

From the Configure menu, select Inbound. The Inbound Configuration panel appears.

2.

In the left pane Navigation tree, click the folder of the group that includes the gate queue with shortcuts you
want to view or edit. The gates drop down under the group folder.

3.

Double click the gate you need. The associated configuration forms appear.

4.

Click the Shortcuts tab. The Shortcuts list table appears.

If the Shortcuts tab is dimmed
On the Settings tab, in the Agent Requeue Type field, select Shortcuts and then click Save. The Shortcuts tab undims.

To add a shortcut
1.

On the Shortcuts tab, click Add Shortcut. The Requeue Shortcut Configuration form appears.
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2.

Fill out the Requeue Shortcut Configuration form as follows.
In this field

Do this

Rank

The rank order of this shortcut in the agent’s list of possible requeue destinations.

Name

The name as it appears in the agent’s list of possible requeue destinations.

Gate Group

Select the gate group folder associated with the requeue destination. The gate queues in the
group appear in the Click to select a Gate select box (underneath Click to select a Gate).

Gate

In the Click to select a Gate select box, click the requeue gate. It appears in the Gate field.
Tip: To limit the number of gate queues in the select box, type all or part of its name in the
text box to the right of Click to select a Gate. To re-display all gates, clear the text box.

Skill

In the Click to select a Skill select box, click a skill to enable skill based routing with the
requeue. The system will send the call to an agent with that skill, if such an agent is available.
If such an agent is not available, the system will connect the call to the first available agent.
Tip: To limit the number of skills in the select box, type all or part of desired skill names in
the text box to the right of Click to select a Skill. Skills with those letters in their names
appear in the select box. To redisplay all skills, clear the text box.

3.

Click Save to save the shortcut. The Requeue Shortcuts list table reappears with the new shortcut on the list
table.

4.

Click Save to save the shortcut configuration.

To edit a shortcut
If you only want to edit the shortcut name, on the Shortcuts tab, in the Shortcuts list table, click in the Name cell of the
Shortcut row and update it. Then click Save. For more extensive edits:
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1.

On the Shortcuts list table, click [edit] at the end of the row to be edited. The Requeue Shortcut Configuration
form appears.

2.

Update the form as needed and then click Save. The Shortcuts list table reappears.

3.

Click Save to save the edits.

To delete a shortcut
1.

On the Shortcuts tab, click [x] at the right end of the row being deleted. An “Are you sure?” message appears.

2.

Click Yes to delete the shortcut.

3.

Click Save to save the deletion.

Phone Book tab
Use the Phone Book tab to add or edit the SIP and telephone numbers agents can select when transferring calls from this
gate queue. When the agent selects the option to transfer a caller, they may type a transfer SIP or telephone number. Or,
if the phone book is set up, they can select one from the phone book.

To find the Phone Book tab
1.

From the Configure menu, select Inbound. The Inbound Configuration panel appears.

2.

In the left pane Navigation tree, click the folder of the group that includes the gate queue with shortcuts you
want to view or edit. The gates drop down under the group folder.

3.

Double click the gate you need. The associated configuration forms appear.

4.

Click the Phone Book tab. The Phone Book list table appears.

To add a phone book entry
1.

On the Phone Book tab, click Add. A form appears for adding to the phone book.
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2.

Fill out the form as follows:
In this field

Do this

Name

Enter the name of the person with this phone number

Destination

For telephone numbers:
Type the 10 digit telephone number destination in the format ########## (no punctuation.)
For SIP addresses:
Use the format sip:agent@domain.com.

Notes

3.



To include an extension, use a pipe | Example: 8002400222|43



To build in a one second pause, use a comma. Example with a two second pause:
8002400222|,,43

Optionally include notes about this phone book entry.

Click Save. The form disappears and the phone number appears in the phone book table.

To edit a phone book entry
1.

On the Phone Book tab, double click the phone book entry to edit. The form appears.

2.

Update the entry and click Save.

To delete a phone book entry
1.

On the Phone Book tab, double click the phone book entry to delete. The form appears.

2.

Click Delete to delete the entry.
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Special ANI & Velocity Exceptions tab
Use this form to configure special ANI and velocity exceptions.
Special ANI - There are two ways to configure a special ANI – by file upload or by entering it directly. Choose the file
upload method if you have a long list and you would rather maintain and upload a separate file than enter the numbers
one by one.
Velocity Exception- Phone numbers are designated as velocity exception ANI’s when calls are received from the
number more than x times in y days. The x and y parameters are configured on the Queue Events tab. Although most
velocity ANI’s automatically configure based on the parameters, you can manually add or delete them on this tab too.

To prepare a file for upload
This section explains how to prepare a TXT file of special ANI’s, so you can upload them from a file instead of entering
them one by one.
1.

Start a text editor program, such as Notepad or Wordpad. Or use any word processor that lets you save a file in
TXT format.

2.

Type the phone numbers, one to a line, with no spaces or punctuation, as illustrated below.

3.

Save the file as a TXT file. It is now ready for upload.

To configure a special ANI or velocity exception
1.

In the –Select Type– field, select Special ANI or Velocity Exception ANI.
If adding by file upload:


Click Browse and browse to the TXT file you want to upload.
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Select Append To List to add the numbers to the ones currently stored in the system, if any. Select
Replace Current List to replace the current ANI list.



Click Process File. The ANI’s are loaded into the system.

If adding by direct entry:

2.



In the Add ANI by Number field, enter an ANI to add to the list.



Click Add. The number is added to the ANI list.

Click Save to save your work.

To see the existing special ANI or velocity exceptions
1.

Leave the Filter field blank.

2.

On the All Types button, select the type you want to see.

3.

Click Show Records. The existing special ANI and velocity exception numbers appear.

To delete a particular ANI
1.

Click the X next to the number you want to delete.

2.

Click Save to save your work.

To delete all
1.

Display the existing special ANI or velocity exceptions.

2.

Click Delete All. The numbers are deleted from the special ANI and velocity exception list.

3.

Click Save to save your work.
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Outbound Configuration

This chapter provides instructions for configuring outbound dialing groups and campaigns.
We can dial to domestic and international locations. Please contact your account manager for a current list of supported
international locations.

Overview
Our outbound configuration options let you configure and manage the following:


Dial groups - Choose between predictive or preview dialing mode. Select agents to dial for each group. View
actual dial counts by time zone.



Configure and manage outbound campaigns - Set the start date, end date, and daily schedule. Select which
dial groups to use. Set call parameters such as whether to connect to answering machines and whether to record
calls. Set agent parameters for dispositioning, requeueing, and survey usage. Control the dialer if you want to
speed it up or slow it down. Control the caller ID sent to dialed leads based on their area code.



Upload lead lists - Upload source lead lists and assign them to specific campaigns.



Upload and manage your internal Do Not Call lists. - Upload and / or create an internal DNC list. Manage
your DNC records on-the-fly or via batch upload. Add or remove records, as needed.



Manage leads - Precisely manage lead usage with controls that let you restart dialing, pause dialing, create a
manual pass, reserve or un-reserve for a specific agent, email data file.

Configuring Outbound Dial Groups
This section provides instructions for configuring outbound dialing groups.

Add a dial group
1.

On the Configure menu, select Outbound. The Outbound Configuration panel appears.

2.

Double-click the Outbound Dialing Groups folder. The configuration forms appear.

3.



On the Settings tab, configure the dial group settings. See “General Settings tab” on page 161.



On the Agent Access tab, configure the agents. See “Agent Access ” on page 163.

Click Save to save the dial group.
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Clone a dial group
If you need to add a dial group similar to another one, it may be easier to clone than to configure it from scratch.
1.

Select the dial group to clone:


Open the Outbound Dialing Groups folder by clicking the adjacent triangle (). The triangle points down
() and the folder opens up. The existing outbound dialing groups appear listed under the folder.



Click the dialing group you want to clone. The selected dialing group appears in the right pane.

2.

Confirm this dialing group is the one you want to clone. If it is, click Clone. An “Are you sure” message
appears.

3.

Click Yes to clone the dial group.

Edit a dial group
1.

Select the campaign to edit as follows:


Open the Outbound Dialing Groups folder by clicking the adjacent triangle (). The triangle points down
() and the folder opens. The existing outbound dialing groups appear listed under the folder.



Click the dialing group you want to edit. The selected dialing group appears in the right pane.

2.

Edit the dial group.

3.

Click Save to save your edits.

Temporarily inactivate a dial group
You may prefer to inactivate a dial group rather than delete it. If you inactivate it, you can still generate reports about the
dial group, and you can reactivate it without re-entering all of the configuration data. If you delete a dial group you will
permanently lose access to the associated reporting data.
1.

On the Configure menu, select Outbound. The Outbound Configuration panel appears.

2.

Open the Outbound Dialing Groups folder by clicking the adjacent triangle (). The triangle points down ()
and the folder opens. The existing outbound dialing groups appear under the folder.

3.

Click the dialing group you want to inactivate. The selected dialing group appears in the right pane.

4.

On the General Settings tab, in the Active drop down field, select No –Inactive.

5.

Click Save. The dial group is inactivated. It disappears from the navigation tree.

Note: The navigation tree only shows active dial groups. The Active field on the General Settings tab must be set to Yes
– Active for the dialing group to appear in the Outbound Dialing Groups folder of the Outbound Configuration
navigation tree.

Delete a dial group

 Warning: If you delete a dialing group you will permanently lose all the associated reporting data. The reporting
data cannot be recovered. Consider inactivating a dialing group instead.
1.

On the Configure menu, select Outbound. The Outbound Configuration panel appears.

2.

Open the Outbound Dialing Groups folder by clicking the adjacent triangle (). The triangle points down ()
and the folder opens. The existing outbound dialing groups appear under the folder.
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3.

Click the dialing group you want to delete. The selected dialing group appears in the right pane.

4.

Confirm this dialing group is the one you want to delete. If so, click Delete. An “Are you sure” message
appears.

5.

Click Yes. If “Safe Delete” is enabled, the system will prompt you to enter a password showing you have
security clearance to delete.

6.

Enter the password and click OK to delete the dial group.

Configuring Outbound Campaigns
This section provides instructions for configuring domestic and international outbound campaigns.

Add an outbound campaign
1.

On the Configure menu, select Outbound. The Outbound Configuration panel appears.

2.

Double-click the Outbound Campaigns folder in the left pane navigation tree. A tabbed set of configuration
forms appear. For field definitions and instructions, start with “Settings tab” on page 164.

3.

When you finish filling out the forms, click Save to save the campaign.

Clone an outbound campaign
If you need to add a campaign that is similar to another one, it may be easier to clone an existing one than to enter a new
one field by field. When you clone an outbound campaign, the clone includes everything except the lead information.
1.

On the Configure menu, select Outbound. The Outbound Configuration panel appears.

2.

Open the Outbound Campaigns folder by clicking the adjacent triangle () . The triangle points down ()
and the folder opens up. The existing outbound configurations appear listed under the folder.

3.

Click the outbound configuration you want to clone. The selected outbound configuration appears in the right
pane.

4.

Click Clone. An “Are you sure” message appears.

5.

Click Yes to clone the campaign.

Edit an outbound campaign
1.

On the Configure menu, select Outbound. The Outbound Configuration panel appears.

2.

Open the Outbound Campaigns folder by clicking the adjacent triangle (). The triangle points down () and
the folder opens. The existing outbound campaigns appear listed under the folder.

3.

Click the outbound campaign you want to edit. The selected outbound campaign appears in the right pane.

4.

Update the campaign.

5.

Click Save to save your edits.

Inactivate an outbound campaign
When a campaign is finished, you may prefer to inactivate it rather than delete it. If you inactivate it, you can still
generate reports about the campaign, and you can reactivate it without re-entering all of the configuration data. If you
delete a campaign you will permanently lose access to the associated reporting data.
1.

On the Configure menu, select Outbound. The Outbound Configuration panel appears.
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2.

Open the Outbound Campaigns folder by clicking the adjacent triangle (). The triangle points down () and
the folder opens. The existing outbound campaigns appear listed under the folder.

3.

Click the outbound campaign you want to inactivate. The selected outbound campaign appears in the right pane.

4.

Select the Settings tab.

5.

In the Active drop down field, select No –Inactive or Agent Callbacks Only.

6.

Click Save to inactivate the outbound campaign.

Delete an outbound campaign

 Warning: If you delete an outbound campaign you will permanently lose all the associated reporting data. The
reporting data cannot be recovered. Consider inactivating a campaign instead.
1.

On the Configure menu, select Outbound. The Outbound Configuration panel appears.

2.

Select a campaign to delete. Open the Outbound Campaigns folder by clicking the adjacent triangle (). The
triangle points down () and the folder opens. The existing outbound campaigns appear listed under the folder.

3.

Click the campaign to delete. The campaign appears in the right pane.

4.

Click Delete. An “Are you sure” message appears.

5.

Click Yes. If “Safe Delete” is enabled, the system will prompt you to enter a password showing you have
security clearance to delete.

6.

Enter the password and click OK to delete the outbound campaign.
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Outbound Configuration Panel
This section describes the Outbound Configuration panel navigation tree and configuration forms. Use this panel to


Configure dial groups



Configure campaigns



Load lead lists



Manage your Do Not Call list



Manage your lead lists
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Navigation tree
Use the navigation tree to find the element you want to work with.

To find the Outbound navigation tree
On the Configure menu, select Outbound.

To find a file or folder
1.

In the text box, type as much of the file name as you know.

2.

Select Active, Inactive, or All from the drop down.

3.

Click Filter to limit the display to files matching those characteristics.
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To add a new file to a folder
Click a folder name to add a new file to the folder.

To open a folder
Click the triangle to open the folder.

To open a file
Click a file icon or file name to open a file.

Outbound Dialing Groups
This section describes the Outbound Dialing Groups configuration forms.

General Settings tab
Configure the dial group settings on the General Setting tab.

To find the General Settings form
1.

On the Configure menu, select Outbound The Outbound Configuration panel appears, with the navigation tree
in the left pane.


If you are adding a dial group, click the Outbound Dialing Groups folder. The configuration forms appear.



If you are editing click the triangle next to the Outbound Dialing Groups folder. The folder opens and the
configured dial groups appear. Double click the one you want to see. The configuration forms appear.
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Fill out the General Settings form as follows.
In this field

Do this

Group Name

Provide a name for the dialing group.

Active

Indicate if the dialing group is active or inactive. Agents will not be able to select it when it is
inactive.

Min Predictive
Agents

When in predictive dialing mode, the minimum number of agents that must be logged on
before the predictive dialer will dial.

Max Leads
Returned

When in preview dialing mode, the maximum number of leads an agent can get at a time. The
agent keeps the leads for one hour.

Enable Agent
Filter

When in preview dialing mode, dispositions can be used to assign agents to particular leads.
Leads can be reserved for particular agents based on disposition values.

Max Ports
Description

Provide a description of the dialing group.

Dialing Mode

Select a dialing mode for this dial group. Choose:
Predictive Dialing Mode to use the predictive dialer. The predictive dialer automatically
sends connected calls to agents.
Preview Dialing Mode to use the preview dialer. Agents view the lead list and select leads to
dial.
Click to Talk to use the click to talk mode.

Real Time Data

Select Active to enable real time data streaming.
Caution: Only activate real time data if call volume is slow and you only have a few agents
active. The data volume in larger operations can overwhelm your network transmission
capabilities. Contact us for help with this feature.

Allow Lead
Search

Select Yes to let agents search in the dial group.

Prepay Pool

If you clients prepay for calls from this dial group, select the appropriate prepay pool.

Campaigns
Using This Dial
Group

Lists the campaigns using this dial group. Click View in a campaign row to view the
associated campaign.
Note: To add a campaign, select the campaign from the Outbound Campaigns folder. On the
Settings tab in the Dial Group field, select the dial group.
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To view campaign dial counts
On the bottom right of the General Settings tab, click Campaign Dial Counts. The DialGroup Dialable Status form
appears. It shows the number of leads ready to dial now and in the future.

Agent Access tab
Agents log in to specific dial groups. This form shows the agents who can log in to this dial group. To enable or disable
agent access to this dial group, check or uncheck the check box next to the agent’s name.

To find the Agent Access tab
1.

2.

On the Configure menu, select Outbound The Outbound Configuration panel appears, with the navigation tree
in the left pane.


If you are adding a dial group, click the Outbound Dialing Groups folder. The configuration forms appear.



If you are editing click the triangle next to the Outbound Dialing Groups folder. The folder opens and the
configured dial groups appear. Double click the one you want to see. The configuration forms appears.

Select the Agent Access tab.
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To find an agent record
1.

In the Filter text box, type as much of the agent’s last name, first name, or user name as needed to identify the
one you are looking for.

2.

Select the corresponding value from the drop down to find records with those characteristics.

To give an agent log in access to the dial group.
Click the corresponding checkbox.

Outbound Campaigns
This section describes outbound campaign configuration.

Settings tab
The Settings form provides options for configuring the basic outbound campaign settings.
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To find the Settings tab
1.

2.

On the Configure menu, select Outbound. The Outbound Configuration panel appears, with the navigation
tree in the left pane.


If you are adding a campaign, click the Outbound Campaigns folder. The configuration forms appear.



If you are editing click the triangle next to the Outbound Campaigns folder. The folder opens and the
configured campaigns appear. Double click the one you want to see. The configuration forms appears.

Select the Settings tab.

To fill out the Settings form
In this field

Do this

Name

Enter the name of the campaign.

Start

Click the calendar and select a start day for the campaign.

Active

Choose a status:
Yes – Active – The campaign is active and will dial whenever an agent logs into a dial group
that makes calls for this campaign.
No – Inactive – The campaign is not active. It will not dial when agents log in to dial groups
that include this campaign.
Agent Callbacks Only – The campaign is not active, and will only dial previously scheduled
callbacks.

DNC Scrub

Optionally select a “Do Not Call” status to remove from your lead lists the phone numbers
provided by people who do not want to be called. Choose:
Yes – Internal Only – if your leads are already FTC compliant, or if a particular campaign is
exempt from FTC requirements and you only need to remove the phone numbers on your
internal DNC list.
No – Load All Leads – if your leads are already FTC compliant and do not need to be
scrubbed.
Coming soon:
Yes – FTC Only – to remove phone numbers people have placed on the FTC’s DNC list. A
text field appears so you can enter your FTC ID.
Yes – All – to remove phone numbers found on your internal DNC list and the FTC DNC list

 The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) prohibits telemarketers from calling phone
numbers on the federal Do Not Call list. To comply, telemarketers must register with the FTC
and get an FTC ID. The ID gives the telemarketer access to the FTC’s DNC lists. We need your
FTC ID to access the FTC DNC lists in your behalf.
Recordings

Select a status, as follows.
No – Don’t Record – if you do not want us to record your outbound calls.
Yes – Record Full Call – if you want us to record all of your outbound calls
Yes – Record Full Call (Stop on Transfer) – to record outbound calls but stop recording
when agent transfers.
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In this field

Do this
Agent Triggered – if you only want to record calls when an agent triggers call recording.

Caller ID

Enter the number your customers can call to reach a customer service representative. The
customer service representative must be able to put the caller on your internal DNC (do not
call) list. If the caller ID number goes to an auto responder, the auto responder must also
provide the customer a way to request placement on your DNC, either by leaving voice mail
or via touch tone entry.

 This is an FTC requirement.
Transfer
Override Caller
ID

Optionally enter a ten digit phone number in the format ########## to be used as the override
caller ID if an agent selects a disposition that transitions a lead from this campaign to another.

Hangup on Disp

Select as follows:

Note: Use the Dispositions tab to create dispositions that let agents transfer a lead to another
campaign.

Yes – The call ends when the agent selects a disposition.
No – The agent can select a disposition while the call is in progress. The call does not end
when the agent selects a disposition.
Note: Agents must always select a disposition. They will not get another call until they select a
disposition.
Agent Requeue
Type

This value determines how agents can send calls to inbound agents – useful for supervisor
transfers or “closer” transfers.
Choose:
Advanced – Agent selects an inbound queue and skill set from several drop down boxes. This
is good for offering the agent flexibility in requeueing to an inbound agent.
Shortcut – Agent selects from a shortcut menu. Notice the Requeue Shortcuts tab is enabled.
You will configure the agent shortcuts on that tab.

Integrated
Survey

Ext. Survey URL

Optionally, select a survey for agents to fill out while making calls for this campaign. The
drop down contains scripts and surveys created using our Survey and Script editor.
If you prefer, you can associate an external web-based survey or script instead of creating one
using our internal Survey and Script editor.
Our system can send information about the current call session to the external script using the
tokens listed under the Ext. Survey URL field.

To associate an external survey with this campaign:
1.

Type the survey URL in the Ext. Survey URL box. Example – www.123survey.com

2.

Append the string /processSurvey.cfm?

3.

To pass information from our system to your survey, use the tokens provided under the
text box. For each token use the format illustrated in this example. To quickly add the
token itself, click the token under the Ext. Survey URL box.

Example:
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In this field

Do this

Note: If you need help associating an external script, contact your Connect First account
manager.

Token definitions follow:
This is what we can pass to the external script or survey.
#UII# - Unique Item Identifier
#DNIS# - Dialed number identification system (phone number)
#EXTERN_AGENTID# - If your agents have ID numbers different from their Connect First
agent ID, this is your agent ID, not the Connect First agent ID.
#CAMPAIGN_ID# - The ID number for the campaign being dialed.
#ANI# - The dialed phone number
#AGENTID# - The Connect First agent ID, as indicated on the Agent Accounts.
#OUTBOUND_EXTERNID# - If your campaign ID is different from Connect First’s
campaign ID, this is your campaign ID.
#CAMPAIGN_NAME# - The name of the outbound campaign.
Note: The Integrated Survey and Ext. Survey URL fields are mutually exclusive. Use one or
the other, but not both.
Desc

Optionally enter a description of the outbound campaign. This information is to help you
identify the campaign and is not used in system processing.

End

Click the calendar and select the last day of the campaign. If you want the campaign to dial
indefinitely, select a date that is far in the future.
Note: The end date defaults to the same day as the start date, so be sure to change it. Otherwise,
your campaign will not dial.

Dial Group
Campaign
Priority

Select the dial group for this campaign.
Select a priority for this campaign. If you have several campaigns using the same dial group,
select a higher priority for the ones you want to dial more quickly.
The system dials more leads for the higher priority campaigns than for the lower priority
campaigns.

Connect
Machines

Select No if you want the dialer to detect and filter out answering machines.


If the dialer detects a live person, it connects the call. The agent will not hear the
customer’s initial “Hello (pause)”, because the pause is what tells the dialer it
reached a live person. Instead, agents hear the Agent Whisper, usually a beep. The
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In this field

Do this
call connects after the customer says hello.


If the dialer detects an answering machine, it can either hang-up, requeue, or
connect and play a recorded message.

Select Yes if you want the dialer to connect all calls, regardless of whether a person or
machine answers. When Yes is selected, any call that is picked up is determined as an answer.
This setting eliminates any delays experienced by the call recipient.
Show Lead Info

Select Yes if you want agents to see information about the person they are talking to.
Select No if you do not need to see that information.

Show List Name

Select No if you do not want the agent to see the name of the lead list when viewing lead
information.

Post Call State

Select Available to dial another number as soon as an agent disconnects from a call.
Select Working to give the agent time for after call work. The agent indicates when they are
ready for the next call.

Survey Format

If your agents fill out surveys while talking with customers, select a survey format from the
drop down field.


Choose Flash to embed the survey in the agent’s screen. Agents cannot continue
filling out Flash surveys after transfer, so do not use this format if calls may need to
be transferred, and the receiving agent needs to add information to the survey.



Choose HTML if the call may need to be transferred, and the receiving agent may
need to add additional information to it, and the transfer does not need to be secure.



Choose HTML (SSL) if the call may need to be transferred, the survey needs to be
editable after transfer, and the transfer needs to be secure.

With both HTML options, the survey is popped to an editable browser window on top of the
agent’s screen.
Billing Code

Enter a billing code if you are charging a third party for this campaign. This value appears on
reports.

Advanced Settings tab
The default values are industry standard settings. Keep the defaults unless you have a specific reason to make a change.
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To find the Advanced Settings tab
1.

2.

On the Configure menu, select Outbound. The Outbound Configuration panel appears, with the navigation
tree in the left pane.


If you are adding a campaign, click the Outbound Campaigns folder. The configuration forms appear.



If you are editing click the triangle next to the Outbound Campaigns folder. The folder opens and the
configured campaigns appear. Double click the one you want to see. The configuration forms appears.

Select the Advanced Settings tab.

To fill out the Advanced Settings tab
In this field

Do this

Agent Whisper

The agent whisper is an audio file that alerts an agent when a call is connecting. This file
should be short, so it doesn’t interfere with the connecting call. We recommend the default
beep tone.

Caller Hold

This is what customers hear when an agent puts them on hold. Select another audio file if you
prefer something other than the default hold music.

Live Answer

If you are implementing an automated outbound call campaign, use this field to select an
audio file to play when a live person answers your call. This field may not be available to you,
depending on your account.

 The FTC has strict rules about using pre-recorded telemarketing messages, so we do not
enable this feature until verifying a business is legally authorized to use it. To read the FTC
guidelines, go to www.ftc.gov/bcp/edu/pubs/business/alerts/alt161.shtm.
Contact your Connect First account representative if you want help determining if your
organization may legally send automatic outbound call recordings.
Pass Delay (min.)

Enter the minimum number of minutes the system should wait before re-sending a call when
no live person answers on the previous attempt.

Seed Success
Rate

Enter the percent of calls you predict an agent to answer. The predictive dialer uses this
percent until it accumulates enough call history to make an accurate prediction of its own.
For example, if you keep the default value 50, the dialer will assume that half of the calls will
be answered by a live person, until it has enough of a call history to make its own prediction.
It will therefore dial two calls for every agent making calls.
The predictive dialer will use the seed success rate until it has two hours of call history, or
until it dials the number of calls in the Min Call History field, whichever occurs first.
Once two hours have passed, or the Min Call History has been achieved, the dialer’s dial rate
will be based, in part, on the number of live answers within the previous hour.

Target Abandon
Rate

When using a predictive dialer, the Target Abandon Rate calibrates the dialing speed after it
accumulates enough call history to predict the number of live answers.
The dialer will slow down if the abandon rate exceeds this percent.

 Per FTC regulation, outbound call centers are required to keep the live answer abandon
rate at 3% or less.
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In this field

Do this

Agent End-Call

Optionally select an audio file to signal the agent when a caller disconnects.

Caller Abandon

This message plays if, when using an automated dialer, a live person answers but no agent is
available. The message must identify your company and provide a toll free call back number,
so the called party can ask to be placed on your do not call (DNC) list.

 Per FTC regulations, you must leave a message if no agent is available when your dialer
connects to a live person. The message must identify your company and provide a toll free
number the person can call back to request placement on your do not call list. Some
organizations are exempt. For details, see www.ftc.gov/donotcall
Connect First Service Option: We can help you set up an FTC-compliant toll free number
for this purpose. There is a nominal fee. Contact your Connect First account representative for
more information.
Machine Answer

If you are implementing an automated outbound call campaign, use this field to select an
audio file to play when an answering machine answers your call. This field may not be
available, depending on your account.

 The FTC has strict rules about using pre-recorded telemarketing messages, so we do not
enable this feature until verifying a business is legally authorized to use it. To read the FTC
guidelines, go to www.ftc.gov/bcp/edu/pubs/business/alerts/alt161.shtm.
Contact your Connect First account representative if you want help determining if the FTC
legally authorizes your organization to send automatic outbound call recordings.
Max Passes

Enter a number to indicate the maximum number of times the system will attempt to reach a
live person before giving up on a particular phone number.
You can increase the number while in the middle of a campaign, to cause the dialer to make
additional attempts on previously unanswered phone numbers. For example, if Max Passes
was 3, and the dialer tried three times to reach some numbers without success; you can set it to
5 to have the dialer try two more times.

Seed Abandon
Rate

When using a predictive dialer, an abandon is when a live person answers but no agent is
available to talk. The person is abandoned by the call center.
The Seed Abandon Rate calibrates the dialing speed until the auto-dialer accumulates enough
call history to make valid predictions. The dialer will slow down if the abandon rate exceeds
this percent.

 Per FTC regulation, outbound call centers are required to keep the live answer abandon
rate at 3% or less.
Min Call History

This is the number of calls the predictive dialer keeps in history, to predict the rate of live
answers, and the speed of the auto dialer.
Change the number if you prefer something other than the default value.

Max Ring Time

Select a value to determine the maximum amount of time to let a call ring before the dialer
dispositions it as a “no answer” and dials the next number.

Post Call SOAP
Service

Optionally, select a SOAP service to send after a call is over.
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In this field

Do this

Post Disposition
SOAP Service

Optionally, select a SOAP service to send when agents disposition a lead dialed for this
campaign.

Agent Connect
SOAP Service

Optionally, select a SOAP service to send when an agent connects.

Auto Result File
Destination

Optionally, select a preconfigured flat file with call detail records to be sent once per day, at
4am Eastern Standard Time.

Dial Leads In
Order Loaded

Select a value to determine the order in which leads are dialed. We recommend you do NOT
dial them in the order in which they were loaded.
Choose:
No (Recommended Setting) – to dial the leads in a randomized order
Yes Ascending Order (!Not Recommend!) – to dial leads in the order loaded, or
Yes Descending Order (!Not Recommended!) – to dial leads from last to first
Note: We recommend against dialing leads in the order loaded because lead lists usually contain
phone numbers from the same geographical area. If thousands of agents suddenly start dialing
into the same geographical area, they can overwhelm the associated telco central office, causing
network busies.

Allow Lead
Updates

Select a value that determines if agents can update leads when making calls for this campaign.

Allow Lead
Inserts

Select a value that determines if agents can add leads when making calls for this campaign.

Show Agent Pass
#

Select a value to determine if agents can see how many times the system has tried to reach a
party. The pass number indicates the number of times the system has attempted to reach a
party.

Enable Global
Phone Book

Give agent access to global phone book entries. Agents may select from this phone book when
transferring calls.

Aux Data Labels

Optionally type the label seen by agents and used in reports for auxiliary data columns.
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Dispositions tab
This table lists the dispositions agents can assign for this campaign.
Tip: Create a disposition for accidental answering machine detects. The answering machine detection software is
occasionally fooled by answering machine messages with a pause near the start. That’s because the sound pattern is like
a person saying “hello” and waiting for a response.

To find the Dispositions tab
1.

2.

On the Configure menu, select Outbound. The Outbound Configuration panel appears, with the navigation
tree in the left pane.


If you are adding a campaign, click the Outbound Campaigns folder. The configuration forms appear.



If you are editing click the triangle next to the Outbound Campaigns folder. The folder opens and the
configured campaigns appear. Double click the one you want to see. The configuration forms appears.

Select the Dispositions tab.

To add a new disposition
Click Add Disposition.

To edit a disposition
There are two ways to edit a disposition, the quick edit method and the advanced edit method. You can:


Click a list table cell to make it editable, or for more options,



Click

on the disposition row. The Campaign Disposition form appears.

To delete a disposition
Click

on the disposition row.
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Recommended dispositions
We recommend including the following dispositions. (Notice that the Requeue and Complete values are opposite for
each disposition. This will be true for almost any disposition you create.)
Disposition

Requeue

Complete

Success

Add to
DNC

comments

Sale

No

Yes

Yes

No

Helpful when
analyzing results

Answering
Machine

Yes

No

No

No

In case of
accidental connects

Do Not Call

No

Yes

No

Yes

To assure
compliance with
FTC regulations

About Transfer Dispositions
With a transfer disposition, the system transfers a connected lead to a specified telephone number when an agent selects
the disposition. This lets you control and standardize how agents perform transfers. Transfer dispositions also give
agents without call control a way to transfer calls.
To determine if an agent has call control, view the Granular Settings area of the General Settings tab associated with the
agent’s account (Configure > Agents, General Settings tab, Granular Settings area.)
If an agent has call control, the call control buttons on their Agent screen are enabled, as shown next.

If an agent with call control wants to transfer a connected lead, the agent simply clicks Transfer on their screen. But if
an agent does not have call control, the Transfer button is dim and not functional. Agents without call control can only
transfer a connected lead by selecting a transfer disposition.
There are four transfer types to choose from as follows:


Warm – agent stays on the line until hanging up. If the agent is still on the line after the transfer to agent
connects, the call becomes a three way between the dispositioning agent, transfer to agent, and lead.



Cold – system disconnects the dispositioning agent and transfers the lead alone to the transfer-to agent. If
something goes wrong, the lead is on his own.



Warm/Aux – agent stays on the line until hanging up. System transfers the lead to the associated auxiliary
phone number from the lead list being dialed.



Cold/Aux – system disconnects the dispositioning agent and transfer lead to the auxiliary phone number
associated with the lead on the lead list.

To create a transfer disposition:
1.

On the Dispositions tab, click Add Disposition. A new disposition row appears in the disposition list table.

2.

At the end of the new disposition row, click

3.

Fill out the form, being sure to fill out the Transfer field.

. The Campaign Disposition Configuration form appears.
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To create a disposition that lets the agent move a lead from this campaign to another
When an agent selects this disposition, the system adds the contacted lead to another outbound campaign’s lead list. The
lead appears on the Loaded Lists tab of the outbound campaign, and can be found using the Outbound Lead Manager.
Tip: To specify a particular caller ID to be used for outbound calls to the transferred lead, fill out the Transfer Override
Caller ID field on the Outbound Campaigns Settings tab.
1.

On the Outbound Campaigns Dispositions tab, click Add Disposition. A new disposition row appears on the
list table.

2.

At the end of the new disposition row, click

3.

Fill out the form as described in the Campaign Disposition Configuration form section, keeping these tips in
mind.

The Campaign Disposition Configuration form appears.



In the Disposition field, type a description to help the agent clearly identify the disposition as one that adds
the lead to another outbound campaign. For example, type “Add to outbound WidgetWorks lead list.” Or, if
it is not important for the agent to know the lead will be transferred to another outbound campaign, provide
any descriptive name that fits the disposition.



Check Create Copy to copy the lead, keeping a copy in both campaigns. Leave unchecked to move the
lead from the current campaign to the transition-to campaign.



Click OK to save the disposition. The Campaign Disposition Configuration form closes and the new
disposition appears on the Dispositions tab.
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Campaign Disposition Configuration form
The Campaign Disposition Configuration form provides a robust set of dispositioning options. Fill out the form and then
click OK.

To fill out the Campaign Disposition Configuration form
In this field

Do this

Rank

The rank order of this disposition in the agent’s list of possible dispositions.

Disposition

The name as it appears in the agent’s list of possible dispositions.

DTMF Mapping

Touch tone value that phone-only agents use to select this disposition.

Requeue

Select a requeue value as follows:
Yes – Standard – Call back any time after the delay time has been reached.
Yes – Priority – Call back exactly when the delay time elapses, or at the time and day set by
the dispositioning agent.
No – No need to call back.

Delay

The amount of time to wait, in minutes, before requeueing (calling back).

Complete

Select Yes if contact with this lead is complete. The lead will not be called again in this
campaign.
Select No if contact with this lead is not complete. The lead may be contacted again during in
this campaign.

Success

Select Yes if this disposition is a success.

Add to DNC

Select Yes to add this ANI to the “Do Not Call” list. Numbers on the DNC list can be
scrubbed from future lead lists and currently active campaigns.
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In this field
Transfer

Do this
For a warm transfer, select Warm and enter a 10 digit transfer destination using the format
##########. The system will initiate a warm transfer when the agent selects this disposition.
With a warm transfer, the system keeps the transferring agent on the line with the lead while
the call transfers and connects. The transferring agent, transfer to agent, and lead will have a
three way call if the transferring agent does not hang up. The transferring agent stays on the
line until hanging up.
For a cold transfer, select Cold and enter a 10 digit transfer destination using the format
##########. The system disconnects the transferring agent after initiating the transfer. The
lead is alone on the line while it routes to and connects with the transfer-to agent.
For a warm transfer to the auxiliary phone number associated with the lead on the lead list
being dialed, select Warm/Aux. For the auxiliary phone number, the system uses the number
mapped from the uploaded lead list to Aux Phone data field. For details on uploading lead lists
and mapping the data, see “Loaded Lists tab” on page 181.
For a cold transfer to the auxiliary phone number, select Cold/Aux. The system drops the
transferring agent from the line as it transfers the lead to the auxiliary phone number.
Note: Auxiliary phone numbers are useful when the purpose of a campaign is to persuade
leads to contact a third party. For example, in a political campaign, agents might be calling
leads to persuade them to call their senator. The lead list for this campaign would include an
auxiliary phone number for each lead’s senator.

Set Agent Flag

Select Yes or No as follows:
Yes – The dispositioning agent gets the call when it re-queues.
No – Any agent may handle the call when it re-queues.

Require Note

Select Yes to require agents to type a note when submitting this disposition. Useful for
dispositions such as “Other”.

Email
Destinations

Optionally, enter comma separated email addresses for the people wanting a “Disposition
Notification” when an agent selects this disposition. The notification includes the disposition
selected, a time stamp, the lead’s phone number, and agent information. If the agent filled out
a survey while talking to this lead, the survey results are included as well.
Note: The Email Destination email is not the same as the Email Template email. These are
two separate emails with different purposes.

SOAP

Optionally select a SOAP event to run when this disposition is selected.

Email Template

Optionally, select the template for the prewritten email agents can send after submitting this
disposition. The system displays the prewritten email after the agent submits this disposition
and asks the agent if they want to send it. The template can be configured to let the agent edit
or not edit various parts of the email before sending.
This can be useful, as an example, when you want to send a follow up email confirmation
after a sale. For more information about email templates, see Email Templates
Note: An Email Template is not the same email as the one sent to the Email Destinations
above. The Email Template is a prewritten email that agents can send after submitting a call
disposition. The Email Destination email sends a disposition notification email and is not
seen by the agent.

Campaign
Transition

If you want to move or copy the lead record to another campaign when agents select this
disposition, select the campaign from the dropdown.
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In this field

Do this
This checkbox activates when you select a campaign transition.

Create Copy

Merge Lead to
Source



Check to copy the customer record to the selected campaign, leaving the original in
this campaign.



Leave unchecked to move the customer record to the selected campaign, and
remove it from this one.

Check this box to move the customer’s lead record from the DNC list to the original lead list.

Requeue Shortcuts tab
The Requeue Shortcuts tab lists the shortcuts agents may select from when requeueing calls for this campaign. The
configured options appear as Requeue Selections on the Agent Interface. The shortcuts make the requeue process easier
for agents. It also helps you control how agents requeue calls made for this campaign.

To find the Requeue Shortcuts tab
1.

2.

On the Configure menu, select Outbound. The Outbound Configuration panel appears, with the navigation
tree in the left pane.


If you are adding a campaign, click the Outbound Campaigns folder. The configuration forms appear.



If you are editing click the triangle next to the Outbound Campaigns folder. The folder opens and the
configured campaigns appear. Double click the one you want to see. The configuration forms appears.

Select the Requeue Shortcuts tab.

To add a shortcut
Click Add Shortcut.

To edit a shortcut
To change the shortcut Name or Rank, click in the cell to make it editable, type the edits, and click Save.
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For other edits, click [edit] on the row of the shortcut you want to edit.

To delete a shortcut
Click [x] on the row of the shortcut you want to delete.

To activate the Requeue Shortcuts tab
This tab is activated when the Agent Requeue Type field on the Settings tab is set to Shortcut.

Requeue Shortcut Configuration form
This form appears when you select the option to add or edit a requeue shortcut.
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To find the Requeue Shortcut Configuration form
1.

On the Configure menu, select Outbound. The Outbound Configuration panel appears, with the navigation
tree in the left pane.


If you are adding a campaign, click the Outbound Campaigns folder. The configuration forms appear.



If you are editing click the triangle next to the Outbound Campaigns folder. The folder opens and the
configured campaigns appear. Double click the one you want to see. The configuration forms appears.

2.

Select the Settings tab.

3.

In the Agent Requeue Type field, select Shortcut

4.

Select the Requeue Shortcuts tab.

5.

Click Add Shortcut. The form appears.

To fill out the Requeue Shortcut Configuration form.
In this field

Do this

Rank

The ranking determines the order in which the shortcuts appear on the Requeue Shortcut
Configuration form, and on the agent’s screen. Update the default ranking if you want to
change the order.

Name

Enter a name for the shortcut. This is what the agent selects on their screen.

Gate Group

Select a requeue gate group.

Click to select a
Gate

Select a requeue gate (queue).

Click to select a
Skill

Select a skill to connect only to agents with that skill.

Phone Book tab
Use the Phone Book form to add or edit the SIP and telephone numbers that appear in the system phone book when
agents select the option to transfer a call dialed for this campaign.
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To find the Phone Book tab
1.

2.

On the Configure menu, select Outbound. The Outbound Configuration panel appears, with the navigation
tree in the left pane.


If you are adding a campaign, click the Outbound Campaigns folder. The configuration forms appear.



If you are editing click the triangle next to the Outbound Campaigns folder. The folder opens and the
configured campaigns appear. Double click the one you want to see. The configuration forms appears.

Select the Phone Book tab.

To add a phone book entry
1.

On the Phone Book tab, click Add. A form appears for adding to the phone book.

2.

Fill out the form as follows:
In this field

Do this

Name

Enter the name of the person with this phone number

Destination

For telephone numbers:
Type the 10 digit telephone number destination in the format ########## (no
punctuation.)
For SIP addresses:
Use the format sip:agent@domain.com.


To include an extension, use a pipe | Example: 8002400222|43

To build in a one second pause, use a comma. Example with a two second pause:
8002400222|,,43
Notes

Optionally include notes about this phone book entry.
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3.

Click Save. The form disappears and the phone number appears in the phone book table.

To edit a phone book entry
1.

On the Phone Book tab, double click the phone book entry to edit. The form appears.

2.

Update the entry and click Save.

To delete a phone book entry
1.

On the Phone Book tab, double click the phone book entry to delete. The form appears.

2.

Click Delete to delete the entry.

Schedule tab
This tab contains the schedule controller. Use it to set the hours and days of the week when agents dial this campaign.
The dial times pertain to where the lead is, not where the call center agent is. The dial times are in the lead’s current time
zone.
For instructions on how to use the schedule controller, see the “Understanding the User Interface” chapter of this
document.

 Per FTC regulations, telemarketers can only make outbound calls between 8:00am and 9:00pm of the called party’s
time zone.

Loaded Lists tab
There are two parts to the Loaded Lists form – Loaded Leads on the top, and Remove Leads on the bottom. (You may
need to scroll down to see the Remove Leads section.)

To find the Loaded Lists tab
1.

2.

On the Configure menu, select Outbound. The Outbound Configuration panel appears, with the navigation
tree in the left pane.


If you are adding a campaign, click the Outbound Campaigns folder. The configuration forms appear.



If you are editing click the triangle next to the Outbound Campaigns folder. The folder opens and the
configured campaigns appear. Double click the one you want to see. The configuration forms appear.

Select the Loaded Lists tab.
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Loaded Leads Section
The Loaded Leads section lets you:


View or change a lead list’s state. Choose from Active, Paused, and Callbacks Only



Delete lists you no longer need or use



Move lists to another outbound campaign

To change the list state
1.

Click in the State column to change the state of a lead.
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2.

The Lead State drop down selector activates. Click the to see the options.

3.

Click Active, Paused, or Callbacks Only to change the list state

To delete lists no longer used

 Note: If you delete a list, you will lose all corresponding reporting data. It cannot be restored. If you think you may
need the reporting data, change the list State to Pause instead.
1.

Click Delete on the lead list row. An “Are you sure?” message appears.

2.

If you are sure, click Yes. The list is deleted.

To move a lead list to another outbound campaign
Note: We recommend only moving lists that are not being actively dialed.
1.

In the lead list row, click Move. The Campaign Loaded List Move panel appears.

2.

Click the to see the outbound campaigns to which you can move the list.
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3.

Click the campaign where you want to move the list. Then click OK. A confirmation message appears
confirming the system successfully moved the list.

4.

Click OK to close the confirmation message.

Remove Leads Section
The Remove Leads section lets you remove specific customer records from a loaded lead.

Remove Leads section

To remove particular numbers from a lead list
1.

Click the Remove Leads bar to display the Remove Leads section.

2.

Type a comma separated list of phone numbers to remove. Enter the phone numbers as 10 contiguous numbers
with no parenthesis, dashed, or dots. For example: 7703937777, 7703938888

3.

Click Remove These Leads. An “Are you sure?” message appears.

4.

Click Yes. If successful, a “Phone numbers have been successfully removed” message appears.

5.

Click OK.

Caller-ID Matrix tab
The Caller-ID Matrix lets you specify the caller ID seen by your outbound predictive and preview-dialer leads, based on
the area code dialed. This feature improves answer rates because people are more likely to answer a call from a local area
code.
Use this tab to identify the caller ID to send to leads within specific area code(s.) The system will substitute the desired
caller ID when dialing those area codes. It will use the campaign’s default caller ID for other area codes. There is no
limit to the number of caller IDs that can be used in a campaign.
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The caller ID must be a valid, Connect First DID (telephone number.) If you need additional DIDs for your caller ID
matrix, send a ticket to our support team indicating the number of DIDs desired and the city or state they should be local
to.
As an example, in the following screen shot, leads in the 303, 720, 917, and 970 area codes see
as the
caller ID. Leads in the 404, 678, 770, and 478 area codes see
as the caller ID. Leads in other area codes
see the caller ID designated on the Settings tab.

To find the Caller-ID Matrix tab
1.

2.

On the Configure menu, select Outbound. The Outbound Configuration panel appears, with the navigation
tree in the left pane.


If you are adding a campaign, click the Outbound Campaigns folder. The configuration forms appear.



If you are editing click the triangle next to the Outbound Campaigns folder. The folder opens and the
configured campaigns appear. Double click the one you want to edit. The configuration forms appear.

Select the Caller-ID Matrix tab.
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To configure the caller ID to send to particular area codes
1.

On the Caller-ID Matrix tab, click Add Caller-ID. The Edit ANI/Area Code Associations form appears.

2.

In the ANI field, type the caller ID to be associated with particular area codes.

3.

For each area code, enter the area code in the Enter new area code box and then click Add. The area code
appears in the Area Code list.

4.

Click OK to save the caller ID / area code association. The Edit ANI/Area Code Associations form disappears
and the caller ID / area code association appears on the Caller-ID Matrix list table.

5.

Click

to save your work.

To edit a caller ID / area code association
1.

Click

. The Edit ANI/Area Code Associations form appears.



Update the caller ID in the ANI text box if desired



Remove or add area codes if desired

2.

When satisfied, click OK. The updated caller ID / area code association appears on the Caller-ID Matrix.

3.

Click

to save your work.
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To delete a caller ID / area code association
at the end of the caller ID / area code row you want to delete. An “Are you sure?” message appears.

1.

Click

2.

Click Yes to delete the caller ID / area code association.

3.

Click

to save your work.

Using the Outbound List Loader
This utility lets you upload external lead lists and assign them to particular campaigns. Lead lists can be in .xls, .csv, .txt,
or .tab format.
Use the Outbound List Loader to


Upload a lead list from your computer or network drive.



Assign an uploaded lead list to a campaign.



Create and edit mapping templates

To find the Outbound List Loader
1.

On the Configure menu, select Outbound. The Outbound Configuration panel appears.

2.

Click Outbound List Loader on the lower left corner of the Outbound Configuration panel. The list loader
appears in the right pane.
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Prepare a source file for upload
The key to a successful upload is a well formatted source file. You can upload files in .xls, .csv, .txt, or .tab format. This
section explains how to format a source file for a successful upload.
1.

From your computer or network drive, open the .xls, .csv, .txt, or .tab file you want to upload.

2.

Make sure the information is lined up in orderly columns, such that each column contains the same kind of
information, and all of the pieces of information are in the right place.

3.

If the lead list is not formatted as an Excel spreadsheet (.xls), make sure the fields are separated by commas,
tabs, or pipes.

4.

Make sure the telephone numbers are formatted as 10 contiguous numbers with no spaces, dashes, parenthesis,
or dots. Example: 8666012707

5.

Make sure the lead list includes the two required fields – the telephone number and external ID.

6.

The external ID is to help you identify a particular lead record in case you want to edit or delete it. If the lead
list includes a record ID column, use that for the external ID. If the lead list does not include a record ID
column, consider adding one. A simple counter (1, 2, 3, 4) will do the job. In a pinch, you can use the phone
number as the external ID, but the phone number won’t be as “user friendly”.
Note: The external ID is, effectively, a record ID. Its purpose is to help you reference a particular record. If your
list does not have a field that can be used in this way, you can use the lead phone number instead, but it will not
be as user friendly.

7.

The lead list can contain one header row. Delete any other header or footer rows, if applicable. The upload file
should contain nothing but well formatted columns of data with no more than one header row for column
names.

8.

Save the prepared lead list to your computer or to a network drive that you can navigate to from your computer.

Upload a source file
1.

If you have not yet done so, prepare the file for upload, then return to these instructions. See “Prepare a source
file for upload”.

2.

In the Connect First system, on the Configure menu, select Outbound. The Outbound Configuration panel
appears.

3.

Under the navigation tree, click Outbound List Loader. The list loader appears in the right pane.

4.

In the list loader, click Browse. The Select file to upload by atl.virtualacd.biz box appears.
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5.

In the Select file to upload box, browse to the file to be uploaded, then select it and click Open. The Select file
to upload window closes and, on the list loader, the Upload File button is enabled.

6.

Click Upload File. The file is uploaded and appears on the list table.

Note: When you load a lead list, the system filters out invalid numbers based on the country where dialing is specified.
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7.

In the Outbound List Loader, double-click the list you want to assign to a campaign. The New List Wizard
appears.

8.

Follow the wizard instructions. If you are unsure what to type in a field, hover your mouse over the field name
to see a hint, as shown next.



Step 1of the New List Wizard explains how to enter the list settings. Follow the wizard instructions and
then, in the lower right corner click



. Step 2 appears.

Step 2 guides you through the mapping process. To map your lead list columns to system destinations, first
click a Destination and then click the lead list column with the information. The selected destination and
column turn green to indicate successful mapping. After mapping the lead list columns you want the system
to recognize and use, click

in the lower right corner.

Mapping Example
The following illustration shows a lead list as it is being mapped. Notice that the Lead Phone is already
mapped to Col_000 and the Extern ID is already mapped to Col_001. The First Name destination and
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column are green because they are currently being mapped. The Last Name destination is still
[undefined] because it has not yet been mapped.

Mapping Destination Field Definitions
In this field

Do this

Lead Phone
(required)

The lead’s phone number. This is the number the system will dial.

Extern ID
(required)

An external ID – This identification number uniquely defines the lead. Use lead telephone
number if the lead list does not contain identification numbers. It is OK to map the same
column of your lead list to two or more system destinations.

Title

The lead’s title, such as Mr., Mrs., Dr., etc.

First Name

The lead’s first name.

Middle Name

The lead’s middle name.

Last Name

The lead’s last name.

Suffix

The suffix associated with the lead’s name – such as “Jr.”, “Sr.” etc.

Address1

The lead’s first address line, typically a street address.

Address2

The lead’s second address line.

City

The lead’s city.

State

The lead’s state.
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In this field

Do this

Zip

The lead’s zip code

Email

The lead’s email address.

Gate Keeper

Often used to designate the person to ask for when dialing this lead. A gate keeper typically is
the decision maker who can authorize the desired transaction. For a sales call, this could be
the person who can authorize the sale. Can also be used as an additional auxiliary field.

Aux 1 - 5

Use these five fields to map other information categories to the system. You can include any
field that is useful for a particular campaign. To see how the auxiliary fields are defined in a
particular campaign, check the Advanced Settings tab of the Outbound Campaign.

Live Msg
Mach Msg

9.

After completing the New List Wizard, the Loaded Lists form appears. The Inserted column shows how many
leads were added to the campaign; and by deduction, the number of duplicates removed if you selected the
option to “De Dupe the List”.

Create a mapping template
Consider using mapping templates if you have multiple lead lists with the same mapping. To have the same mapping,
files must be of the same file type and have the same information in the same columns.
Mapping templates save time and reduce error. After the template is created, you can select the template instead of
manually mapping the file.
To create a mapping template.
1.

Select a lead list from which to make a template.

2.

Complete steps 1 through 7 of the above procedure, “Upload a source file”.

3.

On step 2 of the New List Wizard, map the file as shown next, but do not click Save.
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4.

Instead, after mapping the file and before clicking Save, click Configure Mapping Template, as shown next.
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5.

The Template Mapping Configuration Form appears.

6.

In the Select Type box, select New Template. The Save Current Mappings As field appears.

7.

In the Save Current Mappings As field, type a name for the template.

8.

Click Save. The template is saved and STEP 2 of the wizard re-appears.

9.

On the Wizard, click Save.

10. Follow the wizard instructions to finish assigning the original source file to a campaign.

Use a mapping template
1.

Upload a lead list by following steps 1 through 7 of the above procedure, “Upload a source file”.

2.

On step 2 of the New List Wizard, instead of mapping the file, click Use Mapping Template. The Select a
Template to Apply form appears.

3.

In the Select Template field, select a template to use.

4.

Click Apply to map the source file. It is now ready for campaign assignment.

Update an existing mapping template
Update an existing template by overwriting the existing one. Here’s how.
1.

Select a lead list with the new mapping. Upload it by following steps 1 through 7 of the procedure, “Upload a
source file”.

2.

On step 2 of the New List Wizard, map the file but do not click Save.

3.

Instead, after mapping the file and before clicking save, click Configure Mapping Template. The Template
Mapping Configuration Form appears.

4.

In the Select Type field, select Update Existing Template. The Update Existing Template field appears.

5.

In the Update Existing Template field, select the template to be modified.

6.

Click Save. The template is overwritten with the new mapping.

Delete a mapping template
You can delete a mapping template while working with the New List Template. If you want to delete old templates, do
so while uploading and mapping other lead lists.
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To delete a mapping template:
1.

Follow steps 1 to 7 in the above procedure, “Upload a source file”.

2.

When you get to Step 2 of the New List Wizard, click Configure Mapping Template. The Template
Mapping Configuration Form appears.

3.

In the Select Type field, select Delete Existing Template. The Delete Template field appears.

4.

In the Delete Template field, select the template to delete.

5.

Click Delete. An “Are you sure?” message appears.

6.

Click Yes. The template is deleted.

Using the Outbound Do Not Call Manager
The Outbound DNC Manager lets you manage your internal Do Not Call (DNC) list. You can:


Manually add a DNC number



Batch upload a list of DNC numbers



Remove a DNC number



Search the DNC list

 Per FTC regulations, you must maintain an internal DNC list. To learn more about FTC regulations, see
www.ftc.gov/bcp/edu/microsites/donotcall/businfo.html.
You must also scrub your leads against the federal, state, and cellular DNC lists. We can help you comply with the FTC
regulations, by keeping your lead lists scrubbed against the federal, state, and cellular DNC lists. To provide this service,
we need your SAN number. Contact your Connect First account representative to learn more.
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To display the DNC Manager
1.

From the Configure menu, select Outbound. The Outbound Configuration panel appears.

2.

On the Outbound Configuration panel, click Outbound DNC Manager. The Outbound DNC Manager appears
in the right pane of the Outbound Configuration panel.

Manually add numbers to your internal DNC list
1.

Display the DNC Manager.


On the Configure menu, select Outbound. The Outbound Configuration panel appears.



Click Outbound DNC Manager, located in the lower left corner of the Outbound Configuration panel.
The Outbound DNC Manager appears in the right pane.

2.

In the Phone field (in the gray box), enter the phone number to be removed.

3.

In the Reasons for Removal field, optionally type the reason for removing the phone number.

4.

In the Tag (optional) field, select an existing tag, or select Add New to add a new one.

5.



If you select Add New, the New DNC Tag box appears.



Enter the tag name and click Save.

Click Add to DNC. The phone number is added to your internal DNC list.
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Batch upload a list of DNC numbers
1.

Prepare and save an upload file in plain text format (.txt), as follows.
Create a text document, with one phone number to a line. Format the phone numbers as 10 contiguous numbers,
no spaces, dashes, parenthesis, or dots (example: 8666012707)

2.

In the Connect First system, display the DNC Manager.


On the Configure menu, select Outbound. The Outbound Configuration panel appears.



Click Outbound DNC Manager, located in the lower left corner of the Outbound Configuration panel.
The Outbound DNC Manager appears in the right pane.

3.

On the DNC Manager, in the Select Type field, select Upload DNC File. The Upload DNC File field appears
along with a Browse button.

4.

Click Browse, browse to your DNC text file, and then open it. The selected file appears in the Upload DNC
File field.

5.

In the Reasons for Removal field, optionally type the reason for removing the phone number.

6.

In the Tag (optional) field, select an existing tag, or select Add New to add a new one.

7.



If you select Add New, the New DNC Tag box appears.



Enter the tag name and click Save.

Click Add to DNC. A message appears confirming your successful upload, and an email message is sent to
your log on email address with results of the upload. Click OK
Note: Use the optional Tag field, as you wish. Its purpose is to give you another option for organizing your
DNC numbers.

Search your internal DNC list
You can search for a particular number or display all numbers. Here’s how.
To search for a particular number:
1.

Display the DNC Manager.


On the Configure menu, select Outbound. The Outbound Configuration panel appears.



In the navigation tree, click Outbound DNC Manager. The Outbound DNC Manager appears in the right
pane.

2.

In the Phone field, above the list box, enter the phone number you are looking for, or, going from left to right,
as much of the phone number as is common among the numbers you are looking for. You must start with the
left-most digit of the phone number.

3.

Click Search DNC List. The numbers matching the search criteria are listed.
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To display all of the DNC numbers
1.

Display the DNC Manager.


On the Configure menu, select Outbound. The Outbound Configuration panel appears.



In the navigation tree, click Outbound DNC Manager. The Outbound DNC Manager appears in the right
pane.

2.

Leave the Phone field, above the list box, blank.

3.

Click Search DNC List. All of the numbers on your internal DNC list appear.

Remove DNC numbers from your internal DNC list
1.

Display the DNC Manager.


On the Configure menu, select Outbound. The Outbound Configuration panel appears.



In the navigation tree, click Outbound DNC Manager. The Outbound DNC Manager appears in the right
pane.

2.

Find the number you want to remove. See “Search your internal DNC list” on page 197.

3.

Click Delete on the row of the number to be removed. The number is deleted from your internal DNC list.

Using the Outbound Lead Manager
Use the Outbound Lead Manager to manage your lead records.
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To find the Outbound Lead Manager
1.

From the Configure menu, select Outbound. The Outbound Configuration panel appears.

2.

On the Outbound Configuration panel, click Outbound Lead Manager. The Outbound Lead Search Form
appears in the right pane.

Display the lead records you want to work with
1.

On the Primary Search Fields, in the Campaign field, select the campaign using the leads you want. The
selected leads appear in the left column of the form, sorted by disposition and lead state.

2.

Click the leads you want to display. The selected leads move from the left column to the right column.

3.

Optionally, select the Extended Search Fields form, and enter additional data elements common to the leads you
are searching for.

4.

Optionally change the Show Records (max) value to get a different number of records at a time. (You may
need to scroll down to see this button.)

5.

Click Search The system displays the Outbound Search Results in spreadsheet format. You are now ready to
perform actions on the displayed the leads.

Reset leads to zero passes
Reset leads when you want to restart dialing at zero passes.
1.

Display the leads you want to reset. See “Display the lead records you want to work with”, above.

2.

Scroll to the bottom of the Outbound Lead Results spreadsheet. In the Next Action field, select Reset Lead(s).

3.

Click Begin. An “Are you sure?” message appears.

4.

Click Yes. A message appears confirming the selected leads were reset to dial again immediately. Click OK.
You are returned to the end of the Outbound Lead Search form.

5.

To view the results, click Search to redisplay the leads in spreadsheet format. The Lead State will be READY
and the Passes will be 0.
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Cancel leads to stop them from dialing
Cancel leads to stop them from dialing.
1.

Display the leads you want to cancel. See “Display the lead records you want to work with”, above.

2.

Scroll to the bottom of the Outbound Lead Results spreadsheet. In the Next Action field, select Cancel
Lead(s).

3.

Click Begin. A “Confirm Cancel” message appears.

4.

Click Yes. A message appears confirming the leads were cancelled.

5.

Click OK. You are returned to the end of the Outbound Lead Search form.

6.

To view the results, click Search to redisplay the leads in spreadsheet format.

Increment the pass counter
Create a manual pass to manually increment the pass counter.
1.

Display the leads to increment. See “Display the lead records you want to work with” on page 199.

2.

Scroll to the bottom of the Outbound Lead Results spreadsheet. In the Next Action field, select Create Manual
Pass.

3.

Click Begin. The Create Manual Pass form appears.

4.

In the Disposition field, type a free format disposition.

5.

In the Requeue field, select a requeue option.

6.

In the Pass Delay (minutes) field, type a pass delay.

7.

In the Merge to Original field, select a merge option.

8.

Click Create Manual Pass. An “Are you sure?” message appears.

9.

Click Yes. A message appears confirming the manual pass.

10. Click OK. You are returned to the end of the Outbound Lead Search form.
11. To view the results, click Search to redisplay the leads in spreadsheet format.
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Move leads to another campaign
This control lets you move leads from one campaign to another.
1.

Display the leads you want to move. See “Display the lead records you want to work with” on page 199.

2.

Scroll to the bottom of the Outbound Lead Results spreadsheet. In the Next Action field, select Move to
Campaign.

3.

Click Begin. The Move Lead(s) to Campaign form appears.

4.

In the New List Name field, provide a name for the leads being moved.

5.

In the Destination Campaign field, select the destination campaign.

6.

In the Duplicate Handling field, select a handling option.

7.

In the Create Copy field, select a copy option.

8.

Click Move Lead(s). An “Are you sure?” message appears.

9.

Click Yes. A confirmation message appears.

10. Click OK. You are returned to the end of the Outbound Lead Search form.
11. To view the results, click Search to redisplay the leads in spreadsheet format.

Scheduled callbacks
Use this control to schedule callbacks.
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To schedule callbacks:
1.

Display the leads for which you want to schedule callbacks. See “Display the lead records you want to work
with” on page 199.

2.

Scroll to the bottom of the Outbound Lead Results spreadsheet. In the Next Action field, select Scheduled
Callbacks.

3.

Click Begin. The Set/Cancel Scheduled Callbacks form appears.

4.

In the Action field, provide a name for the leads being removed.

5.

In the Agent Reservations field, select the destination campaign.

6.

In the Call Back Date field, select a handling option.

7.

Click Perform Action. A “Please confirm” message appears.

8.

Click Yes. A confirmation message appears.

9.

Click OK. You are returned to the end of the Outbound Lead Search form.

10. To view the results, click Search to redisplay the leads in spreadsheet format.

Assign an agent to a lead
Use this control to assign a particular agent to a lead, and to remove a previous agent assignment.
1.

Display the leads to be assigned. See “Display the lead records you want to work with” on page 199.

2.

Scroll to the bottom of the Outbound Lead Results spreadsheet. In the Next Action field, select
Reserve/Unreserve For Agent.

3.

Click Begin. The Set/Clear Agent Reservation for Leads form appears.

4.

In the Agent Reservation field, select an agent.

5.

Click Clear / Set agent reservation. An “Are you sure” message appears.

6.

Click Yes. A confirmation message appears.

7.

Click OK. You are returned to the end of the Outbound Lead Search form.

8.

To view the results, click Search to redisplay the leads in spreadsheet format.
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Email lead records
Use this control to email lead records.
1.

Display the leads to be emailed. See “Display the lead records you want to work with” on page 199.

2.

Scroll to the bottom of the Outbound Lead Results spreadsheet. In the Next Action field, select Email Data
File.

3.

Click Begin. The Email data file form appears.

4.

In the Send File To (email) field, type the destination email address.

5.

Click Email Data File. A “Please confirm” message appears.

6.

Click Yes. A confirmation message appears.

7.

Click OK. You are returned to the end of the Outbound Lead Search form.

8.

To view the results, click Search to redisplay the leads in spreadsheet format.
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Track Numbers

This chapter explains what track numbers are and how they work. It describes some common uses for track numbers, and
provides instructions for configuring them.

Overview
Use our track number service when you want to capture data about inbound calls to a particular 10-digit telephone
number. A track number is a Connect First telephone number that you use in place of your regular inbound telephone
number. They are called track numbers because you can track how they are used.
When your customer calls a track number, the call comes to us first. We capture copious amounts of track data, such as
the caller ID, date and time of call, the duration of the call, and more. We store the data so you can generate real time (or
anytime) reports about the track number for analysis and decision making.
Then we connect the caller to your phone number, or the phone number of the destination(s) where you want the call to
go. We apply the configured call handling options while sending the call through the public switched telephone network
or IP connection to its destination.
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Call handling options
You can configure our track numbers with the following kinds of call handling options:


The ability to play an introductory message to your callers. This is useful for messages such as, “This call may
be recorded for quality assurance.”



The ability to play a whisper message to your agents as a call connects. This is useful when you want to let
agents know what kind of call is coming next.



The ability to vary call handling parameters depending if you are open or closed, or if it is a holiday.



The ability to record calls.



The ability to let customers leave voice mail when you miss their call.

Call routing options
We offer flexible routing options for our track numbers.


You can route track numbers to a regular phone line, a soft phone, a Connect First ACD queue, or another
Connect First track number.



If you have multiple locations, you can even configure track numbers to dynamically route to the location that is
closest to your customer.



You can route multiple track numbers to the same destination, and you can route a single track number to many
destinations, in sequence or all at once.



You can vary routing rules depending if you are open, closed, or if it is a holiday.

E-mail alerts
Receive an email alert when one of the following conditions occur:


The caller hangs up before connecting to the destination number.



The call connects but is very short. (You can define what a “very short” call is on the Settings tab of the Track
Number Configuration panel.)



The caller leaves a voice mail message instead of talking to an agent.
Note: To configure email alerts, use the Track Notifications utility. For instructions, see Track Notifications in
the Utilities chapter.

Common uses for track numbers
Here are some common ways track numbers are used.


To analyze the effectiveness of different advertising campaigns – Multiple track numbers can go to the same
destination, making track numbers an excellent tool for measuring the effectiveness of different media. A
common use for track numbers, for example, is to measure the relative effectiveness of different advertising
campaigns. A marketing manager assigns a different phone number (track number) to each campaign for the
call to action. The manager then generates reports to analyze the data and figure out which campaign was most
effective.



To dynamically route customers to the closest location – If you have multiple locations, track numbers let
you dynamically route customer calls to the location that is nearest to them. This lets you advertise one number
over a wide geographical area, and still route customers to a local store for service.
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To analyze the effectiveness of different media and dynamically route customers to the closest location –
You can send multiple track numbers to the same locator, letting you measure the effectiveness of different
media while still providing your customers with local service.



To provide full service call center services without investing in infrastructure – The extensive call
handling, routing, and reporting capabilities let you provide full service call center services without investing in
infrastructure or changing your existing inbound phone number.

Track Number Configuration
Configure a track number by setting up the details of where you want calls to that number to be routed, how you want
them to be handled, and when you are available to take calls from the number.

Quick start
This section provides a quick start guide to configuring your track numbers. Configure track numbers on the Track
Number Config panel.
1.

If you have not yet done so, log in to the Connect First Administration Software. Point your browser to the URL
supplied by your account representative. Enter your User ID and password when prompted.

2.

The Connect First desktop appears, with the Accounts panel on top. If you have multiple accounts, you will see
a list table so you can select the one you want. If you have only one account, your General Account Settings
appear.

3.

Minimize or close the Accounts panel. You do not need it now. Check the black status bar at the bottom of
your screen to assure you are working in the proper account.

4.

Display the Track Number Config panel. To do so, click Configure on the menu bar, point to Tracking and
then click Track Numbers.
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5.

TheTrack Number Config panel appears, with a list of previously configured track numbers.
If you have not configured a track number yet, this table will be blank. Your numbers will appear on this table
after you confiure them.

6.

To configure one of your unconfigured track numbers, click Add Track Number, as shown above.
To update or view a configured track number, double-click the track number row, as shown next.

7.

The configuration forms appear. To configure your track number, click each tab and fill out the forms. Details
begin on page 213.

8.

Don’t forget to save the track number configuration. To do so, click Save in the bottom left corner of the panel,
as shown below.
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Add a track number
Before you begin


If you have not yet done so, contact Connect First to order the track numbers you need.



If you want to dynamically route your customers to the nearest location, configure the location information
before setting up the track number. For instructions, see “About Track Locators” on page 30.

To add a track number
1.

On the Config menu, point to Tracking and then select Track Numbers. The Track Number Config panel
appears.

2.

Click the Add Track Number button. The Track Number Config forms appear.

3.

Fill out the form s. For details, see “Using the Track Number Config Panel ” on page 23.

4.

Click Save to activate the track number.

Clone a track number
If you need to add track numbers with characteristics similar to ones already active, it may be easier to activate by
cloning than to enter the data field by field. Here’s how.
1.

On the Config menu, point to Tracking and then select Track Numbers. The Track Number Config panel
appears.

2.

Double click the row of the number you want to clone. The Track Number Config forms appear.

3.

Click Clone. The system prompts you to confirm you want to clone.

4.

Click Yes to confirm. The DNIS field changes to a drop down list ready for you to select an unactivated number
to configure.

5.

Select a number to configure from the DNIS drop down list.

6.

Update the forms with information unique to the cloned number. For details, see “Using the Track Number
Config Panel ” on page 23.

7.

Click Save to activate the cloned track number.

Edit a track number
1.

On the Config menu, point to Tracking and then select Track Numbers. The Track Number Config panel
appears.

2.

Double-click the row of the track number you want to edit. The Track Number Config forms appear.

3.

Edit the form s. For details, see “Using the Track Number Config Panel ”on page 23.

4.

Click Save. The edits take effect immediately.
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Delete a track number

 Warning: If you delete a track number, you will permanently lose all reporting data. The reporting data cannot be
recovered.
1.

On the Config menu, point to Tracking and then select Track Numbers. The Track Number Config panel
appears.

2.

Double-click the row of the number you want to delete. The Track Number Config forms appear.

3.

Check the DNIS field to confirm this is the number you want to delete.

4.

Click Delete. The system will ask you to confirm you want to delete.

5.

Click Yes. If “Safe Delete” is enabled, the system will prompt you to enter a password showing you have
security clearance to delete.

6.

Enter the password. The track number is deleted.

Track Number Config Panel
The Track Number Config panel lets you configure and manage your track numbers.

Track Number Config list table
There are two parts to the Track Number Config panel – the list table and the configuration form s.


The list table lists your configured track numbers, if any. It provides an at-a-glance view of your configured
track numbers and filter controls to help you find a particular track number if the list is long. The list table
provides a way to add a new track number and edit an existing one. It is your starting point when working with
track numbers.



The configuration forms provide forms you complete to configure your track number. Select each tab and fill
out the form.
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Track Number Config tabs

To find the Track Number Config panel
On the Config menu, point to Tracking and select Track Numbers to display this panel.
If the configuration forms appear first, click <<List to return to the list table. The list table is your starting point when
working with track numbers.

Track Number Config list table
Use this table to select a track number to edit or delete, or to select the option to add a track number.
Track numbers remain on this list, once added, until they are deleted. When you delete a track number, it returns to us so
we can assign it to another customer.

To find the Track Number Config panel
On the Config menu, point to Tracking and select Track Numbers to display this panel.
If the configuration form s appear first, click <<List to return to the list table. The list table is your starting point when
working with track numbers.
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To find a track number
There are two ways to find a track number, by sorting or by filtering.


To sort - Click a column heading to sort the track number in alpha-numeric order based on the contents of that
column. Click again to sort in the other direction.



To filter - Type all or part of the DNIS (track number) or description in the text box. Then select DNIS or
Description from the drop down and click Filter Results. The list table displays the track numbers matching
your filter criteria.

To see all track numbers again after limiting the display
Clear the text box and click Filter Results.

To add a track number
On the Track Number Config panel, on the list table, click Add Track Number. The configuration forms appear. Fill
out the forms and click Save. For form details, start with “Settings tab” on page 213

To edit a track number
On the Track Number Config panel, on the list table, double click the row of the track number you want to edit. The
configuration forms appear. Update the forms and click Save. For form details, start with “Settings tab” on page 213

To inactivate at track number without deleting it
On the Track Number Config panel, on the Settings form, in the Schedule box, close the schedule.

To delete a track number
When you delete a track number, it returns to our pool of unused numbers and will no longer be available for
you to assign to another campaign.
1.

On the Track Number Config list table, double click the track number you want to delete. The configuration
forms appear.

2.

In the lower left corner, click Delete. The system prompts you to be sure.

3.

Click Yes. If “Safe Delete” in enabled, you are prompted for your password.

4.

Enter your password and click OK. The Track Number returns to Connect First’s pool of unused track numbers,
ready for us to assign to another customer.

To clone a track number
If you have several similar track number configurations, it may be easier to configure one and then clone it, than to enter
each track number from field by field.
1.

On the Track Number Config list table, double-click the track number you want to clone. The configuration
forms appear.
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2.

In the lower left corner, click Clone. The system prompts you to be sure.

3.

Click Yes. The track number is cloned.

4.

Update the cloned track number as needed, and then click Save.

Settings tab
Configure most of your track number settings on the Settings tab.


If configuring a number for the first time, select it from the DNIS drop down.



If viewing or updating, the DNIS field should show the track number you are working with.
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To find the Track Number Config Settings tab
1.

2.

From the Configure menu, point to Tracking and then select Tracking Numbers. The Track Number Config
panel appears.


If you are adding a new track number, on the list table select Add Track Number. The Track Number
Config forms appear.



If you are editing, double click the row of the track number you want to edit. The Track Number Config
forms appear.

If necessary, click the Settings tab to bring it to the front.

To fill out the Settings form
In this field
DNIS

Do this
If you are adding, this will be a drop down. Select the number to configure.
If you are editing, deleting, or cloning this will display the number you want to work with.
Note: Ignore symbols such as (c) or (u) after the number. Those symbols are used internally
by Connect First and have no other meaning or function.

Description

Optionally include a description of the number or campaign. The description is to help you
remember how you are using this track number. It has no other purpose.

Start Date

Click the calendar to select the first day the number will be activated.

End Date

Click the calendar to select the last day of the campaign. The number will stop working at
close of business on this day. Leave this field blank to keep the number active indefinitely.

Outbound Caller
ID

Indicate what value to use for the outbound caller ID. The choices are as follows:
ANI – the calling party’s phone number
DNIS –the profile phone number associated with the phone number the calling party dialed.
This could be the number the customer dialed, or with track numbers, the translated number.
Originating DNIS – the number dialed by the caller. With call tracking, this is the track
number dialed, not the actual phone number. (Recall that with track numbers, the customer
dials the track number. The track number comes to us. We extract your tracking data, translate
the track number to the destination number, and then send it to the destination.
Unique ID – builds a unique call identifier based on a number that identifies the profile and a
call counter. This is useful for call centers with caller ID systems that cannot read all 30 digits
of a UII (universal interaction identifier). The unique ID and client number lets us identify a
particular call and tie it back to an agent.

Recordings

Select Yes – Recording Enabled if you want Connect First to record calls from this number.
There may be an extra fee for this service. Contact your Connect First account representative
for pricing information.

Reverse Match

Select Yes – Match Enabled to enable reverse matching. There will be an extra fee for this
service. Contact your Connect First account representative for pricing information.

Voicemail

Select Yes – Voicemail Enabled if you want callers to be able to leave voice mail.
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In this field
Post Call SOAP

Do this
Optionally select a SOAP event to invoke when a track number call ends.
To learn about SOAP events and how to configure them, see SOAP/HTTP Services in the
Utilities chapter.

Minute Pool

Optionally select a minute pool to associate with the track number calls.
To learn about minute pools and how to configure them, see Prepay Minute Pools in the
Utilities chapter.

CRM Survey

Optionally select a CRM survey to attach to the track number. When agents connect to a track
number call, the survey appears on the agent interface.
To learn about CRM surveys and how to configure them, see the Scripts and Surveys. chapter.

Caller Intro



Click the headphone icon
to select audio file(s) to play while callers are in queue waiting
for an agent to connect. If you select more than one audio, they will play one after the other in
the order selected.
Click Loop to play the selected audio files over and over until an agent connects. If you do not
loop the audio files, they will play once and stop. If an agent has not yet connected, the caller
will then hear silence.
Note: If you do not select a Caller Intro audio file, then callers will hear silence until an agent
connects. You should at least loop a ring back audio to let callers know they reached a
working number.

Dest Whisper

End Call



Click
to select a short audio file to play to agents as they connect. The usual purpose of
this message is to announce what kind of call is connecting. This is useful when your agents
take several kinds of calls. The destination whisper should be short.

to select an audio file to play when there is no one available to take calls.

Click

If selected, the audio plays after hours, when the call center is closed, and when the queue is
too long.
For example, select an audio that prompts the caller to leave a voice mail.
If no End Call audio is selected, then the call will end with no warning to the caller.
Front End App

Optionally identify any front end application you want us to run before enqueueing a customer
call.
This is commonly used to attach an IVR application. Your customers hear the IVR prompts
and then say or enter a touch tone to self-select the queue that best meets their needs.
Contact your Connect First account representative for help configuring your front end IVR.

Dequeue Delay

If you are playing an introductory message (Caller Intro), enter the number of seconds to
delay the agent connection, to allow time for the introductory message to play through.

Short Call Time

Enter a value in seconds to flag short calls. You can generate reports showing how many short
calls came to this track number.
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In this field
schedule controls

Do this
Use the schedule controls to set the regular schedule for this track number on each day of the
week. This will be your default open schedule. Calls will automatically route to the track
number whenever you are open, as indicated by these controls.
For each day of the week:
To set the open hours - Move the sliders right and left to set hours when you are open and
ready to receive calls from this track number. If you have two or more discrete open time
periods, for example, if you are open from 9-12am and 1-6 pm, click the green + for another
set of sliders.
To close for the day, click the red x.
Note: To override this schedule on holidays or other days you have a different schedule, select
the Schedule Overrides tab. See “Schedule Overrides tab” on page 221.
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Routing Rules tab
Use the Routing Rules form to configure routing rules for when a track number is open and closed. The form has two
parts.


The During Hours Routing Rules part contains the routing rules used when the track number is open.



The After Hours Routing Rules part contains the rules used when the track number is closed.

To find the Track Number Config Routing Rules tab
1.

2.

From the Configure menu, point to Tracking and then select Tracking Numbers. The Track Number Config
panel appears.


If you are adding a new track number, on the list table select Add Track Number. The Track Number
Config forms appear.



If you are editing, double click the row of the track number you want to edit. The Track Number Config
forms appear.

Click the Routing Rules tab.
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To set the routing type
1.

2.

Click Routing Type to display the possible routing types. They are:


Standard (Serial) – rules execute in rank order, from lowest to highest. The system will try each number
in sequence. If the number is busy or if the ring duration is exceeded, then the system will try the next
number.



Standard (Parallel) – rules execute at the same time. For example, calls route to all numbers at the same
time. The first location that answers gets the call.



Locator – calls route to a locator. Use this option to dynamically route callers to the location closest to
them for service. To configure a locator, see “Track Locator Configuration Procedures” on page 31.

Select a routing type and click Save.

To delete a rule
Highlight the rule row and click the red x.

To add a rule
1.

Click Add New Rule to display the Routing Rules form.

2.

Enter the routing rules and click Save..

3.

Click Save to save the new rule.

To edit a rule
1.

Double-click the rule row you want to edit. The Routing Rules form appears.

2.

Edit the rules and click Save.

3.

Click Save to save your edits.

To reorder the rules
1.

Double-click the rule row you want to reorder. The Routing Rules form appears.

2.

Change the Rank to reorder the rule. Lower ranked rules execute before higher ranked rules.

3.

Click Save to reorder the rules.
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Routing Rules form
The Routing Rules form appears when, from the Routing Rules tab, you select the option to add or edit a routing rule.
This rule lets you configure and rank a specific routing rule.

To find the Track Number Config Routing Rules form
1.

2.

From the Configure menu, point to Tracking and then select Tracking Numbers. The Track Number Config
panel appears.


If you are adding a new track number, on the list table select Add Track Number. The Track Number
Config forms appear.



If you are editing, double click the row of the track number you want to edit. The Track Number Config
forms appear.

Click the Routing Rules tab.


If you are adding a new routing rule, click Add New Rule. The Routing Rules form appears.



If you are editing an exisiting rule, double click the rule you are editing. The Routing Rules form appears.

To fill out the routing rules
In this field
Rank

Do this
Enter a ranking number to indicate when this rule executes relative to the others. Rules
execute in rank order from lowest to highest.
When setting rank, it is always good to leave gaps between the ranking numbers so you can
insert and remove rules later without a lot of reordering.

Description

A description of this routing rule. For example, if you are routing to a particular person, then
you could enter that person’s name in this field.
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In this field
Rule Type

Do this
Select the appropriate rule type. Options are:
Standard DID – routes to a regular phone line.
SIP – routes to a soft phone
Gate Transfer – transfers to another Connect First ACD queue
Trac Transfer – transfers to another Connect First track number
In Network Transfer – transfer to another location in your network

The destination
associated with
the rule type.

For this rule type

enter this

Standard DID

Destination: 10 digit phone number

SIP

SIP Dest: URI

Gate Transfer

Select from drop down list.

Trac Number

Select from drop down list

In Network Transfer

SIP Dest: URI

Ring Duration

Enter the number of seconds to ring this destination before going to the next rule.

TT Accept

Select Yes if you want agents to press a key to answer a call. If Yes, then agents must press
any key to connect to a call.

Parallel Ring
Delay

If you selected the parallel routing type, set a delay if you want to delay the ring at a particular
destination. For example, if you are routing calls to your home phone and cell phone, put a 20second parallel ring delay on your cell phone to have your home phone ring for 20 seconds
before your cell phone starts to ring.
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Schedule Overrides tab
Use this form to configure schedule override days for when the schedule varies from that configured on the Settings tab.
For example, use this form to configure special holiday hours, if applicable.

To find the Track Number Config Schedule Overrides tab
1.

2.

From the Configure menu, point to Tracking and then select Tracking Numbers. The Track Number Config
panel appears.


If you are adding a new track number, on the list table select Add Track Number. The Track Number
Config forms appear.



If you are editing, double click the row of the track number you want to edit. The Track Number Config
forms appear.

Click the Schedule Overrides tab.

To add a schedule override day
Click Add Override.

To edit a schedule override day
Click [edit] next to the override day you want to edit.

To delete a schedule override day
In the Current Schedule Overrides area, click [x] on the override day row you want to delete.
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Override Schedule Controller
The Override Schedule Controller contains controls for configuring the hours you are open on a particular schedule day.
It appears on the Schedule Override form when you select the option to add or edit a schedule override day. For
instructions see the Understanding the User Interface chapter of this document.

About Track Locators
A track locator is a geo router that dynamically routes inbound calls to the closest configured location. Here’s how it
works.
The system determines a caller’s location by reading the inbound caller’s ANI, or 10-digit phone number, and converting
it to a location, as defined by its latitude and longitude. Then it figures out which of your locations is closest to the caller.
If the closest location is not within a specified number of miles of the caller, then the locator sends the call to a default
location instead. The default location can be configured with an audio file telling the customer they are out of your
service area, or can be a call center equipped to handle remote customers, or any location of your choosing;
Note: ANI-based locator software may prove ineffective on calls coming from cellular phones or VOIP based phones, as
the location associated with those ANIs may not be appropriate. A perfect example would be if you make a call from
your cellular phone while visiting a different state.

Configuring Track Locators
Configure the track locator by defining each location where you want to send customer calls, the farthest a customer can
be from a location and still be routed there, and a default location for customers who are out of your service area.

Add a track locator
1.

On the Config menu, point to Tracking and then select Track Locators. The Track Locator Config panel
appears with the list table on top.
Note: If the configuration table appears first, click <<List to return to the list table. The list table is your starting
point when working with track locators.

2.

On the list table, click Add Locator. The Track Locator configuration table appears, ready for track locator
information.

3.

Fill out the Track Location Config form , as described on page 225.

4.

Click Save to save the track locator.

Edit a track locator
1.

On the Config menu, point to Tracking and then select Track Locators. The Track Locator Config panel
appears with the list table on top.
Note: If the configuration table appears first, instead of the list table, <<List to return to the list table. The list
table is your starting point when working with track locators.

2.

Double-click the row of the track number you want to edit. The associated track locator configuration table
appears, ready for editing.

3.

Edit the locator information and, if desired, add, edit, or delete locations within the locator.

4.

Click Save.
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Delete a track locator

 Warning: If you delete a track locator, you will permanently lose the associated location data. The location data
cannot be recovered.
1.

On the Config menu, point to Tracking and then select Track Locators. The Track Locator Config panel
appears, with a table listing previously configured track locators. .

2.

Double-click the row of the locator you want to delete. The associated track locator configuration table appears.

3.

Confirm this is the track locator you want to delete.

4.

Click Delete. The system will ask you to confirm you want to delete.

5.

Click Yes. If “Safe Delete” is enabled, the system will prompt you to enter a password showing you have
security clearance to delete.

6.

Enter the password. The track locator is deleted.

Track Locator Config Panel
The Track Locator Config panel contains the list tables and forms you will use to add, edit, or delete track locators.

There are two parts to the Track Locator Config panel – the list table and the configuration table.


The list table lists your configured track locators, if any. It provides a way to add a new locator, or to edit an
existing locator. The list table is your starting point when working with track locators.



The configuration table displays details of an existing locator configuration, and provides a way to add, edit,
or delete locations within the locator.
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Track Locator Config table

To find the Track Locator Config panel
On the Config menu, point to Tracking and select Track Locators to display this panel.
If the configuration forms appear first, click <<List to return to the list table. The list table is your starting point when
working with track locators.

To configure a new track locator
1.

In the Description field, enter or edit the locator description. This is how the locator will be named when you
configure the track number routing rules.

2.

In the Max Distance field, enter the maximum distance in miles that a customer can be from a location to
receive service there. If there is no location within this distance, then the customer will be routed to the default
location.

3.

Add, edit or delete locations to be associated with this locator as follows.

To add a location to this locator
Click Add Location. The Track Location Config form appears. Fill out the form and save your work. For details see
“Track Location Config form” on page 225.

To edit a location in this locator
Double-click the location row you want to edit. The Track Location Config form appears. Fill out the form and save
your work. For details see “Track Location Config form” on page 225.
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To delete a location from this locator
Click the red [x] next to the location you want to delete.

Track Location Config form
Use this form to configure a location within a track locator.

To find the Track Location config form
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Tracking and then click Track Locators. The Track Locator list table
appears.
Note: If the configuration table appears first, click <<List on the lower left corner of the panel to return to the
list table.

2.



From the list table, if you are adding a new locator, click Add Locator. The Track Locator configuration
table appears, ready for a new locator configuration.



If you are editing or want to view details about an existing locator, double click the row of the locator you
want to edit. The Track Locator configuration table appears with the locator’s current configuration.

On the Track Locator configuration table, do one of the following:


If you are adding a new location, click Add Location. The Track Location Config form appears.



If you are editing an existing location, double-click the row of the location you are editing. The Track
Location Config form appears.
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To configure a track location
In this field

Do this

Description

Enter a name or description for this location.

Address

Type the street address for the location.

City

Type the city of this location.

State

Select the state for this location.

Zip

Enter the 6 digit zip code for this location.

Destination

Enter the 10 digit inbound phone number for this location.

Ring Duration

Select a ring duration for this location.

TT Accept

Select Yes if this location accepts touch tones and you plan to configure track numbers that go
to this location to prompt callers to send their telephone number or zip code from their phone
touch tone pad.
Select No if you want the locator to read the caller’s ANI (10 digit phone number).

Default

Check this box if this location is the default. The locator sends customers to this location if
they are out of your service area.
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Scripts and Surveys

This section explains how to create agent scripts and surveys, so you can associate them with your inbound, outbound,
and chat campaigns.

Overview
Surveys and scripts help agents provide consistent service. Scripts give agents the ability to handle more products and
services with less training time. Surveys let agents gather information in an organized, reportable format.
The overall process for using Connect First surveys and scripts follows.
1.

In the Administration System, a Connect First administrator or manager creates needed scripts and surveys.
This chapter explains how to create scripts and surveys.

2.

Using the Administration system, the Connect First manager then attaches the script or survey to the appropriate
inbound, outbound, or chat campaign, and indicates if the script or survey should be displayed in HTML or
Flash format.


For inbound campaigns, attach the script and set the display format on the General Settings tab of the
Inbound Configuration Panel.



For outbound campaigns, attach the script and set the display format on the Settings tab of the Outbound
Configuration Panel.



For chat, attach the script and set the display format on the Basic Settings tab of the Chat Configuration
panel.

3.

In the Agent interface, the script or survey appears on the agent screen when they connect with in inbound,
outbound, or chat customer. The agent follows the script or survey and then dispositions the call or chat.

4.

In the Admin system, the Connect First manager views survey reports to analyze survey results.

Features of Our Scripts and Surveys
The following features help you empower agents with powerful, flexible scripts and surveys.

Form fields
Scripts and surveys can contain text, three heading levels, date fields, and eight kinds of form fields. Use the headings
and text to provide agents with a script or talking points. Include form elements to capture information for reports and
analysis.
Scripts and surveys can contain the following kinds of elements.
 Three heading levels – Heading Big, Heading Med, Heading Sm
 Body Text
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Text Box
Text Area
Select Box
Check Box
Radio Button
Date Field
Grid
Button

Programmable form events
Program the survey engine to do the following kinds of things as an agent fills out a survey form.







Perform CTI actions, such as put a customer on hold, transfer a call, hang up, etc.
Conditionally branch to another survey element depending on agent entries
Display a message to the agent. The message can accept agent input or be informational only.
Trigger an HTTP service
Compare entered values and perform different actions depending on the results
Disposition a call

You can program the survey engine to perform any combination of the above when an agent does one of the following:






Activates a form element by tabbing or clicking on it
Deactivates a form element by tabbing or clicking away
Clicks on a button or date field
Double-clicks on a grid element
Selects or de-selects a date, select box, check box, or grid option.

Conditional branching
Configure surveys and scripts to automatically branch to different pages depending on the information captured so far.
This lets you build sophisticated navigation, so you can offer customized scripts and survey pages based on the responses
agents get from customers.

Tokens
Include tokens to insert system variables into the script. Tokens let you customize scripts and surveys with variables,
such as the client’s name, address, and telephone number. The following tokens (system variables) are available.
 The telephone number called
 The telephone number called from
 The contact’s first, middle, and last name
 The contact’s address; address line 1, address line 2, city, state, and zip
 An external system ID number associated with a lead on a lead list (outbound only)
 Five customizable auxiliary data fields (outbound only)
 An auxiliary phone number (outbound only)
 The lead’s email address

Custom formatting
For scripts formatted as HTML, you can use CSS code to override system styles for the script heading, body, and overall
page layout. You can also customize the text on the button agents use to submit the script or survey.
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Editable after transfer
Agents can transfer an in-process survey to another for completion if the survey is created using the optional HTML
format. HTML scripts may contain form fields and tokens, but must be contained on one HTML page.

Survey HTTP services
Survey HTTP services let you exchange text or XML data with another web-based application in real-time while an
agent fills out a survey. You can configure the survey engine to call an HTTP service when an agent loads or exits a
particular survey page, or as the agent fills out the survey form. The HTTP service can post system data, fixed values
(constants,) or data collected in a survey form field. The HTTP service can also log in and get information from another
web based application when an agent loads or exits a survey page, and as they fill out the survey form.

Creating Scripts and Surveys
This section provides instructions for creating agent scripts and surveys that can be associated with inbound, outbound,
and chat campaigns.
The only difference between a script and a survey is that surveys have form fields and scripts do not. They are both
created the same way. In these instructions, the word “survey” refers to either a script or a survey.

To create a survey:
1.

From the Configure menu, select Surveys. The Survey and Script Configuration panel appears. (If the Survey
Settings page appears first instead of the list table pictured next, click <<List on the bottom left corner of the
panel to display the list table.)

2.

To add a new survey, click Add Survey. To edit an existing survey, double click the survey row. The Survey
Settings fields appear.
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3.

Fill out the Survey Settings fields as follows.
In this field
Survey Name
(required)

Do this
Type a descriptive name for the survey. This will identify the survey in selection lists when
you are attaching it to an outbound, inbound, or chat campaign.
If it is critical a survey be formatted in HTML or Flash, include “HTML” or “Flash” in the
survey name. This will help you remember to apply the correct format when attaching the
script to a campaign.

Description

Optionally, provide a brief name for the survey. If the script is being prepared for a particular
campaign, you may find it helpful to include the campaign name in the description.

Active
(required)

Choose:
No – The survey is not active. It does not appear in the drop down list of scripts that can be
associated with an outbound, inbound, or chat campaign.
Yes – The survey is active. It can be associated with an inbound, outbound, or chat campaign.

Enable Tokens
(required)

Choose:
No – Do not enable tokens. You will not be able to embed tokens in scripts and surveys.
Yes – Enable tokens. You can embed tokens in scripts and surveys. A token is a variable the
system fills in with data, if the system has it.

Heading CSS
(HTML only)

If using HTML format, optionally type CSS code to override the default heading styles. Flash
does not recognize CSS.
Example:
color: white;
background-color: black;
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In this field

Do this

Body CSS
(HTML only)

If using HTML format, optionally type CSS code to override the default body font.

Layout CSS
(HTML only)

Optionally type CSS code to override the default layout.

Submit Text
(required if script
or survey might be
formatted in
HTML)

If a script or survey might be rendered in HTML format, type the text to use for the Submit
button. With HTML, the Submit button is blank if there is no value in this field.
Example:
Click HERE to submit.
With Flash, the Submit button always has the label Submit. This field does not affect the
Flash default

4.

When you finish the Survey Settings fields, click Save on the lower left corner of the Survey and Script
Configuration panel. The Add Page control enables in the Survey Pages box. The Survey Pages box lists
already created survey pages. It is blank until you add the first survey page.

5.

To add a new page, click Add Page. To edit an existing page, double click on the page row. The Survey Page
Editor appears. Continue with “Using the Survey Page Editor” next.

Using the Survey Page Editor
The Survey Page Editor provides all the controls needed to create a survey page.
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To create a survey page:
1.

In the Page # field, leave the default page number unless you have a specific reason to change it. Use caution
when changing default page numbers. If another page’s default navigation is to jump to a particular survey
page, and then u change the page number of that survey page, the page jump will break.

2.

In the Description field, type a description to identify this page in the Description column of the Survey Pages
list table.

3.

In the Default Page Navigation box, optionally select an Action to change the default page navigation. The
possible values are:


Next Page – Advances to the next highest numbered page unless there is branching logic. If there is
branching logic, advances to the next page determined by the branching logic.



End Survey – Ends the survey after this page. Every script and survey must have an end.



Selected Page – Branches to the indicated page. A Jump to Page select list appears so you can select the
page to branch to.

4.

Survey pages are comprised of elements that make up its headings, text, and form fields. To add a new element
or edit an existing one, on the Elements tab click Add Element or click edit next to the element to be edited.
The Survey Elements Editor appears. For instructions, see “Using the Survey Elements Editor” on page 233.

5.

Optionally configure branching logic from this survey page. The page you are branching to must already exist,
so you may need to come back later to add branches. To learn how to add survey page branching logic, see
“Add Page Branching Logic” on page 242.

6.

Optionally select survey HTTP services to execute when the survey page loads or unloads, or when called by a
programmed event. See “Configure Page Level HTTP Services” on page 255.

7.

Click Preview Page at the bottom of the Survey Page Editor to check your work. Make changes if necessary.

8.

When finished with the survey page, click Done on the lower left corner of the Survey Page Editor. The Survey
and Script Configuration panel appears with the saved survey page in the Survey Pages list table.
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Using the Survey Elements Editor
Use the Survey Elements Editor to create the elements on a survey page.
A survey “element” is a form field, text, or heading. A survey page can contain the following element types,











small, medium, or large headings,
body text,
text box,
text area,
select box,
check box,
radio button,
date field,
grid,
button

The elements taken together comprise a survey page on the agent’s screen. The agent must click a “next page” button to
advance from one survey page to the next. It is completely fine to create an entire survey on one page, especially if you
are not interested in page level branching. .


To add a new page element, in the tab area of the Survey Page Editor, click Add Element. The Survey
Element Editor appears. Continue with “Element Settings tab” on page 234.



To edit an existing element, on the Elements tab of the Survey Page Editor, click edit next to the element you
want to edit. The Survey Element Editor appears with the Elements tab on top. Continue with “Element Settings
tab” on page 234.



To delete an existing element, click [x] next to the row of the element to be deleted. The system displays an
“Are you sure” message. Click Yes. The element is deleted.
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Element Settings tab
Use the Element Settings tab to define a particular page element.

1.

Fill out the Element Settings tab as follows.

In this field

Do this

Page Rank

By default, the system gives the first form element the page rank of 0, and then increments
subsequent elements by ten. Change the page rank to change the order of elements on the
form. Leave gaps to make it easier to insert and reorder elements later.

Save in Results

This field appears as “checked” when you select one of the following as the Element Type –
Text Box, Text Area, Select Box, Check Box, Radio Button, Date Field, Grid, or Button.
Uncheck if you do not want to save the resulting element value with the survey results. For
example, if the results of this element are only needed while the agent is entering form values
and not for reports, uncheck this field. This might happen if this form element value is only
needed transiently in event programming calculations.

Element Id

Provide an alphanumeric Element Id for this element. It is good form to always include an
Element Id.
The Element Id serves two purposes. It provides a column heading in reports. It also provides
a component name for the element so you can reference it when programming events on the
Advanced tab.

Element Type
(required)

Select the element type you are adding. The element types are illustrated next.
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In this field

Element Text
(required)

Do this

Type the content to be included with the element. If tokens are enabled, you can use them as
variables within the text.
Example:
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In this field

Do this
Hello. Is this #first_name# #last_name#?
To insert a token, click it, or type the token name.
You can use inline HTML tags to modify how text appears on the agent survey.
Example:
I'm calling today about your <b>Widget 3000</b>.

Available Tokens

Hover your mouse over a token to see where it can be used. Token definitions follow:
#uii# - unique item identifier that uniquely identifies each call session (inbound and
outbound)
#ani# - customer’s phone number (inbound, chat if collected when the customer “clicked to
chat”, and outbound)
#dnis# - call center’s phone number (inbound and outbound)
#first_name# - customer’s first name (inbound if reverse match is enabled, chat if collected
when the customer “clicked to chat” and outbound)
Note: Confirm reverse match status on the Settings tab of the inbound campaign.
#mid_name# - customer’s middle name (inbound with reverse match and outbound)
#last_name# - customer’s last name (inbound with reverse match and outbound)
#address1# - customer’s street address (inbound with reverse match, , chat if collected when
the customer “clicked to chat” and outbound)
#address2# - customer’s secondary street address (inbound with reverse match and outbound)
#city# - customer’s city (inbound with reverse match, , chat if collected when the customer
“clicked to chat”, and outbound)
#state# - customer’s state (inbound with reverse match, chat if collected when the customer
“clicked to chat”, and outbound)
#zip# - customer’s zip code (inbound with reverse match, , chat if collected when the
customer “clicked to chat”, and outbound)
#extern_id# - the primary key or record ID on the lead list being dialed (outbound only)
#aux_data1# - the first auxiliary data field on the lead list being dialed (outbound only)
#aux_data2# - the second auxiliary data field on the lead list being dialed (outbound only)
#aux_data3# - the third auxiliary data field on the lead list being dialed (outbound only)
#aux_data4# - the fourth auxiliary data field on the lead list being dialed (outbound only)
#aux_data5# - the fifth auxiliary data field on the lead list being dialed (outbound only)
#aux_phone# - the auxiliary phone number on the lead list being dialed (outbound only)
#email# - the customer’s email address from the lead list being dialed. (, chat if collected
when the customer “clicked to chat”, and outbound)
#agent_extern_id# - the agent’s external ID (inbound, outbound and chat)
#agent_first_name# - the agent’s first name (inbound, outbound, or chat)
#agent_last_name# - the agent’s last name (inbound, outbound, or chat)
#agent_type# - the agent type (inbound, outbound, or chat)

Default Value
(text box and text
area only)

Optionally type a default value for the text box or text area field. When the survey form
appears on the agent’s screen, the default value is already entered in the text box or text area.
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In this field

Do this

Element CSS

If the script or survey might be rendered in HTML format, then optionally type CSS code to
override the default element style.
CSS values only affect HTML scripts and surveys. CSS has no effect on the look of Flash
scripts and surveys.

On Click HTTP
Service
(button option)

When configuring a button element, optionally select an HTTP service to call when clicked.

Report Heading
(text box, text
area, select box,
check box, and
radio buttons)

Type the name for the column that will contain the results of this survey element on the
Survey Report. This will be the column heading on the Survey Report.

Text Box Size
(text box only)

Type a number to indicate the width of the text box. Give the agent enough room to type the
customer’s complete response.
Example: Type 35 to make the text box 35 characters wide.
Note: Save and preview to make sure the text box is the correct width.

Text Area Cols
(text area only)

Type a number to indicate the width of the text area.

Text Area Rows
(text area
requirement)

Type a number to indicate the depth of the text area.

Allow Multi
Select
(select box option)

Choose Yes to let an agent pick more than one item from the select box.

Required Field
(text box, text
area, select box,
check box, and
radio button
option)

Select Yes to make this element required. If required, the agent must supply a value in this
field to submit the form.

Example: Type 35 to make the text area 35 characters wide.

Example: Type 5 to make the text area 5 rows deep.

2.

To program the element’s events, select the Advanced tab, described next.

3.

To define element options, select the Element Options Tab described on page 240. Configure element options
for select boxes, check boxes, and radio buttons.

4.

To define grid options, select the Grid Options Tab described on page 241.

Advanced Tab
The Advanced tab activates when an element has programmable events. Use the Advanced tab of the Survey Element
Editor to program an element’s events.
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What is an event?
An event is something an agent does while filling out a survey form. Examples include clicking a button, typing in a text
box, tabbing to the next field.

What events are programmable?
This table shows the possible programmable events for each survey page element type.
Element Type
Text Box

Programmable Events
Focus In - Agent tabs to or clicks in a text box, activating it for text entry.
Focus Out - Agent tabs or clicks away from an in-focus text box, causing it to lose focus.

Text Area

Focus In - Agent tabs to or clicks in a text area, activating it for text entry.
Focus Out - Agent tabs or clicks away from an in-focus text area, causing it to lose focus.

Select Box

Focus In – Agent tabs to a select box or clicks a select box header, causing the possible
selections to drop down
Focus Out – Agent tabs or clicks away from an in-focus select box, causing it to lose focus.
On Select – Agent selects or unselects a select box option.

Check Box

Focus In – Agent tabs to a check box element.
Focus Out – Agent tabs or clicks away from an in-focus check box, causing it to lose focus.
On Select – Agent selects or unselects a check box option.

Radio Button

Focus In – Agent tabs to a radio button element.
Focus Out – Agent tabs or clicks away from an in-focus radio button element, causing it to
lose focus.
On Select – Agent selects or unselects a radio button option.

Date Field

Focus In – Agent tabs to or clicks on a date field, activating it for date selection.
Focus Out – Agent tabs or clicks away from an in-focus date field, causing it to lose focus.
On Select – Agent selects or unselects a calendar date.
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Element Type
Grid

Programmable Events
Focus In – Agent tabs to a grid element, activating it for option selection
Focus Out – Agent tabs or clicks away from an in-focus grid element, causing it to lose focus.
On Select – Agent selects or unselects a grid option.

Button

Focus In – Agent tabs to a button element.
Focus Out – Agent tabs away from an in-focus button element.
On Click – Agent clicks a button.

What can I program the survey engine to do?
You can program the survey engine to do one or more of the following:


Display a message box to the agent.



Request agent input and store the agent’s answer.



Disposition a call.



Jump to another part of the survey.



Call an external HTTP web service.



Issue seven different kinds of call control commands – hold, unhold, cold transfer, warm transfer, hang up the
transfer leg of the call, hang up the agent leg of the call (useful with warm transfers,) and end call

How do I program a survey element event?
1.

On the Survey Element Editor, select the Advanced tab.

2.

On the left side of the Advanced tab, click the button for the event you want to program. The code entry box
activates.
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3.

Type the programming code in the code entry box. For coding instructions, see the “Event Programming Guide”
on page 258”

4.

When satisfied with the code, click Save on the bottom left corner of the Survey Element Editor to save your
work. The Survey Element Editor closes and the Survey Page Editor reappears.

5.

On the lower right corner of the Survey Page Editor, click Preview Page to preview and test the survey page.

6.

Test the survey to assure it behaves the way you want it to. If necessary, return to the Survey Element Editor
and correct your work.

Element Options Tab
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1.

On the Element Options tab, for each new option, click New Option. An option row appears for each click.

2.

In the Rank field, optionally update the number to control the order in which the element options appear on the
agent’s selection list. Lower ranked options appear before higher ranked options.

3.

In the Label field, type the text of the element option. This is what the agent selects.

Grid Options Tab
Use the Grid Options tab to configure a grid element.

1.

On the Grid Options tab, select a radio button to indicate if you want to enter grid options manually or if you’ll
be populating it using values returned by HTTP service calls.

2.

For each column to include in the grid, click Add Grid Column. A text box and check box appear.
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In the text box, enter the name of the column heading. If the values within the column will be supplied
from an HTTP service, the column name must exactly match the XML node name returned by the service.
If you are entering the column values manually, than supply any descriptive column name.



Click the check box to store the agent’s selection in the survey results. Leave unchecked if the agent’s
selection is only needed for survey processing.



Leave the grid columns blank if using an HTTP service and the intent is to display all data from the HTTP
service. The grid will dynamically create columns as needed from the service.

3.

If entering column values manually, click Add Option. The grid appears. Click within the columns and type
text to enter the column values.

4.

When finished with the grid options, click Save.

Add Page Branching Logic
On the Survey Page Editor, use the Branches tab to configure page branching from the current page. Branches determine
what script page appears when an agent clicks Next to advance to the next survey page.
If no branches are configured and if the Default Page Navigation is Next Page, then the system advances to the page
with the next highest page number.
Example: An agent might ask, “Do you prefer A or B? If “A”, the survey branches to information about A. If “B”, the
survey branches to information about B.

A page must exist before you can branch to it. Create and save the pages to be branched to before adding the branching
logic.

Configure page branching logic as follows:
1.

On the Survey Page Editor, select the Branches tab, and then click Add Branch.
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2.

The Survey Branch Editor appears. The Survey Branch Editor lets you set the conditions that cause the survey
to branch. Configure it as follows:

In this field

Do this
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In this field

Do this

Rank

Optionally change the value to force the system to evaluate this branch before or
after another branch. The system evaluates survey branches from the lowest ranked
branch to the highest ranked branch. In most cases, it is safe to accept the default
rank.

Operator
(required)

Select an operator to determine if all or only one condition must be true for the
survey to take this branch.



Jump to Page
(required)

3.

4.

And – All of the conditions must be true
Or – One of the conditions must be true

The branch destination page

For each condition, click Add Condition. A select box appears in the Element column listing all the conditional
form elements already entered and saved.



In the Element column select box, click the element to be evaluated for this condition. A select box
appears in the Value column with the possible selections for the element.



In the Value column select box, select the value to be used for this condition. The condition is set.

When you finish setting conditions, click Done at the bottom of the Survey Branch Editor. The branch is added
to the list of branches from this survey page.

Survey Branching Example
Your client, Amy’s Gift Shop, has a chat and phone “hot line” for helping customers find the perfect gift from their
online store. Your agents provide gift advice for this “hot line”.
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The script for this hotline begins with the question, “Is the gift for you or for someone else?”, and then branches
accordingly.
This flowchart illustrates the branch.

Step 1. Display the Survey and Script Configuration panel.
1.

From the Admin System menu bar, click Configure > Surveys > Survey Config. The Survey and Script
Configuration panel appears.

2.

Click Add Survey. The Survey Settings appear.

Step 2. Configure the Survey Settings.
Fill out the Survey Settings area of the Survey and Script Configuration panel, as follows.
1.

In the Survey Name field, type Gift Hotline.

2.

In the Description field, type Amy’s Gift Shop Hotline.
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3.

In the Submit Text field, type Submit Survey.

4.

Click Save. The Add Page control enables in the Survey Pages box.

Step 3. Create the first destination page
This survey example requires three pages – the page with the conditional question, “Who is the gift for?” and two
destination pages, one for each possible response. Create the destination pages first, so you can branch to them when you
create the question page.
1.

On the Survey and Script Configuration panel, in the upper right corner of the Survey Pages box, click Add
Page.

2.

The Survey Page Editor appears. Fill it out as follows:


In the Page # field, change the value to 2. This is a destination page, not the first page. The first page will
contain the branching question.



In the Description field, type “Gift is for the caller”.



In the Default Page Navigation box, in the Action select box, select End Survey. (In real life, you would
probably select “Next Page” to navigate to another page of questions.)



In the Elements tab, click Add Element. The Survey Element Editor appears.
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3.

For this example we need two elements, a page heading to orient the agent when reading the script, and the page
text. To create the page heading element:


On the Survey Element Editor, in the Page Rank field, leave the default.



In the Element Type select box, select Heading Sm.



In the Element Text box, type “Gift Is For Caller”
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4.

5.

Click
. The Survey Element Editor closes and the Survey Page Editor reappears. On the Survey
Page Editor, the header element appears in the Elements tab as shown next.

Create the body text element.


On the Survey Page Editor, in the Elements tab, click Add Element. The Survey Element Editor appears.



On the Survey Element Editor, in the Page Rank field, leave the default.



In the Element Type field, leave the default Body Text.



In the Element Text field, type “Great. I can help you find the perfect gift.”



Click Save. The Survey Element Editor closes. The page element appears on the Survey Page Editor.

Save the first destination page.


On the bottom left corner of the Survey Page Editor, click
. The Survey Page Editor closes. On
the Survey and Script Configuration panel, the first destination page appears in the Survey Pages box.
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Step 4. Create the second destination page.
Since the second destination page is similar to the first one, create it by cloning and changing the first destination page.
1.

2.

Clone the first destination page


On the Survey and Script Configuration panel, in the Survey Pages box, click
destination page to open it for editing. The Survey Page Editor appears.



On the bottom left corner of the Survey Page Editor, click
. An “Are you sure” message appears.
Click Yes. The Survey Page Editor contains the cloned page. Notice the Page # field automatically
increments to “3”.

next to the first

Create the second destination page from the clone


On the Survey Page Editor, in the Page # field, leave the default.



Change the text in the Description box to “Gift is for someone else”.



In the Elements tab, click edit at the end of the heading element row. The Survey Element Editor appears.



On the Survey Element Editor, change the text in the Element Text box to “Gift is for Someone Else”



At the bottom of the Survey Element Editor, click Save. The Survey Element Editor closes. The Survey
Page Editor contains the updated page element.



On the bottom left corner of the Survey Page Editor, click Done. The Survey Page Editor closes. The
Survey Pages box of the Survey and Script Configuration panel contains both destination pages.
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Srep 5. Create the question page.
The question page contains the branching logic that jumps to a destination page depending on how the caller answers the
question.
1.

On the Survey and Script Configuration panel, in the Survey Pages box, click Add Page. The Survey Page
Editor appears.

2.

On the Survey Page Editor, in the Page # field, select 1. This the first page of the script.

3.

In the Description field, type “Gift for Caller or Someone Else?”

4.

In the Default Page Navigation box, in the Action field, leave the default Next Page. We want this page to
jump to another page depending on how the caller answers the survey question.

5.

In the Elements tab, click Add Element. The Survey Element Editor appears.

6.

Create a page heading element to orient the agent, as follows.

7.



On the Survey Element Editor, leave the default Page Rank.



For the Element Type, select Heading Sm.



For the Element Text, type “Amy’s Gift Hotline Script”.



Click Save. The Survey Element Editor closes. The heading element appears in the Elements tab on the
Survey Page Editor.

Create the survey question.


In the Elements tab of the Survey Page Editor, click Add Element. The Survey Element Editor appears.



On the Survey Element Editor, leave the default Page Rank.



For the Element Type, select Radio Button.



In the Element Text box, type “Welcome to Amy’s Gift Hotline. Is the gift for you or is it for someone
else?”



In the Report Heading box, type “Gift is for”. This value labels the column that contains the result of this
survey question in system reports. This value also identifies this question when selecting it for branching.



Change Required Field to Yes.
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8.

Create the possible answers to the survey question. To do so, select the Element Options tab.


On the Element Options tab, click New Option twice to create two option rows.



Type “self” and “someone else” in the two option boxes, respectively.



Click Save on the bottom left corner of the Survey Element Editor. The Survey Element Editor closes. The
survey question element appears in the Element tab of the Survey Page Editor.
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Step 6. Add the branching logic.
1.

On the Survey Page Editor, select the Branches tab.

2.

On the Branches tab, click Add Branch. The Survey Branch Editor appears.

3.

Use the Survey Branch Editor; create the first branch as follows.
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Leave the default Rank of 1.



In the Operator field, select And.



In the Jump to Page field, select Gift is for caller



Click Add Condition to add a condition. A condition row appears.



For the condition element, choose Gift is for .



For the value element, select self.



On the Survey Branch Editor, click Done. The Survey Branch editor closes. The Branches tab of the
Survey Page editor contains the first branch.
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4.

Create the second branch.


On the Branches tab of the Survey Page Editor, click Add Branch. The Survey Branch Editor appears.



Leave the default Rank.



For the Operator, select And



In the Jump to Page field, select Gift is for someone else



Click Add Condition. A condition row appears.



For the element, select Gift is for.



For the value, select someone else



On the Survey Branch Editor, click Done. The Survey Branch Editor closes. The Branches tab on the
Survey Page Editor contains both branches.

5.

On the lower right corner of the Survey Page Editor, click
works as designed.

6.

When you are satisfied with the survey, click
Survey Page Editor closes

. Test to be sure the branching logic

on the bottom left corner of the Survey Page Editor. The

Step 7. Preview, test, and save the survey.
1.

On the Survey and Script Configuration panel, bottom right corner, click
. The survey
appears in flash format, as it will appear to the agent using it. Test the navigation to make sure the script
functions as desired.

2.

On the Survey and Script Configuration panel, in the bottom left corner, click
save the survey and see it on the Survey and Script list table.
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Configure Page Level HTTP Services
On the Survey Page Editor, use the HTTP Services tab to select external HTTP services to call when the survey page
loads, unloads, or when manually called by a programmed event within the page, such as a button click.
Before you begin:
Confirm the external HTTP service has already been added to the system and available for use in a survey. See “Making
External HTTP Services Available For Use In a Survey” on page 257.
Configure page level HTTP services as follows:
1.

On the Survey Page Editor, on the HTTP Services tab, click Add HTTP Service. Alternatively click edit next
to an existing service row to edit it.

2.

The Page HTTP Service Editor appears.
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In this field

Do this

Rank

Optionally change the rank to indicate when this HTTP Service is called relative to
others on this page

Service ID

Provide a descriptive name for the HTTP service call. The Service ID identifies this
HTTP service call in drop down selection lists, and when programming an event to
trigger a service call.

HTTP Service

Select the HTTP service to call.
Tip: To add an external HTTP service to this selection list see “Making External
HTTP Services Available For Use In a Survey” on page 257.

Trigger

Select the event to trigger this HTTP service. Choices are:
On Page Load – System calls the HTTP service when this survey page appears on
the agent screen.
On Page Exit – System calls the HTTP service when the agent exits this survey
page.
Manual Call – Makes it possible to program an element event to call this external
web service. The Service ID appears in a drop down box on a Button element’s
Element Settings tab of the Survey Element Editor. Or, to program another event to
call this service, include an HTTP service call statement in the event code. See
“Writing “HTTP Service Call” statements” on page 266.

3.

For each result mapping, click Add Result Mapping and then continue as follows:


If you are mapping a text result, select a Store in Element value. Continue for all data to be transferred
when the trigger occurs.
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4.

If you are mapping XML results, for each element to map, select an element and type the XML source or
destination. For example, root.users.user.first_name pulls the first_name of the first user in a user list. If
referencing an index value, root.users.user[1].first_name pulls the first_name of the second user in the
user list. A zero-base applies.

When you are finished with the Page HTTP Service Editor, click Done. The HTTP Services tab appears with a
list of HTTP services associated with the page.

Making External HTTP Services Available For Use In a
Survey
This section explains how to make an external HTTP service available for use within a survey.
1.

From the Configure menu, select Surveys and then click Survey HTTP Services. The External Survey HTTP
Configuration list table appears. It the form appears instead of the list table, click
table.

2.

to display the list

To add a new survey HTTP service, click Add New Survey HTTP Service. To edit an existing survey HTTP
service, double click on the service row. The External Survey HTTP Configuration form appears.
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3.

Fill out the form as follows.
In this field

Do this

Service Type

Select the service type – HTTP POST or HTTP GET

Description

Describe the service. This is wge hat people will select in drop down lists.

Endpoint URL

The full URL of the web based application with which you are exchanging information.

HTTP Username

If the system must log in to the web based application, enter the log in username.

HTTP Password

If the system must log in to the web based application, enter the log in password.

Result Format

Select Text or XML

4.

For each data stream included in the service, click Add Input. An input row appears. On the input row, select a
Name, Type, and Mapping.

5.

When you are satisfied with the input list, click Save.

6.

Click <<Back if you want to return to the Survey HTTP Services list table.

Event Programming Guide
This section provides guidelines for coding programmable events on the Advanced tab of the Survey Element Editor.
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What the code does
When you program a survey event, you are “directing” the survey engine to conditionally or unconditionally perform
actions when an agent triggers an event.


If a directive is “conditional”, then the survey engine only executes the action statements if one or more survey
form elements have particular values.



If a directive is to take “action”, then the survey engine simply executes the associated action statements.

Writing the code
Place all of the code inside a code packet <code> </code>. A code packet contains one or more directive packets.
There or two types of directives – ACTION and CONDITIONAL


ACTION directives tell the survey engine to do things.



CONDITIONAL directives tell the survey engine to do things only if certain conditions are true.

Example:

About ACTION directives
An action directive consists of the opening tag <directive type=“ACTION”>, a list of one or more action statements,
and the closing tag </directive>. The survey engine simply executes the action statements, one after the other.
Example:

About CONDITIONAL directives
Conditional directives include “if/else” statements that define the conditions that must be true for the actions to be
executed.
A conditional directive begins with the opening tag <directive type=“CONDITIONAL”> followed by one or more
<if></if> packets, an optional <else> </else> packet, and the closing directive tag </directive>.
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The <if> </if> packets begin with one or more “component” statements which identify the survey elements to check. (In
a conditional directive, a “component” is a survey element.) An <actions> packet follows the component statements and
contains the actions to execute if the components have the checked for values.
You may include an optional <else> packet after the <if> packets. The optional <else> packet contains action statements
that tell the survey engine what to do if none of the <if> packet actions were executed.


If the if type is AND (<if type=”AND”>) then all of the survey elements (components) must have the checked
for values before the survey engine will perform the actions.



If the if type is OR (<if type=“OR”>) then only one of the survey elements need to have the checked for values
for the survey engine to perform the actions.



If no actions are taken within the “if” packets, the system executes the action statements in the optional “else”
packet.

Example:

About the statements
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There are only two kinds of statements – component statements and action statements.
Component statements check or change element values. (Recall that a “component” is a page element identified by its
Element Id as defined on the Element Settings tab.)


In <if> </if> packets, use component statements to check the value of a page element to determine whether to
perform the actions in the <actions> </actions> packet.



When using a component statement to change a page element value, place it in the <actions> </actions> or
<else> </else> packet of a conditional directive, or in an action directive.

Action statements tell the survey element to do something. Use action statements in action directives. In a conditional
directive, use action statements in the <actions></actions> packet or the optional <else> </else> packet.

All statements have this basic structure.


They begin with a < immediately followed by the statement type, either component, disposition, goto, cti,
service_call, or message



The statement continues with one or more attribute=“value” pairs. Each statement type has an associated set
of possible attribute=“value” pairs. The attribute value pairs may be in any order. Values are not case sensitive.



The statement ends with />

Example:
<statementType attribute1=“value” attribute2=“value” attribute3=“value”/>

Writing component statements
A component is a survey page element. Use component statements to check or change the value of a survey page
element. Survey page elements are referred to by their Element Id as defined on their Element Settings tab. A survey
element must have an Element Id to be referenced in a component statement.


When checking survey page element values, place the component statement in a CONDITIONAL directive <if>
packet.



When changing a survey page element’s value, place the component statement in the <actions> section of the
CONDITIONAL directive <if> packet, the CONDITIONAL directive <else> packet, and in ACTION
directives. In other words, when using a conditional statement to change a survey element value, use it just like
an action statement.

Component statement syntax
Conponent statements have the following structure.
<component name=“element_id” action=“CHECK or CHANGE” property=“VALUE or VISIBLE” condition=“EQ or LT or
GT or LTE or GTE or NEQ” type=“STATIC or COMPONENT” value=“a string or element_id”/>

Note: To read the syntax statement, type bold values literally and interpret the unbold ones.

Component statement attribute value pairs
Attribute

Value
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Attribute

Value

name
(required)

The name of the survey page element being checked or changed. This is the Element Id created while
configuring the survey element.

action
(required)

The action being taken – either CHECK or CHANGE.

property
(required)

The type of value being checked or changed, as follows:

condition
(required if the
action is CHECK,
otherwise not
used.)

type
(optional, defaults
to “static”)

value
(required)

Note: The action is not case sensitive. You may type “check” or “change” using lower case letters if you
prefer.



VALUE – The value is a string of alphanumeric characters



VISIBLE – Check if the element is visible or change the value to visible

Defines what is being checked. The possible values are as follows. They are not case sensitive.


EQ - equals



LT – less than



GT – greater than



LTE – less than or equal to



GTE – greater than or equal to



NEQ – not equal to

Defines the value being checked against or changed, as follows:


STATIC – a string value, the default.



COMPONENT – an Element Id

The value to check against or change to.

Component statement examples
In this example, the system checks the survey element named chk_amt to see if its value is less than 15. Note that the
name chk_amt is an Element Id taken from the element’s Element Settings tab.
<component name=“chk_amt” action=“CHECK” property=“VALUE” condition=“LT” value=“15”/>

In this example, the system changes the value stored by the survey element named chk_amt to 12.
<component name=“chk_amt” action=“CHANGE” property=“VALUE” value=“12”/>

Writing message statements
Use the Message action to display a message box to agent. There are two possible message box types – informational
only and complex.


Informational message boxes provide a simple text message with an OK button. The agent reads the message
and clicks OK to close the message box.



Complex message boxes ask a yes/no question and provide Yes and No buttons. The agent reads the question
and then selects Yes or No. The system stores a value based on the agent’s selection.
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Message statement syntax
<message title="a string" body="a string" yesno="true or false" ifyes="a string or Element Id" ifno="a string or Element Id"
type="static or component" saveto="an Element Id"/>

Note: To read the syntax statement, type bold values literally and interpret the unbold ones.

Message statement attribute value pairs
Attribute
title

Value
The title of the message box. You may use any alphanumeric character, but avoid quotation marks.
If you do not want a title, either leave the quotation marks empty, or leave the entire title=“” attribute
out of the message action statement.

body

The message box text – This is a literal string, so you may use any alphanumeric character except
double quotation marks.

yesno

Type true or false as follows:


true – the message box has Yes and No buttons



false – the message box has an OK button

If you do not include this attribute, the message box has an OK button.
ifyes

Only relevant when yesno=“true”.
The alphanumeric string or Element Id to store if the agent clicks Yes.

ifno

Only relevant when yesno=“true”
The alphanumeric string or Element Id to store if the agent clicks No.

type

Only relevant when yesno=“true”
Identifies the data type of the ifyes and ifno attribute value. The possible data types are:


static – the data type is a string literal, any alphanumeric character except double quotation
marks.



component – the data type is an Element Id. The system stores the current value of the
corresponding form element.

If you do not include the type attribute, the system assumes it is static.
saveto

The survey engine stores the ifyes or ifno value to the form element with this Element id

Message statement examples
This section provides sample action message statements to further illustrate its syntax and usage.
This message box warns the agent to fill in the First Name field
<message title=“Warning” body=“Please fill in the First Name field.”/>
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This message box asks a question and stores the answer.
<message body="Is the caller over 21?" yesno="true" ifyes="yes" ifno="no" saveto="over_21"/>

This message box asks a question and then stores the value of one form element into another form element.
<message title="boy or girl" body="Is the gift for a girl?" yesno="true" ifyes="girl_gifts" ifno="boy_gifts" type="component"
saveto="gift_for"/>

Writing disposition statements
Use the disposition action to disposition a call.

Disposition statement syntax
<disposition value=“a string”/>

Note: To read the syntax statement, type bold values literally and interpret the unbold ones.

Disposition statement attribute value pairs
Attribute
value

= “Value”
A call disposition. You may use any alphanumeric character, but avoid quotation marks.

Disposition statement examples
This sets the call disposition to “No Answer”.
<disposition value="No Answer"/>

Writing Goto statements
Used to navigate and set focus to a different component.

Goto statement syntax
<goto name=“an Element Id”/>

Note: To read the syntax statement, type bold values literally and interpret the unbold ones.

Goto statement attribute value pairs
Attribute
name

= “Value”
The Element Id of the form element to jump to. Processing continues with that element.
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Goto statement examples
This goto statement jumps to the form element with the Element Id of ship_to.
<goto name=“ship_to”/>

Writing CTI statements
Call control commands. Action is the type of CTI Action, and when available, destination is the number or SIP URI to
send the call to. Tokens may be used in these fields. So if you have a text box called “text_transfer_phone” and a button
with a click event that included this instruction: Then when the user clicked this button, the call would be transferred to
whatever phone number is populated in the text box. Its recommended a check first be done to ensure the text box is not
empty.

CTI statement syntax
<cti action=“HOLD or UNHOLD or COLD_TRANSFER or WARM_TRANSFER or HANGUP_TRANSFER or
END_CALL or AGENT_DISCONNECT” destination=“the transfer destination”/>

Note: To read the syntax statement, type bold values literally and interpret the unbold ones.

CTI statement attribute value pairs
Attribute
action

Destination

= “Value”
Possible values are as follows


HOLD – Hold the current call



UNHOLD – Unhold the current call on hold (if the call is not on hold, then it will go on hold).



COLD_TRANSFER – Cold transfer the current call to the destination specified.



WARM_TRANSFER – Places the current caller on hold, and initiates another call to the
destination specified. This should be followed with a way to be able to take the caller off of
hold when ready to conference everyone in.



HANGUP_TRANSFER – will hang up the transfer leg of the call.



END_CALL – Will end the call for everyone.



AGENT_DISCONNECT – Will only disconnect the agent leg of the call (works well in
conjunction with warm transfers).

Used with transfer scenarios. Valid values are as follows:


a 10-digit phone number - example: 5559541212



a SIP URI – example: sip:someone@somewhere.com



a token – example: #lead_phone#

CTI statement examples
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Some CTI action statement examples follow:
This cti action puts the call on hold.
<cti action="HOLD"/>

This cti action takes the call off hold.
<cti action="UNHOLD"/>

This cti action drops the agent and transfers the call to 6789050673.
<cti action="COLD_TRANSFER" destination="6789050673"/>

This cti action transfers the call with the agent still on the line. The destination is a token.
<cti action="WARM_TRANSFER" destination="#lead_phone#"/>

This cti action transfers the call with the agent still on the line. The agent is a SIP URI.
<cti action=“WARM_TRANSFER” destination=“amachutta@boulder-voip.connectfirst.com”/>

This cti action hangs up the transfer leg of the call.
<cti action="HANGUP_TRANSFER"/>

This cti action ends the call.
<cti action="END_CALL"/>

This cti action disconnects the agent leg of the call. Useful with warm transfers.
<cti action="AGENT_DISCONNECT"/>

Writing “HTTP Service Call” statements
Use the http service call statement to call an external HTTP service when an agent performs an event.
There are two prerequisites that must be satisfied before you can program an event to call an external HTTP service.


The HTTP service must be available for use in a survey. See “Making External HTTP Services Available For
Use In a Survey” on page 257.



The HTTP service must have a page level Service ID. See “Configure Page Level HTTP Services” on page
255. As you need an Element Id to reference a particular page element in the event code, you need a Service Id
to call an HTTP service.

HTTP service call statement syntax
<service_call name=“a Service ID”/>”

HTTP service call attribute value pairs
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Attribute
name

= “Value”
The Service ID of the external HTTP service being called. The Service ID comes from the Page HTTP
Service editor. See “Configure Page Level HTTP Services” on page 255.

HTTP service call statement examples
In the following example, the service call statement calls the http service with the Service ID of get_custNbr.
<service_call name=“get_custNbr”/>
In the following example, a Button element’s On Click event is being programmed to call an HTTP service. As
illustrated, you do not need to write programming code to call an HTTP service when an agent clicks a button. Simply
select the desired service call from the On Click HTTP… drop down list on the Element’s Element Settings tab.
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Centralized Data Management

Our Centralized Data Management tools let you take control of your data. The data management tools let you:
Integrate data from your remote call centers into our system so it is available for data mining and reports. This is
valuable when you are cloud routing with call centers running on non-Connect First platforms.
Send your remote call center partners whatever data they need, by email, FTP, or SFTP. Select just the data
elements they need from the imported data and any of the numerous data elements routinely captured by our system.
Create custom reports by adding value to the raw data, such as aggregations and conditionals.
Send information on a regular schedule or on demand. Whether you want to receive updates every ten minutes or
every ten hours; once a month or on demand, configure the system once to deliver the information when it is needed.
Reconfigure as needed. The system is flexible, configurable, and scalable to meet your precise reporting needs, no
matter how simple or complex.
This section describes how to use the centralized data management tools. It explains how you can:


Create a centralized dataset



View imported files



Export data for FTP and/or email



Create reports

Create a centralized dataset
This procedure lets you


create a single standard set of data elements for import from your remote call centers,



provide remote call centers with associated data transmission guidelines, and



program the system to receive and store remote call center data

The overall process is as follows:
1.

Open the Centralized Dataset Config panel

2.

Create an empty dataset and give it a name.

3.

Define the data elements to be included.

4.

Define the data sources.

5.

Provide remote call centers with data transmission guidelines
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To create a centralized dataset:
1.

Open the Centralized Dataset Config panel. From the Configure menu, point to Centralized and then click
Datasets. The Centralized Dataset Config panel appears. If the list table is not on top, click <<List to display it.

2.

Create an empty dataset and give it a name.

3.



On the list table, click New Centralized Dataset. The configuration forms appear.



On the Settings form, enter a Dataset Name and Description.



Click

.

Define the data elements to be included. On the Settings form, add a column for each data element.
To do so:
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On the Settings form, click Add New Column. The Centralized Dataset Column Editor appears.



Fill out the form and click Save. The new column appears on the Settings tab list table.



If the Save button is not dim, click it again to save the column (data element).

Centralized Dataset Column Editor fields
In this field
Rank

Do this
Optionally adjust the rank value to control where this column heading appears on the
spreadsheet relative to the others. Lower ranked data elements appear closer to the left side of
the spread sheet. The lowest ranked item is the left most column.
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In this field
Column Name

Do this
Enter a column heading. The Column Name of the import file and import dataset must match
exactly for the import to be successful.
The Column Name may not contain any spaces, and should exactly match the column name
of the import file. Column names are not case sensitive.
Example: If you configure the dataset with the following column names
ID
Customer_name
Description
And the corresponding column names on the import file are as follows:
id
CustomerName
Description
Then, the CustomerName column will not be imported because its name is not
Customer_name. The column names do not match. The id field will be imported, because the
column names are not case sensitive. To the system, id is the same as ID or Id or iD.

Column Type

Select the appropriate data type from the drop down list. The dataset column type (data type)
must exactly match the corresponding import file column type. Otherwise the import will fail.
The possible Column Type values are:

Statistical



Small String – up to 255 characters



Large String – up to 65534 characters



Numeric – numbers



Date Time – date/time stamp

Select Yes to enable statistical reporting. If enabled, the system calculates the per cent of
times each value appears for a data element.
For example, suppose you have a field named “sale” with three valid values, “yes” “no”
“maybe”. In a particular reporting cycle, you have 5 yeses, 1 no, and 4 maybes. If statistical
reporting is enabled, the system will tell you that 50% of your sales values were “yes”, 10%
were “no” and 40% were “maybe”.

No Matches

The field becomes editable when you create valid values. It tells the system what to do if a
data element does not match a valid value. Options are:
Reject Field (set null) – The system rejects a particular data element, but keeps the rest of the
record and file.
Reject Row – The system rejects the entire record associated with the data element, but keeps
the rest of the file.
Reject File – The system rejects the entire file.
Accept – System accepts all data, including values that do not match a valid value.

Valid Values

Optionally, define the valid values for this data element.
For each valid value:


Click



Type a valid value in the field.



Click
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Define the data sources. A data source is the client or location from which you are importing data. Create a
data source for each remote call center that will be contributing data to the centralized dataset.
For each data source:


Click the Datasources tab to see the Datasources list table.



Click New Centralized Datasources. The Centralized Datasource Config form appears.



Fill out the form and click Save. A list table row appears for the new data source.



If the Save button is not dim, click it again to save your datasources.

Centralized Datasource Config form fields
In this field

Do this

Datasource
Name

Type the name of the data source.

Datasource Desc

Optionally include a description of the data source

Contact Email(s)

Type one or more comma delimited contact email addresses. If there is a failure or error,
these are the people we contact to resend the file or otherwise help.
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In this field

5.

Do this

Match Records
On

Select the field to match data sources on.

No Match

Select the action for when there is no data match.

Provide remote call centers with data transmission guidelines. At this point, your datasets are configured
and the system is programmed to receive, interpret, and store data files from your remote call centers. Now you
need to tell your remote call centers what data you expect from them.

Here is what they need to know:


FTP information, including location, username, and password



Import file naming convention



Each data element’s name, type, and valid values if applicable



The rank order of the data elements in the transmitted data file



When to send the file

This also is a good time to confirm the contact email addresses for each remote call center so you know who to
contact if there is a problem with the data transmission.
You may want to include screen shots of the Settings form and Centralized Datasource Config form when
explaining to your remote call center contact what data you want sent.


The Settings form contains the data element names, expected format, and rank order



The Centralized Datasource Config form contains the FTP information and file naming convention.

To make a screen catch:


If you are working on a PC, on your computer keyboard, press the Print Screen key. On some keyboards,
select Shift + PrtScreen.



On Macintosh computers, press Command + Shift + 3.

View imported files
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The Imported Files tab contains a list table of each imported file. Use the filter controls to sort and find a particular
dataset. To view a dataset, double-click the associated dataset row.

To find the Imported Files tab
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Centralized and then click Datasets. The Centralized Dataset Config panel
appears. If necessary, click <<List to navigate to the list table. Each list table row represents a centralized
dataset.

2.

On the list table, click
to open the central dataset with the imported files you want to view. The
configuration forms appear.

3.

Select the Imported Files tab. It contains a list table of imported files.

To find a particular dataset
There are two ways to find a particular dataset – by sorting the dataset rows and by using the filter controls.

To sort dataset rows
Click a column heading. The list table sorts in alphanumeric order based on the contents of that column. Click again to
reverse the sort order.

To use the filter controls
1.

On the Imported Files tab, in the text field on the top left of the list table, type enough of the Datasource
Name, Datasource ID, Filename, Upload Result, or Upload Message as is needed to identify the file you are
looking for.

2.

Then select from the drop down to identify what you are sorting on.

3.

Click Filter Results. The system filters out datasets that do not match your sort criteria.
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4.

To see all of the datasets again, click Clear Filter.

To view a dataset
On the Imported Files tab, in the list table, double click the dataset row. The dataset appears.

Export data for FTP and email
This procedure lets you cherry pick specific columns of raw data and email and/ or FTP or SFTP them to a destination.
You can send the information on a schedule and /or make ad hoc runs. Saved datasets appear on the list table ready to
run again.
When this task is complete, you will have a custom dataset containing just the elements you need. The system will be
configured to email and/or FTP the custom dataset to indicated recipients at the time interval you define.

The overall process is as follows:
1.

Open the Centralized Data Export Config panel.

2.

Create a new centralized data export

3.

Configure the settings

4.

Set the schedule

5.

Select the information to include in the export

Let’s get started.
1.

Open the Centralized Data Export Config panel. From the Configure menu, point to Centralized and then
click Exports. The Centralized Data Export Config panel appears. If the list table is not on top, click <<List to
display it.

2.

Create the new centralized data export. On the list table, click New Centralized Data Export. Configuration
forms appear.
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3.

Configure the settings by filling out the Settings form.
In this field

4.

Do this

Export Name

Type the name for the data export.

Export Desc

Optionally include a description

Dataset

If you have more than one dataset, select the one to extract from.

Headers

Select Yes Use Headers if you want headers over the exported data columns.

File Format

Select a file format for the export from the drop down list.

File Name

Accept the default file name, or clear it and create your own. To include tokens (variables),
click the ? next to the File Name text box. The available tokens appear underneath. Click a
token to include it in the file name.

Destination Type

Select a destination type from the drop down list.

Email Address

If applicable, type a destination email address.

Host

If applicable, type a host FTP address (ftp.hostname.com), where “hostname” is the FTP or
SFTP host destination for the export.

Username

If applicable, type the user name for accessing the FTP or SFTP server.

Password

If applicable, type the password for accessing the FTP or SFTP server.

Set the schedule in the Schedule box. The system will export and send data according to this schedule.
In this field
Start Date

Do this
Click the calendar icon and select the first day to export and send data.
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In this field

Do this

End Date

To select an end date, click the calendar icon and select the last day to export and send data.
Leave blank if you do not want to specify an end date. The system will continue exporting and
sending reports per the configured frequency into perpetuity.

Frequency

Select a reporting frequency from the drop down list, as follows:
None – Do not send on a schedule. If you select None, then you must navigate to this page
and click Run Now when you want to run the export.
Daily – The export runs every day, and contains the previous day’s data, from 12:00 am
through 11:59 pm.
Weekly – The export runs every Monday and includes the last week of data, from 12:00 am
Monday through 11:59 pm Sunday.
Monthly – The export runs on the first of every month, and includes the last month of data,
from 12:00 am on the 1st through 11:59 pm of the last day of the previous month.
Time Cycle – The export runs on the indicated time cycle. When you select this option
additional fields appear. Use them to configure the specific time cycle. This option is useful
when you want to keep close tabs on a campaign throughout the work day.

Time

5.

(only appears when the Frequency is not Time Cycle) Select the time of day when you want
to receive the data.

Select the information to include in the export.
To do so:


Select the Columns tab to see the Column Configuration form. On the form, drag the items left and right to
move them in and out of the Assigned Columns box.
The Available Standard Columns box contains the data elements captured by our system.
The Available Custom Columns box contains the imported data elements.
The Assigned Columns box contains the data columns you select for the export.



In the Assigned Columns box, drag rows up to change the order, left to right, in the resulting file.



Click Save to save your export. Your export is complete and ready to send.
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Create reports
Our reporting tools let you apply aggregations and conditions to the raw data columns. Use data exported from our
system or imported from your remote call centers. Turn the raw data into a meaningful report by applying the appropriate
aggregations to the data columns, and conditions to the data being reported on.
About Aggregations – Add value to the report by applying an appropriate aggregation function to each of your report
columns. For example, the system can sum the data column, average it, count the number of times each data element is
repeated, and more. The possible types of aggregations depend on the data element being aggregated.
About Conditions – Use conditionals to precisely control the report output. Conditions define values that must be true
for an item to be included in a report. They also can define how a data element is to be expressed in the report. There is
one required condition – the one that determines the interval of data to include in each report (week, day, hour, etc.)
The reporting function also lets you add conditionals to your data elements. For example, in all reports you must define
the interval of data to include on the report (for example, the previous day, the previous week, etc.) This lets you
generate very specific reports on very specific conditions. For example, you could generate a report for a single agent’s
activities by setting the agent username condition to only report elements associated with a particular agent.
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The overall process is as follows:
1.

Open the Centralized Data Reports Form panel.

2.

Configure the report settings

3.

Set the schedule

4.

Select what data elements (columns) to include

5.

Configure report conditions

6.

Make a test run

To create a report:
1.

Open the Centralized Data Reports Form panel. From the Configure menu, point to Centralized and then
click Reports. The Centralized Data Reports Form panel appears. If the list table is not on top, click <<List to
display it.

2.

Configure the report settings. On the list table, click New Centralized Custom Report. The configuration
forms appear.
Fill out the Settings form as follows.
In this field

Do this

Report Name

Type the name for the report.

Description

Optionally include a description

Headers

Select No Headers if you don’t want the report columns to have headers.

File Format

Select a file format for the report from the drop down list.

File Name

Accept the default file name, or clear it and create your own. To include tokens
(variables), click the ? next to the File Name text box. The available tokens appear
underneath. Click a token to include it in the file name.

Destination Type

Select a destination type from the drop down list.

Email Addresses

If applicable, type the destination email addresses. If there is more than one,
separate the email addresses with a comma.

Host

If applicable, type a host FTP address (ftp.hostname.com), where “hostname” is the
FTP or SFTP host destination for the report.

Username

If applicable, type the user name for accessing the FTP or SFTP server.

Password

If applicable, type the password for accessing the FTP or SFTP server.
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3.

On the Settings tab, in the Schedule box, set the reporting schedule. The system creates and sends reports
according to this schedule.
In this field

Do this

Start Date

Click the calendar icon and select the first day to generate and send reports.

End Date

Click the calendar icon and select the last day to generate and send reports.

Frequency

Select the report frequency from the drop down list, as follows:
None – Do not send on a schedule. If you select None, then you must navigate to
this page and click Run Now when you want to run the report.
Daily – The report runs every day at the selected time. It includes data from 12:00
am to 11:59 pm the previous day.
Weekly – The report runs every Monday at the selected time. It includes data from
12:00 am Monday to 11:50 pm Sunday the previous week.
Monthly – The report runs at the selected time on the first of every month. It
includes data from 12:00 am on the 1st to 11:59 pm on the last day of the previous
month.
Time Cycle – The report runs on the indicated time cycle. This option is useful
when you want to keep close tabs on a campaign throughout the work day. When
you select this option additional fields appear. Use them to configure the specific
time cycle.

Time

4.

Select the time of day when you want the system to generate and send reports.

Select what data elements (columns) to include in the report. On the Centralized Data Reports Form panel,
select the Configuration tab. On this form, you can select:


The dataset you want to use for the report



The columns to appear on the report



Whether you want columns summed, averaged, counted,



The conditions

To select the data elements:


If you have more than one dataset, select the one to use for the report from the Dataset dropdown field.



Double-click inside the Report Columns box, or single-click the
box. The Select Report Columns panel appears.
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Drag data elements from the Available Fields boxes and drop them into the appropriate row of the
Assigned Columns box. You can drag the Assigned Columns rows up and down to change the order of
columns left to right in the resulting report.
When you drop a data element into an Assigned Columns row, two additional fields appear.
o

To create an optional custom header for the column, click Custom Header. A text box appears. Type
your custom header into the text box.

o

Select an aggregator for the column. To do so, click Agg. A drop down field appears with the
aggregators you can select from. The possible aggregators vary depending on the data type of the field.
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When you finish configuring the report columns, click Done in the lower left corner of the panel. The panel
disappears, revealing the Configuration tab underneath. Your column selections appear in the Report
Columns box.
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5.

Configure report conditions. Conditions must be true for a data item to be included in the report. There is one
required condition. All other conditions are optional.
To configure conditions, double-click inside the Conditions box or single-click
Conditions box. The Configure Report Conditions form appears.
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Click the

on the right side of the call_datetime field. The Edit Report Condition form appears.
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6.



Select the date range to be used when calculating the report from the drop down, and then click Save.



The Edit Report Conditions form closes revealing the Configure Report Conditions panel underneath.
Notice the configured call_datetime condition in the Condition box.



Optionally configure additional conditions. Drag another data element into the Assigned Conditions box,
to configure additional conditions. Notice the configured condition in the Conditions box.



Click Done on the Configure Report Conditions panel when you are finished configuring report conditions.
The Configure Report Conditions form closes revealing the Configuration tab underneath. The conditions
now appear in the Conditions box of the Configuration tab.



Click Save on the Centralized Data Reports Form. The report is saved and ready to run.

Make a test run. Now that the report is configured, consider making a test run to make sure the report
formatting is as you intended.


On the Settings tab, temporarily change the Destination Type to Email Only, and then type your email
address in the Email Addresses text box.
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Click Run Now (located in the lower right corner of the Centralized Data Reports form.) The system
generates the report and emails it to your email address.



Edit the report if necessary and save the edits. (Don’t forget to put the original distribution information
back into the Destination Type and Email Addresses fields when you finish testing.)



The report is configured and will run according to the Settings tab Schedule box settings.

Data fields that can be captured in reports
The following system data fields can be captured on reports.
Field

Data Type

Definition

account_id

string

Unique identifier for the account being reported on, or from which data is
being exported.

agent_disposition

string

The agent disposition for the call.

agent_id

number

A unique numeric ID number automatically assign to an agent by the system.

agent_fname

string

Agent first name.

agent_lname

string

Agent last name.

agent_username

string

The username the agent uses to log into the system.

agent_external_id

string

A customer defined ID. Can be configured in the Agent settings.

ani

string

Phone number of either the caller or the lead being called.

call_datetime

date

Best way to get the exact date and time of a call record.

call_source_id

number

The ID of the object the call is attached to. The possible values are the:

call_source_desc

call_source_name

string

string



gate_id,



campaign_id,



trac_id, or



cloud_profile_id

The description of the object the call is attached. The possible values are the:



gate description



campaign description



track description, or the



cloud profile description

The name of the object the call is attached to. The possible values are the:



gate name



campaign name



track name, or the



cloud profile name
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Field
call_result

Data Type
string

Definition
The overall result of the call. The possible values are:
ABANDON
DEFLECTED
NOT CONNECTED
CONNECTED or
UNKNOWN

call_source_type

string

The type of object the call is attached to. The possible values are:
GATE
TRAC
CLOUD
CAMPAIGN

call_state

string

The system state of the call. Values are:
COMPLETE
QUEUED
DEQUEUING-PHASE2
ANI-BLOCKED
NO-AGENTS
TRANSFERRED
DEQUEUING-PHASE1
END-CALL
ACTIVE
GATE-CLOSED

call_type

string

Call type. Possible Values are
INBOUND
OUTBOUND

connected_duration

number

The duration of the call in seconds.

connected_id

string

The ID of the destination the call was sent to. The possible values are:
Gate Call = agent_id
Campaign Call = agent_id
Trac Call = DNIS
Cloud Call = cloud_destination_id
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Field
Connected_name

Data Type
string

Definition
The name of the destination the call was sent to. The possible value are:
Gate Call = agent_firstname + “ “ + agent_lastname
Campaign Call = agent_firstname + “ “ + agent_lastname
Trac Call = “” [empty]
Cloud Call = cloud_destination_name

connected_phone

string

The phone number the call was patched through to (ie-the agents phone
number)

connected_type

string

The type of destination the call was sent to. Values are:
Gate Call = “AGENT”
Campaign Call = “AGENT”
Trac Call = “TRAC DESTINATION”
Cloud Call = “CLOUD DESTINATION”

connected_username

string

If applicable this is the username of the agent that the call was sent to.

dequeue_attempts

number

The number of times the system attempted to route the call to an agent.

dequeue_time

number

How long in seconds the call was in the dequeue processing stage.

disposition_is_complet
e

number

Will send back whether or not the agent disposition was a “complete”
disposition or not. Returns a “1” or “0” depending if the disposition equals
“complete”, as follows:
1 - complete
0 – incomplete

disposition_is_success

number

Will send back whether or not the agent disposition was a “success”
disposition or not (this setting is configured in the Disposition tab of either the
gate or campaign). Returns a “1” or “0” depending if the disposition is
success, as follows:
1 - success
0 - not success

dnis

string

The DNIS the call came in on. Only applicable for inbound call types.

duration_abandon

number

The duration of the call before it was abandoned in seconds.

duration_answer

number

The duration of the call before it was answered in seconds. Only applies to
calls that were answered. Otherwise returns a 0.

duration_queue

number

Basically the same as duration_answer but this field will return results for all
calls whether they were answered or not.

duration_talk

number

The duration of the call once answered in seconds.

enqueue_time

date

The date and time stamp of the call once it hits the queue.
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Field
is_abandoned

Data Type
number

Definition
Result of a call. Used mostly with the SUM() aggregate to get a total count of
calls that were abandoned. Returns a “1” or “0” depending if the call was
abandoned or not, as follows:
1 - abandoned
0 - not abandoned

is_accepted

number

Result of a call. Used mostly with the SUM() aggregate to get a total count of
calls that were accepted. Returns a “1” or “0” depending if the call was
accepted or not, as follows:
1 - accepted
0 - not accepted

is_cloud

number

Used for a sum or conditional function to find out if a call was a cloud call.
Returns a “1” or a “0” depending if the call was cloud based, as follows:
1 - is a cloud call
0 - not a cloud call

is_deflected

number

Result of a call. Used mostly with the SUM() aggregate to get a total count of
calls that were deflected. Returns a “1” or “0” depending if the call was
deflected, as follows:
1 - deflected
0 - not deflected

is_cell

number

Used for a sum or conditional function to find out if a call was a cell phone
call. Returns a “1” or “0” depending if the call came from a cell phone or not,
as follows:
1 - is cell
0 - not cell

is_inbound

number

Used for a sum or conditional function to find out if a call was an inbound
call. Returns a “1” or “0” depending if the call was inbound, as follows:
1 - is inbound
0 - not inbound

is_outbound

number

Used for a sum or conditional function to find out if a call was an outbound
call. Returns a “1” or “0” depending if the call was outbound or not, as
follows:
1 - is outbound
0 - not outbound

is_presented

number

Used mostly with the SUM() aggregate or conditional function to get a total
count of calls that were presented. Returns a “1” or “0” depending if a call
was presented, as follows:
1 - is presented
0 - not presented

is_track

number
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Field
media_code

Data Type
string

Definition
Client assigned media_code to a dnis. (client specific)
Note - The fields beginning with ‘media’ deal with marketing and are fields
configured on a per-dnis basis by the client for tracking inbound calls by
media.

media_format

string

Client assigned media_string to a DNIS. (client specific)

media_isci

string

Client assigned media_isci to a DNIS. (client specific)

media_length

string

Client assigned media_length to a DNIS (client specific)

media_market

string

Client assigned media_market to a DNIS (client specific)

media_network

string

Client assigned media_network to a DNIS (client specific)

media_url

string

Client assigned media_url to a DNIS (client specific)

media_version

string

Client assigned media_version to a DNIS (client specific)

media_web_sourcecod
e

string

Client assigned media web source code to a DNIS (client specific)

recording_url

string

The URL where the call recording is stored.

source_app_id

number

The application that processed the call. The possible values are:
ACD-INBOUND
TRAC-INBOUND
ONE-TO-ONE-OUTBOUND

term_party

string

Denotes who terminated the call. The possible values are:
CALLER
SYSTEM
IQ
MEMBER-NUMBER

term_reason

string

The reason the call was terminated. The possible values are:
HANGUP
EOC
DROP
INVALID UII
NO-RESPONSE

uii

string

The UII associated with the call – always unique
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Utilities

The Administration System includes many utilities to enhance and add to the system’s core functionality. This section
describes the utilities and provides instructions for configuring them.

Overview
We provide the following utilities with our Administration System.
Audio Library – Use the Audio Library utility to manage your audio files. You can listen to existing audio files and
upload new ones.
Audit Log Search – This utility provides an audit log of almost every system action. It is useful for system
troubleshooting and monitoring.
Blocked ANIs – Use this utility to block ANIs from accessing any part of your system. Blocked callers hear the Blocked
ANI audio file associated with the queue they are calling.
Blocked IPs – Use this utility to block IP addresses and associated masking IPs from accessing any part of your system.
Chat Rooms – Use this utility to configure the internal chat rooms available to agents when they log on. You can restrict
chat room access to specific agents or make them available to all agents. You can also use this utility to enter a chat room
from this system (the Administration system).
Email Template – This utility lets you create a set of standard email message s you can send as part of a disposition.
The email can include formatted text, images, and tokens. Attach the templates, as needed, to various dispositions. When
an agent selects a disposition that includes an email template, the email is automatically displayed on the agent’s screen
with the option to send or cancel. If so configured, the agent may be able to change some of the fields before clicking
Send or Cancel.
Ghost Agents – Use this utility to log ghost agents on and off the system. Ghost agents do not have a computer
connection to the Agent Interface, so you must log them on and off.
IVR Applications – Use this utility to see the IVR systems you can route queue events to. Contact us if you want to add
another IVR application.
Phone Book Entries – Use this utility to view or update the system phone book. The system automatically sends voice
mail and other system messages to the phone number indicted in this list table.
Prepay Minute Pools – Use this utility to see the status of your prepay minute pools. Contact us if you want to make
changes.
Result File Destinations – The system saves a call detail record for every call processed by the system in an .xls auto
results file. If you want a copy of this file, use this utility to set up the email and/or FTP destinations where you want to
receive it. You’ll get one email/FTP per day with the previous 24 hours of activity. You can have all of your call detail
records aggregated into one auto results file or receive a separate auto results file for each queue and campaign.
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SOAP/HTTP Service – This utility lets you configure web services so you can set up your Inbound, Outbound, Track
Number, and Cloud Routing campaigns to send precisely configured streams of data to other software systems at various
times in each call’s life cycle. SOAP/HTTP services greatly simplify system integration between our platform and
others.
Track Notifications – Use this utility to set up email track notifications. The system can send a real time email
whenever a track number call goes to voice mail, is a short call, or is missed.

Audio Library
Use the audio library to manage your audio files. With the audio library, you can find, listen to, upload, rename, and
delete audio files.

Upload a new audio file
You can upload audio files in .wav, .mp3, or .pcm format. Our system converts files uploaded in .wav and .mp3 format
into the correctly calibrated .pcm format. If you directly upload in .pcm format, record it using G.711 µ-Law @8kHz for
the best audio quality.
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Audio Library. The audio library appears. If an audio
file’s information appears instead, click <<Back to return to the audio library.

2.

Click Browse. The Select file to upload dialog box appears.

3.

Browse and select the audio file to upload. Then click Open. The audio file appears in the shaded area of the
audio library.

Note: It can take up to five minutes for the system to upload, convert, and store your audio file.

Rename an existing audio file
You may need to change the name of an audio file after upload to comply with your audio file naming conventions.
Naming conventions make it easier to find audio files using the Filter function.
You can only change the name of an audio file that you uploaded. You cannot change the name of a global audio file.
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Audio Library. The audio library appears. If a
particular audio file’s information page appears instead, click <<Back to return to the audio library.

2.

On the audio library page, double click the audio file to rename. The audio file information appears.

3.

In the File Name field, update the audio file name.

4.

Click Change Name. The audio file name is changed.

Listen to an audio file
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Audio Library. The audio library appears. If a
particular audio file’s information fields appear instead, click <<Back to return to the audio library.

2.

From the audio library, double-click the audio file you want to listen to. The audio file information appears.

3.

Click the headphones. The audio plays.

4.

Click <<Back to return to the audio library.
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Find a particular audio file
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Audio Library. The audio library appears. If a
particular audio file’s information fields appear instead, click <<Back to return to the audio library.

2.

In the filter text box, type characters that are common among the audio files you are looking for. For example,
type music to see the audio files with music in their name.

3.

Click Filter. The files appear that match the filter criteria. To redisplay all of the audio files, click Reload. All
of the audio files appear.

Delete an audio file
You may delete your own audio files, but you may not delete the global audio files.
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Audio Library. The audio library appears. If an audio
file’s information fields appear first, click <<Back to return to the audio library.

2.

From the audio library, double click the audio file you want to delete. The audio file’s information fields
appear.

3.

Click Delete. The system displays and “Are you sure” message.

4.

Click Yes. The system deletes the audio file.

5.

Click <<Back to return to the audio library.

Audio Library panel
Use the Audio Library panel to manage your audio library. You can upload, listen to, find, rename, and delete audio files
using this panel. The shaded area contains the audio files you uploaded to the system. The white area at the bottom
contains the system audio files available to all Connect First administration system users.
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To find the Audio Library utility
From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Audio Library. The Audio Library appears. If an audio file’s
information fields appear instead, click <<Back to return to the audio library.

To upload an audio file
Our system stores audio files in .pcm format. You can upload files in .wav, .mp3, or .pcm format.
Our system converts files uploaded in .wav and .mp3 format into the correct .pcm format. If you directly upload in .pcm
format, record using G.711 µ-Law @8kHz for the best audio quality.
1.

On the Audio Library panel, click Browse. The Select file to upload dialog box appears.

2.

Browse and select an audio file to upload.

3.

Click Open. The file is uploaded. It may take as long as five minutes for the system to convert and store the
audio file.

4.

Click <<Back to return to the audio library.

To rename an uploaded audio file
1.

On the Audio Library panel double click the file to rename. The audio file’s information fields appear.

2.

In the File Name field, update the file name.

3.

Click Change Name. The file name is changed.

4.

Click <<Back to return to the audio library.

To find an audio file
1.

On the Audio Library panel, in the filter text box, type as much of the audio file name as you know.

2.

Click Filter to see the audio files with those characters in their names. Click Reload to redisplay all of the
audio files.

To listen to an audio file
1.

On the Audio Library panel, double click the audio file you want to listen to. The audio file information fields
appear.

2.

Click the headphones to listen to the audio file.

3.

Click <<Back to return to the audio library.

To delete an audio file
1.

On the Audio Library panel, double click the audio file to delete. The audio file information fields appear.

2.

Click Delete. An “Are you sure” message appears.

3.

Click Yes to delete the audio file.
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Audit Log Search
The Audit Log Search utility is useful for troubleshooting and management. This utility keeps track of all system
changes. Use it to see “who” changed “what” and “when”.

Search the audit log
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Audit Log Search. The Audit Log Search panel
appears.

2.

On the Audit Log Search panel, in the Filter Options area, select filters to find the audit log you are looking
for. Choose one or more of the following to narrow the list.


Element Type



Action Type



Element ID – corresponds to the ID column in the results table



Username – corresponds to the User column in the results table

3.

Click the calendar icons to select a start and end date for the search.

4.

Click Search. The log entries matching the filter criteria appear in the results table.

Audit Log Search panel
The system stores an audit log of all system changes. Use the Audit Log Search panel to search the audit log. This is
useful when you want to see who changed what and when.

Blocked ANIs
Use the Blocked ANI Utility to block ANIs from the entire system. The system will not connect calls from blocked
ANIs. Those callers will hear the Blocked ANI audio file associated with the queue they attempted to call.
Note: If you only want to block an ANI from a particular queue, update the queue’s Special ANI and Exceptions settings.

See if an ANI is already blocked
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Blocked ANIs. The Blocked ANI Configuration panel
appears.

2.

Type the ANI you are checking in the Filter text box. Only type numbers, not dashes or parenthesis. As you
type, all blocked ANIs with those numbers left to right appear dynamically in the table. To see all of the
blocked ANIs, clear the Filter box.

Block an ANI from accessing the system
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Blocked ANIs. The Blocked ANI Configuration panel
appears.

2.

In the Ani field, type the ANI to block.

3.

In the Notes field, optionally provide a description of the blocked ANI.

4.

Click Add ANI to add the number to the Blocked ANI list.
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Remove an ANI from the Blocked ANI list
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Blocked ANIs. The Blocked ANI Configuration panel
appears.

2.

Click [X] on the row of the ANI to unblock. An “Are you sure” message appears.

3.

Click Yes.

Blocked ANI Configuration panel

To find the Blocked ANI Configuration panel
From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and then select Blocked ANIs. The Blocked ANI Configuration panel
appears.

To see if an ANI is already blocked
If an ANI is already blocked, it will be on the Blocked ANI Configuration list table.
To find a particular ANI, start typing the ANI number in the Filter box. Only type numbers, not dashes or parenthesis.
As you type, the ANIs with those digits, left to right, appear in the list table. To see all ANI’s, clear the Filter box.

To block an ANI from the entire system
Block an ANI by adding it to the Blocked ANI list. To do so:
1.

Type the number in the Ani box.

2.

Optionally type a note in the Notes box.

3.

Click Add ANI to add the number to the Blocked ANI list.

To unblock an ANI
Unblock an ANI by deleting it from the Blocked ANI list. To do so:
1.

Click [X] next to the row of the number you want to unblock. The system will display an “Are you sure”
message.
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2.

Click Yes to unblock the ANI.

Blocked IPs
This section provides directions for blocking an IP from the entire system. Once blocked, no application or user can
access your Connect First system from the computer with that IP address.
Malicious users may try to gain access by using a mask to hide the identity of their real IP. This utility lets you block
known IP masks too.

Block an IP from gaining access to the system
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Blocked IPs. The Blocked IP Configuration panel
appears.

2.

In the IP field, type the IP to block.

3.

If known, type an associated IP mask in the Mask field.

4.

Optionally type notes in the Notes field.

5.

Click Add IP to block the IP address from the entire system.

See if an IP is already blocked
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Blocked IPs. The Blocked IP Configuration panel
appears.

2.

In the Filter box, type as much of the IP address as you know. The system will dynamically display matching
IP numbers as you type. To again see all of the blocked IP addresses, clear the Filter field.

Unblock an IP address
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Blocked IPs. The Blocked IP Configuration panel
appears.

2.

Click [X] on the row of the IP address to unblock. The system displays an “Are you sure” message.

3.

Click Yes to unblock the IP address.

Blocked IP Configuration panel
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To find the Blocked IP Configuration panel
From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Blocked IPs. The Blocked IP Configuration panel appears.

To block an IP address
This procedure blocks an IP address and associated mask from the entire system.
1.

On the Blocked IP Configuration panel, in the IP box, type the IP number of the computer being blocked.

2.

If this user hides behind a known mask, type the mask IP in the Mask box.

3.

Optionally type a note about the blocked IP in the Notes box.

4.

Click Add IP. The IP address is blocked from the system.

To see if an IP address is already blocked


In the Filter box, type as much of the IP address as you know. As you type, the system will display the IP
addresses that start with the numbers typed, left to right.



To see all of the blocked IP addresses, clear the Filter box.

To unblock an IP address
1.

Click [X] on the row of the IP address to be unblocked. The system displays an “Are you sure” message.

2.

Click Yes to remove the IP number from the blocked IP list.

Chat Rooms
The chat room utility lets you set up the chat rooms an agent can join after log on. These are internal chat rooms agents
use to chat with each other, or that supervisors use to communicate with agents. Configure a chat room by giving it a
name and selecting the agents who can use it. You can also set preferences to indicate if you want chat messages to
include a time stamp and/or sound.

Enter a chat room
The method for entering a chat room depends on which system you are using.
Agent users are prompted to select the chat rooms they want to enter when they log in to the Agent Interface.
Administration System users enter chat rooms through the Chat Rooms utility.
To enter a chat room from the Connect First Administration System
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Chat Rooms. The Agent Chat Room Configuration
panel appears. If the list table does not appear first, click <<Back to display it.

2.

On the list table, find the chat room you want to enter.

3.

Click Chat on the row of the room you want to enter. The chat window opens, ready for chat.

Create an internal chat room
Use the Agent Chat Room Configuration utility to create a new internal chat room.
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1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Chat Rooms. The Agent Chat Room Configuration
panel appears. If the list table does not appear first, click <<Back to display it.

2.

On the Agent Chat Room Configuration panel list table, click Add. The configuration forms appear.

3.

Fill out the Configuration form as follows:

4.



Room Name – Provide a name for the chat room. Agents will choose this name to enter the chat room.



Description – Optionally provide a description for the chat room.



Security Type – Select Only Assigned Agents to select the agents who can enter the chat room.



Click Save. If you selected Only Assigned Agents, the agent selection lists appear.



Double-click an agent row to move the agent from one list to the other.



When you have finished selecting agents, click Save.

Optionally select the Preferences tab, change the sound and timestamp preferences, and click Save. The internal
chat room is created.

Add or remove agents from an internal chat room
Use the Configure form of the Agent Chat Room Configuration utility to add or remove agents from an internal chat
room.
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Chat Rooms. The Agent Chat Room Configuration
panel appears. If the list table does not appear first, click <<Back to display it.

2.

Double-click the row of the chat room you want to edit. The Configuration form appears.

3.

Double-click agent rows in the Unassigned Agents and Assigned Agents tables to move agents from one table
to the other.

4.

When you are finished adding or removing agents, click Save. The new chat room configuration is saved.

Delete a chat room
Use the Agent Chat Room Configuration utility to delete a chat room.
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Chat Rooms The Agent Chat Room Configuration
panel appears. If the list table is not on top, click <<Back to display it.

2.

Double-click the row of the chat room to delete. The Configuration form appears.

3.

On the Configuration tab, click Delete. An “Are you sure” message appears.

4.

Click Yes to delete the chat room.

Agent Chat Room list table
Use the Agent Chat Room list table to enter an internal chat room, add a new chat room, change something about an
existing chat room’s configuration, add or remove agents from an internal chat room, or to delete an internal chat room.
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To find the Agent Chat Room list table
From the Configuration menu, point to Utilities and select Chat Rooms. The Agent Chat Room Configuration panel
appears. If the list table does not appear first, click <<Back to display the list table.

To find a chat room
There are two ways to reorder the list of chat rooms on the Agent Chat Room list table.


As with all of our list tables, click a column heading to reorder the rows in ascending or descending
alphanumeric order based on the contents of that column. Click again to reverse the sort order.



To filter, in the text box, type as much of the Room Name as will identify the chat room you are looking for
and then click Filter Results. The chat rooms with those letters in their Room Name appear on the list table.



To see all of the chat rooms, clear the text box and click Filter Results.

To enter a chat room
On the Agent Chat Room list table, click Chat on the row of the chat room you want to enter. The chat window appears.

To add a chat room
1.

On the Agent Chat Room list table, click Add. The chat room configuration forms appear.

2.

Configure the chat room. For more information, see “Agent Chat Room Configuration tab” on page 303.

To add or remove agents from an existing chat room
1.

On the Agent Chat Room list table, double click row of the chat room to where you want to add or remove
agents. The configuration forms appear.

2.

On the Configuration tab, double click an agent to move the agent from the Unassigned Agents list to the
Assigned Agents list and vice versa.

3.

When you are finished, click Save

To update a chat room’s configuration
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1.

On the Agent Chat Room list table, double click the row of the chat room to be updated. The configuration
forms appear.

2.

Update the chat room configuration. For details, see “Agent Chat Room Configuration tab” on page 303.

To delete a chat room
1.

On the Agent Chat Room list table, double click the row of the chat room to be deleted. The configuration
forms appear.

2.

On the Configuration tab, click Delete. An “Are you sure” message appears.

3.

Click Yes to delete the chat room.

Agent Chat Room Configuration tab
The Agent Chat Room Configuration form provides the fields you need to configure an internal chat room.

To find the Agent Chat Room Configuration tab
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Chat Rooms. The Agent Chat Room Configuration panel
appears. If the list table does not appear first, click <<Back to display it.

2.

On the Agent Chat Room list table:


If you are adding, click Add. The configuration forms appear.



If you are editing, click the row of the chat room configuration you are updating. The Configuration form
appears.

To fill out the Agent Chat Room Configuration tab
1.

In the Room Name field, provide a name for the chat room.
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2.

Optionally, in the Description field, provide a description for the chat room.

3.

In the Security Type drop down field, select Only Assigned Agents to limit chat room access to selected
agents.

4.

Click Save. If you your Security Type is Only Assigned Agents¸ the Unassigned Agents and Assigned
Agents lists appear.

5.

Double-click an agent row to move the agent from the Unassigned Agents list to the Assigned Agents list, and
vice versa.

To add or remove agent access to a chat room
On the Agent Chat Room Configuration tab, double click an agent row to move the agent from the Assigned Agents
list to the Unassigned Agents list, and vice versa.

To delete a chat room
1.

On the Agent Chat Room Configuration tab, click Delete. An “Are you sure” message appears.

2.

Click Yes to delete the chat room.

Agent Chat Room Preferences tab
The Agent Chat Room Preferences form lets you enable or disable sound and timestamps for internal chat rooms.

To find the Agent Chat Room Preferences tab
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Chat Rooms. The Agent Chat Room Configuration
panel appears. If the list table does not appear first, click <<Back on the Configuration form to display it.


If you are adding a new chat room, click Add. The configuration forms appear.



If you are editing an existing chat room, double click the row of the chat room you are editing. The
configuration forms appear.

2.

Select the Preferences tab.

3.

Update you preferences.

Email Templates
Email templates let you set up appropriately branded, pre-written, formatted and worded email messages, ready to be
sent when an agent submits a particular inbound, outbound, or chat disposition. For example, a “completed sale”
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disposition might trigger a “Thank-you for your business” email branded with your company’s logo. The email template
lets you


Provide default content for the From, To, CC, BCC, Subject, and body of the email message



Indicate which parts of the email can be changed by the agent, if any



Select attachments for the email



Format the email message text using built in text formatting controls for text size, color, bolding, underlining,
justification (left, right, center, full) and to make bullet lists



Embed your web based graphics in the email message for added pizazz and branding



Include tokens to automatically personalize the email text. Tokens are system variables that display things like
the client’s name, address, phone number, and more. Choose from 18 available system tokens.

Here is how email templates work.
1.

A Connect First administrator uses the Administration System email template utility to create pre-written and
addressed email message templates.

2.

Then the administrator configures the appropriate inbound, outbound, or chat dispositions to prompt the
dispositioning agent to send the email.

3.

When an agent submits one of the configured dispositions, the prewritten email template appears on the agent’s
screen.

4.

The agent can change the parts of the email that were configured to allow agent changes, if any.

5.

The agent clicks Send or Cancel to send or cancel the email.

Create an email template
This section explains how to create an email template. When you finish this section, you will have an email template
ready to be attached to any inbound, outbound, or chat disposition.
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and then select Email Templates.
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2.

The Email Templates list table appears. Click Add.

3.

The configuration forms appear. On the Compose Email tab, fill in the form fields to compose the email
message. Select Allow Change beside fields to make them agent-editable.
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4.

Compose the email as follows:


Template Name – Provide a name for the email template



From – Enter a valid email address. Check Allow Change to enable agent edits.



To – Enter comma separated email addresses. Check Allow Change to enable agent edits.



CC – Comma separated email addresses for the “copy to” list. These addresses are viewable. Check Allow
Change to enable agent edits.



BCC – Comma separated email addresses for the “blind copy to” list. The email addresses of these
recipients to not appear on the email message. Check Allow Change to enable agent edits.



Subject – The subject of the email. The subject appears in the Subject field of the resulting email
messages. Check Allow Change to enable agent edits.
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Text area – Type the default email message in the text area.
o

Use the text formatting controls to change the font size, color, apply bolding or underlining, make
bullet lists, and to apply left, right, center, and full text justification.

o

Optionally embed web based graphics. See “Embedding graphics in the body of the email message” on
page 308.

o

Optionally embed token variables. See “Available tokens” on page 309.

5.

Click Save to save the email template.

6.

To include attachments, select the Manage Attachments tab, and then click Upload Attachment.

7.

The Select File to upload by atl.virtualacd.biz dialog box appears. Navigate to the file to attach, and click
Open. The file is uploaded and appears in the file list. The files in the list are attached to emails generated by
the template.

8.

Click <<Back to return to the list table. The new email template is listed on the table.

Embedding graphics in the body of the email message
To include a web based graphic, you must know the full URL of the graphic. To embed a graphic:


type the beginning HTML

[[/img src=“


followed by the full URL of the graphic, for example

http://www.yourcompanywebsite.com/images/your-logo.gif


followed by the ending HTML

”/]]
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The following HTML example will embed the Connect First CCI logo in an email.

Tip: To determine the URL of a graphic, display a web page containing the graphic. Right click on top of the image to
display the image’s context menu. From the context menu, select Properties. You will often find the graphic’s address
(URL) in the properties list.
If you are not hosting your graphics on your own web server or web site, be sure you have permission to use them.

Available tokens
Use tokens in place of text to insert variable values into the email template fields. Tokens may be used in any field of the
email template, including the From, To, CC, BCC, Subject, and email text.
When you type a token instead of regular text, the token value appears in place of the token in the resulting email. For
example, if #first_name# = Tom, then Call #first_name# appears as Call Tom in the resulting email.
Note: Make sure token values are populated if you use them in the email template. For example, if you are using the
#email# token, make sure the campaign dials lead lists that include an email addresses.
Format

#address1#

Value

Caller/lead’s street address

Source

May be used in emails
associated with these
kinds of dispositions

Outbound – from the lead
list Address 1 column

Outbound

Inbound – if reverse match
is enabled

Chat

Inbound

Chat – supplied by the chat
client in the chat initiation
screen Address field
#address2#

Caller/lead’s second street
address

Outbound – from the lead
list Address 2 column

Outbound
Inbound

Inbound – if reverse match
is enabled
#ani#

Caller/lead’s telephone
number

Outbound – from the lead
list Lead Phone column

Outbound

Inbound – if reverse match
is enabled

Chat

Inbound

Chat – supplied by the chat
client in the chat initiation
screen Phone field c
#aux_data1#

The data captured in the lead
list Aux1 column
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Format

Value

Source

May be used in emails
associated with these
kinds of dispositions

#aux_data2#

The data captured in the lead
list Aux2 column

Outbound – from the lead
list Aux 2 column

Outbound

#aux_data3#

The data captured in the lead
list Aux 3 column.

Outbound – from the lead
list Aux 3 column

Outbound

#aux_data4#

The data captured in the lead
list Aux 4 column.

Outbound – from the lead
list Aux 4 column

Outbound

#aux_data5#

The data captured in the lead
list Aux 5 column.

Outbound – from the lead
list Aux 5 column

Outbound

#aux_phone#

The phone number captured
in the lead list Aux Phone
column.

Outbound – from the lead
list Aux Phone column

Outbound

#city#

Caller/lead’s city

Outbound – from the lead
list City column

Outbound

Inbound – if reverse match
is enabled

Chat

Inbound

Chat – the value the chat
client entered in the City
field during chat
initialization.
#dnis#

Destination number

Outbound – from the Lead
Phone column of lead list

Outbound
Inbound

Inbound – the number
dialed by the inbound caller,
usually the number
associated with a gate.
#email#

Lead’s email address

Outbound – from the Email
column of the lead list

Outbound only

#extern_id#

Lead’s external identification
number

Outbound – from the
Extern ID column of the
lead list

Outbound only

#first_name#

Client/lead’s first name

Outbound – from the First
Name column of the lead list

Outbound

Inbound – if reverse match
is enabled

Chat

Inbound

Chat – if entered by the chat
client in the Name field of
the chat initiation screen.
#last_name#

Client/lead’s last name

Outbound – from the Last
Name column of the lead list

Outbound
Inbound

Inbound – if reverse match
is enabled.
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Format

Value

Caller/lead’s middle name

#mid_name#

Source

Outbound – from the
Middle Name column of the
lead list

May be used in emails
associated with these
kinds of dispositions
Outbound
Inbound

Inbound – if reverse match
is enabled
Caller/lead’s state

#state#

Outbound – from the State
column of the lead list

Outbound

Inbound – if reverse match
is enabled.

Chat

Inbound

Chat – if entered by the chat
client in the State field of the
chat initiation screen
Caller/lead’s zip code

#zip#

Outbound – from the Zip
column of the lead list

Outbound

Inbound – if reverse match
is enabled

Chat

Inbound

Chat – if entered by the chat
client in the Zip field when
initiating chat session.

Ghost Agents
Ghost agents do not use our Agent Interface so they cannot sign themselves in. You can send calls to them but you
cannot send information to their computer. A group of ghost agents appear as one to our system. They may sit behind
another system’s ACD. We can record the number of calls sent to a group of ghost agents, but we cannot tell which calls
went to which ghost agent.

Log in inbound ghost agents
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Ghost Agents. The Ghost Agent Management panel
appears, with a list of ghost agents currently logged in.

2.

On the Logged In Agents tab, select an agent to log in, and then click Login Inbound Agent. The selected
agents’ available gates appear.


If necessary, in the Default Route field, update the phone number where this ghost agent receives calls.



Check and uncheck the checkboxes next to the agent’s gates to indicate the ones the agent will be taking
calls for. Use the Select All and None buttons to quickly check or uncheck all of the check boxes.



Click Login Agent to log in the ghost agent.
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Log in outbound ghost agents
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Ghost Agents. The Ghost Agent Management panel
appears with a list of currently logged in ghost agents.

2.

On the Login Outbound Agents tab, select an agent to log in.


In the Phone List box, type a comma delimited list of phone numbers the ghost agent may use. Use the
format ##########, ##########, ########## (no hyphens, parenthesis, or other punctuation except the
comma delimiter)



Click Login Outbound Agents. The agent is logged in and appears on the logged in agents list.

See if a particular ghost agent is logged in
There are two ways to find a particular ghost agent.


In the text box to the left of Select All, start typing the first and last name of the ghost agent you are looking for.
The system dynamically displays all agents having matching names as you type. Clear the text box to see all of
the logged in ghost agents.



As with all of our list tables, click a column heading to sort the ghost agent list in ascending or descending
alphanumeric order, based on the contents of the column. Click again to sort in the opposite order.

Log out ghost agents
You can select the agents to log out or indicate how many to log out without indicating which ones.
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Ghost Agents. The Ghost Agent Management panel
appears with a list of currently logged in ghost agents.

2.

On the Logged In Agents tab, check the checkboxes next to the agents you want to log out. Click Select All or
None to check or uncheck all of the agent checkboxes at once. If you do not care which agents are logged out
and only want to select a specific number, select the number from the number selector field.

3.

Click Logout Selected Agents. The selected ghost agents are logged out.

Logged In Agents tab
The Logged in Agents form lets you see which ghost agents are logged in, and log ghost agents out of the system.
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To find the Logged In Agents tab
From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Ghost Agents. The Ghost Agent Management panel appears. If
necessary, select the Logged In Agents tab.

To see if a particular ghost agent is logged in
There are two ways to search for a particular ghost agent on the Logged In Agents form– by sorting or by filtering.


To sort, click a column heading to re-sort the list table in ascending or descending alphanumeric order based on
the contents of that column. Click again to sort in the other direction.



To filter, start typing the first and last name of the ghost agent in the text box. The system dynamically displays
all of the ghost agents with names starting with the typed letters. Clear the text box to see all of the logged in
ghost agents.

To log in an inbound ghost agent
1.

On the Logged In Agents tab, select an agent to log in from the drop down field.

2.

Click Login Inbound Agent. The agent’s gates appear.


In the Default Route field, optionally update the telephone number used by the agent.



Check and uncheck the checkboxes next to the agent’s gates to select the ones to log the agent in to. Click
Select All or None to check or uncheck all of the checkboxes at once.



Click Login Agent. The agent is logged in and appears on the logged in agents list.

To log off a ghost agent
You can select the agents to log off or just log off an indicated number, without concern to which particular ones are
logged off. You can also log off all agents at once. Here’s how.


To select agents to log off, check the checkboxes next to the agents to log off. Then click Logout Selected
Agents. The agents are logged out.



To log off all agents at once, click Select All to check all of the agents’ checkboxes. Then click Logout
Selected Agents. The agents are logged out.
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Login Outbound Agents tab
Use the Login Outbound Agents form to log in an outbound ghost agent.

To find the Login Outbound Agents tab
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Ghost Agents. The Ghost Agent Management panel
appears.

2.

Select the Login Outbound Agents tab.

To login an outbound ghost agent
1.

On the Login Outbound Agents tab, in the Agent drop down list, select an agent to log on as a ghost agent.

2.

In the Phone List field, type a comma delimited list of the phone numbers available to the outbound ghost
agent. Use the format ##########, ##########, ########## (no punctuation except the comma delimiter)

3.

Click Login Outbound Agents.
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Login Totals tab
The Login Totals form provides a record of the number of times ghost agents were logged in.

To find the Login Totals tab
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Ghost Agents. The Ghost Agent Management panel
appears.

2.

Select the Login Totals tab.

To find the Audit Log Search panel
From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Audit Log Search. The Audit Log Search panel appears.

To search the audit log
1.

On the Audit Log Search panel, in the Filter Options area, select filters to find the log audit log you are looking
for. Choose one or more of the following to narrow the audit list.


Element Type



Action Type



Element ID – corresponds to the ID column in the results table



Username – corresponds to the User column in the results table
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2.

Click the calendar icons to select a start and end date for the search.

3.

Click Search. The log entries matching the filter criteria appear in the results table.

To clear the filter options
Click Reset Search.

IVR Applications
Note: This information is provided to help you understand how IVR applications work with our system. Because IVR
configuration is not consistent throughout our system, we recommend you contact us when configuring them.

An IVR application is an external software application that can send, receive, and interpret spoken commands. The
acronym “IVR” stands for Interactive Voice Response.
IVR applications let callers use voice commands to self-route to their desired call destination. They are called “front end
applications” because they are separate applications, distinct from the Connect First call center software.
If you want to use IVR technology, our programmers will custom- build one to your specifications. There is an extra
charge for this programming.
When ready, your Connect First programmer will provide you with your IVR application’s App Name.


If you want to use the IVR for an inbound campaign, you must first add it here using this utility. Once added
here, the IVR app appears in drop down lists and can be selected for a gate queue event. IVR apps can also be
configured as a destination with DTMF routing.



When using an IVR app exclusively with a tracking number or with cloud routing, it is not necessary to first add
it here. That is because, with cloud routing and tracking numbers, you must directly enter your IVR address in a
text box instead of selecting it from a drop down list. We recommend that you contact us when using IVR
systems with tracking numbers and cloud routing.

Note: An IVR application is a front end application, and is called a Front End App and an IVR App in different places
of the system. Do not be confused by the different names. A Front End App and an IVR App are the same thing.

To find the Front End IVR Applications panel
From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select IVR Applications.
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To add a new IVR application
Contact us if you want to add a new IVR application.

To find a particular IVR application


Type as much of the IVR application name as you know in the Filter box. Click Filter Results to see the
applications with those characters in the name.



Clear the Filter box and click Filter Results to see all of the IVR applications again.

Phone Book Entries
Use the Phone Book Entries utility to add phone numbers to the system phone book. Administration System users can
check this utility to look up telephone numbers of coworkers and other system users.

Add a phone book entry
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Phone Book Entries. The Phone Book Entries panel
appears.

2.

Click Add. The phone number entry fields appear.

3.

Enter the phone number and click Save.

Edit a phone book entry
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Phone Book Entries. The Phone Book Entries panel
appears.

2.

Double-click the row of the phone book entry to edit. The phone entries configuration fields appear.

3.

Edit the phone number and click Save.

Delete a phone book entry
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Phone Book Entries. The Phone Book Entries panel
appears.

2.

Double-click the row of the phone book entry to delete. The configuration fields appear.

3.

Click Delete. An “Are you sure” message appears.

4.

Click Yes to delete the phone book entry.
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Phone Book Entries panel
Use this panel to add, edit, or delete phone numbers from the system phone book.

To find the Phone Book Entries panel
On the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Phone Book Entries. The Phone Book Entries panel appears.

To add a phone number
1.

Click Add. The phone number entry fields appear.

2.

Enter the phone number information and click Save.

To edit a phone number
1.

Double-click the row of the phone number to be edited or deleted. The Phone Book Entries configuration form
appears.

2.

Edit the phone number and click Save.

To delete a phone number
1.

Double-click the row of the phone number to be deleted. The Phone Book Entries configuration form appears.

2.

Click Delete. The system prompts you to be sure you want to delete.

3.

Click Yes to delete the phone number.

Prepay Minute Pools
Use the Prepay Minute Pool Configuration panel to check the status of your prepay minute pools.
Contact us if you want to purchase additional minute pools, or have a question about your status.
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Check the status of your prepay minute pools
1.

From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Prepay Minute Pools. The Prepay Minute Pools
Configuration panel appears.

2.

Use the panel to check the status of your prepay minute pools.

Prepay Minute Pool Configuration panel
This panel lets you check the status of your prepay minute pools.

To find the Configure Prepay Minute Pools panel
Go to the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Prepay Minute Pools. The Prepay Minute Pool configuration
panel appears with the status of your minute pools.

Result File Destinations
Use the Results File Destinations utility to set up or change the email and/or FTP locations where you want to receive
your auto results files.
The auto result files contain 24 hours of call detail records for each of your queues and campaigns. We can send a
separate file for each queue and campaign, or aggregate them all to a single report.

Add result file destinations
1.

Go to the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Result File Destinations. The Result File Destinations
list table appears. (Click <<Back if the list table does not appear first.)

2.

Click Add. The configuration form appears.

3.

Enter the configuration information. For details, see “Result File Destinations form” on page 322.

4.

Click Save.
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Update result file destinations
Change the FTP or email destinations for your auto result files as follows:
1.

Go to the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Result File Destinations. The Result File Destinations
list table appears. (Click <<Back if the list table does not appear first.)

2.

Double click the row of the existing configuration. The configuration form appears.

3.

Update the configuration. For details, see “Result File Destinations form” on page 322.

4.

Click Save.

Stop receiving auto result files
To stop receiving the auto result file at a particular email address or FTP location, remove the associated configuration
from the Result File Destinations list table. To do so:
1.

Go to the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Result File Destinations. The Result File Destinations
list table appears. (Click <<Back if the list table does not appear first.)

2.

Double click the row of the existing configuration. The Result File Configuration form appears.

3.

Click Delete. The system displays an “Are you sure?” message.

4.

Click Yes.

Consolidate call detail records into one aggregated file
To consolidate all of your results files into one aggregated file, check the Aggregate Output checkbox on the Result File
Destinations configuration window. To do so:
1.

Go to the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Result File Destinations. The Result File Destinations
list table appears.

2.

Double click the row of the existing configuration. The configuration form appears.

3.

Check the Aggregate Output checkbox and the click Save.

Receive a separate results file for each queue or campaign
To receive a separate results file for each of your queues and campaigns, uncheck the Aggregate Output checkbox on
the Result File Destinations window. To do so:
1.

Go to the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Result File Destinations. The Result File Destinations
list table appears.

1.

Double click the row of the existing configuration. The configuration form appears.

2.

Uncheck the Aggregate Output checkbox.

3.

Click Save to start receiving a separate results file for each queue or campaign.
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Result File Destinations list table
Use this table to select result file destinations to add or delete. You can also select the option to add another result file
destination from this list table.

\

To find the Result File Destinations list table
On the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Result File Destinations. The Result File Destination panel
appears. If the list table does not appear first, click <<Back to display the list table.

To find a result file destination on the list table
There are two ways to find a file on the list table – by sorting or by filtering.


To sort - As with all of our list tables, you can reorder the files in ascending or descending order by clicking on
the heading of the column you want to sort by.



To filter - Limit the displayed files to ones containing a specific set of characters. To do so, type as much of the
result file destination name as you know in the Filter text box. Then click Filter Results. To display all result
file destinations, clear the Filter text box and click Filter Results.

To add a new result file destination
1.

Click Add. The Result File Destination configuration form appears.

2.

Configure the destination. For details, see “Result File Destinations form” on page 322.

3.

Click Save to save the new destination.

To stop receiving files at a particular destination
1.

Double click on the destination you want to delete. The configuration form appears.

2.

On the configuration window, click Delete. The system displays an “Are you sure” message.

3.

Click Yes to delete the destination.
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Result File Destinations form
Use this form to configure remote file destinations. You can send the file to an email address and/or FTP location. Also
use this form to indicate if you want to receive one aggregated file with call detail records for all of your queues and
campaigns, or if you prefer a separate results file for each queue and campaign.

To find the Result File Destinations configuration window
Go to the Configure menu, point to Utilties and select Result File Destinations. The Result File Destinations panel
appears. If the list table does not appear first, click <<Back to display it.


If you are adding a new destination, click Add. The configuration form appears.



If you are editing or deleting, double click the row of the destination you want to work with. The configuration
form appears.

To configure a result file destination
1.

In the Name field, type the name of the destination.

2.

In the drop down, select a destination type. Options are:

3.



Email



FTP Server



Email and FTP Server

Enter the email destination and/or FTP destination information.
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4.

If you want to have all of your call detail records aggregated into a single result file, check the Aggregate
Output checkbox. Leave it unchecked to receive a separate results file for each of your queues and campaigns.

5.

Click Save to save the result file destination configuration.

To delete the current result file destination
1.

Click Delete. The system displays an “Are you sure?” message.

2.

Click Yes to delete the destination.

SOAP/HTTP Services
This section describes our SOAP/HTTP services and provides high level instructions for configuring them.
Read the introductory information to learn about our SOAP/HTTP services and how you can use them to your
advantage. Read the configuration information to learn how to configure them.
Do not attempt to configure your SOAP/HTTP services if you are not familiar with SOAP RPC, HTTP Get, or HTTP
Post syntax. Have a member of your IT department do it instead, or contact us for assistance.
Note: We use the terms “web service” and “SOAP service” to generically include SOAP RPC, HTTP Get and HTTP
Post transactions. Our system only supports RPC encoded SOAP services.

What is a SOAP/HTTP service?
A SOAP/HTTP service is a web service. A web service is a stream of data sent from one web-enabled computer to
another. We use the SOAP RPC, HTTP Get and HTTP Post protocols for our web services.
HTTP Post and HTTP Get have been around a long time, as a way to post web pages and get information from web
forms. SOAP is a newer protocol that uses XML for data exchange. With XML, computer programs do not need to be
explicitly programmed to be compatible with each other. The XML “wrapper” self identifies the data it contains to the
receiving program. This lets the receiving application process the data without explicitly being programmed to do so.
Our SOAP/HTTP web services let you send real time and near real time data from our system to other web or XML
enabled software applications. They make it substantially easier to integrate our platform with other systems you
currently use or might want to use in the future.

About our SOAP/HTTP service
In our application, a SOAP/HTTP is a named collection of data elements we collect in real time, ready to synchronously
stream to an identified endpoint URL. To configure a SOAP/HTTP web service, select the data points to send, the place
to send them to, and then give the web service a name. After a web service is configured, you can set up your Outbound,
Inbound, Cloud Routing, or Track Number campaigns to invoke web services at various points in a call’s life cycle. In
other words, use web services to stream real time or near real time data to other web based computing systems while
calls are in progress
Here are some examples of the kinds of things you can do with our SOAP/HTTP service.
Example 1: Suppose you are using Connect First to extend your existing call center. Although our platform includes
extensive reporting and monitoring options, you want your analysts to continue using some of their existing spreadsheets
and reports. Furthermore, you want to seamlessly include data from your Connect First call center activities on your
analyst’s existing reports. You can accomplish this by configuring SOAP/HTTP services to stream the report data from
the Connect First system to your existing reporting systems.
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Example 2: Your marketing department wants you to gather information from some of your customers. To do so, first
create a survey your agents can use to gather the requested data. Then have your IT department create a SOAP service to
stream the survey results to a URL endpoint each time an agent dispositions a call.
For a list of the data elements that can be included in a service, and the places in a call’s life cycle where web services
can be invoked, see “Summary of stream-able data elements and event triggers” on page 324.

Summary of stream-able data elements and event triggers
This table shows the data elements you can send to other web-enabled computers and the places in a call’s lifecycle
when they can be sent. Keep in mind that some data elements will be null in earlier stages of a call’s life cycle.
Note: Contact us for assistance if you do not see a data element you need.
We can isolate and transmit a real time data feed
(SOAP/HTTP Service) with any combination of these
data elements…
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We can isolate and transmit a real time data feed
(SOAP/HTTP Service) with any combination of these
data elements…

…At these points in a call’s life-cycle.

ACD Data
uii
call_start
enqueue_time
dequeue_time
queue_duration
ani
dnis

Inbound:

Dialer Data
lead_id
lead_state
lead_phone
lead_timezone
extern_id
first_name
last_name
addess1
address2
city
state

orig_dnis
lead_id
outbound_disposition
outbound_externid
duration
gate_id
gate_name
zip
aux_data1
aux_data2
aux_data3
aux_data4
aux_data5
pass_uii
pass_dts
pass_disposition
pass_number

campaign_id
campaign_name
recording_url
agent_id
agent_username
agent_phone
agent_externid
call_start
duration
agent_id
agent_firstname
agent_lastname
agent_username
agent_externid
agent_notes
agent_disposition
final_pass

Survey Data – Define the survey data element names when
creating a survey. Survey data elements are null until an
agent dispositions a call.
Note: To send survey results via SOAP/HTTP, configure and
save the survey first, then create the SOAP/HTTP service,
and then configure your outbound campaign to send the data
when an agent dispositions a call.



When an inbound call dequeues



When an agent connects



When a call ends



When an agent dispositions an inbound call



When certain queue events occur



When customers select IVR touch tones

Outbound:


When a call ends



When an agent dispositions a call



When an agent connects

Track Numbers:


When a call ends

Cloud Routing:


When calls start, connect, or end

Chat:


When a new chat request goes into queue



When a chat request dequeues to an agent



When an agent connects



When a chat ends



When certain queue events occur

Add a SOAP/HTTP service
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select SOAP/HTTP Services. The External SOAP/HTTP
Configuration panel appears. If the list table does not appear first, click <<Back to return to the list table.

2.

On the list table, click Add New SOAP Service. The configuration pane appears.

3.

Fill out the configuration panel. See “External SOAP/HTTP Configuration pane” on page 328.

4.

Click Save to save the configuration.
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Note: You must log off and back on for the service to be available when configuring Cloud Routing, Inbound, Outbound,
or Track Numbers.

Clone a SOAP/HTTP service
1.

On the Configuration menu, point to Utilities and select SOAP/HTTP Services. The External SOAP/HTTP
Configuration panel appears. If the list table does not appear first, click <<Back to return to the list table.

2.

On the list table, double click the row of the service you want to clone. The configuration pane appears.

3.

Click Clone. The system prompts you to confirm you want to clone.

4.

Click Yes to clone the service.

5.

Update the fields that are different for the cloned service and click Save. The service is saved.

Note: You must log off and back on for the cloned service to be available.

Edit a SOAP/HTTP service
1.

On the Configuration menu, point to Utilities and select SOAP/HTTP Services The External SOAP/HTTP
Configuration panel appears. If the list table does not appear first, click <<Back to return to the list table.

2.

On the list table, double click the row of the service you want to edit. The configuration pane appears.

3.

Edit the web service. For details, see “External SOAP/HTTP Configuration pane” on page 328.

4.

Click Save to save your edits.

Note: You must log off and back on for the edits to be effective.

Delete a SOAP/HTTP service
1.

On the Configuration menu, point to Utilities and select SOAP/HTTP Services The External SOAP/HTTP
Configuration panel appears. If the list table does not appear first, click <<Back to return to the list table.

2.

On the list table, double click the row of the service you want to delete. The configuration pane appears.

3.

Click Delete. The system prompts you to confirm you want to delete.

4.

Click Yes to delete the service.
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External SOAP/HTTP list table
The External SOAP/HTTP list table lists the configured web services. Use this table to select a service to edit, delete, or
clone, or to add a new service.

To find the External SOAP/HTTP list table
From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select SOAP/HTTP Services. The External SOAP/HTTP
Configuration panel appears. If the list table is not on top, click <<Back to return to the list table.

To add a new web service
1.

From the External SOAP/HTTP Configuration list table, click ADD New SOAP Service. The External
SOAP/HTTP Configuration panel appears.

2.

Fill out the configuration details and click Save. The service will be available the next time you log in.

To edit a web service
1.

On the External SOAP/HTTP Configuration list table, double click the row of the service you want to edit. The
web service configuration appears.

2.

Update the configuration and click Save.

To clone a web service
1.

On the External SOAP/HTTP Configuration list table, double click the row of the service you want to clone.
The web service configuration appears.

2.

Click Clone. The system prompts you to confirm you want to clone.

3.

Click Yes. The system clones the service, providing a new description.

4.

Update fields as necessary to create the new service.

5.

Click Save.
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To delete a web service
1.

On the External SOAP/HTTP Configuration list table, double click the row of the service you want to delete.
The selected configuration pane appears.

2.

Click Delete. The system prompts you to confirm you want to delete.

3.

Click Yes. If Safe Delete is enabled, you will be prompted for your safe delete password.

4.

Enter the password and click OK. The service is deleted.

External SOAP/HTTP Configuration panel
Use this panel to configure a web service. Use the top area to configure the transmission parameters and the bottom area
to select the data elements to stream.

To find this panel
From the Configure menu, point to Utilities and then select SOAP/HTTP Services. The External SOAP/HTTP
Configuration panel appears. If the list table is not on top, click <<Back to display it.
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On the list table, if you are editing, cloning, or deleting an existing service, double click on the service row to
display this panel.



On the list table, if you are adding, click Add New SOAP Service. This panel appears.

To configure a SOAP/HTTP web service
Note: If you do not understand these directions, contact us, or have a member of your IT staff assist you.
1.

2.

On the External SOAP/HTTP Configuration panel, in the Service Type field, select the type of service you are
configuring. Options are:


SOAP (RPC, not literal)



HTTP Get



HTTP Post

In the Description field, type a description for the service. This is the text you will see when selecting the
service for your Cloud Routing, Track Number, Inbound, or Outbound campaign, so make the description
descriptive enough to identify the service in a drop down list of available services.




For SOAP RPC, provide values in the following required fields:


Endpoint URL



Operation Name

For HTTP Get or Post, provide an Endpoint URL

3.

Optionally enter values in the remaining configuration fields.

4.

Click Add Input to configure the data stream.

5.

Click Save. The new service will be available the next time you or another user logs in.

Track Notifications
Use this utility to set up your track number notifications. This utility lets you configure the system to send an email alert
when one or more of the following conditions occur. The alert includes the customer’s ANI, time of call, and a link to
the customer’s voicemail, if available. This lets you quickly recover and respond to missed calls, short calls, and
customer voicemails.
Note: It can take two or three minute to make a customer voice mail available by email link. If you open an email right
after a customer left a voice mail, you may need to wait a few minutes to hear the customer’s message.

View existing track notifications
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Track Notifications. The Track Notification
Configuration panel appears. If the list table does not appear first, click <<Back to display the list table.

2.

View the existing track notifications on the list table.


As with all of our list tables, you can click a column heading to re-sort the list table in alphanumeric order
based on the contents of that column. Click again to sort in the opposite direction.



To filter, type as much of the Track Notification description in the text box as is needed to find the one you
are looking for. Then click Filter Results.
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To see all of the existing track notifications, clear the Filter box and click Filter Results.

Add a new track notification
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Track Notifications. The Track Notification
Configuration panel appears. If the list table does not appear first, click <<Back to display the list table.

2.

On the Track Notification Configuration list table, click Add. The configuration pane appears.

3.

Configure the track notification. For details, see “Track Notification Configuration form” on page 332.

4.

Click Save to save the track notification.

Edit a track notification
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Track Notifications. The Track Notification
Configuration panel appears. If the list table does not appear first, click <<Back to display the list table.

2.

Double-click the notification you want to edit. The configuration pane appears.

3.

Edit the track notification.

4.

Click Save to save your edits.

Delete a track notification
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Track Notifications. The Track Notification
Configuration panel appears. If the list table does not appear first, click <<Back to display the list table.

2.

Double-click the notification you want do delete. The configuration pane appears.

3.

Click Delete. The system displays an “Are you sure?” message.

4.

Click Yes. The notification is deleted.

Track Notification Configuration list table
Use the Track Notification Configuration list table to see what track notification alerts are already configured. You can
also use this table to add another track notification configuration, or to edit or delete an existing one.

To find the Track Notification list table
Go to the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Track Notifications. The Track Notification list table appears. If
the Track Notification list table does not appear first, click <<Back to display it.
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To find a particular track notification


As with all of our list tables, you can click a column heading to re-sort the list table in alphanumeric order based
on the contents of that column. Click again to sort in the opposite direction.



To filter, type as much of the Track Notification description in the text box as is needed to find the one you are
looking for. Then click Filter Results.



To see all of the existing track notifications, clear the filter text box and click Filter Results.

To add a new track notification
1.

On the Track Notification Configuration list table, click Add. The configuration pane appears.

2.

Configure the track notification and click Save. For details, see “Track Notification Configuration form” on
page 332.

To edit an existing track notification
1.

On the Track Notification Configuration list table, double click the notification you want to edit. The associated
configuration appears.

2.

Edit the notification and click Save. For details, see “Track Notification Configuration form” on page 332.

To delete a track notification
1.

On the Track Notification Configuration list table, double-click the notification to delete. The associated
configuration appears.

2.

Click Delete. The system displays an “Are you sure” message.

3.

Click Yes. The notification is deleted.
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Track Notification Configuration form
Use this form to configure a track notification. When a configured notification event occurs, the system sends an email
alert to configured recipients, to let them be aware to take action. The notification includes the customer’s ANI, time of
the event, and if configured, a link to the customer’s voicemail message.

To find the Track Notification Configuration form
1.

On the Configure menu, point to Utilities and select Track Notification. The Track Notification Configuration
panel appears. If the list table does not appear first, click <<Back to display it.

2.

On the Track Notification Configuration list table, do one of the following


If you are adding a new notification, click Add. The Track Notification Configuration form appears.



If you are editing or deleting, double click the notification to edit or delete.

To fill out the Track Notification Configuration form
1.

In the DNIS drop down, select the DNIS of the particular track number you are creating email notifications for.
If you would like the notification to apply to all of your track numbers, select – Account Wide (all DNIS) –

2.

In the Description field, type a description for the notification.

3.

In the Missed Call drop down, select Yes to send a notification when a call is missed. A missed call is one
where the customer hangs up before an Agent answers.

4.

In the Short Call drop down, select Yes to send a notification when a short call occurs. A short call is one
where the customer hangs up before the short call time has elapsed. The length of a short call is defined by
DNIS on the Track Number Config panel Settings tab.
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5.

In the Voicemail drop down, select Yes to send a notification when a customer leaves a voice mail. The
notification includes a link to the voicemail left by the customer. It takes two or three minutes to propagate the
customer’s voice mail message to the email link, so if you get an email notification and open it right after the
even occurred, you may have to wait a minute or two to hear the customer’s voice mail.

6.

Type comma separated email addresses for all the track notifications. The system will send a notification to
those email addresses whenever a notification event occurs.

7.

Click Save.
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Using Telemetry to Monitor the
Call Center

This section describes how to monitor and troubleshoot your Connect First contact center.

Overview
The system telemetry options help you troubleshoot and monitor your contact center. We gather information at numerous
points throughout the call’s lifecycle, so you can track your call center activity in real time, as it happens. The data is
presented in graphs, tables, and lists. Colorful highlights direct your eyes to key events, as call volume fluctuates
throughout the day.
Choose from a vast array of views to keep close tabs on your organization. With real time telemetry, you see the action
as it occurs, so you can quickly scan your operation and zero in on areas that need your attention.
The telemetry pages refresh every few seconds, allowing you to stay on top of your contact center operation. Freeze a
view if you want to study a situation. Unfreeze it to see the latest activity. You can double click many elements of the
telephony pages to drill down to greater levels of detail.
The following telemetry options are available:


Inbound Telemetry – provides detailed metrics for each queue. You can drill down to see information about
the active calls in a particular queue, and then drill down more to see information about a call in progress. At
the call level, you can silently listen in, barge in, hang up, and log an agent out of the system.



Outbound Telemetry – similar to inbound, except the metrics relate to your outbound campaigns. You can
drill down to see information about the active calls in a campaign, and then to drill down more to see
information about a call in progress. At the call level, you can silently listen in, barge in, hang up, and log an
agent off.



Agent Telemetry – provides filter controls so you can quickly locate a particular agent for monitoring.
Configure your monitoring phone on the Agent Telemetry panel. You can also initiate off hook recording
sessions from this panel.



Cloud Routing Telemetry – similar to inbound and outbound except the information pertains to cloud routed
profiles and destinations, and the currently active calls. You can silently monitor or barge in on a call in
progress.



Chat Queue Telemetry – provides telemetry for monitoring and troubleshooting chat queue activity



Login Telemetry – provides an overview of current log in activity
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Inbound Overview – provides a quick view of calls in queue, longest in queue time, available agents, and
agents currently on calls.

Monitoring Inbound Queues
This section provides instructions for monitoring your inbound queues.

Monitor your inbound call activity
Monitor inbound call activity on the Real Time Inbound Telemetry panel. This panel lets you monitor all your inbound
queues at once. It provides real time and daily averages for many key data points.
To display this panel, from the System Telemetry menu, select Inbound Telemetry. After a few moments, real time
data appears on the panel. For more details, see “Real Time Inbound Telemetry Panel” on page 338.

Drill down to a specific queue
1.

From the System Telemetry menu, select Inbound Telemetry. The Real Time Inbound Telemetry panel
appears. After a moment, real time data appears on the panel.

2.

Double click on the row of the queue you want to monitor. The Active Calls for panel appears.

3.

Select a tab to see information about the active calls and logged in agents.

4.



To learn about the Active Calls tab, see “Active Calls tab” on page 341.



To learn about the Logged In Agents tab, see “Logged In Agents tab” on page 342.

Click Close on the bottom left of the panel when you are ready to return to the Real Time Inbound Telemetry
panel.

Drill down to an inbound call in progress
1.

Display the Active Calls for panel, as follows. From the System Telemetry menu, select Inbound Telemetry.
The Real Time Inbound Telemetry panel appears. After a moment, real time data appears on the panel.

2.

Double click on the row of the queue you are interested in. The Active Calls for panel appears.

3.

On the Active Calls tab, double click the call you are interested in. A panel appears with information specific to
the particular call in progress. For details about the tabs on this panel, see:


“Agent Info tab” on page 358



“Offhook Recording Sessions tab” on page 359



“Call Info tab” on page 360

Silently listen in on an inbound call
Note: To silently listen in on a call, you must have your monitoring phone configured for silent monitoring. To learn
how to configure your monitoring phone, see “Configure a monitoring phone” on page 352.
1.

Display the Active Calls for panel, as follows. From the System Telemetry menu, select Inbound Telemetry.
The Real Time Inbound Telemetry panel appears. After a moment, real time data appears on the panel.

2.

Double click on the row of the queue with the call you want to listen in on. The Active Calls for panel appears.

3.

On the Active Calls tab, double click the call you want to monitor. A panel appears with information specific to
the particular call in progress.
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4.

On the bottom right of the panel, click Monitor. The phone configured for monitoring rings.

5.

Answer the phone to listen in on the call in progress. The calling party and agent will not hear you pick up, and
will not hear anything you say into the phone. When you are finished, hang up.

Barge in on an inbound call
Note: To barge in on a call, you must have your monitoring phone configured for barging in. To learn how to configure
your monitoring phone, see “Configure a monitoring phone” on page 352.
1.

Display the Active Calls for panel, as follows. From the System Telemetry menu, select Inbound Telemetry.
The Real Time Inbound Telemetry panel appears. After a moment, real time data appears on the panel.

2.

Double click on the row of the queue with the call you want to listen in on. The Active Calls for panel appears.

3.

On the Active Calls tab, double click the call you want to monitor. A panel appears with information specific to
the particular call in progress.

4.

On the bottom right of the panel, click Monitor. The phone configured for monitoring rings.

5.

Answer the phone to barge in on the call in progress. The calling party and agent will hear you pick up and will
hear what you say into the phone.

6.

Hang up to end the session.

End an inbound call
Note: Reserve this action for the rare but possible circumstance when you need to end an active inbound call.
1.

Display the Active Calls for panel, as follows. From the System Telemetry menu, select Inbound Telemetry.
The Real Time Inbound Telemetry panel appears. After a moment, real time data appears on the panel.

2.

Double click on the row of the queue with the call you want to end. The Active Calls for panel appears.

3.

On the Active Calls tab, double click the call you want to end. A panel appears with information specific to the
particular call in progress.

4.

On the bottom right of the panel, click Hangup The call ends abruptly.

Log off an inbound agent
Note: Reserve this action for the rare but possible circumstance when you need to log an active agent off the system
while they are on an active call.
1.

Display the Active Calls for panel, as follows. From the System Telemetry menu, select Inbound Telemetry.
The Real Time Inbound Telemetry panel appears. After a moment, real time data appears on the panel.

2.

Double click on the row of the queue with the agent you want to log off. The Active Calls for panel appears.

3.

On the Active Calls tab, double click the call with an agent you want to log off. A panel appears with
information specific to the particular call in progress.

4.

On the bottom left of the panel, click Logout. The call ends abruptly, and the agent is logged off the system.
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Real Time Inbound Telemetry Panel
View inbound call activity on the Real Time Inbound Telemetry panel. It provides the information you need to
troubleshoot and monitor your inbound call activity.
The Real Time Inbound Telemetry panel appears when you select the option to view Inbound Telemetry from the
System Telemetry menu. It provides a row of overall metrics for each inbound queue. Double-click the queue
information to drill down to the active calls in a particular queue. Double click again to drill down to an actual in-process
call, or to monitor a call.
The Real Time Inbound Telemetry panel has three parts, the top, middle, and bottom.


The top contains a table showing current and daily averages for a wide variety of metrics. Colorful highlights
draw your eyes to key information, as follows:
o

Yellow – calls in queue

o

Red – calls in queue for five minutes or more



The middle contains checkboxes to toggle selected views on and off. There is also a check box to freeze the
telemetry view. This is helpful if you want to study a particular configuration or want to pause the real time feed
long enough to print the current snapshot.



The lower area displays the real time telemetry feed in graph format. Click and drag the handle
the height of the graph.

to adjust

The graph provides a color coded view of five key metrics. Hover your mouse over a line to see a tool tip with
the color data type, and a date / time stamp when the data point was gathered. The colors are as follow:
o

Blue - active,

o

Green - connected,

o

Yellow - routing (dialing an agent),

o

Red - queued,

o

Violet - longest in queue
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How to find the Real Time Inbound Telemetry panel
From the System Telemetry menu, select Inbound Telemetry.

Real Time Inbound Telemetry panel – field definitions
Field

Description

Name

ACD queue name (gate name)

Pres

Calls presented since midnight

Ans

Calls answered since midnight

Avg SOA

Average speed of answer, in seconds

Aba

Calls abandoned since midnight

Def

How many calls were deflected. Calls are considered to be deflected if the caller did not
abandon them, but they did not get to an agent. For example, calls may have been deflected by
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Field

Description
an IVR, may have gone to voice mail, or may have been routed to another phone number.

Avg Aba

Average abandon time in minutes, for calls abandoned since midnight.

Avg Talk

Average talk time in seconds, for calls received since midnight.

Live

Current number of calls in process

Queued

Current number of calls in queue

Routing

Current number of calls being routed out to agents

Conn.

Current number of calls connected to agents

Max Q.

Maximum number of calls in queue since midnight

Avg Q

Average queue time in seconds for calls received since midnight

Staffed

The current number of agents logged in

Avail

The current number of agents logged in and available to take calls

Util %

The current % utilization of agents logged in. The % of agents currently busy on calls.

SLA

The percent of calls being answered within the SLA time. Each queue’s SLA time is set on the
on the Basic Settings tab of the Inbound Configuration panel.

State

The current state of the queue – OPEN or CLOSED.

To freeze the telephony snapshot
Check Freeze Telemetry Snapshot.

To only see the current account
Check Show only Current Account. The next time the system refreshes, you will only see info pertaining to your
current account.

To only view open gates
Check Show only Open Gates. The next time the system refreshes, you will only see information for open gates.

To drill down for more detail about the active calls in a queue
Double click a queue row. The Active Calls for panel appears with metrics about the active calls and logged in agents.
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To adjust the graph height
Click and drag the handle

above the graph area.

Active Calls tab
The Active Calls for panel appears when you drill down into a queue from the Real Time Inbound Telemetry panel. It
provides real time information about active calls in the queue.
The panel contains two tabs, the Active Calls tab and the Logged In Agents tab. This section describes the Active Calls
tab.
The top part of the Active Calls tab contains a copy of the queue row you clicked to drill down to this panel. This
provides a ready reference to key metrics about the overall queue.
Next see a row of information about each active call. The row highlights let you see overall activity at a glance. They
include:
 Green - Active call
 Yellow - Completed call

To find the Active Calls tab
Note: You can drill down to this tab from the Real Time Inbound Telemetry panel and from the Real Time Outbound
Telemetry panel. This is how to drill down from the Real Time Inbound Telemetry panel.
1.

On the System Telemetry menu, select Inbound Telemetry. The Real Time Inbound Telemetry panel appears.

2.

Double-click on the row of the queue you are interested in. The Active Calls for panel appears.

3.

Select the Active Calls tab.

Field definitions for the Active Calls tab
Field

Description

UII

UII – Universal Interaction Identifier. This 30 character code uniquely identifies each call, as
it progresses through its life cycle.

Agent Name

An agent’s name.

ANI

The inbound caller’s telephone number. The originating number for the call.
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Field

Description

DNIS

The destination for the call. Usually, but not always, the number dialed by the calling party.
Represents the number assigned to the inbound queue.

Call State

The current call state. Values include COMPLETE, ACTIVE, and DEQUEUEING

Enqueue Time

If a call was enqueued, the time it went into queue.

Dequeue Time

If queued, a call’s dequeue time.

State

The agent’s current state. Values include UP, DOWN

To drill down and find more information about an active call
Double click a call row. A panel appears with tabs of information about the agent, the call, and the agent’s off hook
recording sessions.

To return to the Real Time Inbound Telemetry panel
Click Close.

Logged In Agents tab
The Logged In Agents tab provides information about the agents currently logged into the selected queue.

To find the Logged In Agents tab
1.

On the System Telemetry menu, select Inbound Telemetry. The Real Time Inbound Telemetry panel appears.
After a moment, real time data appears on the panel.

2.

Double-click on the row of the queue you are interested in. The Active Calls for panel appears.

3.

Select the Logged In Agents tab.
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Field definitions for the Logged In Agents tab
Field

Description

Name

An agent’s name.

Username

An agent’s userame.

Type

The agent type – AGENT or SUPERVISOR

Phone

The agent’s phone number.

State

The agent’s current state – AVAILABLE or ENGAGED

Login Mode

The agent’s login mode – INBOUND, OUTBOUND, or BLENDED

State DTS

State DTS – date / time stamp. Indicates how long the agent has been in their current state.

Login DTS

Login DTS – The date and time when the agent logged in.

OH

Off hook – YES or NO

PD

Pending disposition – YES or NO. (Outbound agents will not get another call until they
disposition the previous one.)

Monitoring Outbound Campaigns
This section describes how to monitor your outbound campaigns.

Monitor your outbound campaigns
From the System Telemetry menu, select Outbound Telemetry. The Real Time Outbound Telemetry panel appears.
After a moment, real time data appears on the panel.
For field definitions and more details, see “Real Time Outbound Telemetry Panel” on page 346.

Check the dialable status of a campaign’s leads
1.

From the System Telemetry menu, select Outbound Telemetry. The Real Time Outbound Telemetry panel
appears. After a moment, real time data appears on the panel.

2.

Double click the row of the campaign you want to see. The Campaign Dialable Status panel appears. For field
definitions and help interpreting the panel, see “Campaign Dialable Status panel” on page 348.

View active calls and logged in agents for an outbound campaign
Display the Campaign Dialable Status panel as follows. From the System Telemetry menu, select Outbound
Telemetry. The Real Time Outbound Telemetry panel appears. After a moment, real time data appears on the
panel.
2.

Double click the row of the campaign you want to see. The Campaign Dialable Status panel appears.

3.

On the Campaign Dialable Status panel, click Active Calls/Agents. The Active Calls for panel appears.


To learn more about the Active Calls tab, see “Active Calls tab” on page 349.
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To learn more about the Logged In Agents tab, see “Logged In Agents tab” on page 351.

Drill down to an outbound call in progress
1.

Display the Campaign Dialable Status panel as follows. From the System Telemetry menu, select Outbound
Telemetry. The Real Time Outbound Telemetry panel appears. After a moment, real time data appears on the
panel.

2.

Double click the row of the campaign you want to see. The Campaign Dialable Status panel appears.

3.

On the Campaign Dialable Status panel, click Active Calls/Agents. The Active Calls for panel appears.

4.

On the Active Calls tab, double click the call you are interested in. A panel appears with information about the
call in progress. For details about this panel, see


“Agent Info tab” on page 358



“Offhook Recording Sessions tab” on page 359



“Logged In Agents tab” on page 351

Silently listen in on an outbound call
Note: To silently listen in on a call, you must have your monitoring phone configured for silent monitoring. To learn
how to configure your monitoring phone, see “Configure a monitoring phone” on page 352.
1.

Display the Campaign Dialable Status panel as follows. From the System Telemetry menu, select Outbound
Telemetry. The Real Time Outbound Telemetry panel appears. After a moment, real time data appears on the
panel.

2.

Double click the campaign row with the call you want to listen in on. The Campaign Dialable Status panel
appears.

3.

Click Active Calls / Agents. The Active Call for panel appears.

4.

On the Active Calls tab, double click the call you are interested in. A panel appears with information about the
call in progress.

5.

On the bottom right of the panel, click Monitor. The phone configured for monitoring rings.

6.

Answer the phone to listen to the call in progress. The phone’s receiver is muted, so the agent and customer will
not hear you pick up, and will not hear anything you say into the phone.

7.

Hang up when you finish listening in on the call.

Barge in on an outbound call in process
Note: To barge in on a call, you must have your monitoring phone configured for barging in. To learn how to configure
your monitoring phone, see “Configure a monitoring phone” on page 352.
1.

Display the Campaign Dialable Status panel as follows. From the System Telemetry menu, select Outbound
Telemetry. The Real Time Outbound Telemetry panel appears. After a moment, real time data appears on the
panel.

2.

Double click the campaign row with the call you want to listen in on. The Campaign Dialable Status panel
appears.

3.

On the Campaign Dialable Status panel, click Active Calls / Agents. The Active Call for panel appears.

4.

On the Active Calls tab, double click the call you are interested in. A panel appears with information about the
call in progress.
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5.

On the bottom right of the panel, click Monitor. The phone configured for monitoring rings.

6.

Answer the phone to barge in on the call in progress. The phone’s receiver is not muted, so the agent and
customer can hear you pick up and can hear what you say.

7.

Hang up to end the session.

End an outbound call in process
Note: Reserve this action for the rare circumstance when you need to end an active outbound call.
1.

Display the Campaign Dialable Status panel as follows. From the System Telemetry menu, select Outbound
Telemetry. The Real Time Outbound Telemetry panel appears. After a moment, real time data appears on the
panel.

2.

Double click the campaign row with the call you want to listen in on. The Campaign Dialable Status panel
appears.

3.

On the Campaign Dialable Status panel, click Active Calls / Agents. The Active Call for panel appears.

4.

On the Active Calls tab, double click the call you are interested in. A panel appears with information about the
call in progress.

5.

On the bottom right of the panel, click Hangup. The call ends abruptly.

Log an active outbound agent out of the system
Note: Reserve this action for the rare circumstance when you need to log an active agent out of the system.
1.

Display the Campaign Dialable Status panel as follows. From the System Telemetry menu, select Outbound
Telemetry. The Real Time Outbound Telemetry panel appears. After a moment, real time data appears on the
panel.

2.

Double click the campaign row with the call you want to listen in on. The Campaign Dialable Status panel
appears.

3.

On the Campaign Dialable Status panel, click Active Calls / Agents. The Active Call for panel appears.

4.

On the Active Calls tab, double click the call you are interested in. A panel appears with information about the
call in progress.

5.

On the bottom left of the panel, click Logout. The call ends abruptly and the agent is logged out.
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Real Time Outbound Telemetry Panel
This panel provides an at a glance view of the current activity in your outbound campaigns. It provides information to
help you troubleshoot and monitor the performance of your campaigns.
There are three parts to this panel, the top, middle, and bottom.


The top contains a table showing current and daily averages for a wide variety of metrics.



The middle contains checkboxes to control the telemetry view.



The bottom provides a graph showing real time telemetry and recent history. The graph contains several color
coded elements. Hover over a line to see a definition, and the time when the data was captured.

To find the Real Time Outbound Telemetry panel
On the System Telemetry menu, select Outbound Telemetry. The Real Time Outbound Telemetry panel appears. After
a moment, real time data appears on the panel.
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Field definitions for the Real Time Outbound Telemetry panel
Field

Description

Campaign

The outbound campaign being described by the row of data.

Ready

The number of leads that are loaded and ready to dial

Pending

The number of calls that are dialing but have not been answered yet

Active

The number of active calls in progress

Complete

The number of calls completed in the current day (since midnight).

Error

The number of leads that dialed but did not complete due to some kind of routing or network
error, since midnight.

Answer

The number of leads dialed and answered since midnight.

Noanswer

The number of leads dialed but not answered since midnight.

Machine

The number of leads answered by an answering machine or voice mail since midnight.

Busy

The number of dialed leads that did not complete because the called party was busy since
midnight.

Intercept

The number of leads dialed since the previous midnight that the telephone network could not
connect.
This means that Connect First dialed the number but for some reason, the outside telephony
network could not route the number to a destination. Usually this is because the dialed number
is no longer in service, but there may be other causes.
The term “intercept” is telephone industry jargon for a call that cannot be completed as dialed.
The telephone network “intercepts” the call and routes it instead to a recording such as, “The
number you have dialed is no longer in service.”

Fax

The number of dialed leads that terminated to a fax number since midnight.

Abandon

The number of dialed leads, where a live person answered but no agent was available to take
the call, since midnight. This occasionally happens when using a predictive dialer.

Staffed

The current number of logged in agents and supervisors.

Avail

The number of logged in agents available for outbound calls.

Talk Time

The average agent talk time since midnight.

Connects

The number of successful call connects since midnight.

To check the dialable status of a campaign’s leads
Double click on a campaign row. The Campaign Dialable Status panel appears.
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To drill down to the active calls and agents on a campaign
1.

Double click on a campaign row. The Campaign Dialable Status panel appears.

2.

On the Campaign Dialable Status panel, click Active Calls/Agents. The Active Calls for panel appears. For
more information about this panel, see


“Active Calls tab” on page 349



“Logged In Agents tab” on page 351

Campaign Dialable Status panel
This panel provides information about the dialable status of a campaign. This panel shows the dial pattern configured for
this campaign’s leads.

To find the Campaign Dialable Status
1.

On the System Telemetry menu, select Outbound Telemetry. The Real Time Outbound Telemetry panel
appears.

2.

Double click the campaign you are interested in. The Campaign Dialable Status appears.
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Field definitions for the Campaign Dialable Status
Field

Description

Account

The current account being described

Campaign Name

The name of the campaign

Start

The first day campaign dials

End

The last day campaign dials

Max Passes

The maximum number of times the dialer in configured to dial the lead. The dialer trys up to
this number of times until connecting.

Pass Delay

The time in minutes to elapse between passes

Dialable Leads

The number of leads ready to dial now and in the future, by time zone. Leads are presented in
terms of the leads’ time zone, not the call center’s time zone.
Ready Now – Calls that are ready to dial when the call center is open, per the call center
schedule.
Dial Future – Calls that are in the delay period between passes, and will dial again after the
delay time elapses.

To drill down to information about active calls and logged in agents
Click Active Calls/Agents. The Active Calls for panel appears. For information about this panel, see


“Active Calls tab” on page 349, and



“Logged In Agents tab” on page 351.

To return to the Real Time Outbound Telemetry panel
Click Close.

Active Calls tab
The Active Calls for panel appears when you click Active Calls / Agents from the Campaign Dialable Status panel. It
provides real time data about the active calls and logged in agents working a particular campaign.
The panel contains two tabs, the Active Calls tab and the Logged In Agents tab. This section describes the Active Calls
tab.
The top part of the Active Calls tab contains a copy of the campaign row from the Real Time Outbound Telemetry
panel. This provides a ready reference to key metrics about the overall campaign.
Next, see a row of information about each active call. Active calls are green. Completed calls are yellow.
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To find the Active Calls tab
1.

On the System Telemetry menu, select Outbound Telemetry. The Real Time Outbound Telemetry panel
appears.

2.

Double click the campaign you are interested in. The Campaign Dialable Status panel appears.

3.

On the Campaign Dialable Status panel, click Active Calls / Agents.

4.

Select the Active Calls tab.

Field definitions for the Active Calls tab.
Field

Description

UII

UII – Universal Interaction Identifier. This 30 character code uniquely identifies each call, as
it progresses through its life cycle.

Agent Name

An agent’s name.

ANI

The number being dialed.

DNIS

Not used with outbound.

Call State

The current call state. Values include COMPLETE ACTIVE DEQUEUEING

Enqueue Time

If a call was enqueued, the time it went into queue.

Dequeue Time

If queued, a call’s dequeue time.

State

The agent’s current state. Values include UP, DOWN

To drill down and find more information about an active call
Double click a call row.
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Logged In Agents tab
This tab provides information about the currently logged in agents.

To find the Logged In Agents tab
1.

On the System Telemetry menu, select Outbound Telemetry. The Real Time Outbound Telemetry panel
appears.

2.

Double click the campaign you are interested in. The Campaign Dialable Status panel appears.

3.

On the Campaign Dialable Status panel, click Active Calls / Agents.

4.

Select the Logged In Agents tab.

Field definitions for the Logged In Agents tab
Field

Description

Name

An agent’s name

Username

An agent’s username

Type

The agent type – AGENT or SUPERVISOR

Phone

The agent’s phone number

State

The agent’s current state – AVAILABLE or ENGAGED

Login Mode

The agent’s login mode – INBOUND, OUTBOUND, or BLENDED

State DTS

A date time stamp for the agent’s current state. Indicated how long the agent has been in their
current state.

Login DTS

The date and time when the agent logged in.

OH

Off hook – YES or NO

PD

Pending disposition – YES or NO. Outbound agents will not get another call until they
disposition the previous call.
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To return to the Campaign Dialable Status panel
Click Close.

Monitoring Agents
This section provides instructions for monitoring agents.

View agent activity
From the System Telemetry menu, select Agent Telemetry. The Real Time Agent Telemetry panel appears, with
information about agent activity. To learn more about this panel, see “Real Time Agent Telemetry Panel” on page 353.

Find a particular agent
1.

Display the Real Time Agent Telemetry panel as follows. From the System Telemetry menu, select Agent
Telemetry. The Real Time Agent Telemetry panel appears.

2.

Select the Filter Settings tab.

3.

On the Filter Settings tab, choose up to four filter values to limit the agent telemetry list.

4.

Select the Telemetry tab. It only contains agent records that match your filters.

Configure a monitoring phone
1.

Display the Real Time Agent Telemetry panel as follows. From the System Telemetry menu, select Agent
Telemetry. The Real Time Agent Telemetry panel appears.

2.

In the Monitor Phone field, type the phone number or SIP address for the monitoring phone.


If you are using a regular phone, type the phone number using the format ##########.



If you are using an IP phone, use the format you@yourdomain.com

3.

If you are monitoring on an IP phone, check the SIP checkbox.

4.

Select Silent Monitor or Active Barge In from the drop down menu. The monitoring phone is configured.

Silently listen in on an agent call
Note: You must configure your phone for silent monitoring before you can listen in on an agent call. To learn how, see
“Configure a monitoring phone” above.
1.

Display the Real Time Agent Telemetry panel as follows. From the System Telemetry menu, select Agent
Telemetry. The Real Time Agent Telemetry panel appears.

2.

There are several ways to initiate a monitoring session from the Real Time Agent Telemetry panel. You can:


Click monitor on the row of the agent you want to monitor. Your monitoring phone rings. Answer the
phone to monitor the call in progress, or



Double click on the row of the agent to be monitored. A panel appears with three tabs of information about
the call in progress. To monitor, click Monitor on the lower right corner of the panel. (You will not see the
Monitor button if the call ends before the panel appears.)
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Note: If the monitoring session does not start, then the agent probably finished the call before you got the
monitoring session going.

Barge in on an agent call
Note: You must configure your phone for barge-in monitoring before you can barge in on an agent call. To learn how,
see “Configure a monitoring phone” above.
1.

Display the Real Time Agent Telemetry panel as follows. From the System Telemetry menu, select Agent
Telemetry. The Real Time Agent Telemetry panel appears.

2.

There are several ways to initiate a barge-in monitoring session from the Real Time Agent Telemetry panel.
You can:


Click monitor on the row of the agent you want to monitor. Your monitoring phone rings. Answer the
phone to barge in on the call in progress, or



Double click on the row of the agent to be monitored. A panel appears with three tabs of information about
the call in progress. To monitor, click Monitor on the lower right corner of the panel. (You will not see the
Monitor button if the call ends before the panel appears.)

Note: If the monitoring session does not start, then the agent probably finished the call before you got the
monitoring session going.

Start an internet chat session with an agent
1.

Display the Real Time Agent Telemetry panel as follows. From the System Telemetry menu, select Agent
Telemetry. The Real Time Agent Telemetry panel appears.

2.

On the Real Time Agent Telemetry panel, find the agent you want to chat with. If necessary, use the Filter
Settings tab to find the agent.

3.

Click chat on the agent row. Chat windows appear so you can initiate a chat session with the agent.

4.

To end the session, close the chat window.

Request an off-hook recording session
1.

Display the Real Time Agent Telemetry panel as follows. From the System Telemetry menu, select Agent
Telemetry. The Real Time Agent Telemetry panel appears. After a moment, data appears on the panel.

2.

On the Real Time Agent Telemetry panel, find an off hook agent to record. If the value in the OH field is Yes,
the agent is off hook.

3.

Double click on the row of the agent you want to monitor. Detailed tabs appear about the agent’s current
session.

4.

On the Agent Info tab, in the lower right corner of the panel, select the amount of time for the off hook
monitoring session from the drop down field.

5.

Click Record OH Session. A confirmation appears that your session has been requested. The session appears
on the Offhook Recording Sessions tab soon after it is complete.

Real Time Agent Telemetry Panel
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This section describes the Real Time Agent Telemetry Panel

Telemetry tab
The Telemetry tab provides information about your agents, and provides controls for configuring your monitoring
phone.
The color highlights have the following meanings:


Green – Available



Red – On a call for five minutes or more

To find the Telemetry tab
1.

On the System Telemetry menu, select Agent Telemetry. The Real Time Agent Telemetry panel appears.

2.

Select the Telemetry tab.

Telemetry tab - field definitions
Field

Description

Name

An agent’s name

Username

An agent’s username

Skill

The agent’s logged in skill

State

The agent’s current state. Values include:
AVAILABLE – ready for a call
AWAY – away from the workstation
ENGAGED – on a call
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Field

Description
ENGAGED – CHAT – on a customer chat
ON BREAK – taking a break
TRAINING – in training
TRANSITION – getting ready to accept a call
WORKING – wrapping up a call, post call work

Call Source

If the agent is on a call, the call source – either a gate or a campaign.

Status Time

The time the agent has been in the current status

Login Time

The time when the agent last logged in.

Calls

The number of calls completed since the previous midnight

RNA

The number of ring no answers since the previous midnight, either because the agent did not
answer or something prevented the call from reaching the agent.

Total Talk

The agent’s total talk time since the previous midnight, in minutes.

Avg Talk

The agent’s average talk time since the previous midnight, in minutes.

Util

The per cent of time the agent is on calls while logged in, since the previous midnight.

OH

The agent’s off hood status. Values are Yes or No. You can initiate an off hook recording
session if the agent is off hook.

PD

Pending disposition – Indicates if the agent’s current call is pending disposition. Values are
Yes or No.
Note: If an agent is not receiving calls, a possible reason is that they did not yet disposition
their previous call.

Phone

The phone number or IP address where the agent is logged in.

monitor

Select monitor to initiate a monitoring session with an active agent.

chat

Select chat to initiate an internet chat session.

To configure a monitoring phone
1.

Type the number of the monitoring phone in the Monitor Phone field.


If you are using a regular phone, use the format ##########



If you are using an IP phone, use the format sip:you@yourdomain.com

2.

If the monitoring phone is a soft phone, check SIP.

3.

From the drop down, select Silent Monitor, or Active Barge In. The monitoring phone is configured.
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To request an off hook recording session
Note: The monitoring phone must be configured before you can listen to an off hook recording session.
1.

On the Telemetry tab, find an off hook agent to monitor. If the OH value is Yes, the agent is off hook.

2.

Double click the agent row. A panel of information appears about the session.

3.

On the Agent Info tab, select the desired length of the off hook session to record from the drop down.

4.

Click Record OH Session to request the recording session.

Listen to an off hook recording session.
Note: It takes two or three minutes after an off hook recording session finishes for it to appear on the Offhook Recording
Sessions list.
1.

Drill down to the Offhook Recording Sessions tab for the agent you are interested in. For example, from the
Telemetry tab, double click a row. The agent info appears.

2.

Select the Offhook Recording Sessions tab, to see a list of previously recorded sessions.

3.

Select the session you want to listen to.

To limit the view to the current account
Check Show only Current Account.

To freeze a telemetry snapshot
Check Freeze Telemetry Snapshot

To monitor a session
Click monitor on the row of the agent you want to monitor.

To initiate a chat session
Click chat on the row of the agent you want to chat with.

To drill down for more information about an agent / active call.
Double-click the row of the agent / call you want more information about.
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Filter Settings tab
Use the filter settings to find a particular agent or set of agents. Choose up to four filters to narrow the agent list. Then
select the Telemetry tab. You will only see the agents that met the filter criteria.

To find the Filter Settings tab
1.

On the System Telemetry menu, select Agent Telemetry. The Real Time Agent Telemetry panel appears.

2.

Select the Filter Settings tab.
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Agent Info tab
This tab provides information about a call in progress. It provides detail about the active agent, and tabs for viewing
information about previous off hook recording sessions, and call info. This section describes the Agent Info tab.
There are three parts to this tab. The top shows agent information. The middle shows the agent’s skill profile. The
bottom shows the gates the agent can log in to.

To find the Agent Info tab
Note: You can drill down to this tab from Agent Telemetry, Inbound Telemetry, and Outbound Telemetry. This
procedure assumes you are drilling down from Agent Telemetry.
1.

On the System Telemetry menu, select Agent Telemetry. The Real Time Agent Telemetry panel appears.
After a moment, real time data appears on the panel.

2.

On the Telemetry tab, double-click on the row of the agent you are interested in. A panel appears with tabs of
information the agent, call, and the agent’s offhook recording sessions.

3.

Select the Agent Info tab.
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To listen in
Note: To listen in on a call, you must have your monitoring phone configured. To learn how to configure your
monitoring phone, see “Configure a monitoring phone” on page 352.
1.

Click Monitor on the bottom right of the panel. The telephone you use for agent monitoring will ring.

2.

Answer the phone and listen to the call in progress.
o

If the phone was configured for silent monitoring, the receiver will be muted. The agent and customer will
not hear you pick up the phone, or anything you say into the phone.

o

If the monitoring phone was configured for Active Barge In, then the agent and customer may hear you
pick up, and can hear anything you say.

To end the agent’s call
Click Hangup on the bottom right of the panel. The call is abruptly ended.

To log the agent out
Click Logout on the bottom left of the panel. The call is abruptly ended and the agent is logged out.

Offhook Recording Sessions tab
This tab provides information about previous off hook recording sessions, if available. Off hook recording applies to
outbound calling, in general.

To find the Offhook Recording Sessions tab
Note: You can drill down to this tab from Agent Telemetry, Inbound Telemetry, and Outbound Telemetry. This
procedure assumes you are drilling down from Agent Telemetry.
1.

On the System Telemetry menu, select Agent Telemetry. The Real Time Agent Telemetry panel appears.
After a moment, real time data appears on the panel.
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2.

On the Telemetry tab, double-click on the row of the agent you are interested in. A panel appears with tabs of
information the agent, call, and the agent’s offhook recording sessions.

3.

Select the Offhook Recording Sessions tab.

Call Info tab
The Call Info tab provides information about a call in progress.

To find the Call Info tab
Note: You can drill down to this tab from Agent Telemetry, Inbound Telemetry, and Outbound Telemetry. This
procedure assumes you are drilling down from Agent Telemetry.
1.

On the System Telemetry menu, select Agent Telemetry. The Real Time Agent Telemetry panel appears.
After a moment, real time data appears on the panel.

2.

On the Telemetry tab, double-click on the row of the agent you are interested in. A panel appears with tabs of
information the agent, call, and the agent’s offhook recording sessions.

3.

Select the Call Info tab.
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Monitoring Remote Call Centers (Cloud Telemetry)
This section provides instructions for monitoring your remote call centers.

Monitor Cloud Routing profiles
1.

From the System Telemetry menu, select Cloud Routing Telemetry. The Real Time Cloud Routing
Telemetry panel appears. After a moment, real time data appears on the panel.

2.

Select the Routing Profiles tab. To learn more about this tab, see “Routing Profiles tab” on page 362

View routing destinations
1.

From the System Telemetry menu, select Cloud Routing Telemetry. The Real Time Cloud Routing
Telemetry panel appears.

2.

Select the Routing Destinations tab. To learn more about this tab, see” Routing Destinations tab” on page 364.

View active calls
1.

From the System Telemetry menu, select Cloud Routing Telemetry. The Real Time Cloud Routing
Telemetry panel appears.

Select the Active Calls tab. To learn more about the Active Calls tab, see “
2.

Active Calls tab” on page 365.

Barge-in on or silently listen in on a call
1.

From the System Telemetry menu, select Cloud Routing Telemetry. The Real Time Cloud Routing
Telemetry panel appears.

2.

Select the Active Calls tab.

3.

On the Active Calls tab, configure the monitoring phone as follows.


In the Monitor Phone box, enter the phone number of the monitoring phone.
o

If the monitoring phone is a regular telephone, enter the 10 digit phone number using the format
##########

o

If the monitoring phone is a soft phone, use the format sip:you@yourdomain.com



If the monitoring phone is a soft phone, check the SIP checkbox.



Select a monitoring type from the drop down. Choices are Silent Monitor, or Active Barge In.



Click monitor on the line of the call you want to monitor. A panel of information about the particular call
appears.

4.

On the Active Calls tab, click monitor on the line of the call you want to monitor. A panel of information about
the call in progress appears.

5.

On the lower right side of the panel, click Monitor. If the call is still active, the monitoring phone will ring.
Pick up the phone to monitor the call. The monitoring session type (Silent or Active Barge In) depend on how
the monitoring phone was configured.

6.

Hang up the phone to end the monitoring session.
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Real Time Cloud Routing Telemetry Panel
This section describes the tabs on the Real Time Cloud Routing Telemetry panel.

Routing Profiles tab
This tab provides information about your cloud routing profiles. There are three parts to this tab.


The top provides real time data points about your routing profiles.



The middle contains a color coded graph showing recent real time data history. Hover your mouse over the
graph lines to see a color key and date / time stamp when the data point was captured. Drag the handle
to
adjust the height of the graph.



The bottom provides check boxes for controlling the view.

To find the Routing Profiles tab
1.

On the System Telemetry menu, select Cloud Routing Telemetry The Real Time Cloud Routing Telemetry
panel appears.

2.

Select the Routing Profiles tab.
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Routing Profiles tab – field definitions
Field

Description

ID

The caller ID, in the format configured on the profile’s settings.

Name

Profile name

Active

Current number of active calls

Routing

Current number of calls being routed out to agents

Connected

Current number of calls connected to agents

Presented

Calls presented since last midnight

Accepted

Calls accepted since last midnight

Avg SOA

Average speed of answer, in seconds, since last midnight

Avg Talk

Average talk time, in seconds, since last midnight

Abandoned

The number of calls abandoned since last midnight.

Avg Aba

Average abandon time in minutes, for calls abandoned since last midnight.

Def.

The number of calls that were deflected since last midnight. Calls are considered to be
deflected if the caller did not abandon them, but they did not get to an agent. For example,
calls may have been deflected by an IVR, may have gone to voice mail, or may have been
routed to another phone number.

Short Calls

The number of short calls since last midnight.

Long Calls

The number of long calls since last midnight.

To change the relative height of the graph
Drag the

to change the height of the graph.

To restrict the view to the current account
Click Show Only Current Account

To freeze the telemetry snapshot
Click Freeze Telemetry Snapshot
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Routing Destinations tab
This tab provides information about routing destinations. There are three parts to this tab.


The top provides metrics about the routing destinations.



The middle provides a graphic representation of recent real time data. Hover your mouse over the graph to see a
data and time stamp, and key to the colors used in the graph.



The bottom provides check boxes to help you control the data view.

To find the Routing Destinations tab
1.

From the System Telemetry menu, select Cloud Routing Telemetry. The Real Time Cloud Routing
Telemetry panel appears.

2.

Select the Routing Destinations tab.

Field definitions for the Routing Destinations tab
Field

Description

ID

The ID of the cloud routing destination.

Name

The name of the cloud routing destination

Routing

The current number of calls being routed out to agents at this destination.

Connected

The current number of calls that are connected to agents at this destination.

Presented

The number of calls that have been presented to this destination since last midnight.

Accepted

The number of calls that have been accepted by this destination since last midnight.
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Field

Description

No Answer

The number of calls that were not answered by this destination since last midnight

Busy

The number of times this destination was too busy to accept a call since last midnight.

Other

The number of times this destination could not accept a call, for a reason other than being busy
since last midnight.

Short Calls

The number of short calls by this destination since last midnight.

Long Calls

The number of long calls at this destination since last midnight.

To change the relative height of the graph
Drag the

to change the height of the graph.

To only show the current account
Check the Show Only Current Account checkbox.

To freeze the telemetry snapshot
Check the Freeze Telemetry Snapshot checkbox.

Active Calls tab
This tab provides information about active calls.
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To find the Active Calls tab
1.

From the System Telemetry menu, select Cloud Routing Telemetry. The Real Time Cloud Routing
Telemetry panel appears.

2.

Select the Active Calls tab.

Field definitions for the Active Calls tab
Field

Description

Profile ID

The profile ID number assigned to a profile.

Cloud Route
Profile

The name of a cloud route profile.

ANI

If the ANI is used for caller ID, the ANI

DNIS

If the DNIS is used for the caller ID, the DNIS

Orig DNIS

If the Orig DNIS is used for the caller ID, the Orig DNIS

Dest ID

If a unique ID is used for the caller ID, the unique ID.

Connected Route
Destination

The current number of calls connected to this destination.

State

The current state of this destination – open or closed. (active, not active?)

Ring Time

Average ring time since the previous midnight, in seconds

Call Time

Average call time, since the previous midnight, in minutes

To configure a monitoring phone
1.

In the Monitor Phone field, type the telephone number of the phone you will use for monitoring.


If you are using a regular phone line, type the ten digit phone number using the format ##########.



If you are using a SIP phone , type the SIP address, using the format sip:you@yourdomain.com

2.

Check the SIP checkbox if your monitoring phone is a SIP phone

3.

If you want the monitoring sessions to be silent, select Silent Monitor from the drop down. For barge in
monitoring, select Active Barve In.

To freeze the current telemetry snapshot
Check Freeze Telemetry Snapshot.

To only show the current account
Check Show Only Current Account
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Chat Telemetry
The Real Time Chat Queue Telemetry panel provides an at-a-glance view of current chat activity. The top part provides
statistical data. The bottom shows activity in graphic format.
To find the Real Time Chat Queue Telemetry panel, from the System Telemetry menu, select Chat Queue Telemetry.

Monitoring Agent Login Status
This section describes how to monitor your agent logins and the amount of time left in your minute pools, if used.

See how many agents are logged in or off-hook
1.

From the System Telemetry menu, select Login Telemetry. The Real Time Login Overview Telemetry panel
appears.

2.

The Logins tab tells you how many agents are logged in or off hook for each account. For details about this tab,
see “Logins tab” on page 367.

Check the status of your minute pools
1.

From the System Telemetry menu, select Login Telemetry. The Real Time Login Overview Telemetry panel
appears.

2.

Select the Minute Pools tab to see information about your minute pools. For details about this tab, see “Minute
Pools tab” on page 369.

Real Time Login Overview Telemetry Panel
This section describes the tabs on the Real Time Login Overview Telemetry panel.

Logins tab
The Logins tab tells you how many agents are logged in and how many are off-hook for each active account. It also
shows the server group, dialer, and shard they are using. The server group, dialer, and shard information tell us what
facilities you are using in case we need to know.
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To find the Logins tab
1.

From the System Telemetry menu, select Login Telemetry.

2.

Select the Logins tab.

Logins tab - field definitions
Field

Description

Account ID

An account’s ID number.

Account Name

An account’s name.

Logins

The current number of logged in agents.

Off-Hook

The number of agents who are off hook. (relevant with outbound)

Server Group

The server group assigned to these logins. (Connect First information)

Dialer

The dialer used by these logins. (Connect First information)

Shard

The shard used by these logins. (Connect First information)

To freeze a telemetry snapshot
Check the Freeze Telemetry Snapshot checkbox.
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Minute Pools tab
If you use minute pools for prepaid calls, this tab shows the number of minutes remaining in each pool, and the number
of agents currently logged in.

To find the Minute Pools tab
1.

From the System Telemetry menu, select Login Telemetry.

2.

Select the Minute Pools tab.

Field definitions for the Minute Pools tab
Field

Description

Account ID

An account’s ID number.

Account Name

An account’s name.

Pool ID

The names of various minute pools.

Remaining

The number of minutes remaining in the associated minute pool.

Logged In

The number of people logged in.

To freeze a telemetry snapshot
Check the Freeze Telemetry Snapshot checkbox.
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Real Time Inbound Overview Telemetry
The Real Time Inbound Overview Telemetry panel provides the big picture view of your inbound telemetry. This panel
shows you:


How many agents are currently active,



How many calls are in queue,



The longest wait time of calls currently in queue, and



The logged in and available agent skills.

See how many agents are logged in
1.

From the System Telemetry menu, select Inbound Overview. The Real Time Inbound Overview Telemetry
panel appears.

2.

On the Inbound Overview tab, the Total Active field shows the total number of active agents in all the
accounts you can access. To limit the view to your current account, check Show only Current Account.

See how many calls are in queue
1.

From the System Telemetry menu, select Inbound Overview. The Real Time Inbound Overview Telemetry
panel appears.

2.

On the Inbound Overview tab, the big red or green number shows the number of calls in queue.


If there are no calls in queue, you will see a large green 0 (zero).



If there are calls in queue, you will see a large red number.

See the longest wait time of calls currently in queue
1.

From the System Telemetry menu, select Inbound Overview. The Real Time Inbound Overview Telemetry
panel appears.

2.

On the Inbound Overview tab, the Longest In Queue field shows the longest queue wait time of calls
currently in queue.

See the currently logged in agent skills
1.

From the System Telemetry menu, select Inbound Overview. The Real Time Inbound Overview Telemetry
panel appears.

2.

Select the Logged In Skills tab to see the currently logged in skills. For details about this tab, see “Logged In
Skills tab” on page 372.
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Real Time Overview Telemetry Panel
This section describes the tabs on the Real Time Overview Telemetry panel.

Inbound Overview tab
The Inbound Overview tab lets you see, at a glance, if you have callers in queue. A large green zero (0) dominates the
tab if no one is in queue. If there is a queue, the number in queue appears in large red font.
The tab provides the account name, number of active calls, number of calls in queue, and the longest wait time of callers
currently in queue.
In the following example, there is one active account with 13 active calls and 1 call in queue. The person in queue has
been waiting 25 seconds.

To find the Inbound Overview tab
From the System Telemetry menu, select Inbound Overview.

Inbound Overview tab – field definitions
Field

Description

Total Active

The number of calls in process.

Longest in Queue

The longest wait time of callers currently waiting in queue.

Large red
number

If displayed, shows the number of callers waiting in queue.

Large green zero

If displayed, shows that no one is currently waiting in queue.
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To restrict the view to the current account
Check the Show only Current Account checkbox.

Logged In Skills tab
This tab shows the skills of the currently logged in agents.

To find the Logged In Skills tab
1.

From the System Telemetry menu, select Inbound Overview. The Real Time Inbound Overview Telemetry
panel appears.

2.

Select the Logged In Skills tab.

Logged In Skills tab – field definitions
Field

Description

Account ID

The account ID of one or more logged in agents.

Account Name

The associated account name.

Skill Name

The name of a particular skill.

Logged In

The number of agents with a skill, who are currently logged in. Some may not be taking calls.
For example, some might be on break.

Staffed

The number of agents with a skill, who are logged in and taking calls. Some may not be
available because they are on the phone, or performing post call work.
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Field
Available

Description
The number of agents with a skill who are available to answer calls. They are not currently on
a call or performing post call work.

To restrict the view to the current account
Click the Show only Current Account box.
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Generating Reports

This section describes the various types of reports you can generate about your call center operations.

Overview
Our reporting system provides controls that let you configure reports about virtually every aspect of your call center.
There are two aspects to the reporting function, the Report Selector and the Report Scheduler.


The Report Selector lets you generate as needed real-time reports. It slides in from the right side and presents a
menu of reports to select from. Choose a report, set your report options, and then run it. Within moments, the
system generates the report and displays it on your screen. You can also send reports to the email address
associated with your log on account.



The Report Scheduler lets you create reports to run on a regular basis. You can send them to an FTP directory
and/or various email addresses. Reports can run daily, weekly, bi-monthly, or monthly. Create an ad hoc report
if you need it outside the scheduled run time.
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Available reports
The following reports are available.
General Reports
Call Detail Search
Global Inbound Call Detail Download
Global Inbound Breakdown by Hour

Inbound Reports
Gate Statistic Report
Inbound Call Detail Download
Raw Inbound Call Detail Download
Hourly Inbound Statistics
Rollup: Calls by Hour
Rollup: Calls by Day
Rollup: Calls by Day of Week
Rollup: Calls by Month
Download Reverse Match Report
Inbound Call Transfer Detail
IVR Session Report Download
ACD Call Tracking Summary
ACD Tracking Call Detail Report
ACD Tracking Unique Callers
Inbound Overview Report
Failed Outdial Report

Outbound Reports
Dialer Result Download
Hourly Dialer Disposition
Dialer Penetration
Dialer Penetration Overview
Dialer Completion
Campaign Health Report
Agent Campaign Disposition
Hourly Agent Disposition
Global Dials Report
Outbound Overview Report
Internal DNC List Report
Outbound Performance Report
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Agent Reports
Agent Session Report
Agent Session Report (raw)
Agent Activity Report
Agent Activity Overview
Agent Billing Report
Agent Account Report
Agent Overview Report
Agent Offhook Recording Report
Manual Outbound Dial Report
Global Agent Session Report
Track Reports
Call Summary Report
Call Detail Report
Call Detail w/ Comments Report
CRM Call Detail
CRM Survey Stat Report
CRM Survey Stat Download
Download Reverse Match Report
Rollup: Calls by Hour
Rollup: Calls by Day of Week
Rollup: Calls by Day
Rollup: Calls by Month
Total Calls Report
Unique Callers Report
Unique Caller Detail Report
Track Configuration Download

System Reports
System User Logins
Usage Report
Account Overview Report
Cloud Routing Reports
Call Detail Download
Cloud Profile Metrics by Day
Cloud Profile Metrics by Half Hour
Cloud Overview Report
Rollup: Calls by Hour
Chat Queue Reports
Chat Session Detail Download
Chat Queue Overview Report
Rollup: Calls by Hour
Administrative Reports
Coming soon

Survey Reports
Survey Statistic Report
Survey Result Download
Survey Result Search
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Procedures
This section describes the reporting procedures.

Generate an ad hoc report
1.

Display the Report Selector. There are two ways to do this. You can


Go to the Reporting menu and select Report Selector. The Report Selector slides in from the right.
or



Click Show Report Selector on the right side of the desktop. The Report Selector slides in from the right.

2.

Click the report you want. The report options appear.

3.

Fill out the fields and then click Get Report. The system generates the report and displays it on your screen.
The only report that will not appear on your screen is the Outbound Call Detail report. The system sends that
report to the email address associated with your log-on account.
Note: Detailed reports may take a while to generate, especially if you are processing a lot of call data. Be
patient. Don’t close the report window and try to restart the report. If you restart while the first report is running
in the background, you will end up with two reports generating at once. Then it will take even longer to appear
on your screen.

Schedule a recurring report
Use the Report Scheduler to schedule recurring reports. The system automatically generates and emails and/or FTPs
them on a regular schedule.
1.

From the Reporting menu, select Report Scheduler. The Report Scheduler appears wth a list of your existing
recurring reports. If the configuration fields appear first, click <<Back to return to the report list.

2.

On the Saved Scheduled Reports report list screen, click New. The configuration fields appear.

3.

Configure the recurring report as follows.
In this field

Do this

Report
Description

Enter a description of the report

Report Type

Select a report type from the drop down. Options are: Inbound, Outbound, Agent,
Track, Survey, System, Cloud, Administrative
Relevant report options dynamically appear. Make your selections to customize your
report.

Frequency

Select the report frequency from the drop down box. Options are: Daily, Weekly,
Monthly, and Twice Monthly

Email to:

Enter comma separated email addresses where the report will be sent.

Run As

Select Run as Me if you want the report sent from you. You report email message
will come from you. You will be identified as the sender of the report email.
Select Run as System to have the report sent from the system. The report email will
come from notifications@virtualacd.biz
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In this field
FTP Server

Do this
To send the report to an FTP server, enter the FTP server name, using the format
ftp.yourwebhostingcompany.com
Note: If you do not have your FTP information, contact your web hosting company
for assistance.

FTP UID

To FTP the report, enter your FTP user ID.

FTP PWD

To FTP the report, enter your FTP password.

FTP Dir

To FTP the report, enter your FTP directory.

Secure FTP

To use secure FTP, check Secure FTP.

Make an ad hoc run of a recurring report
Use this procedure to run a recurring report outside its regular run time.
1.

From the Reporting menu, select Report Scheduler. The Report Scheduler appears.

2.

On the Saved Scheduled Reports list, click run next to the report you want to run. The system generates and
FTP’s/emails an ad hoc version of the report.

Change a recurring report
1.

From the Reporting menu, select Report Scheduler. The Report Scheduler appears.

2.

Double click the report you want to change. The scheduling options appear.

3.

Update the scheduling options.

4.

Click Save to save your changes.

Delete a recurring report
1.

From the Reporting menu, select Report Scheduler. The Report Scheduler appears.

2.

Double click the report you want to delete. The scheduling options appear.

3.

Click Delete. The systems asks you to confirm you want to delete.

4.

Click Yes to delete the report.

Print a report
To print a report, press CTRL+P or click the print icon on your toolbar or right-click on the report and select Print from
the context menu.
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Manage Administration System
Users

This section tells how to configure and manage Connect First Administration System user accounts. Administration
System users can log on to the Connect First Administration System software.
There are five Administration System user levels, each with different default permissions and abilities. This section
describes the five user levels and provides instructions for configuring Connect First Administration System user
accounts.
Note: These instructions are for configuring Connect First Administration System users, not Agent users. If you want to
configure an Agent user, see Configuring Agent Accounts.

Overview
There are two types of Administration System users – Account Administrators and System Users.
Within these user types are user levels. Higher user levels have all the default permissions of lower level users, and
more. Higher level users can see other users at the same user level or higher.
A description of the five user levels, from highest to lowest, follows.
User Type
Multi-Account
Administrator

Description
Multi-Account Administrators have the highest user level, and have full access to the entire
Connect First Administration System.
After a Multi-Account Administrator logs in and selects their logon accounts, they can see,
edit, or delete the other Administration System users and administrators with access to at least
one of those log on accounts. Multi-Account Administrators can also add other administrators
and users.
Multi-Account Administrators receive a daily email containing a “Global Usage Report”
which aggregates usage data for all of their accounts.

Account
Administrator

Account Administrators have the second highest user level. They can do everything a MultiAccount Administrator can do except:


Receive the daily “Global Usage Report” email (unless given specific granular security
permission)



Add, edit, delete, or view Multi-Account Administrators

Account Administrators can see other Account Administrator accounts as well as Account
User, Reporting User, and Telemetry User accounts.
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User Type

Description

Account User

Account Users have the third highest user level. They can access the entire Administration
System, but cannot add, edit or delete other Administration System users.
Account Users can see other Account User accounts, as well as Reporting User and Telemetry
User accounts. They cannot see administrator level user accounts.

Reporting User

Reporting Users have the fourth highest user level. They can only use the Administration
System’s reporting and telemetry functions.
Reporting Users can see other Reporting User accounts and Telemetry User accounts. They
cannot see Account Users, Account Administrators, or Multi-Account Administrators.

Telemetry User

Telemetry Users have the lowest user level. They can only use the telemetry functions.
Telemetry Users can see other Telemetry User accounts, but they cannot see Reporting or
Account Users. They cannot see administrator level user accounts.

Configuring Administration System User Accounts
This section contains procedures for adding, editing, and deleting Connect First Administration System user accounts.

Add an Admin System user
Note: You can add an Administration System user account if all of the following are true:
• Your user level is the same as or higher than the user you are editing.
• You are an administrator, either an Account Administrator or a Multi-Account Administrator.
1.

From the System Users menu, select Manage System Users. The System Users panel appears.

2.

If the list table does not appear first, click <<List to display the System Users list table.

3.

On the System Users list table, click Add User. The configuration tabs appear.

4.



Fill out the General Settings tab. For details, see “General Settings tab” on page 385.



Optionally, fill out the Granular Security tab. For details, see “Granular Security tab” on page 388.

Click Save User. The user is saved.

Edit an Admin System user’s account
Note: You can edit another Administration System user’s account if all of the following are true:
• You have access to at least one log on account in common with the user you are editing.
• Your user level is the same as or higher than the user you are editing.
• You are an administrator, either an Account Administrator or a Multi-Account Administrator.
1.

From the System Users menu, select Manage System Users. The System Users panel appears.

2.

If the list table does not appear first, click <<List to display the System Users list table.

3.

On the list table, find the account to edit. To do so:


Type all or part of the user’s last name, first name, email address, or account ID number in the text box.



Select Last Name, First Name, Email, or Account Access from the drop down list.
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Click Filter Results. The system filters the accounts that do not match the selection criteria from the list
table.

4.

Double click the row of the account you want to edit. The configuration tabs appear.

5.

Update the user’s configuration. For details, see:

6.



“General Settings tab” on page 385



“Granular Security tab” on page 388

Click Save User to save your edits.

Delete an Admin System user’s account
Note: You can delete another Administration System user’s account if all of the following are true:
• You are an administrator, either a Multi-Account Administrator or an Account Administrator.
• Your user level is the same as or higher than the user you are deleting.
• You have access to at least one log on account in common with the user you are deleting.

 Warning: Do not delete a user’s account if you need to see their information on reports. The system deletes
associated reporting data when it deletes a user account. To keep a user from logging in to the Administration System
without deleting their account, see “Keep an Admin System user from logging in”, next.
1.

From the System Users menu, select Manage System Users. The System Users panel appears.

2.

If the list table does not appear first, click <<List to display the System Users list table.

3.

Find the user to delete. To do so:


Type all or part of the user’s last name, first name, email address, or account ID number in the text box.



Select Last Name, First Name, Email, or Account Access from the drop down list.



Click Filter Results. The system filters the accounts that do not match the selection criteria.

4.

Double click the row of the user account you want to delete. The configuration tabs appear.

5.

Click Delete User. The system prompts you to confirm you want to delete.

6.

Click Yes to delete the user account.

Keep an Admin System user from logging in
This procedure explains how to keep a user from logging in to the Connect First Administration System. Although the
user will not be able to log in, you will still see their data on reports.
Note: You can update another Administration System user’s log on account if all of the following are true:
• You are an administrator, either a Multi-Account Administrator or an Account Administrator.
• Your user level is the same as or higher than the user you are editing.
• You can access at least one log on account in common with the user you are editing.
1.

From the System Users menu, select Manage System Users. The System Users panel appears.

2.

If the list table does not appear first, click <<List to display the System Users list table.

3.

Find the user to edit. To do so:


Type all or part of the user’s last name, first name, email address, or account ID number in the text box.



Select Last Name, First Name, Email, or Account Access from the drop down list.



Click Filter Results. The system filters out the accounts that do not match the selection criteria.
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4.

Double click the row of the user account you want to edit. The configuration tabs appear.

5.

Select the General Settings tab.

6.

In the Allow Logon drop down field, select No.

7.

Click Save User to save your edits.

Re-set an Admin System user’s logon password
The Administration System will not let you see another user’s password, once set. If a user forgets their password,
overwrite the existing password with a new one.
Note: You can update another Administration System user’s log on password if all of the following are true:
• You are an administrator, either a Multi-Account Administrator or an Account Administrator.
• Your user level is the same as or higher than the user whose log on password you are re-setting.
• You can access at least one log on account in common with the user whose password you are re-setting.
1.

From the System Users menu, select Manage System Users. The System Users panel appears.

2.

If the list table does not appear first, click <<List to display the System Users list table.

3.

Find the user to edit. To do so:


Type all or part of the user’s last name, first name, email address, or account ID number in the text box.



Select Last Name, First Name, Email, or Account Access from the drop down list.



Click Filter Results. The system filters out the accounts that do not match the selection criteria.

4.

Double click the row of the account you want to edit. The configuration tabs appear.

5.

Select the General Settings tab.

6.

In the Allow Logon drop down field, select No.

7.

Click Save User to save your edits.

Choose the accounts an Admin System user can select after logon
Note: You can give another Administration System user access to a log on account if all of the following are true:
• You are an administrator, either a Multi-Account Administrator or an Account Administrator.
• Your user level is the same as or higher than the user whose account access you are setting.
• You have access to the account.
1.

From the System Users menu, select Manage System Users. The System Users panel appears.

2.

If the list table does not appear first, click <<List to display the System Users list table.

3.

Find the user to edit. To do so:


Type the user’s last name, first name, email address, or account ID number in the text box.



Select Last Name, First Name, Email, or Account Access from the drop down list.



Click Filter Results. The system filters the accounts that do not match the selection criteria.

4.

Double click the row of the account you want to edit. The configuration tabs appear.

5.

Select the General Settings tab.

6.

In the table, select / deselect checkboxes to update the user’s account access.

7.

Click Save User to save your edits. The user’s new account access permissions are in effect the next time they
log on. It will not affect their current session.
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View or update an Admin System user’s granular security settings
Note: To update, you must be an Account Administrator or a Multi-Account Administrator.
To view, all of the following must be true:
• You share access to at least one log on account
• You have the same user level or a higher user level as the user whose security settings you are viewing.
1.

From the System Users menu, select Manage System Users. The System Users panel appears.

2.

If the list table does not appear first, click <<List to display the System Users list table.

3.

Find the user to edit. To do so:


Type all or part of the user’s last name, first name, email address, or account ID number in the text box.



Select Last Name, First Name, Email, or Account Access from the drop down list.



Click Filter Results. The system filters the agent accounts that do not match the selection criteria from the
list table.

4.

Double click the row of the agent account you want to edit. The configuration tabs appear.

5.

Select the Granular Security tab to see the user’s security settings.

6.

Select / unselect the checkboxes to update the user’s security settings.

7.

Click Save User to save your edits. The user’s new security settings are effective the next time they log on.

System Users Panel
Use the System Users panel to view, add, edit, or delete a Connect First Administration System user account.
Note: To view another Administration System user’s account, you must have the same user level or a higher user level.
To add, edit, or delete another Administration System user’s account, the following must also be true:
…..• You are an administrator level user, either a Multi-Account Administrator or an Account Administrator
• You share access to at least one log on account.
An Administration System user account consists of:


the user’s name,



log on password (encrypted),



email address,



primary phone number,



user level,



the accounts they may access, and



checkboxes for enabling specific granular security permissions, such as the ability to edit or delete other agent
accounts.

To find this panel, go to the System Users menu and select Manage System Users
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System Users list table
The System Users table lists the Administration System users with access to the accounts you are logged in to. Use this
table to find a user account to edit or delete. Also, use this table to add a new Administration System user.

To find the System Users list table
1.

From the System Users menu, select Manage System Users. The System Users panel appears.

2.

If the list table does not appear first, click <<List. The System Users list table appears.

To find an Administration System user
Note: You can only see users who have the same or lower user level as yours, and who have access to at least one
Administration System log on account that you can access too.
1.

On the System Users list table, in the text box, type all or part of the user’s last name, first name, email address,
or account ID number.

2.

Select Last Name, First Name, Email, or Account Access from the drop down.

3.

Click Filter Results to see a list of accounts matching your search criteria.

To add an Administration System user
Note: You must be an Account Administrator or Multi-Account Administrator to add another Administration System
user. Account Administrators cannot add Multi-Account Administrators because they have a higher user level.
1.

On the System User list table, click Add User.

2.

Fill out the configuration tabs.

3.

Click Save User.
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To delete an Administration System user
Note: You must be an Account Administrator or Multi-Account Administrator to delete another Administration System
user. Account Administrators cannot delete Multi-Account Administrators.
1.

On the System Users list table, find the user to delete. If you need instructions, see “To find an Administration
System user” above.

2.

Double click the user row. The user’s configuration tabs appear.

3.

At the bottom of the panel, click Delete User.

4.

An “Are you sure” message appears.

5.

Click Yes.

6.

If Safe Delete is enabled for your account, you will be prompted for your safe delete password.

7.

Enter the password and then click OK to delete the account.

To edit a user
Note: You must be an Account Administrator or Multi-Account Administrator to edit another system user’s account.
Account Administrators cannot edit Multi-Account Administrators.
1.

On the System Users list table, find the user account to edit. If you need instructions, see “To find an
Administration System user”, above.

2.

Double click the user account to be edited. The configuration tabs appear.

3.

Edit the user configuration.

4.

Click Save User to save your edits.

General Settings tab
The General Settings tab of the System Users panel contains a user’s account information. This includes the


User’s name



System email address



Log on password



Personal phone number



Logon status



User level



Accounts the user may access
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To find the System Users General Settings tab
1.

From the System Users menu, select Manage System Users. The System Users panel appears.

2.

If the list table does not appear first, click <<List. The System Users list table appears.

3.

Select the user you are interested in. If you are adding a new user, click Add User. The configuration tabs
appear.

4.

Select the General Settings tab.

To fill out the System Users General Settings tab
In this field

Do this

First Name

Enter the user’s first name.

Last Name

Enter the user’s last name.

Email

Enter the user’s email address. The system will send reports and other system-generated
information to this email address.

Password

Enter the user’s log on password.

Phone

Optionally enter a phone number where the user can be reached.

Allow Logon

Select Yes to allow the user to log on. Select No to keep the user from logging on. The “No”
option is useful for temporarily removing a user’s ability to log in to the system without
deleting their account.
If you delete the account, you lose all associated reporting data. If you just remove the user’s
ability to log on, you can still see data associated with the user on system reports.

User Level

Select a user level, as follows.
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In this field

Do this
Multi-Account Admin – Can add, edit, and delete user accounts – admin level and user level.
Has full access to the Administration System. Receives a daily email containing the Global
Usage Report, which contains aggregated information about all the accounts the MultiAccount Administrator can access.
Account Admin – Same as the Multi-Account Admin, except an Account Admin does not
receive the daily email report.
Account User – Has full access to the Administration System, but cannot add or edit other
user accounts.
Reporting User – Only has access to reports and telephony.
Telemetry User – Can view telemetry data.

Created On

System generated value – the user account creation date.

Account Filter

Use this field to find a particular account in the account table. Start typing the account name to
see accounts starting with those characters.

account table
checkboxes

Select checkboxes to indicate the accounts the user may access. If you only select one, the
Administration System will automatically log the user into that account when they log in.
If you select more than one, the system will present the account list to the user when they log
in to the Administration System. The user can then select which account(s) they want to log in
to.
The table contains the Administration System accounts you can select when logging in. You
can only give access to the Administration System accounts you can select after logging in.

To change another user’s user level
Note: You must be an administrator to change another user’s user level. Account Administrators cannot change the user
level of a Multi-Account Administrator.
1.

On the General Settings tab, in the User Level field, select a user level.

2.

Click Add User to update the user’s account. The new user level will be effective the next time the user logs
on.

To use the account filter
Start typing the name of the account you are looking for. The system displays accounts with account names that start
with the typed characters.

To change another user’s log on ability
Note: You must be an administrator to change another user’s log on ability. Account Administrators cannot change the
log on ability of a Multi-Account Administrator.
1.

On the General Settings tab, in the Allow Logon field, select Yes or No.

2.

Click Add User to update the user account.
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To find a particular account


Use the Account Filter to find a particular account. To do so, in the Account Filter field, begin typing the
account name. As you type, the accounts appear in the listing that have the same beginning letters in their name.
Continue typing until you see the account you are interested in.



You can also click a column heading to sort the accounts in alphabetical order based on the info in that column.
Click again to reverse the sort order.

To select the log on accounts another user can access
Note: You must be an administrator to update another user’s log on accounts. You must have access to an account
yourself to give another user access to it. Account Administrators cannot select log on accounts for Multi-Account
Administrators.
1.

On the General Settings tab, in the account table, check or uncheck the checkboxes to update the accounts a
user can access.

2.

Click Save User. The user’s new account access settings will be effective the next time the user logs on to the
system.

Granular Security tab
The Granular Security tab lets you adjust a user’s security settings.
Note: You must have an administrator user level to adjust another user’s granular security settings. Account
Administrators cannot update the granular security settings of Multi-Account Administrators.
To use this tab, check the security settings you want to enable for the user and then click Save User. The security
settings will be effective the next time the user logs on.


Send Global Usage Report – Check to have the system email this daily report to the email address specified in
the General Settings tab. This report is normally only sent to Multi-Account Administrators.



Can Access Prepay – Gives the user access to the prepay account information.



Can Delete (General) – Gives the user the ability to delete records from the Administration System.



Can Add Agents Accounts – Gives the user the ability to add agent accounts.



Can Delete Agent Accounts – Gives the user the ability to delete agent accounts.



Safe Delete (prompt for password) – Prompts the user for their password before completing a delete action.
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To find the System Users Granular Security tab
1.

From the System Users menu, select Manage System Users. The System Users panel appears.

2.

If the list table does not appear first, click <<List. The System Users list table appears.

3.

Select the user you are interested in. If you are adding a new user, click Add User. The configuration tabs
appear.

4.

Select the Granular Security tab.
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Glossary

ANI
The calling party’s telephone number. ANI stands for Automatic Number Identification system.

App Handoff
Transfers (hands off) control to an IVR application.

chat group
A group of chat queues that share access to the same pool of agent skills

code packet
A snippet of code contained within <code> </code> tags. Used in our system to program survey element events.

CRM
Customer Relationship Management

CSS
Cascading Style Sheet - Code that lets you apply styles to web content. For a reference, see www.w3schools.com/css

destination
A call routing destination, typically a call center, or customer contact center.

DID
Direct Inward Dial - a local telephone number

DNIS
A call’s destination number, which is usually but not always the number dialed. When using tracking numbers, the DNIS
is the destination number, not the tracking number dialed. DNIS stands for Dialed Number Identification System.

DTMF
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A touch tone signal. DTMF stands for Dial Tone Multi Frequency.

Dynamic Unique ID
A system generated call session ID, which can uniquely identify every call session. Useful when your caller ID system
cannot read a 30-digit UII.

Email Destination
With respect to dispositions, the Email Destination field contains the email addresses of people who need a Disposition
Notification when agents select certain dispositions. The Disposition Notification provides the disposition, a timestamp,
and other information such as the caller, lead, or chat customer’s phone number, the agent, and if the survey results if the
agent collected survey data. This field is NOT associated with the Email Template field.

Email Template
Use the Email Template utility to create pre-written email templates that agents can send after submitting certain
dispositions. When an agent submits a disposition with an email template, the system displays it to the agent with a
prompt to mail or discard. You can configure the template with editable areas, to allow the agent to personalize the
message.

External APP URL
The URL associated with an external script or survey. Useful when you do not wish to use our internal Survey and Script
editor to build your script or survey.

Front end APP
See Front end software application

Front end software application
A software application that performs initial processing (front end processing) for another software program or computer.
An IVR is an example of a front end application.

gate
A gate is a virtual ACD (automatic call distributor) queue.

geo location
A type of call routing that sends calls to the contact center that is geographically closest to the geographic center of the
zip codes associated with the calling party's ANI (phone number).

HTTP service
An HTTP service is a data stream between two web-based entities. A "put" sends the data. A "call" gets the data.

Intercept
If the telephone network cannot route a call to a destination, it will intercept the call and divert it to a recording, station
attendant, or similar. A common reason for an intercept is when a dialed telephone number is no longer in service.
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IVR
An interactive voice response software application. IVR systems send, receive, interpret, and respond to spoken
commands. They use voice prompts such as, “Press or say one for Sales; Press or say two for Customer Service”. IVR
systems help callers self-route to their desired destination.

IVR application
An IVR application is an interactive voice response software application.

IVR string
The URL associated with an IVR application.

minute pool
Minute pool definition goes here.

originating DNIS
The number a calling party dialed, which is usually but not always the same as the destination number. When using
tracking numbers, the originating DNIS is the tracking number dialed, not the destination number.

packet
A snippet of code contained between opening and closing tags. For example, a "code" packet is the code between
opening and closing code tags <code> </code>.

percent allocation
A type of inbound call routing, where the system sends a percent of calls to each contact center destination. One of the
possible routing types associated with our cloud routing service.

queue events
Things that happen while a call or chat request is in queue. Examples include "on hold music", re-queueing, routing to
agents with a specific skill set, playing various audio files, and more. You can configure different queue events for
different conditions, such as when the queue is long, when the call center is closed, as well as normal queue processing.

reverse match
The process of attaching a name and address to a phone number. Typically a screen pop with a caller's name and address,
that is delivered to an agent as a call dequeues.

root element
In a code packet, the root element is the highest level element tag. In a defined packet, all code must be within the root
element opening and closing tags. For example <code> </code>

round robin
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A type of call routing where calls are distributed evenly between two or more destinations. The first call goes to the
lowest ranked destination. Then the next call goes to the next lowest ranked destination, etc. until each destination gets a
call. Then routing begins again with the lowest ranked destination.

script
A survey without form fields. We use the terms "survey" and "script" interchangeably, because they are both created
with the survey editor.

sequential routing
A kind of call routing, where calls overflow from a lower ranked contact center to a higher ranked contact center. One of
the routing types available with cloud routing.

short abandon
A call that was abandoned by the calling party before waiting a short period of time in queue. The period of time is the
short abandon time, and can be individually set for each queue (Inbound Configuration panel, Settings tab). Used as a
metric to evaluate optimum staffing for a campaign.

SLA Time
A metric, used to evaluate a call center's service level, as measured by the percent of calls answered within the SLA time
(Service Level Agreement time). The typical call center unit of measure for SLA time is 30 seconds. The call center
industry standard SLA is to answer 80% of calls in 30 seconds.

SOAP
Simple Online Application Protocol - an XML protocol for transferring data between two disparate systems

SOAP events
A real time, or near real time data feed to a specific end point URL. Facilitates integration of Connect First system with
other systems, such as legacy reporting software.

SOAP/HTTP Service
A real-time, or near real-time data feed to a specific endpoint URL. Use the SOAP/HTTP Utility to select the specific
data points and endpoint URL. Also called web services, SOAP services, SOAP events.

string
A “string” is a word, sentence, or phrase and can include any alphanumeric character. Be careful with punctuation. Some
punctuation, such as double quotation marks, will confuse the parser.

string value
In code, can be any alphanumeric character.

survey
An agent script with form fields
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TFN
Toll Free Number

token
A token is a variable you can insert in a script or survey. For example, if when creating an agent script, you embed the
"first name" token, the script will include a caller's first name. "Hi Jane. This is Mary from Connect First."

tokens
System variables, used to display variable value. Our system lets you embed tokens in scripts, surveys, email templates,
reports, and chat text snippets.

track locator
A geo router that dynamically routes inbound calls to the closest call center destination, as determined by the caller's
ANI

track number
A telephone number, used in place of a regular inbound number, to collect data about calls to the inbound number. The
call comes to us first, we extract the data, apply configured call handling options, and send the call to your inbound
destination.

UII
Universal interaction identifier. A 30 digit code that uniquely indentifies a call as it travels through its life cycle. The UII
is carried along for a call’s duration, no matter how many transfers, requeues, forwards, etc., may occur.

Unique ID
See Dynamic Unique ID.

whisper message
A brief audio message sent to agents as a call connects. Usually used as a kind of "heads up" to let the agent know what
kind of call is connecting.
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Index

A
About ACTION directives 259
About CONDITIONAL directives 259
About our SOAP/HTTP service 323
About the statements 261
About Track Locators 222
Account administrators 8
Account users 6
Accounts panel 3
ACTION directives 259
Active Calls tab 341, 349, 365
active panels 11, 13, 14
Add / edit agent accounts 34
Add / edit an agent’s skill profile 38
Add / remove agent access to gate groups and queues
36
Add / remove agent access to outbound dial groups 36
Add / update chat queues 63
Add / update inbound queues 117
Add a call center destination to a cloud routing profile
91
Add a call center destination to the system 104
Add a chat group 61
Add a dial group 155
Add a gate group 115
Add a new track notification 330
Add a phone book entry 317
Add a profile 89
Add a skill to a chat group 62
Add a skill to a gate group 116
Add a SOAP/HTTP service 325
Add a track locator 222
Add a track number 209
Add an Admin System user 380
Add an outbound campaign 157
Add or remove agents from an internal chat room 301
Add Page Branching Logic 242
Add result file destinations 319
Adding 24
Adobe Flash Player download link 1
Advanced Settings tab 168
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Advanced Tab 237, 240
Agent Access tab 163
Agent Accounts list table 39
Agent Accounts Panel 38
Agent Chat Room Configuration tab 303
Agent Chat Room list table 301
Agent Chat Room Preferences tab 304
Agent features 114
Agent Info tab 358
Agent System 1
Agents tab 81, 140
ANI 391
App Handoff 391
Assign a phone number to a different profile 92
Assign profile phone numbers 92
Assigned Destinations tab 97
Assigned Profiles tab 110
Audio Library 294
Audio Library panel 295
Audit Log Search 297
Audit Log Search panel 297
Available reports 376
Available tokens 309

B
Barge in on an agent call 353
Barge in on an inbound call 337
Barge in on an outbound call in process 344
Barge-in on or silently listen in on a call 361
Block an ANI from accessing the system 297
Block an IP from gaining access to the system 299
Blocked ANI Configuration panel 298
Blocked ANIs 297
Blocked IP Configuration panel 299
Blocked IPs 299

C
Call center schedule 20
Call handling and call routing options 115
Call handling options 206
Call Info tab 360
Call routing options 206
Caller-ID Matrix tab 184
Campaign Dialable Status panel 348
Campaign Disposition Configuration form 175
Centralized Data Management 269
Change a recurring report 378
Change how a profile sends calls to a destination 106
change the screen font size 3
change to a different account (multi-account users) 9
Chat Access tab 48
Chat agent features 60
Chat client features 60
Chat Configuration 59
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Chat Configuration Overview 61
Chat Configuration Panel 65
chat group 391
Chat Group Configuration form 68
Chat Queue Disposition Configuration 83
Chat Queue Event Configuration 79
Chat Queue Events Configuration Section 77
Chat Rooms 300
Chat Telemetry 367
Check the dialable status of a campaign’s leads 343
Check the status of your minute pools 367
Check the status of your prepay minute pools 319
Choose the accounts an Admin System user can select
after logon 382
Clone a call center destination configuration 105
Clone a chat queue 64
Clone a dial group 156
Clone a profile 90
Clone a SOAP/HTTP service 326
Clone a track number 209
Clone an agent account 34
Clone an inbound queue 117
Clone an outbound campaign 157
Cloning 31
Cloud Routing Destination list table 107
Cloud Routing Profile list table 93
Cloud Routing Profile Settings tab 94
code packet 391
Common Functions 24
Common uses for track numbers 206
CONDITIONAL directives 259
Configuration Form Buttons 19
Configuration forms 18
Configure a monitoring phone 352
Configure Agents 33
Configure Cloud Routing 87
Configure DTMF tab 136
Configure Page Level HTTP Services 255
Configuring Administration System User Accounts 380
Configuring Agent Accounts 33
Configuring Chat Groups 61
Configuring Chat Queues 63
Configuring Cloud Destinations 104
Configuring Cloud Profiles 89
Configuring Gate Groups 115
Configuring Inbound Queues 117
Configuring Outbound Campaigns 157
Configuring Outbound Dial Groups 155
Configuring Track Locators 222
Consolidate call detail records into one aggregated file
320
Create a centralized dataset 269
create agent scripts and surveys 6
Create an email template 305
Create an internal chat room 300
Create reports 279
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create templates for follow up emails 6
Creating Scripts and Surveys 229
CRM 391
CSS 391
Customer features 114

D
Daily schedule 20
Data fields that can be captured in reports 287
Deactivate a chat group skill 62
Deactivate a qate group skill 116
Delete a chat group 62
Delete a chat queue 64
Delete a chat room 301
Delete a destination call center 105
Delete a dial group 156
Delete a gate group 116
Delete a phone book entry 317
Delete a profile 90
Delete a recurring report 378
Delete a skill profile from an agent account 38
Delete a SOAP/HTTP service 326
Delete a track locator 223
Delete a track notification 330
Delete a track number 210
Delete an Admin System user’s account 381
Delete an agent account 35
Delete an audio file 295
Delete an inbound queue 118
Delete an outbound campaign 158
Deleting 29
desktop 11
destination 391
Destination Assignment Config Settings tab 99, 111
DID 391
Dispositions tab 82, 142, 172
DNIS 391
DNIS Overrides tab 112
DNIS tab 141
Drill down to a specific queue 336
Drill down to an inbound call in progress 336
Drill down to an outbound call in progress 344
DTMF 392
DTMF Event Configuration Form 137
Dynamic Unique ID 392

E
Edit a destination call center configuration 105
Edit a dial group 156
Edit a phone book entry 317
Edit a profile 90
Edit a SOAP/HTTP service 326
Edit a track locator 222
Edit a track notification 330
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Edit a track number 209
Edit an Admin System user’s account 380
Edit an outbound campaign 157
Editing 27
Element Options Tab 241
Element Settings tab 234
E-mail alerts 206
Email Destination 392
Email Template 392
email templates 6, 304
Embedding graphics in the body of the email message
308
End an inbound call 337
End an outbound call in process 345
Enter a chat room 300
Event Configuration tab 130
Event Programming Guide 258
Export data for FTP and email 276
External APP URL 392
External SOAP/HTTP Configuration panel 328
External SOAP/HTTP list table 327
external web services 6

How to Use This Document 1
HTTP service 392
HTTP SOAP services 6
HTTP web service calls 6

F

K

Features of Cloud Routing 88
Features of Our Scripts and Surveys 227
Filter Settings tab 357
Find a particular agent 352
Find a particular audio file 295
follow up email templates 6
font size, adjusting the UI font size 3
Front end APP 392
Front end software application 392

Keep an Admin System user from logging in 381

G
gate 392
Gate Disposition Configuration form 145
Gate Group Configuration form 120
Gate Queue Events Configuration area 129
Gate schedule configuration 20
General Settings tab 41, 161, 385
Generate an ad hoc report 377
Generating Reports 375
geo location 392
Getting Started 3
Getting Started With Cloud Routing 89
Ghost Agents 311
Glossary 391
Granular Security tab 388
Grid Options Tab 241

H
How Cloud Routing Works 88
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I
Inactivate a profile 90
Inactivate an agent account 35
Inactivate an outbound campaign 157
Inbound Access tab 45
Inbound Configuration 113
Inbound Configuration Panel 118
Inbound DNIS tab 101
Inbound Overview tab 371
Intended Audience 1
Intercept 392
Internet Explorer download link 1
IVR 393
IVR application 393
IVR Applications 316
IVR string 393

L
list tables 14
Listen to an audio file 294
Load Balancing tab 56
Loaded Lists tab 181
Log an active outbound agent out of the system 345
Log in inbound ghost agents 311
Log in outbound ghost agents 312
Log in to the Administration System 3
Log In to Your Account 3
Log off an inbound agent 337
Log out ghost agents 312
Logged In Agents tab 312, 342, 351
Logged In Skills tab 372
Login Outbound Agents tab 314
Login page URL 1, 3
Login Totals tab 315
Logins tab 367

M
Make an ad hoc run of a recurring report 378
make the screen font bigger or smaller 3
Making External HTTP Services Available For Use In a
Survey 257
Manage Administration System Users 379
Management features 113
menu bar 11
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minimized panels 11
minute pool 393
minute pools 6
Minute Pools tab 369
Monitor Cloud Routing profiles 361
Monitor your inbound call activity 336
Monitor your outbound campaigns 343
Monitoring Agent Login Status 367
Monitoring Agents 352
Monitoring Inbound Queues 336
Monitoring Outbound Campaigns 343
Monitoring Remote Call Centers (Cloud Telemetry)
361
Multi-account administrators 9

N
navigation tree 16, 66, 118, 160
add a folder or file 16
chat 66
clone a folder or file 16
delete a folder or file 16
edit a folder or file 16
inbound 118
outbound 160
view a folder or file 16
Navigation trees 16

O
Offhook Recording Sessions tab 359
originating DNIS 393
Outbound Access tab 47
Outbound Campaigns 164
Outbound Configuration 155
Outbound Configuration Panel 159
Outbound Dialing Groups 161
Override a destination configuration in this profile only
91
Override schedule 20
Overview 33, 59, 87, 113, 155, 205, 227, 293, 335, 375,
379

Procedures 377

Q
queue events 393
Queue Events tab 76, 127
Quick start 207
Quick Text tab 85

R
Real Time Agent Telemetry Panel 354
Real Time Cloud Routing Telemetry Panel 362
Real Time Inbound Overview Telemetry 370
Real Time Inbound Telemetry Panel 338
Real Time Login Overview Telemetry Panel 367
Real Time Outbound Telemetry Panel 346
Real Time Overview Telemetry Panel 371
Receive a separate results file for each queue or
campaign 320
register external IVR applications 6
Remove a call center destination 91
Remove an ANI from the Blocked ANI list 298
Remove profile phone numbers 92
Rename an existing audio file 294
report selector 11
Reporting users 6
Request an off-hook recording session 353
Requeue Shortcut Configuration form 178
Requeue Shortcuts tab 177
Re-set an Admin System user’s logon password 382
Result File Destinations 319
Result File Destinations form 322
Result File Destinations list table 321
reverse match 393
root element 393
round robin 394
Routing Destinations tab 364
Routing Profiles tab 362
Routing Rules form 219
Routing Rules tab 217

S
P
packet 393
Panel Components 14
Panel Overview 13
percent allocation 393
Phone Book Entries 317
Phone Book Entries panel 318
Phone Book tab 150, 179
Prepay Minute Pool Configuration panel 319
prepay minute pools 6, 318
Print a report 378
Priority Queue Events area 127
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Schedule a recurring report 377
Schedule configuration 20
Schedule controller 20
Schedule Overrides 21
Schedule Overrides tab 221
Schedule tab 75, 126, 181
Screen Overview 11
script 394
Scripts and Surveys 227
Search the audit log 297
See how many agents are logged in 370
See how many agents are logged in or off-hook 367
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See how many calls are in queue 370
See if a particular ghost agent is logged in 312
See if an ANI is already blocked 297
See if an IP is already blocked 299
See the currently logged in agent skills 370
See the longest wait time of calls currently in queue 370
Select / deselect an agent’s supervisors 37
Select / deselect who an agent supervises 37
Select a profile to send calls to a destination 106
Select the chat groups an agent can join 37
sequential routing 394
Settings tab 108, 164, 213
Settings tab - Advanced Gate Configurations area 125
Settings tab - Advanced Settings 73
Settings tab – Basic Configuration area 121
Settings tab – Basic Settings 70
short abandon 394
Shortcuts tab 148
Silently listen in on an agent call 352
Silently listen in on an inbound call 336
Silently listen in on an outbound call 344
Skill Profiles tab 53
SLA Time 394
SOAP 394
SOAP events 394
SOAP HTTP services 6
SOAP/HTTP Service 394
SOAP/HTTP Services 323
Softphone tab 57
Special ANI & Velocity Exceptions tab 152
Start an internet chat session with an agent 353
status bar 11
Sticky Dest. Manager tab 102
Stop a profile from sending calls to a destination 106
Stop receiving auto result files 320
string 394
string value 394
Summary of stream-able data elements and event
triggers 324
Supervisor Settings tab 51
survey 394
Survey Branching Example 244
system requirements 1
System Users list table 384
System Users Panel 383

T
Telemetry tab 354
Telemetry users 5
Temporarily inactivate a dial group 156
TFN 395
The Cloud Routing Destination Config Panel 106
The Cloud Routing Profile Config Panel 93
token 395
tokens 395
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Track Location Config form 225
track locator 395
Track Locator Config Panel 223
Track Notification Configuration form 332
Track Notification Configuration list table 330
Track Notifications 329
track number 395
Track Number Config list table 211
Track Number Config Panel 210
Track Number Configuration 207
Track Numbers 205
transfer disposition
inbound 143
outbound 173
Typographical Conventions 2

U
UII 395
Unblock an IP address 299
understanding the UI 11, 13, 14, 16, 20, 66, 118, 160
Understanding the User Interface 11
Unique ID 395
Update result file destinations 320
Upload a new audio file 294
upload an audio file 6
user types 3
Using Clone to build out an agent pool 35
Using Telemetry to Monitor the Call Center 335
Using the Outbound Do Not Call Manager 195
Using the Outbound Lead Manager 198
Using the Outbound List Loader 187
Using the Survey Elements Editor 233
Using the Survey Page Editor 231
Utilities 293

V
View active calls 361
View active calls and logged in agents for an outbound
campaign 343
View agent activity 352
View existing track notifications 329
View imported files 275
View or update an Admin System user’s granular
security settings 383
View routing destinations 361

W
web services 6
Welcome to Connect First 1
What is a SOAP/HTTP service? 323
What You Need 1
whisper message 395
Writing “HTTP Service Call” statements 266
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Writing component statements 261
Writing CTI statements 265
Writing disposition statements 264
Writing Goto statements 264
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